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On The Theory of Cyclostationary Signals

William A. Brown

Cyclostationary signals are time-series whose statistical (average) behavior varies
periodically with time. Closely related are almost cyclostationory (AC) signals with sta-
tistical behavior characterized by almost periodic functions of time, i.e., trigonometric
series with possibly non-harmonically related frequencies. In many signal processing
problems involving modulated communication signals, the waveforms encountered are
appropriately modeled as AC. This dissertation presents a statistical theory of these sig-
nals, along Iines recently suggested by W. A. Gardner, based on the principles of time'
averaging.

The motivation for studying almost cyclostationary signals is discussed. A basic
second-order statistical theory for complex valued AC signals - which involves idealized
measurements of hidden periodicity in lag product waveforms - is presented. This leads
to a description of AC signals in terms of the cyclic autocorrelation and, cgclic coniugate
correlation functions and their Fourier transforms, the cyclic spectrum and, cyclic coniu-
gate spectrum. The cyclic spectrum is shown to admit an interpretation as a spectral
correlation densitg, i.e., a cross-spectrurn-between two distinct frequency shifted versions
of a waveform. Similarly, the cyclic conjugate spectrum can be interpreted as a cross-

spectrum between a frequency shifted version of a rvaveform and its frequency shifted
complex conjugate. Together, the cyclic spectrum and cyclic conjugate spectrum are
shown to constitute a complete second-order statistical description of an AC waveform.
Cyclic spectral analysis concepts are then applied to the optimal linear-conjugate-linear
almost periodic filtering problem.

Systems designed to estimate the cyclic spectrum and cyclic conjugate spectrum,
i.e., cyclic spectrum analgzers, are found to be usefully characterized as quadratic almost
periodically time-varying systems. The performance of such systems is described in
terms of properties of the system kernel. Guidelines for system design are developed and
several novel architectures are proposed. The AC fraction-of-time density for complex
valued signals is defined and the Gaussian AC signal model is introduced. The appropri-
ateness of the Gaussian AC model is discussed. The variance performance of cyclic spec-
trum analyzers driven by Gaussian AC waveforms is then studied. Finally, the above
theory is applied to the problem of detecting the presence of an AC signal obscured by
noise using a quadratic almost periodic system-

ut
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1

1.O Introduction
Cyclostationary waveforms are persistent random waveforms with statistical param-

eters that vary periodically with time. Many naturally occurring and man-made systems
with underlying periodically time.variant structures give rise to observed functions of
time which are usefully modeled as cyclostationary waveforms. For example, the rota-
tion of the earth and its revolution about the sun produce temperature time series for a

given locale with apparent daily and yearly cycles. Numerous examples of phenomena
producing cyclostationary waveforms are given by W. A. Gardner in [39].

Of primary concern in this dissertation is the cyclostationary nature of many of the
waveforms encountered in the design and analysis of communications systems. Cyclosta-
tionary behavior is often induced in communication signals by subjecting an otherwise
stationary information bearing signal or data steam to various forms of periodic process-

ing to produce a waveform suitable for transmission. Such periodic processing includes
sampling, digital encoding, multiplexing, and most types of pulse and carrier modulation.
Cyclostationarity can also be induced in a waveform by, for example, rotating
transmitter or receiver antenna patterns, reflection of a traveling wave off of a rotating
object, and by the receiver during the demodulation or signal conditioning process.

The underlying statistical periodicity present in these waveforms is a central issue in
certain signal processing problems. Applications of cyclostationary signal theory of
current interest include signal estimation using various types of linear almost periodically
time-variant systems, detection of the presense of a cyclostationary signal obscured by
noise and interference, system identification, carrier and symbol synchronization, modula-
tion format recognition and parameter estimation, modulation format design, time
difference of arrival estimation, and adaptive beamforming and nullsteering.

While the cyclostationary character of many time series has long been recognized,

increasing capabilities of signal processing hardware and software continue to broaden
the application of cyclostationary signal theory to practical problems. This has been

accompanied by recent advances, e.g. [a0], and increased interest in the theory of cyclos-

tationary signals. This dissertation is a study of the theory of cyclostationary signals

with emphasis on the development of results and analytical approaches suited to the
above application areas.

Problems involving random or erratic waveforms can be studied by employing some

form of idealized averaging to reveal underlying nonrandom waveform characteristics and
system performance. It is common practice to accomplish this by modeling the waveform
as a realization of a random process and to eliminate randomness by probabilistic ensem-

ble averaging. In the class of problems studied here, however, it is more appealing to
eliminate erratic behavior by forming an appropriate time average of the quantity of
interest and considering the limit as the observation time becomes infinite. This
approach preserves a tangible link between the idealized averages and the quantities most
convenient to measure in practice - namely time averages - and eliminates the need for
defining an appropriate probabilistic model of a random process. While the problems
considered in this dissertation can be dealt with by careful application of random process

theory, the time averaging philosophy employed yields a similer and more intuitively
appealing theory. Thus, time averaging is a central theme of this dissertation.

In brief, the scope of this dissertation includes a detailed study of the finite and
infinite time averages encountered in problems involving cyclostationary waveforms' a
statistical characterization of cyclostationary waveforms based on fraction-of-time distri-
butions, a study of linear-conjugate-linear and bilinear (and quadratic) systems driven by
cyclostationary waveforms, and spectral analysis and its generalization - cyclic spectral
analysis - of cyclostationary waveforms. Complex-valued and almost cyclostationary
waveforms are treated throughout.
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I-.1 Previous'Work
The novel aspects of this study build on previous work in several areas. These

include the general subjects of cyclostationary signals, time averaging approaches to time
series analysis and spectral analysis, periodically time-variant systems, complex-valued
signal representations, and complex-valued Gaussian waveforms. This section presents a
brief description of the pertinent literature.

Research specifically dealing with the cyclostationary aspects of communication sig-
nals dates from the late 1950's. The term "cyclostationary" was introduced by Bennett
[7] in 1958 to describe random processes possessing periodically timevariant mean and
autocorrelation functions. Bennett, Gudzenko (1959) [+3], Gladyshev (tg6t) [a1], and
Hurd (1969) 1471, studied basic issues relating to cyclostationary random processes includ-
ing Fourier expansion of the autocorrelation function, estimation of the Fourier
coefficients and the stationarizing effect of introducing a random phase. Brelsford and
Jones (1967) [9] [48] studied linear prediction of a cyclostationary process using a periodi-
cally time-variant predictor. A detailed history of work prior to 1972 is given by
Gardner in his doctoral dissertation [27]. Two influential works in this area in the
engineering literature are the 1969 textbook by Franks [2a] and the 1975 paper by
Gardner and Franks [29]. These emphasize cyclostationary modeling of common com-
munication signals, series representations of cyclostationary random processes, and solu-
tions to the minimum mean-square error-linear filtering problem. A sampling of recent
work on estimation, detection, and general properties of cyclostationary random
processes is provided by references [Za], [30], [13], and [8]. The most comprehensive
treatment using the probabilistic framework of random processes is given by Gardner in
[31].

The cyclostationary nature of communication signals is central to the carrier and
symbol synchronization problems addressed in [zS], [0e], [65], and [3a]. Examples of
other specializations and applications in which cyclostationary concepts have proven use.
ful are linear prediction [60], periodically time.variant filtering and system identification
[zt], [02], [22], [39], spread spectrum signal interception [rZ], [38], transmitter and receiver
filter design [20], [59], [20], [42], crosstalk interference and modulation transfer noise [14],
[3], noise in periodically switched circuits [70], and queuing [1], [52].

Research has also proceeded in the Soviet Union, e.g., the work of Kapustinskas
[Sa], and Japan, e.g., the work of Honda [+6]. Time series with periodically time-variant
statistics have also been studied in disciplines other than engineering, see for example
Hasselmann [a+] on climatic variability and Parzen and Pagano [04] on econometrics.

A time average approach giving rise to a spectral correlation interpretation of
cyclostationary waveform characteristics has recently been proposed by Gardner [eZ] and
has been developed in [aa], [35j, [36], and [39]. In cooperation with Gardner some results
from this dissertation are incorporated into these recent publications. In particular,.some
aspects of this treatment of optimal linear almost periodic filtering, kernel representa-
tions of cyclic spectrum analyzers and their variance performance, and Gaussian almost
cyclostationary waveforms, are included in [39], and results concerning the spectral corre-
lation function of digitally modulated signals appear in [36].

Time average approaches to time series analysis and spectral analysis have pro-
ceeded in parallel with main stream approaches based on random process theory. The
distinction between the approaches is exemplified by the landmark papers of Wiener
(1930) [75] and Kolmogorov (1933) [56]. An interesting discussion of the distinction is
given by Masini in [57]. Wiener's theory of generalized harmonic analysis defines the
autocorrelation and spectrum functions in terms of infinite time averages involving a sin-
gle time function, while other approaches invoke probabilistic concepts. Notable research
that focuses on time average methods includes Wiener's treatment of generalized har-
monic analysis in [76], his original work on optimal filtering [77], and, papers by Kampe



de Feriet [50], [51], Hofstetter [+5], Finch [23], and Gardner [32] [39].

The cyclic spectrum analyzers, cyclic correlators, and signal detectors studied are
quadratic (or bilinear) almost periodically time-variant systems. The theory of nonlinear
systems excited by random waveforms, studied extensively in the literature, is thus appli-
cable. A readable introduction to integral representations of nonlinear systems is given
in the original work of Volterra [74]. Pertinent work on nonlinear systems includes the
efforts of Wiener [78], Smets [69], Deutsch [17], [18], Bedrosian and Rice [5], Schetzen [68],
Koh [55], and Bendat and Piersol [6]. Gardner discusses periodically time-variant non-
linear systems driven by stationary random processes in [27]. Previous work is extended
here to include almost periodic nonlinear systems driven by almost cyclostationary
waveforms.

Linear periodically time-variant system representations and/or associated optimal
filtering issues are discussed by Zzdeh [79], Gardner lZ7l, Gardner and Franks [29], Strom
and Signell [70], and recently by Ferrara [22]. Linear almost periodic systems (treated in
[39]) and linear-conjugate'linear almost periodic systems, both treated in this disserta-
tion, have received relatively little previous attention. The term "linear-conjugate-linear"
was introduced by W. M. Brown [11] [12] to describe systems whose output is the sum of
two linear time-invariant filter outputs, one operating on a complex-valued input and the
other operating on its conjugate.

Interest in complex-valued Gaussian waveforms is intimately tied to interest in
complex-valued waveforms in general. The utility of complex-valued signal representa.:
tions stems from the resulting unification of theory and simplification of certain concepts
especially in connection with bandpass signals and systems. The history of the study of
complex-valued waveforms can be traced in the work of Gabor [26], Ville [73], Arens [4],
Dugundji [f9], Kelly, Reed and Root [5+], Bedrosian [S], Kaitath [aO], Van Trees [72],
Urkowitz [71] and many others. The Gaussian almost cyclostationary waveform model
developed in Chapter Three is useful for characterizing cyclic spectrum analyzer perfor-
mance and for studying the detection problem of Appendix H. In particular, various
representations for the density function and characteristic function associated with
complex-valued Gaussian almost cyclostationary waveforms and the evaluation of
fourth-order moments are of interest. Related work emphasizing complex-valued Gaus-
sian random processes includes that of Reed [66], McGee [58], and Miller [61] [62]. The
particular situation studied in this dissertation - namely the waveform being both com-
plex valued and almost cyclostationary - has received no attention in the literature. The
usual assumption E {*(t+rlZ)x(t-rlZly:0, made in the above references, is inappropri-
ate here and thus extension of previous theory is necessary.

1.2 Surnrnary
The main body of the dissertation is composed of four chapters. Chapters Two and

Three present the essentials of a time average based theory of complex-valued almost
cyclostationary waveforms and develop the analytical tools used in the sequel. The
theory is comprehensive in the sense that the form of the theory emphasizes an analogy
between the sine wave extraction operator ( Es {'} ) and composite fraction-of-time den-
sity and the corresponding entities of random process theory, namely the expectation
operator and probability density. Thus, although this is not thoroughly discussed
within, related work using the random process approach can be given time average
theory interpretations and vice versa.

Chapter Four examines the structure of almost periodically time-variant quadratic
and bilinear systems and employs the theory of the second and third chapters to obtain
some important statistical inpuLoutput relationships. The relationship between the
second-order statistics of the input and the output sine wave components is established.
Also, a general formula for the power spectrum of the output of a system driven by
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Gaussian almost cyclostationary inputs is obtained.

Quadratic and bilinear systems designed to measure the spectral correlation func-
tion (i.e., the cross spectrum of two frequency shifted versions of a waveform) are studied
in detail in Chapter Five.

The details of the more lengthly mathematical derivations are given in the appen-
dices. Also included there is a derivation, using time average concepts, of the likelihood
ratio detector for distinguishing between two statistically distinct cyclostationary signals.

A detailed summary of Chapters Two and Three followed by less detailed sum-
maries of Chapters Four and Five and the appendices are given below.

The erratic detail of a function is subdued by the simple expedient of averaging.
For example, a sliding average of the form

,' (t)-+'.|'' ,(r)dr ,t t-T lz
(1.1)

(1.2)

(1.4)

( 1.5)

where c(l) is an erratic waveform with substantial variation rvithin intervals of length
?, is, in some sense, less erratic than the original waveform z(f ). The same can be said
of the weighted average

rt I (r):J pr(t-r)r(r)dr ,

where p1(f) is a smooth pulse-shaped function of unit area and duration T. The
smoothing operation above is also described as low pass filtering, meaning that com-
ponents of x(t ) associated with frequencies less than 1/ T in magnitude are passed while
those associated with higher frequencies are suppressed. In the limit of infinite averaging
time, a persistent waveform is characterized by a single numberl its mean

ro:Ji- +'*I'' ,(r)dr .

?+oo I t_7 1Z

The utility of such statistical characterization of a waveform is expanded
averages of more complicated waveform constructs such as the frequency
duct of a complex-valued waveform

.+T 12

Ei(r):-lim { t r@*rl2)r(u-,rl2)' r-i2nau 4u
t+@ I t_T12

and the indicator function of a real-valued waveform r(t)
t+T lz

4(,)o:rli1r_ i. I' ,^"(v-r(r))dr ,t t-T 12

where u(f ) is the unit step function.

(1-3)

by considering
shifted lug pro-

Time averages of frequency shifted product waveforms, and in particular lag pro-
ducts, are the focus of Section 2.1. The property that distinguishes a waveform as

cyclostationary can be described in terms of averages of the form of (1.4). Simply stated,
a finite.power waveform is said to exhibit cyclostationarity if R"l?) or R|, (r) is nonzero

for at least one nonzero value of cv, where R*,(r) is given by (t.a) with the conjugate
operation on z omitted. A finite-.power waveform is called purely stationary otherwise.
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An investigation o[ the technical conditions on the waveform and the smoothing function
that assure the existence of limits such as those of (1.3) and (f .+) and consideration of
various modes of convergence are beyond the scope of this dissertation. Instead, the class

of waveforms considered is restricted by imposing two fundamental assumptions. First,
it is assumed that the Iimib time average of all frequency shifted products considered
exists in the ordinary sense, i.e.,

A
7n-

r12
r. 1 rlim - { t (u) t-'Zn ou 4u

? --+oo T l-r'12
( 1.6)

(1.7)

(1.S)

(1.e)

(r. ro)

(r.rr)

( 1.13)

exists, where , (t ) ir the product rvaveform of interest,
(which includes as a special case ,(t):t(t) for y(t)=l
i-portanb existence relationships hold. For example, if zp

rl2
P,4 lim + f l,@)lrau

? ---+oo I _-f lZ

i.e. , z(t)_r( r +rl2)y (t -rl2)'
and r-0). Some simple but

exists and the average power

exists then the average of (1.6) does not depend on the integration time origin, i.e.,

.. r 
t+T12

'u: ]y*+ . I^ ,^"("1"-i2r?t 
du

t-T12

Similarly, if P, and P y exist and

Rfr(')a /g
exists then

which j ustifies ( 1.4). Furthermore, since

r (u +r l2) y (u -, I 2)' ,-i Ztr au du

r12

+tr' -r lz

t+T l2
R&(r)-/:: + , I^ , 

,(u +rl2)y (u -r l2)' ,-i\nau 4u
-+oo t t-Tlz

T
p

l, B l'sP, ,

z p is nonzero for at most a countable number of values of the frequency shift variable p'

The second fundamental assumption is most succinctly stated in terms of the fol-
lowing relationship between first- and second-order averages,

r r. 
Tr2

x\+alze B-atr:;y*i ! ,^A;1r1t-i2tfr4, (1.12)
-t l.

A special case of this requirement is

| "o l': lim
? -+co

T 12

+ {,,R,,(r) d r
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which is equivalent to the familiar mean-square convergence property of the mean esti-
mate c'(t) of (t.t),

s12

lim ri- ] / lr, (t)-xslzdt:o . (1.14)
f +coS+oo S _rl,

Equation (1.12) guarantees that there is a one-to-one correspondence between a pair of
sine wave components in the waveforms r(f) and y(t) and the associated impulse in
their cyclic cross spectrum.

An additional but minor assumption serves to simplify the study of cyclic spectrum
analyzer output convergence (Section 5.1) and provides useful approximate formulas for
the variance of the output of a cyclic spectrum analyzer (Section 5.4.3). It is assumed
that there is a nonzero minimum spacing between values of /9 for which zp in (1.6) is
nonzero.

Some interesting relationships between single-sided averages and the double-sided
averages in the preceding discussion are also addressed in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.L.3. If the
fundamental assumptions are satisfied simultaneously for left-, right-, and double-sided
averages then it is shown that the limit, single- and double-sided averages are equal.

The limit time average of a frequency shifted waveform can be viewed as the com-
plex amplitude of the sine wave component of the waveform at the shift frequency. This
interpretation is explored in Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4. The (single) sine wave extraction
operator

r12

o,P{21t1}L -li* + I "U-u)e;zn\u 
d,u : "p""ns' , (1.15)

r'+6 t _T f2

and the (complete) sine wave extraction operator

2(t):8,{,(r)} L \of {z{t)) , (1.16)
'J

facilitate mathematical manipulations and play a fundamental role in subsequent theory.
The waveform is modeled as the sum of its sine wave components plus a residual signal
,(t). Under the fundamental assumptions, the power spectrum of z(t) decomposes into
a sum of impulses associated with Z(t) plus a nonimpulsive portion associated with r(r).

Special terminology and notation is established for second-order statistical functions
in Section 2.1.5. Specifically, the almost periodic correlation function

R,u$,14 E,{r(t*rlz)v(t-r1z)'} (1.17)

and almost periodic conjugate correlation function

R,!,(t,r)4 Et{r(t+r1z)y(t-r1z)} (1.18)

are defined and it is shown that the cyclic correlation function n,i\) and cyclic conju-
gate correlation function Rfi, (r) are their Fourier coefficients.

Spectral analysis concepts are applied in Section 2.1.6 to establish that a waveform
exhibits cyclostationarity if and only if it possesses spectral correlation in the sense
described in the following. The cyclic spectrum S;(f), defined as the Fourier transform
of the cyclic correlation function R&(r), is a cross spectrum of two frequency shifted



relation for cyclic

FI

I

spectral analysisversions of the waveforms of interest. The Wiener
takes the form

lim Iim 1

n/ --+0 af +co At A/

t +^t l2

I
t -nt lz

rr+o lrfu) r Y r -o 1r(u)| du (1.1e )

(1.20)

where

and r/ :LlT and af are the time and frequency resolution parameters, respectively.
Since (1.20) is a bandpass filtering operation with unity midband gain and bandwidth
-r/ followed by downconversion to zero frequency, (1.19) can be interpreted as the corre-
Iation per unit bandwidth between r(t) and y(t) at frequencies f+alz and' f-af2,
respectively. Thus, a waveform exhibiting cyclostationarity, for which S,ZU) or .9j, (/)
is nonzero for some alO, necessarily has at least one of the following forms of spectral
correlation. Either correlation exists between (demodulated) frequency -components of
c(f), separated by some nonzero frequenly offset-r-r', or correlation exists between (demo-
dulated) frequency components of z(t) and x(t)', separated by some nonzero frequency.
offset cu.

The cyclic spectrum functions provide a convenient means for characterizing and
distinguishing between certain communication signal modulation schemes. An example is
given in Section 2.L.7 where a frequency shifted M-dimensional pulse.amplitude'
modulation signal model is examined. The cyclic spectrum functions are expressed in
terms of the model parameters for the general case and two special cases of interest -
binary phase shift keyed and quaternary phase shift keyed signals.

Linear almost periodic (LAP) systems driven by cyclostationary waveforms and
some issues peculiar to the study of complex-valued waveforms are the subject of Section
2.2. Trigonometric series expansion of the system impulse response gives rise to input
oscillator and output oscillator representations of the system in terms of frequency
shifters, linear time-invariant (LTI) filters, and a summing device (Figures 2.4 and 2.5).
Cyclic spectra input/output relationships, based on the derivation in Appendix F, are
presented for a general vector-input vector-output LAP system. In the scalar case these
reduce to

t+T l2
*r (r ), 4 + I ,(u)e-i2n fu 4u

r- t-T lz

sfr(/):t?t r( f +alz)s#*"-p( f -+)I/^(f -nlz)'

(/):IIf/ p(f +ulz)s;l\-r' U-+)I/-x( -f *al2),
px

,SO
vg

(r.z r)

(t.zz)

where r and y are the system input and output, respectively, and H r(f) is the filter
transfer function for the branch associated with oscillator frequency p in the input oscil-
lator system representation. More complicated results for linear-conjugate-linear almost
periodic (LCLAP) systems are also presented and the special cases of purely stationary
input and LTI filtering are considered. If the system is LTI, (1.21) and (1.22) collapse to

sfr(f)-H(f +cul2)H(f -,, l2)'s#(f) (r.za)
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(1.24)

Since a bandlimited waveform is unchanged by passage through a filter with unity gain
over an appropriate pass band, equations (1.23) and (1.2a) provide a simple description
of the region of the (/,n) plane over which the cyclic spectra of a bandiimited waveform
can have support. The cyclic spectra of a low pass waveform of double-sided bandwidth
B can be nonzero only within the diamond indicated by

D B(f ,n')4 u"(f +" l2)unff --ct l2) , (1.25)

where

Similarly, if z is bandpass with bandwidth .B centered at /6 then S#(f) and ^9j' (/) can

be nonzero only within the regions of support of DBU-fo,a) and DpUf-r-2fi, respec-

tively.
The analytic signal and complex enielope representations of a real-valued waveform

are reviewed in Section 2.2.2. The cyclic spectrum formulas (1.23) and (1.2a) for LTI
filtering imply the following relationships between the cyclic spectra of a real-valued
waveform ,r{t), the associated analytic signal ,(t), and the complex envelope

_:n-ti
v(t):r(t), ''"'0",

s#(f)-4" (f +a l2)u (f -" l2)s;,, (f) 1

s;, (/) -4" (f *cu f 2), (-l+ " lz)s;,, (f) ,

s fr(f)-AD B U,*) s t,, U + fo)

s fr. (/) -4DnU,o)sil,'r' tf)

where in (1.29) and (1.30) it is assumed that c,(f) is bandpass centered
bandwidth no greater than .B 12fo. Furthermore,

s t,, }-__+ls ;(f)+ s ;( -/) + s :, (/) + s ;? ( /)'l

uB(/)a {l
for lf
for lf

<B 12

>B 12
(1.26)

(t.zz)

(r.za)

(r.zo)

(1.30)

aL fo with

: 
+ls rX U - f o) +sr? (- f - f ,) + s ;.2 

r o 
( f) + s ;7 

-' t o 
( /)' l

(r.e r)

(r.az)

These relationships are clarified by the potential support diagrams of Figures 2.LL, 2.12,
and 2.13. Since the regions of potential support iD (L.27) and (1.28) are disjoint and
since .9fo (/) -"y be nonzero independently in either of these regions, both ^9i(/) and

S-1,(f) are necessary to fully describe the spectral correlation properties of z,(r) and
LZ \' t

therefore t(t). Similarly, a complete description in terms of the complex envelope
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requires both (1.?9) and (1.30). The potential region of support in (1.28) coincides with
the potential region of support for correlation of positive frequency components with
negative frequency components of zr(t) whereas t1.27) corresponds to correlation bebween
two positive frequency components. Because the effect of conjugation of a waveform
ainounts to frequency reversal and conjugation in the frequency domain (i.".,
Flr(t)'):X(-/)'), ihe cyclic conjugate spectrum S:'(f) can be interpreled in rerms of
correlation bebween waveform components of opposite spectral orienbation. This
interpretation is discussed in Section 2.2.3.

Every system with real-valued input and output can be represented by some
equivalent s]'stem rvhose input and output are the analytic or complex envelope represen-
tations of the original input and output waveforms. If the system is LTI then these
alternative sysbem representations are also LTI. However, if the system is linear time-
variant then the equivalent systems are ]inear-conjugate-linear (LCL), meaning that the
output is the sum of a linear operation on the input plus a linear operation on the conju-
gate of the input. In Section 2.2.4 transformations between LAP systems involving real-
valued rvaveforms and corresponding linear-conjugate-linear almost periodic (LCLAP)
systems involving analytic signals and complex envelopes are derived.

The optimal LCLAP filtering problem is studied in Section 2.2.5. An estimate of
the desired signal is produced by an LCLAP system operating on the received complex-
valued waveform. The objective is to sfecify the LCLAP system that minimizes the time
average magnitude squared error. The conjugate-linear path in the LCLAP system is
vital to obtain performance equivalent to that of the optimal LAP system for the
corresponding real-valued waveform problem. This is not widely recognized in the litera-
ture. The design equations2.5ol and?.sto are expressed in terms of cyclic spectrum
functions. When specialized to the case ol ltnear periodically time-variant filtering, the
design equations are equivalent to those obtained using a probabilistic approach [27].
The theory is applied to the problem of separating two spectrally overlapping amplitude
modulation signals. If no noise'is present, the optimal LCLAP system, found analyti-
cally, achieves perfect desired signal extraction. If low level white noise is present,
numerical solution of the design equations indicates the performance of the optimal
LCLAP system greatly exceeds that of the optimal LTI and LCL time'invariant systems.
An important practical issue not addressed is the problem of synchronization of the
LCLAP system to the received signal.

Many signal processing problems - in particular analysis of the variance perfor-
mance of cyclic spectrum analyzers and design of cyclostationary signal detectors -
require a more complete statistical description of the signals involved than that provided
by the cyclic spectra. The composite fraction-of-time density (CFOTD), introduced by
Gardner [39], provides a complete waveform characterization with regard to sine wave
extraction and creates an analogy between random process theory and the time average
based theory. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 study the ramifications of the CFOTD and some key
properties of the Gaussian almost cyclostdtionary (GAC) waveform model for real-valued
waveforms. The theory is extended to complex-valued waveforms in Sections 3.3 and
3.4. The CFOTD associated with a complex-valued vector x(t)=<,(t)+ixt(t) in terms
of a complex argument vector v is usefully defined as the joint CFOTD of its real and
imaginary partsl if can be expressed as

f*(,r(') :**r,{lI.-"@I__r[( t)) u(,i,-ri( t))] (r.ee)

The analogy with fhe probability density is embodied in the fundamental theorem of sine
uaue extraction

(1.34)Ie(t ,i)/-tr1(v) dv-E,t,eU ,*( r ))) ,
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where g(t,*(t))_ is an almost periodically time-variant nonlinear system and
+A [rr uHl'lV2 is the complex extended vector associated with any vector v. If /*111(v)
is interpreted as a probability density function and E,{'} as expectation then !his
becomes the fundamental theorem of expectation of probability theory. It is shown that
an appropriafe definition o[ lhe characterisbic function associated with x(l)is

*1,;(*)aE,;ei*'*(t)r , (1'35)

where w is complex vahied. A complex-valued'rvaveform z(t) is defined to be Gaussian
almost cyclostationary (GAC) if the real part of every linear combination of time
translates of z(t) has a firsb-order Gaussian characberistic function. This is shown to
imply that LCLAP transformations of GAC waveforms produce GAC waveforms. The
CFOTD associated with a complex-valued GAC rvaveform z(t)takes the form

I*1t/.u):(z,i)-M(aet K**(,))-'l'u*p[- 
f,$_.r*(t))oK**(t)-t(+-p*(r))] , (1.36)

(provided that K*r(t) is ol full rank) rvhere x(t) is an M-dimensional vector of time
translates of z(t),:n(t) is the complex extended vector, and K*r(t) and po(t) are the
almost periodic covariance matrix and rnean vector defined in terms of the sine rvdve
extraction operator. Explicit fourth-order moment formulas are given by (fZ6) through
(3.235).

Chapter Four discusses bilinear almost periodic systems of the form

z{t): I I n(t ,u ,u)x(t -")y (t -u)' duda , (1.37)

where m(t,u,u) is almost periodic in the time variable f. Cyclic spectrum analyzers.
cyclic correlators, and various quadratic signal detection and parameter estimation sys-
tems are of this general form. A quadratic almost periodic system is formed by drivin-g
the bilinear system with a single waveform, i.e., by letting y(t):"(t) or 9(t):z(1)-.
Trigonometric series expansion of the system kernel m(t,u,u) leads to a system represen-
tation consisting of a superposition of bilinear time.invariant systems with frequency
shifted outputs,

,(t):DJ I m"(u ,o)r(t -u)y (t -u)' d,udu "-iztat (1.38)

An alternative representation in terms of frequency shifted inputs also exists. Also of
interest are almost periodic systems which involve all four second-order combinations of
the real and imaginary parts of an input r(t), i.e.,

z1t1:[[x1t-u)rn(t,u,o)7(t-u)d.ud.a , (t.ao;

where x(r)A [Re{r(r)} Im{z(t)}]". An equivalent system operating on the complex-
valued input has the form

z1t1:J t*,1t-u)rm(t ,u,v)*.(t-o)'duda , (1.40)

where

(t.+ t )..r( t ,u ,u ):J' t( t ,u,, )J' ,
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JA 1

6 (1.42)

(r.+a)

(r.++)

(r.+s)

(r.ao)

and * is the complex extended vector described earlier. In Section 4.2 an expression for
the sine wave components of the output of the system of (1.a0) is derived;

E, {z (t)} :\;tr 1 /}iP11r *cv, o ) S$+ " (u)' du,\ s; 2" ut,
p.d

where IW ir the transformed rotated kernel matrix,

lW(a,a ):M"(6 +a f 2,b -o lZ) ,

M"(o,6)is the double Fourier transform of the kernel Fourier coeffi.cients rn"(u,u), and
Tr{'} denotes the matrix trace.

In the applications envisioned, the output sine wave components are typically the
desired output of the above system and the erratic component of the output is con-
sidered noise. Thus, the output power spectrum often provides an adequate characteriza-
tion of system performance. The relatid-nship ((a.114) and (4.116)) between the output
power spectrum and the input cyclic spectra for the above system with Gaussian almost
cyclostationary inputs is presented in Section 4.3. This formula constitutes one of the
major results reported in this dissertation. The lengthly derivation is detailed in Appen-
dix D. The general result can be specialized bo a wide variety of bilinear and quadratic
systems of practical interest by substitution of the particular kernel form. Examples of
such systems and some useful representations of their kernel functions are given in
Appendix C.

In Chapter Five cyclic spectral analysis and cyclic spectrum analyzer systems are
revisited in detail. A cyclic spectrum analyzer is defined as a single branch bilinear
almost periodic system of the form

, (t):J I p (f -€, r), (€+, 12)y (€-' l2)' ,-iznao€ ,-'2n fot 
d, ( d r ,

where /9 and o6 ar€ the nominal spectrum frequency and spectral separation frequency
(cycle frequency), respectively, and p(f,r), called the (rotated) kernel envelope, is a two
dimensional pulse with, durations af and 1/a/ in the t and r dimensions, respectively.
Expression (1.45) usually represents a family of systems for which the key parameters /6,
cv61 Af, and a/ are independent variables. The kernel envelope is assumed to possess

appropriate asymptotic properties in the limit at+oo. Study of the many cyclic spec-
trum analysis methods, including the time and frequency smoothing and transformed
tapered cyclic correlation methods, is unified by consideration of the general form (1.45).
Specialization of the results of Section 4.2 provides an expression for the output sine
wave components,

Et i2nute,

where P is the double Fourier transform of p and
appropriate analyzet kernel design can be deduced.
of Section 4.3 is specialized to the cyclic spectrum
simplifications, &pproximations, and special cases of
power are discussed. Some novel cyclic spectrum

from which considerable insight into
The output power spectrum formula
analyzer to yield (5.148). Numerous
the expressions for the output noise

analy zer i-plementations that have

{'(t )} -I I r 0, ,r) S:o*"0 (, * f o) du

lt
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computational complexity advantages are studied in Section 5.6. A more detailed sum-
mary of Chapter Five is given in Section 5.0.

Bilinear (and quadratic) forms are encountered in connection with BAP systems and
Gaussian densities and characteristic functions. The identities derived in Appendix A
ease transformation between real-valued representations and complex-valued representa-
tions of these forms.

The complex variable form of a Gaussian CFOTD, used to establish certain proper-
ties of GAC waveforms in Chapter Three, is derived in Appendix B. Many of the key
results of Chapters Four and Five are obtained using the fourth-order moment formula
for complex-valued GAC waveforms. Therefore, Appendix B also offers bwo distinct
derivations of the formula, which has the same form as Isserlis's formula for real-valued
random variables.

Appendix C is a catalog of kernel representations of often-encountered single branch
BAP systems.

Appendix D gives a detailed derivation of the general formula for the output spec-
trum of a BAP system driven by GAC waveforms. The formula is the basis for the
analysis of cyclic spectrum analyzer output variance in Chapter Five.

For convenient reference, a list of cyclic correlation and cyclic spectrum symmetry
identities is given in Appendix E.

The cyclic spectrum input-output relationships for LAP systems, used in Section
2.2, are derived in Appendix F. The closely related formula giving the cyclic spectrum
for a frequency-shifted M-PAM signal is also derived.

In Appendix G, the definitions of the cyclic correlation function and the cyclic spec-
trum function are extended in an appropriate way to discrete-time waveforms. The
cyclic spectrum aliasing formula, which characterizes the relationship between the cyclic
spectrum of a continuous-time waveform and the cyclic spectrum of its sampled version,
is also derived.

Appendix H shows that the likelihood ratio test for detecting the presence of an
almost cyclostationary signal can be derived using time-average rather than probabilistic
concepts. For GAC signal and noise and low signal-to-noise energy coherence, the detec-
tor is a QAP system that can be interpreted as the sum of frequency smoothed cyclic
periodograms where the weighting functions are the cyclic spectra of the signal of
interest.
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2.O First- and Second-Order Theory of Cyclostationary Signals

In this chapter, some basic ideas regarding time'averages of random signals are dis-
cussed, purely stationary, purely cyclostationary and almost cyclostationary signals are

defined, and cyclic spectral analysis is introduced. Relationships between linear almost
periodic systems excited by real-valued waveforms and linear-conjugate-linear almost
periodic systems excited by complex-valued waveforms are examined and the optimal
filtering problem is studied.

The study is directed toward the analysis of the types of signals commonly encoun-
tered in communication systems. These signals are typically random and persistent. Due
to the random nature of the signals, signal characteristics and system performance are

analyzed by using some form of averaging to reveal underlying nonrandom (i.e., constant
or repeating) behavior. The standard approach is to model a signal as a realization of a
rundom pro""r. and to eliminate trt do-.r".s by ensemble averaging, i.e., taking the
expected value. The approach taken here, however, is based on statistical quantities
defined as limit time averages of functions of the infinite duration waveform of interest.
The resulting theory will be seen to be analogous to the theory of cyclo-ergodic random
processes [8].

The principle advantage of the time-average approach is

limiting values of quantities actually measured in practice.
measurement of a complex-valued signal ,(t),

rl2
p"LJi* + I l"(r) lrat ,?+co L _bl,

that ib deals directly wibh
The ideal average power

is an example of such an average. Most signals considered

fi,nite power \n the sense that the limit in (2.L) exists, and

(2.1)

here are assumed to have

0<P" (m (2-2)

A finite-power waveform is inherently of infinite time duration and furthermore, unlike
(continuous) finite energy functions, iis magnitude does_not approach zero for- large lt l.
A simple example is the complex exponential, r(t):s'21Ipt, -@<f (m, for which Pr:1.
The complex exponential waveform plays a fundamental role in the development, and
throughout the dissertation it is referred to as a compler sine waue or simply as a sine

uraue when dropping the qualifier complen does not introduce ambiguity.

In a physical experiment, all systems and observed signals have a finite lifetime.
Thus the concept of a finite'power waveform is a significant idealization of signals actu-
ally occurring in practice. Application of the theory to practical problems involves the
assumption that an appropriate mathematical signal model exists. That is, the physical
experiment is envisioned as continuing indefinitely backwards and forwards in time, pro-
ducing a hypothetical finite porver waveform, which is identical to the observed
waveform over the observation interval. This concept is particularly well suited for
modeling communications systems for which it is natural to visualize an ongoing infor-
mation source, modulation scheme, and noise and interference background.

If a priori knowledge of the phenomenon producing the waveform is available, it
usually takes the form of knowledge about the mathematical form or modulation struc-
ture of the waveform. For example, it may be known that the waveform is a pulse

amplitude modulation signal in noise, i.e.,

"(t)-t ao p U --nT) rizn fot +n $) , (2.3 )
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where oo is a sequence of information symbols and p(l) is a pulse. In addition, statisti-
cal characterizations of the waveform may be known or suspected. For example, it may
be known that ao takes on only the two real values A and -r4 and furthermore that if
the information sequence is observed for a sufficiently long time it appears purely station-
ary and white in the sense that

for rl-0 and k:0 ,

otherwise
,. 1
Irm

N+oo 2,4/+1
--i2nCnAn+kAn€ [.q'

\o

NI
n:-N

Typical signal processing problems of interest here include detecting the presence of such
a signal, improving its signal-to-noise ratio by filtering, and estimating its key parame-
ters T, /6, and pulse shape p(f ). In the absence of specific a priori knowledge concerning
the signal model it may still be possible to accomplish these tasks by virtue of the fact
that many communication signals are cyclostationary in the sense described in Section
2.1.2 while the noise is usually purely stationary. The theory presented in the following
sections provides the basis for design and analysis of certain optimum and ad hoc
methods for accomplishing such signal processing tasks.

2.1 Tirne Averages of Product Wa,ve6rrns
The cross correlation function, which quantifies the degree of linear dependence

between two waveforms as a function of time delay, is a basic tool of {ime-series analysis.
The cross correlation function R*(r) for a fixed time lag r can be visualized as the mean

(i.e., the limit time average) of thi irg prodrr"t waveform r(t+rlZ)y(t-rl2)', that is,

,(t +r lT)y ( t -r l2)' :R,y(r)+r t(r ) ,

where

(2-4)

(2.5)

( 2.6)

(2.8)

(2.e )

R"o(')a /'* ,(t+rl2)y(t-rl2)'dt ,

r 121r*Jt -T lz

r l21r
I

r -r lz

and

'r(t)a r(t+rl2)y(t-rl2)'-R,u!) Q.7)

is the fluctuating component of the product waveform. In the case of cyclostationary
waveforms, it has been observed that the lag product waveform can contain sine wave
components in addition to the constant component Rru(r), that is,

,(t +r lz)y (t -, l2)' :7, * ir* (r) ,i2na2' + , (t) ,

k:1

where

R&(')a /,* , (t +r l2)y ( r - ,12)' e-iZnat dt

The average of a frequency shifted product of the form of R&(r), referred to as the cyclic

correlation function, enters into the solution of many signal processing problems. Aver-
ages of higher order frequency-shifted product waveforms are also of interest, e.g., the
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(2. ro)

(z.r r)

Iim
? +co

r l21r
,r-, Jr- -T lz

* (t+t r) ,U +t z)v U +rr). z(t +t +)' e-izrat dt

is of interest in connection with the sbudy of quadratic systems operating on cyclosta-
tionary inputs. This motivates a detailed study of averages of frequency-shifted product
waveforms of the form of (2.9) and (2.10). This is the subject of Section 2.1 culminating
in a discussion of the Wiener relation of specbral analysis and its extension to cyclic spec-

tral analysis of cyclostationary waveforms.

The need for a theory explicitly involving complex-valued waveforms is discussed in
Section 2.1.1 and a convenient representation of complex-valued waveforms that facili-
tates transformation between real- and complex-valued quantities is presented.

In Section 2.1.2 noLation is introduced for dealing with left-, right-, and double-
sided limit time averages of frequency-shifted products and relationships between these
averages are examined. The class of waveforms considered is implicitly restricted to be

waveforms that satisfy three fundamental assumptions. The first of these is simply that
the limit time average of the frequency-shifted product exists. From this assumption it is
deduced that the average does not depend on the time origin, e.g., with R&(r) defined by
(2.9), it is established that

provided only that R"?,(r) exists and r(t) and y(t) have finite power. It is established
that if z(t):r11+rlz)y(t-rl2)'has finite power then.Rf(r) is nonzero for at most a

countable number of values of the frequency shift parameter cu. The second fundamental
assumption requires that the values of c for which R,iU) is nonzero are not arbitrarily
closely spaced but have a nonzero minimum spacing. This assumption simplifies the
derivation of certain results in cyclic spectral analysis and is satisfied by all communica-
tion signal models known to the author. Section 2.1.2 closes with explicit definitions of
strict- and, wdde-sense purely stationary (PS), purely cyclostationary (PC), and. almost
cy clo stationary (AC) waveforms

In Section 2.1.3 notation is introduced for dealing with finite'time averages of
frequency-shilted product waveforms. The sliding Fourier transform or cornpler arnpli-
tud.e and lhe local spectral companent of a waveform are defined and interpreted in terms
of bandpass filtering. The third fundamental assumption, which is a generalization of
the requirement that the sliding Fourier transform converges to its mean in the temporal
mean-square sense, is stated and discussed. The satisfaction of this assumption is shown
to imply that the left-, right-, and double-sided timit time averages of frequency-shifted
lag products are equal. The assumption is shown to be equivalent to assuming that the
product of the sine wave component amplitudes of two waveforms is equal to the
corresponding sine wave amplitude of the cyclic correlation function, that is,

o+T 12

Rfr(r)-/'* + I^, r(t +rlz)vU-rl2). ,-i,nat dt
+oo I o_T lz

, r12

r 0+o12v ;-,tz :/x + {,,* &(r) e-;2na' d' r,
t lu

(2.12)

A r.I B: ltm' T --+oo

r 121r*Jr- -r l2

where

, (t) e-i 2n Bt dt (2. re)
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As an example, the signum function is shown to violate this assumption.

A sine wave component of a waveform (or frequency-shifted product
be viewed as the result of a linear time.invariant operation performed on
Section 2.1.4 introduces the (single) sine waue ertraction operator, denoted

o,P {r(t)}A , prt'no' ,

and the (complete) sine waue ertraction operator, denoted by

4 {z(r1;A \r,,";znot ,
p

where cB is given by (2.13). Almost periodic (AP) functions of the form of
cussed. Various properties of the sine wave extraction operators are
include the property of linear time-invariance, the conjugation property

E, {, (t)'}:E t {r( r )} ,

the factori.g relationship -
E, {8, {'(t )} ,(t)}:8,

waveform) can
the waveform.
by

(z.rs)

(z.ts) are dis-
derived; these

(z.t+)

(2. r o)

from which follow

['(t))8, {"(r)} , (2.L7)

(z.zz)

sets of Fourier

E,o {r(t)}:E,o {n,{" (r )}} ,

and the synchronized averagitg identity,

tim + fl ,(t *nT):I"o I r eiznkt lrN;;2N+1 oa* k

E, {r(t )}:Er {8, {r(f )}} (2.18)

(2. r o)

(2.20)

of its sine wave components plus a residual
the two fundamental assumptions it is shown
decomposes into i*pulsive and nonimpulsive

(2.2L)

l"g products is

(z.zz)

The modeling of a waveform as the sum
erratic waveform , (t ) ir discussed. Under
that the power spectrum of a waveform
components according to

,s_(/):x lrpl24f _g) +,s,,(/)
p

Some special terminology and notation pertaining to second-order or
given in Section 2.1.5. In particular, the ,4.P correlation function

R.uU,r)4 E t {r (t +r I z)y (t -r I 2)' )

and the AP conjugate correlation function
R,u,(t,r)A Et {r (t +r I z)y (t -r I z)}

are introduced and it is shown that {niur(r)} and, {Rin',(r)} are the
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coefficients of Rru(t,r) and R"y,(t,r), respectively.

Certain key results from spectral analysis are discussed in Section 2.1.6. The cross
spectrum SruU), defined as the Fourier transform. of the cross correlation function (2.6),
is shown to admit an interpretation as the correlation of spectral components per unit
bandwidth. The Wiener relation is derived. Cyclic spectral analysis is introduced as the
cross spectral analysis of frequency-shifted waveforms. The cyclic spectrum or spectral
correlation function S&(f), defined as the Fourier transform of the cyclic correlation
function (2.9), is interpreted as a frequency density of correlation between the spectral
components of r(f ) at frequency f *af2 and y(t) at, frequency f -"12. That is, the
Wiener relation applied to two frequency-shifted waveforms becomes the cyclic Wiener
relation of cyclic spectral analysis, namely

t +nt lz
lim lim 1 

f rf +o12fu), v polz(u)i, du
A/+0 Al-+co AtA f t-'ttlZ

where

'r(r)ra r(u)t-'Znfu 4u j (2.25)

and l/:LlT. It is then argued that a waveform exhibits cyclostationarity if and only if
it exhibits spectral correlation in the sense that S;(f) or ,9j, (/) is nonzero for at least

one al0. The Schwarz inequality is applied to (2.24) to yield a useful bound on the
cyclic spectrum magnitude

ls&(f) l<[,s* (f +"12)sru(f -"14]'t' (2.26)

It is shown that the cyclic spectrum decomposes into an impulsive component plus a
nonimpulsive component and that the impulsive component is associated with the sine
wave components of the waveforms.

In Section 2.I.7 an example of a signal model - namely frequency-shifted M-
dimensional pulse-amplitude modulation - is examined. It is shown that signals of this
type are in general almost cyclostationary and expressions for the cyclic spectra associ-
ated with the signal are given in terms of the message statistics and the model parame-
ters. These results are then applied to obtain expressions for the cyclic spectra associated
with binary phase.shift keyed (BPSK) and quaternary phase-shift keyed (QPSK) signals.

(2.24)

t+T l21r
Irr -Jt t-r 12
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2.1.1 Complex-Valued Waveforms

The extension of the theory of cyclostationary signals to include complex-valued sig-
nals is the most novel aspect of this dissertation relative to the related work of W. A.
Gardner [39]. The complex theory is important for many theoretical reasons. The
notion of a complex-valued signal has proven to be a very useful, unifying, and simplify-
ing concept in signal theory, random processes, and especially in communications theory.
In practice, many signal processing operations implemented on digital systems are con-
veniently described and implemented in terms of complex-valued signal representations.
Most previous work in which the signal being complex valued is an issue deals mainly
with finite energy signals, e.g.lz+1, and stationary random processes, e.g., [s+], [0t]. This
dissertation generalizes previous theory in a way that is appropriate for the study of
complex-valued cyclostationary signals.

Complex-valued waveforms arise in the analysis of communications problems in pri-
marily two ways. First, the analytic signal and complex envelope representations are
commonly used to simplify the treatment of problems involving real-valued bandpass
waveforms. Second, in problems where the frequency shif-t interpretation of multiplica-
tion of a real-valued signal by the complex exponential e'znlo' is exploited, the resulting
frequency shifted waveform is complex valued. In spectral analysis, for example, the slid-
ing Fourier transform is an important tool. Even if the original waveform, say r(f), is
real valued and low pass, the sliding tranSform,

t+T l2
X( t ,f ): I *(u)r-t2rf u 4u

t-r l2

is a complex-valued waveform. A complex-valued waveform is nothing more than an
ordered pair of real-valued waveforms. A set of complex-valued waveforms together with
the rules of complex algebra form a complex waveform space in which the ordered pairs
of real-valued waveforms are manipulated and interpreted in the time and frequency
domains as if they were scalar waveforms. In the approach taken here, complex
waveforms are taken, not as waveforms derived from real-valued waveforms, but as fun-
damental entities. A real-valued waveform is considered a special case of a complex-
valued waveform, viz., a complex-valued waveform with its imaginary part equal to zero.

The following representations of complex-valued waveforms are useful throughout
the dissertation. Let {r"(t), n:L,...N} be a set of complex-valued waveforms with an

associated vector waveform,

x(t)A ["r(f ), . - . r,v(f )] 
t (z.za)

The real and imaginary parts of x(t) are referred to explicitly according to

x,(t14 Re{x(r)} , (2.2e)

(z.so)Im{x(f)} ,

thus

*(f )==a<,'(t)*i xr(t)

A representation of x(f ) involving only real-valued quantities is sometimes desired.
convenient form is the real extended aector denoted by the overbar,

(2.27)

x;(r)4

(2.31)

A



l<n <,4/ j

.A/< n{2N
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(2.32)

(z.aa)

(z.rs)

(2.36)

(2.37)

(2.38)

(z.r o)

i*(r )4

Note that J is unitary, i...,

because

JJIT

where superscript H denotes the
denoted by the hat notation as

i,(f )a

Conversion

conjugate transpose. Define the compler ertended uector

I*" {*n( t )l for

lt* \ro-r(t )I for

Note that the mapping between x(f ) andX(f ) is one-to-one but is nonlinear and does not
preserve dimensionality since the dimension of x(t) is twice that of x(t). An invertible
linear transformation for converting between two representations is advantageous in
matrix manipulations. Consider the 2N-by- 2N transformation matrix

1ArIrrl": -h f-;I ;rl Qs4)

between x(t) and *(t) is accomplished via the unitary transformation,

t,*t,):g[l ;l][:,i:]]

*(t)A 
|-:l;l

3--t :JH

drl

-,rl -r '
:+[-,i j]LI

+r,(t) for Ll<nSN ,

1,
#rn-rv(f )' for N< n{2N

*(f )A
1 [*(t )

GL*(t)'

(2.+o)1l*,(t)+ix;(t)l-6 [*, U)-i*,(f )J '



1 l*( t)-6 L"(,)'
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(2.+t)

(2.42)

(2.43)

(2.45)

(2.+o)

r"*(r )-*(r ) j

and from (z.ts),

*(f )-r*(f )

Note that the definitions and transformation remain valid even if x(f ) is real valued in
which case x(t):[*(l)t or]r and *.(t):(Ll\/r)[*(t)" *(t)"]t. In'summary, a set of
complex waveforms can be represented in vector form, x(f ), real extended form, x(l), or
complex extended form, *(t). The utility of the extended forms stems from their connec-
tion via a nonsingular linear transformation. The overbar and circumflex notation is
reserved for the extended vectors and is used extensively throughout the dissertation.

2.1.2 Product'Waveforrns
Throughout this section z(t) denotd3 a product waueform of the general form

K
z$):2xlz ff 6,11y(r+rp) , Q.44)

ft:1

where ,tU), rz!), ' ' ' "xU) are the finite power waveforms composing the complex
extended vector * defined above, e.g., ir:rrf\/2. The index mapping n(,t) selects a par-
ticular waveform from the set {io n:L,' ' ' 2N} for each value of the product index &,

and {4 } is a set of positive or negative time lags. The number of factors, K, in the pro-
duct is called the order of the product waveform. Examples of first-order-product
waueforms are c(f ) and y(t+a)'; second.-order-product waueforrns also called lag products,
r(t+a)y({+a)', and r(t+a)y(t+6); and fourth-order-product waaeforms ,

rr(t)r2ft)'4ft)'xa$) and 11(t)rr(t)rt(t)xnft). Throughout the dissertation, all finite.
order product waveforms are assumed to be finite power waveforms. (This is a special
case of Fundamental Assumption 1 to be described shortly.)

Statistical averaging in this study invariably involves the limit time average of a
frequency shifted first-, second- or fourth-order-product waveform. Consider the follow-
ing single-sided averages,

ar.T7 p=iTL +tz(u)u-t 
2n0u du, (righr average),

0

t pA ji* * t ,(u)u-'Znflu du, (tefr average),
' T---+oo I ryt

where z(f ) is some finite.order-product waveform and. p is the real-valued frequency shift
variable. Not all finite power waveforms are considered in this study. The class of
waveforms treated is restricted somewhat by three assumptions, the first of which con-
cerns the existence of limit time averages of the above form.
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Fundarnental Assurnption 1.
All frequency-shifted finite-order products of waveforms of interest are assumed to pos-

sess left and right limit time averages. That is, given a set of waveforms

{""(t), n:L,.. . N} with z(f ) formed as in (2.44), the limits in equations (2.45) and
(2.46) exist for all i, K, index mappings n(fr), and lag sets {r1r,k:7,K\. The integral of

1"ft)12 over every finite interval is therefore finite.

Under this assumption fhe single-sided averages do
is,

not d.pend on the starting time, that

T

lim
? --+oo

o*T

+t ,(u)e-i2tPu d,u (2.47)

Since this property is the basis for many subsequent results, a detailed derivation is

given. First consider the single-sided-average form of a lemma due to Wiener ([76], page
155). Suppose that c(l))O for all t and let 0(o(oo. An increase of the integration
interval cannot decrease the value of the integral of a nonnegative function,

o*T

(2.48 )

T o+T

*1,(u)duJ-o I o t0

which holds in the limit as

T

/*+t*(u)du-

J'-+cc. But
To

Ji- l+ I,(u)du -* t,(u)dul,1-+oo J- 0 I0
(2.+o)

(2.50)=fo ,

since trru)d.u is assurned to be finite, while
0

T+o T+o

;'** {'(u)du:;Tl(1+ }t# {'@)du

-,r3i(r+ st'g +lr(u)du

:Tg .

Since the limit of the rniddle term
equal to?s, i...,

(2.52)

(2.53)

in (2.48) ir bounded from above and below by?0, it is

(2.51)

(2.54)
o+T T

rim + f ,(u)du - lim *f r(u)du
r--*L T t, \ '/ ?-*oo Tto



A similar argument can be made for o{0, thus {2.54) holds for all o and an equivalent
result holds for the left average. This result is now used to prove (2.47) following the
method of Wiener ([76], page 155), as generalized by Kampe de Feriet ([5f], page 159).
Applying the identity

r)
ob':I{ l"*u l'-1"-t l2+; la+ib l'-.; la_.;b l'zl (2.55)
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(z.s o )

(2.57)

(z.sa)

(2.5 e)

(2.60)

(z.o t)

to the product z(u) r-t2nou
T

7u:lim +tz@)eP r---+oo L o

yields

-i 21 0u 4u

lr(")+r i2rPu 
12- lt(")-e i2rfu l':+/,*+l 

{

+i I t @)+;riTr eu l'_.; I t (u)-ieiTn eu ,'\^ ,

*, tim +l l'(") *iei2nou l2au -;T+oo 41''o '

Each of the four terms in this expression is of the form
T

,+r:l.o;i1 +tlr@)+r* ,i\rou l'du ,

r. I 
T

? --+co 4T o

T

A

P -s limP 
? --+co

T

Iim *f lr@)-e i,nPu l'du
? -+oo 4T to

T

rim +[ lr(u) -ieiZngu lrdu
T -+co 4T to

:+'xP,+rf? p+cft i+ I'r 11,

where
T

+t l'(") l' a"

and cpe{+f,+;}. Therefore, each term exists because F, and,?p arc assumed to exist
by Fundamental Assumption 1. Since each term is an average of a positive function, the
previous lemma applies and thus

o*T

{
At:lrr limq ? --+oo

| , (u )+ ,iLnf u l'du (2.62)



Substituting this form for each term in (2

-.--r r. I 
o

Z' n- ltmY ?-+oo T
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desired resu lt,

du (2.6 3)

The corresponding result for the left average also holds.

Tf z(t) is a lag product, the requirement that P, exist for (Z.Of) to hold is overly
restrictive. Let z(t):x(t+r1z)y(t_rlz)' and apply identity (2.55) to evaluate?p with
the associations o:r{t+rlz) rnA A:y(t-r1z)riz'P'. A sum of four terms is obtained as

before with each term having a form analogous to (Z.SO),

7 p-Ar+Az+Az*A E 1

T

tr:Iro rli* +{ lr( u*rlz)+c*afu_rlz)riTtgu l'au ,

(2.64)

:+rn@,+c;7p+r/;-r lcr lry; ,

(2.65 )

(2.6 6)

r-!
and 7 p exist.where c* €{+f ,+r }. Therefore each term exists provided that P ,, F c,

Application of Wiener's lemma then yields the desired result
o*T

-- 1 r ,? u:,]r\i I rfu +rlz)y (u -; lz)' r-iLreu 7u (z.oz)

provided that P, ,Ps, and?p exist. The corresponding result for the left average also

holds.

A theory parallel to the above but in terms of double-sided averages can be
developed. Consider the following alternative to Fundamental Assumption 1.

Fundarnental Assurnption 1b.
All frequency-shifted finite-order products of waveforms of interest are assumed to pos-
sess double-sided averages, i.e.,

Ar.
z B: llm

'T+co
t (u) e-i2r ou 4u (2.68)

exists and therefore the integral of lz(t) l2 over every finite interval is finite.

.58) yields the
+T

t 
t(u)e-i2t3u

rlz

+ {,,

Wiener's lemma holds for double.sided averages:
o+T 12

,(t)>o ===+ /'* i,_[rtzrfu)d,u T *oc
, (u) d" (z.oo)

r 121r
I

rFJ1 -r lz

It can be shown by a means analogous to the single".sided case that if zB exists and P, is
finite then double.sided averages do not depend on the time origin,

o+T l2,. 1lim - f tfu)e-i2roudu: zp
T *q T o-1r l,

(2.7 o)
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AIso, if z(t):r1s+rl2)y(t-rl2)'is a lag product, the requirement that P, exists is
overlv restrictive. Equation (2.70) holds provided only that r(t) and y(t) have finite
power and zp exists.

If Fundamental Assumption t holds then Fundamental Assumption lb holds as well
since

zp:f,Ve+tcl

For a particular waveform r(f), existence of the double-sided average alone does not
imply existence of left or right averages as is demonstrated by r(f ):t which possesses a
double-sided average but not single-sided averages. Note that the double'sided average
of u (t):/ depends on the time origin but thatP, and.P, do not exist.

The distinct results for single- and double-sided averages are unified by Fundamen-
tal Assumption 2 discussed in Section 2.1.3.

An additional but minor assumption seryes to simplify the study of cyclic spectrum
analyzer output convergence in Section 5.1 and privides useful approximate formulas for
the variance of the output of a cyclic spectrum analyzer in Section 5.4.3. All communica-
tion signal and noise models knolvn to the author satisfy this assumption, If zB#0 then
Iet Cg:{. The set ,4. is shown to be countable as follows. Consider that

T12

-ri- + / lrU)-E "u"i'ne' l2at > o
r'+6 t _T 12 BeA

Expansion of the integrand and integration of each term individually yields

E Irelr<p,
9e'a'

(2.7 2)

(2.7 3)

Under Fundamental Assumption 1 it is assumed that P, is finite. Therefore, since an
uncountable sum of finite values cannot be finite, the set A is countable. That is, there
is at most a countable number of values of p for which zpfl.

Cycle Frequency Separation Assurnption.
For a set of waveforms {r"(t), n:1,.1V} consider all first- and second-order-product
waveforms of the form of z(t) in equation (2.44). Let .9 be the set of all values of B f.or
which zBfl taking into account all index mappings z(t) and lag sets {4}. .9 is count-
able since it is a countable union of countable sets. The set ^9 contains at least one ele-
ment .9:0. If .9 contains two or more elements, assume that there exists a nonzero
minimum spacing between them, i.e., if z p*O for some B76, 61tutt

Af*ioA mirl l"-tJl >0.
d*p

CI€s,ges

This insures that there are at most a finite number of values of p for which z B*0 within
any finite interval.

The set of averages of all possible frequency-shifted product waveforms formed as in
(2.44) constitutes a statistical d,escription of the given set of waveforms {rr(t)}. This sta-
tistical description is sufficient to treat the applications of interest in which time average
performance is the primary issue and signals whose products contain periodic components
play a role. Consider a waveform z(t) satisfying Fundamental Assumption l with asso-
ciated product waveforms of the form of z(t) in equation (2.44). If zpfl for at least one

(2.7 L)

(2.7 4)
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Ktl-order product z(t) then let tJeAo. The set of frequencies Ay is called the Kth-
order cycle spectrum of r(t) ( Ax can be empty). A useful classification of waveforms is

based on the nature of the cycle spectrum. If zp:g for all ll0 and all product orders K,
i.e., leAx ---> il:O, then c(f )is said tobe purely stationary (PS) in th.e strict sense. If
z(t) is not PS in the strict sense and zp is nonzero only for integer multiples of some
fundamental frequency, i.e., il€AK i i:nrto, n an integer, then c(f) is said to be

purely cyclostationory (PC) in the strict sense. Otherwise, r(t) is said to be almost cyclos-
tationary (AC) fn the strict sense [39]. This classification partitions the waveform space
of interest into three disjoint classes. If a set of waveforms or a waveform vector is of
interest, the same definitions apply but the modifier jointlg is used, e.8., o set of
waveforms is said to be jointly PS, jotntly PC or jointly AC - all in the strict sense.

Examples of PS in the strict sense waveforms are the constant waveform r(t):1 utt4
thermal noise from a resistance in a constant environment. Examples of PC in the strict
sense waveforms are the comp.lex sine wave r(t):"iznx', \76, 

"nd 
th" amplitude modu-

Iated waveform r (t):y(t)"'"^t, \10, where y(i) ir any real-valued waveform that is PS
in the strict sense. The sum of two PC in the strict sense waveforms with incommen-
surate fundamental periods is an AC in the strict sense waveform.

Many signal processing problems can be analyzed without recourse to product
waveforms with orders greater than two.- Given a waveform as above, if z s:0, )10, for
product orders K:l and K:2, for all lag sets and index mappings, then z(t) is said to
be purely stationary in the wide sense. If c(t) is not PS in the wide sense and il€AK,
K:l and K:2 --?"- !J:ni|o, n an integer, then r(f )is said to be purely cyclostationary
in the wide sense. Otherwise r(f ) is said to be almost cyclostationary in the wide sense.

As before, this partitions the waveform space into three disjoint classes and the
definitions apply to sets of waveforms using the modifier jointly. Clearly a waveform
that is AC in the wide sense is also AC in the strict sense whereas a waveform that is PS
in the wide sense is not necessarily PS in the strict sense. The strict sense classification is

seldom used in this dissertation. Therefore the terms purely stationary, purely cyclosta-
tiona,ry and almost cyclostationary refer to the wide-sense definition unless specifically
stated otherwise. Also, the term cyclostationary will sometimes be used to mean a
waveform is either PC or AC. This particular terminology is inconsistent with the ran-
dom process literature where cyclostationary refers specifically to periodic time variation.

The K'r-order product of (2.aa) can be expanded into a sum of K'r-order products
involving the real and imaginary parts of iolp;, k:lrK,

K
z(t)-zk 12 TI(R. ,rl,io(k)( t *r1,))+;Im{io(ft)(t +rp )}) ,

k:1
(2.7 5)

zKK
t(t): I r, TIr*(k,p1(t +rp ) ,

P :t 't:1

(2.7 6)

where cr€{*t,+i} and *(k,p) is an index mapping determined by n(&). The set of all
possible-mappings n (/c) translates into the set of all possible mappings m(k,p). It fol-
lows that the waveforms ra U), ":1,N are jointly strictly PS, PC, or AC if and only if
their real and imaginary parts are jointly strictly PS, PC, or AC, respectively. The same
statement applies for the wide-sense definitions.

2.1.3 Sine'Wave Cornponents
Consider the finite-time sliding Fourier transform scaled by llT,

t+T lz

"BU)ra * I z(u)e-i2"8" d.u ,t t-T12
(2.77)



r1
- J |"r(t__u)t(") e-i2reu d,u

J._1t )

:{ r(t-u ) +"r!)sizre' d,u

-t9 (t) r e-i 2r ot 
,
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(2.7 8)

(2.7 e)

(2.80)

where

and

ur(, )4

<r 12

:T 12

>r12,

II

II

Ir

Ir

It I

e-i 2tr Bt

,p(t) r
local

frequency
component

(2.81)

,P(il r- I ,(t -u)+"r(,)s;zng, d,u

The quantity zf(t)r, called the local spectral (or frequency) cornponent of z(f ), is a
bandpass filtered version of z(t) with passband centered at frequency B and bandwidth
approximabely llT. Frequency shifting the local frequency component to baseband
yields the low pass waveform zp(t)1 called the d,emod,ulate or lhe cornplex arnplitud.erela-
tive to i9. A block diagram showing the relationship between these quantities is shown if
Figure 2.1. Note that the bandpass filter transfer function has a gain of unity at its

e-i2nPt

'p(t) r
complex

amplitude

(2.82)

, (t)

bandpass
filter

Figu re 2.1 . Local Frequency Component.

bhe memory span T . Let

h(t):+ ur(t)ri2ngt ,

center frequency regardless of

(2.83)
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(2.84)

In the limit of infinite T , the filber i*pulse response ap
function approaches the perfect sine wave component ext

rim H(tt--{\ 1o' r:')
? --*oo t' / lO for f #;)

then

and

The quantity

where

H(f)- sinn-fU-,i)
t T (/-,1; 1

I1( iJ)- t

cL _lim [*r(r-)dt and lc lccc ,
? -+co"

(2.85)

proaches zero while the transfer
r actor,

(z.a o)

(2.8e)

tB1t14 lim zP(t)r : ,s"""' (2.87)\/?+m

can be interpreted as the output of , fiIi". with transfer function Itjlttlt and is thus

the sfne w&ue conponent of z(t) at frequency ;1. The rectangular shaped averaging func-

tion, fu1(t), is not the only function possessing the above properties. Let u1(t) be a

low pass pulse parameterized by its width T, for which

]**w,.n:{i i:: 
,iz, 

(2 88)

and for which

(2.e0)

exists. Then, ignoring mathematical technicalities,

]r\[rV-u)w7@)e;2no'du:,"BU) 
. (2.e1)

Examples of averaging functions satisfying (2.88) with c:1 are the triangle

wr|f:|tr-$),rr(t) , (2.s2)

and the scaled sinc pulse

/g/ r(t _-u)*r(, 
) ri,rea 4,

wr(f ):sin(zrf /r\ - {ri' ce lr) .
iTt T \

I

(2.e3)
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Ordinary convergence of the single-sided averages, (2.45) and (2.+0), is insufficient to
guarantee certain important results. Also required is the following assumption.

Fundarnental Assurnption 2.
Consider a pair of product waveforms r(t) and y(t) and the associated sine wave com-
ponent amplitude estimates rp+on(t)1 and gB-*p(t)r. The amplitude estimates are
assumed to converge jointly to their respective single.sided and double-sided time aver-
ages in the following sense:

,f* J** IV o*.1r1)r-? p+-tz]V e--p(t)]-Ti-"1rlat:o , (2's4)

J

i$ rt** IV o*.1r:-)r-t p+,tz)W o-*1rU)|:v i-"trld't:0, (2'e5)

s

,t* ,t** Ilrp+.p(t)r-! p+.tzllv p-*1r!)i_.vi-,tr)d't:o , (2.e0)

where

? p(t)ra 
+t*1,' 

,(, ) e-;Zngu 4r: , p(t +r l2)r , (2.e7)

t

t p(t)rn i,lrrtu)e-i2neu rtu : xp(t-r l2)r . (2.e8)

These relationships are generalizations of the more familiar assumption that the sine
wave amplitude estimate zp(t)7 converges to its time average in the mean square sense.

That is, for the special case of z(t):r(t):y(t) and cv:O, (2.94)-(2.96) become

lim ,,* *i V p(t)r3 pl2dt:o , (2.ee)
1"16p g+co rs 6

,orim tim-:lvp(t)r$el2dt:0, (2.100)
?+oo S+oo,5-g

s12.. 1lim limi/ l"B!)r-zBl2dt:0. (z.LoL)
?+oo 5+oo S -tl,

Although these assumptions are difficult to interpret directly, the properties that follow
from them have straightforward interpretations. It can easily be verified that,? p,T p,

and z3 are the appropriate time ayerages of?Bft)r,TpU)1, and tBU)r, respectively,
e'8't



s

li* *pBU)rdt- tim
S--+co J t S+co

t (u)r -t 2t ou d,udt

S t+T

*{+ r,

J

i{'u*u)e

s -r l21r
I

,s _ln
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(2.102)

(2.103)

lim lim
? +oo S -+oo

But by assumption (2.99),V r,@),
(2.L10) intplies that

s

tim lim *t V B(u)r-zBl'd,u_-o
? --+co 5 -+oo J "0

-iTn 0(t +r) d.td.,

V p(u) r -z B l'du -o ,

converges to? p in

zg:z p ,

Ieft-, right-, and double-sided

- -zB:z p:z B

(2.roe )

the mean square

(2.r10)

sense. Therefore

(2.111)

averages are necessarily equal,

(z.rL2)

T

-1 lrim
T tos+oo

T u*S:il;*i

3u

lim lim 1t'" t-'(
?--+oo s*-i { l'B(t) r -z P

0

l'at*rim lim+ I lrB(t)r_zpl'at-o.' T---+oo .9 --+oo 
^9 - t l,

Since the integrands are non-negative, each term must individually converge to
s

lim ri* f1 l"p!)r-zBl2dt:o ,
?+co S+oo ,S g

and using t B(t) r4 r(t -f 12)r,
s

lim lim \f V r(t- r lz)y-zpl'dl:o ,
? -+co S -+oo S '0 

I

(2.104)

The simultaneous requirement that the single'sided and double-sided averages converge
to their time averages in bhe mean square sense implies a particular relationship between
the single-sided and double-sided averages. Equation (2.101) can be reexpressed as

(2.r05)

(2.106)

zero, thus

(2.r07 )

(2.r08)

and since z o:(1 lz)V e# 01,
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In particular, if ,(t)- | r(t) l' and r/:0 , (z.LIz) becomes

P":F ':F' (2.r13)

One of the ramifications of Fundamental Assumption 2 is thus that the waveforms con-
sidered are restricted to those for which left-, right-, and double-sided averages are ident-
ical. This is consistent with bhe concept of a persistent waveform for which sufficiently
long local time-averages tend to a value which is independent of the time location. The
remainder of the dissertation deals exclusively with double-sided averages.

Fundamental Assumption 2 can be reexpressed in terms of a property of the cyciic
cross correlation function defined in Section 2.1.5 and analogous functions for single-sided
averages. Since the derivations are essentially identical for single- and double-sided aver-
ages, only the double'sided case is presented. Expanding the integrand of (2.96) into the
form

rp+op(t)rv o-.p(t)i - rB+olz! p-.p(t)i -'Bn,lzU)rvi-*lz * x1+alzvi-,lz Q'll4)

and using (2.105) and (2.tfZ) yields an expression equivalent to (2.96),

, s12

r p +o I z! i - o7, : rli3- rl*i_ f , 

x B+o p(t ) r v p-, t zl)i at

:;TL+/ I u, (o) u r (b ) R &(b - a ) e; 
n o(n +b) 

"; 
2r(0+a I 2)o r-i 2t(A -a I z)b d,adb,

:rtg+/ [ u 7 @ -r I z) u, (, +r 1 z) R,iQ) r-i 2o f 
' dad r,

: ]r\+ I I u, - p (u)duu zr1)R,fi(r)e-izT tu 
d, r,

:.1g/+, r, (r)g-!)R,i1) e-iz'e' d. r,

(2.Ll5)

s12

:rtla+J !u7@)u7$ug*_lr, ft-a1e-;z^(o+o/z\(t-a)o(t-b)'ei2*(p<lz)(t-tl4sod6, (2.116)

(z.rLT)

-rim f*f1-4-|-l uzse)dus;;J s' 
^9

and therefore

R &(r) t-iLn1r 4 , ,lim
? --+co

r 12+It -r12

(2.r18)

(2.Lle)

(2.L20)

(2.L21)

r P+o lza c-" lz :^lim
'T-+oo

r 121r
^Jt -r lz

R;(r) r-izn or 4 , , (2.r22)
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where

R;(')a,$: , (t *r lz)y (t -r lz)' ,-i 2rat dt (2.L23)

is the cyclic correlation function discussed in Section 2.1.5. The amplitude of a sine wave
component in the cyclic correlation function is equal to the product of the amplitudes of
the pertinent sine wave components in the waveforms themselves. Note that if the
waveforms contain no sine waves then neither does Rri!), and its transform, ,9fi(/), con-

tains no impulses.

In the special case of y (t)-" (t ) and

r12
1r
^J1 -r lz

lrBl':;*i

r 12

R,,( ')A /=l i -[ ,,, 
(t *r lz), (t -r I z)' d,t

4 _.J. lz

cr.':0 , (2.122) becomes
r12

I R,,(t) r -i 21 8r g - ,,

-r l2

zo(u) r:
-1 for
2u^ Ior
T

1 for

u{-f 12

l" l<r 12

ulr 12 ,

(2.L24)

(2.L25)

(2.L27)

(2.L28)

(2.rze)

where

is the time average autocorrelation function. This is equivalent to the statement that
l"p l' i. equal to the strength of the corresponding sine wave component of the auto-

correlation function. The significance of this assumption is discussed later in connection
with the sine-waves.plus-residual signal model. An example of a waveform that violates
Fundamental Assumption 2 is the signum function,

f-t t <o
z(r):srrr1l1 a ] o f:0 (2.L26)./ 

I

|. 1 r>0

This function satisfi.es (2.99) and (2.100). However, for this function,

zo:0 j

for l" l>r 12

for -T 12< l" l<r 12 ,

t,
-l 4 z

lr'"

+_{ ,

lro(u)r-zsl'

lim
S +co

I

(2.130)Ito(u)r-zslzdu-L ,
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(2.L31)

s 12

lim lim + f l rr(u)r -zsl'du:L#o .

T+ooS+coJ_Sl,

Clearly the order in which the limits are taken in (2.9a)-(2.101) cannot be interchanged in
general.

The right sides of (2.115) and, (2.L22) are equal regardless of whether or not Funda-
mental Assumption 2 is satisfied. In particular, for x:y:z 2pd 61:,rJ:Q, the equality
between the right sides of (2.115) and (2.L22) becomes the identity

, slz - sl2

;=lrt** _[,,1"0{r),l'zar:rril} _[1rR*('1a' Ql32)

It follows from (2.t32) and (2.131) that, \t z(t) is the signum function, the average oyer r
of R,,(r) is one. Evaluation of (2.125) for the signum function yields the consistent
result R 

""(r):L.
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2.1.4 Sine'Wave Extraction
Let the (singte) sine waue extraction operator, denoted by E,P{'), b" defined accord-

ing to
rl2

n,fr{zg)}Lrp1)A-li** tz(t-u7ei2n0'du, (2.133)
I +oo -t 4ln

-t lL

:/TL 
'B(t) r '

(2.L34)

The followittg notational convention is adopted. Le
tinuous variable 0 in the sense that

Itur#O for fl-Fr,,k
t r: l.o otherwise

i2n0t:Z 
B€

(2.r35)

Let ^9 be the set of all values of i9 for which zp*0. There are at most a countably
infinite number of such values since an uncountable number would contradict the
assumption lhat z(t) has finite power. Define the (complete) sine waue ertraction opera'
for, denoted by \{z(t)} or;(t), as the sum of all the nonzero sine wave components,

7(t)=E1{z(r11 A Err"i'net. (2.136)
pes

(z.LBz)

and let ^9' be the set {l91r,lc:1,2,3, ' ''}. Note that,S' is the set of all values of I for
which sB is nonzero. Then define

\ru"izoota I spe;ztt?t . (2.138)
B Pes'

This notation facilitates changes of variables in multiple sums and is used extensively.
Since zp is a discrete function of B as required, equation (2.136) can be abbreviated to

Q{z(t),t:\z pe;2,tPt . (2.139)
p

Several simple but important properties of the sine wave extraction operator are
apparent. These properties are used freely and often without comment throughout the
remainder of the dissertation. It follows directly from definition (2.136) that the operator
is linear,

fi {ay (t)+bz{t)}:oE, {y (t))+bE, {"(t)} , (2.140)

and time invariant,

t s p be a discrete function of the con-

:1,2,3, . . .

(2.L4L)



The sine wave components of the conjugate of a waveform are the
wave components of the waveform, i.e., from (2.133),

Aro{z(t)'):lz-pe-iztrfrt1' :,' p"i2ngt,

and

Et{,t( t)'i- I tlpri2net
-0es

- 
y 7,J p -i Zn\J
./ r"A"
\eS

-[I z>.€r zzrxt 1' ,

)

-Et{t(f)}- .
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conjugate of the sine

(2.L42)

(2.L43 )

(2.r44)

(2.145)

(2.L46)

reality,
is real

(z.t+z)

Fourier series representation
a trigonometric series of the
of this dissertation almost
has a trigonometric series

Thus the notation Z(f )'is unambiguous. It follows that the operator preserves
i.e., if z(t):"11)' is'real valued trrln rr {z(t)}:E,{z(t)'1:p,{r(t)}', thus Z(r)
valued.

Almost periodic functions play a central role in the theory of cyclostationary sig-
nals. The definition of an almost periodic function is more cumbersome than necessary
for the purposes at hand. Bohr's theorem can be used as an equivalent definition [t0]
[75]. A continuous function /(r) is almost periodic (AP) if and only if, given any e]0,
iheie exists a finite set of complex numbers {forn:l,N} and real numbers {fro,n:l,N}
such that

N

I f u)- t f n eiznpo' I <. for alt t
Z:1

Clearly periodic functions with an appropriately convergent
are also almost periodic functions since the Fourier series is
form above with integrally related F o. For the purposes
periodic will be taken to mean simply that the function
representation,

f(t):t/ pr;Znnt ,
p

(2.L48)

for almost every f . Questions concerning the type of convergence or lack of convergence
of the series will be ignored. From the defining equation, (2.136), Z(t) is by construction
almost periodic. Extracting the sine wave components of any almost periodic waveform
yields the waveform itself. Let s(l;a 5"1rd2n^t. Then

\
r12

, (r )-f -tim + I , (u )r-t\nPu duei2nf t

p I ---+co t _r 
12

(2.L4e)



-)- lim
B,\t -+oo

s \ € 
r 2zi(x - (t)u 

d,uei 2n ct

-I s Bei,not
p

-r(f) .

For example, consider the limit discrete-time average

s,(t,r)*,J1i#,{;( r + nr )

r 121r
r_l ,,
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(2.r50)

(2.r51)

(2.152)

(2.L53)

Since sr(t ,T) is periodic in t , the above

lim + g ,U*nr):n,{
N--+co 2l/+1 n:_N

property applies, i...,

r. 1
Irm

N.+oo 2.,4tr+1

N

I 'U*nr))n:-N
(z.Ls4)

N+oo 2N+1

N

I E,{r(t*nr)}
Z:-N

(2.L55)

(2.L56)
N-+oo 2N +L "?x'B

-)- zn€,i\ngt lim 1
Y N+oo 2l/+1p

-I ,x lr ,iznkt I r -

k

And if Et{"(t)} is periodic with period T then

lim -.-r+ - g ,U*nT):8,{r(r)} .
N-+co 2N +L n:_N

(z.r5z)

(2.L58)

(z.Lbe)

Equation (2.153) is referred to as the synchronized, aaeraging formula. Since 5(t):s(t) if
s(f ) is AP, the generic almost periodic waveform is denoted using the tilde as in s(f ). It
can be shown that any time-invariant, memoryless, and continuous function of one or
more AP waveforms is AP. For exampte lS(t) l2 and E(t)y(t) are AP and 3(t)/y(t) is
AP provided that lt(f) l)0 for all f . It follows that the sine wave components of a
product of AP waveforms is the product of the sine wave components of each waveform,

N

I ,i2n0nT
n:-N

(2.160)



Furthermore, the sine wave component extractor factors as above even if just one
waveforms is AP, i.e.,

E,{'(f )r(t)}-I^lim
B1+oo

r (" )t(u)e-iLnou dueiLnot
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of the

(2.161)

(2.L7 L)

obeys the relationship

r 121r,-Jt -r lz

r 12+It -r lz-)l lim
T^r --+co

s\Z (" ) e-;zn(o-\)u d,uriLn9t

-I s \ zB-\ ,iTn ot

p,\

-fs\Z oriZr(a+\)t
0,\

-r ( t)z (t) .

An i*portant special case of this property is the frequency
3 (t ):t izt fi , equation (2-L65) becomes

E, {t (t) ri 
2n ft ):7 (t) ti 

2n ft' .

(2.L62)

(2.163)

(2.164)

(2.165)

shift relationship; letting

(2.L66)

as in (2.L33) it is often simpler to obtain
extracting the particular term of interest,

(2.L62)

(2.L68)

(2.L6e)

(2.L70)

If just a single sine rvave component is desired
the sum of all the sine wave components before
that is,

n,P{8,{r( r)}} -E,P If z\,ei2zr\r 1 
,

\

-I txnf {ri?n\'t \ ,
\

:z pri2nft

-E,P {'(r )} ,

Itt particular,

E,o {8, {'(r )}} -E,o {r(r )} .

of a frequency shifted waveformA single sine wave component



E r0 { t (t *r) e-i 2r'\'t 
\ :E 

r3,ri,z (t *r)\, e - i 2r\' t

-E,i' iI z^teiZa(r +r) e-;2r\r t

^lI

:E ,c { 5- z ^, ei 2r(t -\)t ,i 2'^t' 
I"t l/J*nt "

^lt

:\- Iim
7 r+oo

,i 2zr(r-\ -0)" d.ueiTr 0t ,iLnlr

r 2r(\ + 0), ,i 2n 9t:2,\,+ge

r 121r
,T' Jr- -r lz
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(2.r7 2)

(2.r73)

(2.L7 4)

(z.Lzb)

(2.L7 6)

(2.L7 7)

(z.Lz8)

(2.L7e)

For example,

E,o {, (t) ,-i 2n\', 
} _'rx+g ,i 2r o t

E,g {t (t +r)}:, pr; 
zn o(t +r) 

,

E ro {t (t +r) e-i Zr\'t }:rx e 
i Zn\'r 

.

A waveform , (t)
residual signal r (t );

where

can be decomposed into a sum of its sine wave components plus a

t(t):Et'rr(r ))+ r(t)-f z BeiTnpt +r(t) , (2.180)
B

, (t)L ,(t)-8, {'(t )} (2.L81)

The residual signal has no sine wave components since

E, {, (t)):8, {, (t)-8, {,'(f )}} ,

-Et 'rt (t) t\-P, {8, {t (t )}l ,

-Et'rr(t)l-nt\z( t)l ,

-0.

This decomposition, called the sine-waves-plus-residual signal

(2.L82)

(2.L83)

(2.L84)

(2.L85)

model, it an i-portant



conceptual and analytical aid. The time.average autocorrelation
funcbions are defined in the followirg paragraphs. It is convenient,
here an i-portant second-order property of the sine wave plus
The autocorrelation function for t(t) it

r l2
R,,(r)a lim + t ,U *r lz) r(t -r l2)* dt j

?-+co T -f lz
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and power spectrum
however, to point out

residual signal model.

(2.L86)

(2.187 )- lim
? ---+oo

r12
1r

I
trt Jr' -r lz

l, (t *r lz) r ( t -r 12)' +I z pzi r 
t zn 0(t +r t2) e-i Zn\'(t -r tz)145

p,>,

lD, Brizr 
P(t +r1z), 

U -r I z)' +I, Up\ -r I z) t i e-i2r\( t -r rz)1 4s+ lim
? --+co

r12

+I1 -r lz

Now, under the
bal Assumption

- R,, (r)+I | ' B l' ,'2r 3r

0

assumption that t B(t) r converges in the mean
2), (2.L24) holds, and

r l2
i. 1

Ji* + t R,,(r)r-i2nur 4, ,1+co t _f lz

(2.t88)

square sense (Fundamen-

(2.L8e)

(2.reo)

(2.Le 1)

I'ul':

r l21r
I

r_{p(R,,(r)+I l, pl','2ner1e-;2nvr 4,
p

R ,r(r) t-iLn F'r 4 * ,

Rrr(r)t-iznP't d r-.0 for all l(, .

-l'ul'+/1;
T12

+It -rlz

r12
1r
,r, Jt -T12

residual signal autocorrelation function contains
the power spectrum,

^gr, 
( il: I R,,(r) e-i2n fr 4 -

thus

lim
I ---+oo

no srne wave

(2.Lsz)

components

(2.Le3)

That it, the
and therefore

contains no i-pulses. The power spectrum of z(t) ir thus
and nonimpulsive components accordittg to

s ,,( f)-.I I ' p l'q, f -it)+s, , (f )
B

decomposed into ibs i-pulsive

(2.te4)
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2.1.5 Second-Order Averages
Since second-order averages are frequently referred to, certain key functions are

named and special notation is adopted. For a pair of waveforms r(l) and y(f ), define
the AP correlation function

R rv\,4E Et{"( t *r lz)y ( t -rlz)' I

and the AP conjugate correlation function

R ,0,(t ,r)A Et \,r( r + r l2)y (t -r lz)\

(2.Leb)

(2.re6)

(2.Le7 )

(2.Le8 )

(2.20L)

(2.202)

(2.203)

(2.204)

If y(t):"(t) the above functions are called the AP autocorrelalion and AP auto-
conjugate correlation functions respectively. Note that R,r,(t,r) can be regarded as the
AP correlation function for the waveform pair z(t) and y(t)'. If the waveforms are real
valued the functions are identical and the qualifier conjugate is superfluous. In addition,
define the cyclic correlation function

R&(r)a E,ol"( t *rlz)v (t _rlz)' r-iztrat 1,

-E,ot" ( t *rlz)y U 
l, 

t2r). ) e-iZna' ,

and the cyclic conjugate correlation function,

R;, (r) L Et0{"(t*rlz)vU-rlz)r-'znat 1 , (2.Lee)

(2.200)-E,o t" ( t *r lz)y (t -r lz)\ ,-i2rat

where g,o{.} is recognized as an ordinary limit time'average. As above, if y(r):r(1) 15"
above functions are called the cyclic autocorrelafion function and the cyclic auto'
conjugate-correlation function respectively. As the notation implies, nfi,?) can be

regarded as the cyclic correlation function for the waveform pair r(t) and y(t)'. The
necessity of considering the conjugate correlation functions as well as the ordinary ones is
discussed later in this chapter in connection with cyclic spectral analysis. The cyclic
correlation functions are the Fourier coefficients of the AP correlation functions,

R&(r)a E,o{"( t *rlz)v( t -rlz)"-tzrat 1,

-E,o {8,{"( t *rlz)y (t -, l2)-} e-iznat 1,

-Ero {R,ou ,ie-;znat y 
,

I -+oo

r 12+tt -rlz
R xyU ,r) e-;Znat 4s

R,oU,r):Ifr &?)ri2nat

and

(2.205)
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and

r 121r
r_1 ,,
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(2.206)

The sine-wave-component frequency variable
and the set of cv's for which RJ, RJ,, , Rfr,
the cycle frequencies of the pair of waveforms.

The term lag product will be reserved for second-order product waveforms of the
form of (2.44) with K:2. Interpreting r(t) and y(t) as dummy waveforms, each

representing either an original waveform or its conjugate, any lag product can be written
in the form

'(t):'(r+ o)y(t+b). (2.208)

The sine wave components of a lag product can be expressed in terms of the correlation
functions defined above,

R o, (r)- limxy \ ,r 
?_+co

R rrr(t ,r) t-i2nat dt

R,r, (r , t):I R;' (t) ,i2rat (2.207)

cu is known as the cycle frrq.uency variable
Rfur , R&, or R;* &r€ not zero are called

(2.20e)

(2.210)

(2.211)

(2.2L2)

E,{,(t+o)y(t+6)-}:E,["(t++*+)y(,*+-o;u)-},

_Rzy( r+ +,o-b) ,

=tB fr(" _.b)siznat ,ina(a+b) ,

and a particular component is obtained accordittg to

8,0{" ( t + o)y( r + 6 )' )--R fr(a -b ) ti 
r p(o+o 

) ri 2n 0t

A useful formula for frequency shifted lag products is obtained using the above equation
and relationship (2. r77),

E,P{r(t *a)v ( t +6 )' e-;Zn\t }:R:o*^( a -b)trn(f+\Xo+u) ei2npt (2.213)
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2.1.8 Spectral Analysis
Spectral analysis is a broad area of study dealing with topics such as the decomposi-

tion of waveforms into spectral components, characterization of waveforms by their
power spectral density and cross spectral density, and methods for estimating these den-
sities based on finite-time observations of the waveforms. Most of the topics studied in
this dissertation are therefore intimately tied to spectral analysis. In this section it is
shown that the following concise statement is consistent with the usual terminology:
spectral analysis is the study of correlation as a function of frequency.

The ordinary cross correlation function is the average value of the AP correlation
function,

R,r( r)a E,o{" ( t *r lz)y (t -r lz)' ) ,

-E,o{R"r( f,t)} ,

-R&(') '

which is the cyclic correlation function evaluated at 6'-{.
as the Fourier transform of the cross correlation function,

s,n(/)A 7**,r(r)r-;2'r'd, r ,

which becomes the power spectrurn in the special

(2.214)

(2.215 )

(2.216 )

The cross spectrum is defined

(2.217)

The interpretation of the cross spectrum as a frequency density of correlation is obtained
from the Wiener relation as follows. Consider the spectrum analyzer block diagram of
Figure 2.2. Each input waveform is pa.ssed through a unity-midband-gain bandpass

oo

s,,(/): I n*(r)t
-oo

case v U ):" (t ),

-iZn lr 4, . (2.218)

s,y(t ,fio, ot

x (t)

v (t)

(unity gain at f : fa)

bandpass

fo,a/:l/f

bandpass

fo, Af :rlT

Figure 2.2. A Cross Spectrum Analyzer Model.
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filter tuned to center frequency /6 with bandwidth r/. Then the product waveform

"fo(t)ryf'U); is normalized by the filter bandwidth J/ and averaged for Af seconds.
Thus, employing rectangular filter envelopes, the output waveform is given by

t +^t l2
s,o( r , /o)o, o, 4 * I ,' (u) d'u ,

^o t -nt lz

:iu I"o,(u-t)rto(u)7 vr'@)lrau ,

where z'(t1:J-r'o(r)rut'U)i, and the bandpass filtered waveforms,\/ tf
,'o(r), :! 

"1t -"1lur1u1r;'n 
ro' dr,

yro(t) r - I y U :u)+"r Q) rizn ro' 
d,,

-l IR,nU -.u)+"r@)ur(r) ,i'nfo(u-'r) d,ud,, ,

:l I +"r- lol(€) uzr@)R,o@)r-i2nroo d {do ,

-l(r- $luzr@)R,u@)r-i2rroo 
d,o ,

- I w(u -f ,)s,oe)d,u ,

with ^/ALlr ,

are recognized.as the local frequency-components of r(f ) and y(t) respectively. The pro-
duct r/o(f )ry"(t); is divided by the filter bandwidth a/ before averaging to yield a
measure of correlation per unit bandwidth. Thus, the analyzer"output is an estimate of
the frequency density of correlation between the components of z(t) and y(t) in the fre
quency band centered at /s with width a/. Note that as the averaging time becomes

infinite the analyzer output approaches a linear functional of the cross spectrum,

ja s,r(r'lo)o tq:E,o{t'(t)} , (z.zz+)

:E,o {# [ [ x (t -u )y (t -r)' #u 7 @ ) u y fu 1 
ri 2o h@ -') du d,v ], (z.zz5)

(z.z1e)

(z.z2o)

(2.22L)

(z.zzz)

(z.zzt)

(z.zza)

(2.227)

Q.zza)

(2.22s)
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where

W (, )A ? sin ,2(f r) (2.230)

correlation densityNow allow the input filter bandwidth to approach zero to yield a true
with respect to frequency,

-S rv(/o)

(2.23L)

(2.232)

This result, which establishes that the limit spectral correlation function is identical to
the Fourier transform of the limit cross correlation function, is called the Wiener rela-
tion.1'2 It is derived in a more general setting in Chapter Five. The cross spectrum is
thus the frequency density of correlation between the frequency components of the input
waveforms Jt f."qn".t cy fo. For the power spectrum case, y (t):r(t), the density of
correlation becomes simply the density of average power.

In order that certain results be expressible in simple form, it is assumed that the
inverse transform relationship,

(2.233)

holds for every r. In particular, with g:r and r:0r the average power of a waveform is

the area of its power spectrurn,

P,:R* (0) - t Sr,(f) d,f

This rules out waveforms for which RroF) contains null functions since null functions are

annihilated by Fourier transformation. For example, for the infinite chirp waveform
r(t):sxt1; 2irt2]}, the autocorrelation function is a null function,

(t r:oRu(r):<- (2.235)
[0 otherwise ,

and 5,,(f)4 . (2-236)

The infinite chirp therefore violates (2.234). Assumption (2.233) can be relaxed or inter-
preted formally for white noise waveforms. That is, the pair

R,,(r)-l/oqr) ,
(2.237)

l. In [75], Wiener proved this result for the power spectrum but apparently not for the cross spec-

trum. Nevertheless, (2.232) will be referred to as the Wiener relation.
2. Alternatively, (2.232) can be used as the definition of the cross spectrum as a frequency density of

correlation. Then (2.217) becomes a statement of the Wiener relation'

J:, ^lT*t,y(t,f 
i^t^f :J3 

,l ,Q-fo)s*(u)du ,

R,o,r,:l s,oU)riztrtr 4y,

(2.234)
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(2.238)

are interpreted as satisfying (2.233) even though, strictly speaking, nrr(0) does not exist.

Cyclic spectral analysis is the cross spectral analysis of frequency shifted waveforms.
The cyclic spectrum is defined as the Fourier transform of the cyclic correlation,

s&(/)4 In&Q)r-i2nfr6, (2.23e)

The variable / is called the spectral frequency and o is called the cycle frequency. Since
R&(4 is nonzero for only a discrete set of values of a, it is conjectured that S"i(f) i.
also. The cyclic spectrum can be interpreted as an ordinary cross spectrum as follows.
The cyclic correlation is the ordinary correlation between two symmetrically frequency-
shifted waveforms,

R &(r) -E t0 fu( r + r lz)y (t -r l2)' r -iLnat 1 
,

where

,' (f )4 x?)e-inot

y, (r )4 y (t) si not

Fourier transforming the above result yields

S&(f)-s,' y'(f)

Therefore, a cyclic spectrum analy zer can be constructed
analy zer with the frequency shifted waveforms ,' (t) and

e-i 
nast

t (t)

v (t)

-Et0{" ( t +rlz)e-inat r-inarf'y (t -r lz)' r-inat uinarf21,

-8,' {r' (t *rlz)v'i, -r lz)'),

:R 
", n, (r) l

(z.z+o)

(z.z+t)

(z.z+z)

(2.243)

(2.244)

(2.245)

(z.z+o)

by driving a cross spectrum
y' (t) as shown in Figure 2.3.

s#t t,fidtat - s,, v,(t,lo)o,o1

Cross Spectrum
An aly zer

fo, f.f , Jt

Figure 2.3. A Cyclic Spectrum Analyzer Constructed Using a Cross Spectrum Analyrer.
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As established earlier, the cross spectrum is the frequency density of correlation between
the frequency components of r'(t) and y'(t) at frequency /s. The input frequency

shifters simply translate frequency components as follows: the component of rt (t) at fo
is the component of r(f ) at f6+ctof 2 down-shifted to /6, and the component of y'(t) at

/s is the component of y(i) at fs-anf2 up-shifted to .fo. Thus the cyclic spectrum
admits an interpretation as the frequency density of correlation between the frequency
components of r(f) at fo+asf2 and y(t) at fo-ool2. The cyclic spectrum is also called
the spectral correlation function to emphasize that it describes the frequency density of
correlation between various spectral components of the waveforms. The spectral fre-
quency variable, fo:(lfo+aol2l+lfs-arl2l)12, is the center frequency located at the mid-
point between the frequency components whose correlation is measured. The cycle- fre-
qn".r"y is the difference frequency between these components, ao:lfs+asf 2)-lfo-aolZl.

Substitution of c'(t) and y'(t) into the cross spectrum analyzer formula, (2.220),
yields the cyclic spectrum estimate

sfi(t,fo)ot or 4 .r:/ / u at(u -t)rfo+aolz(u) r rto-ool'@)i "-"'oou 
du, {2.247)

which is termed the cyclic Wiener relation. The Schwarz inequality applied
yields

or

:iU I "ot(u -.t)ryo+oo1z(u)r vyo-.op(u)|d'u

and application of the Wiener relation yields

lim lim S&(t ,fd^t ^f -5fr(/o) ,
a/ -+0 aJ -+co

lsfr(t,fo)o,or fl" xt(u_-t)l # rro+o;r.*)rl'au

I u o,(' -r ) I # e ro-oorr,) r

S ru| , f o-aol\) ot of Il'z 
,

(2.248)

(z.z+o)

to (2.248)

(2.250)

(z.zb 1)

spectrum, oD the rnagni-

t<

t-: 
lt,"(t , fo*ctol2) ot of

l'ar)t'',

which in the limit gives an upper bound, in terms of the power
tude of the cyclic spectrum,

I S &( /o) I <t 5,,( /o+.,'ol 2) S r, ( fo-aol z)lt l' (2.252)

Since the cyclic spectrum is a cross spectrum, the theory of cross spectral analysis
applies.. The fundamental spectrum analyzer parameters of time resolution, Af , and fre-
quency resolution, a/, have the conventional meanings and significance. An additional
fundamental parameter, the cycle frequency resolution denoted by Acv, is used to describe
the analyzer's ability to resolve the cyclic spectrum over the cycle frequency variable, cl'
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As shown in Chapter Five, the cycle frequency resolution of an analyzer is on the order
of the reciprocal of the observation time

1aa-
Af

(2.253)

Although a cyclic spectrum analyzer can be considered to be a cross spectrum analyzer
driven by frequency shifted input waveforms, there are many analysis and design issues
not found in conventional treatments of spectral analysis theory. These are studied in
detail in Chapter Five.

Two cyclic spectrum functions in connection with a single complex-valued
waveform, say r(f), are of interest. These correspond to the cyclic correlation and the
cyclic conjugate correlation,

-i2nfr4, 
, (z.zb4)

(2.255)

s#(il-lR#(,),

,S 
O,

zx 0:lR:_ (r) e-;Zrfr 4,

These functions are distinguished from one another by referring to Sfi(f) simply as the
cyclic spectrurn and. to S|, (/) t. the cyclic conjugate spectrurn for z(f ). Note that if
c(f) is real valued, S:,(f):S;(f). It will be shown Iater that both functions are neces-

sary for a complete second-order description of a complex waveform.

It follows directly from the definition of a purely stationary waveform and the
definition of the cyclic spectrum, (2.239), that a finite.power waveform is purely station-
ary if and only if

S#(/)-0 for all a#0 , (2.256)

(2.257)and S;'(/)-0 for all a#0

and is purely or almost cyclostationary if and only if
a#0 )S#(t)*o for some (z.zb8)

(z.zso)or S;- (/) *0 for some a*0

In light of the spectral correlation interpretation of the cyclic spectrum the definitions of
purely stationary, purely cyclostationary, and almost cyclostationary are equivalent to
the following statement. A finite.power waveform is purely cyclostationary or almost
cyclostationary if and only if it exhibits spectral correlation with itself or its conjugate
for some nonzero cycle frequency. Otherwise, the waveform is purely stationary.

The cyclic spectrum can be decomposed into a portion due to sine wave components
of the waveforms plus a portion due to residual signals. The cyclic correlation between
two residual signals r(t)-i(t) and y(t)-i(t) is

n i-o,u - o(r) 
:E 

t0 {E t {[r (t +r 1 z) -n Q +r 1 z)l[y (t -r 1 z) - y (t -r I z)]' ] r- 
i 2t a t ], (2.260)

-Rfr(,)-R#(4 (2.261)
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Fourier transformation of the above yields the cyclic spectrum decomposition

s&(f)_D&(f)+s#(f) , (2.262)

where Dft is defined as the cyclic spectrum of the residual signals associated with r(t)
and y(f),

D&(/)a -iLrfr4, (2.263)

of i*pulses (i" f ) over theThe cyclic spectrum of the sine wave components is a pattern
(/,o) plane and can be expressed as

S#(/):I , u+o1zy;-*tz qf 14 .

LL

(2.264)

(2.L23) ro (2.261)If r(t) and g(t) satisfy Fundamental Assumption 3 then application of
yields

I n :.-,,y -.t(4'

Iim
I +oo

It follows that D rij) contains no
trum into a non-impulsive portion
to sine wave components.

R f...o,y -.l(4 rizn Br d r_.o (2.26b)

i*pulses. Thus , (2.262) decomposes the cyclic spec-

due to residual signals plus an i-pulsive portion due

T12
1',

I
trt Jt -rlz

2.L.7 The Frequency- Shifted Pulse-A.rnplitude- Mo dulation S ignal Mo del.

A large class of digital modulation schemes are represented by the frequency-shifted
M-dimensional pulseamplitude-modulation (M-PAM) signal model,

where x(n) is the M-dimensional message vector, /(t) is the pulse vector, and fi is the
carrier frequency. The message and pulse vectors may be complex valued. The modula-
tion structure induces a particular structure or form in the waveform's cyclic spectrum
functions. Knowledge of the cyclic spectrum forms for specific modulation types is useful
in signal detection and classification problems and in performance evaluation of various
signal processing systems. The class of frequency shifted M-PAM signals is an example
of both theoretical and practical interest but is not sufficiently general to deal with many
modulation formats used in practice. (Any purely cyclostationary waveform possesses a
translation series representation or equivalently a (possibly infinite dimensional) M-PAM
model. However, in general the x(z) vector in the M-PAM model cannot be identified as

the message vector [29].) More thorough treatments of various modulation types are
found in [35], [36], [15], and [30], all of which are superceded by [39].

As shown in Appendix F the cyclic spectra of y(l) can be expressed as

y (t):t*(" ) 
r o(t -nT) rizr f" ,

sfr(f):i*t f -ft*+)'sg w-fr) r)o(l- fr+r ,

sfr.(/):|oU_ft*+)'sf. 2r,)r 
Ur)o( -f _ft*+) 

,

(2.266)

(2.267)

(2.268)
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where Q is the Fourier transform of the pulse vector and S$ and SS. *" the frequency
normalized cyclic spectrum matrices for the discrete'time message vector,

S/" (fle tfif, (k1"-;zn1* , (2.26s)
k

Typically the message vector is appropriately modeled as purely
(2.267) and (2.268) reduce to

(

| ! o( f _ft*+)'$**((/ _ft*+)r)o( f _ft_-+f
Sfr(/):J T

l0 otherwise

Note that Sfr(f) is nonzero only for cycle frequencies harmonically related to the pulse
repetition frequency, i.e., a:kf ?, while 9fr.(f) is nonzero only for a similar set of cycle

frequencies translated by twice the carrier frequency, i.e., a:2f1*k f T.
Certain amplitude and phase shift keyed signals can be represented by (2.266) with

x(n) taken as a vector of indicator functionsr

l1 if pulse O*'o selected during

x*(n):6*(")a1 timeintervaln, (2.273)

[o otherwise ,

stationary in which case

for a:klT,
(2.2T L)

.Uf+{lo(-/**) for a:2 fr*k I T ,

(2.27 2)

where just one pulse is selected per time interval, the message symbols are equiprobable
and independently selected for each time index, n, and 6*(t) is a pulse. Then the spec-

trum matrices for x(n) have the form

$**( fr):$**.Ur) - #t*#r(-l.*?qf-+)) , (2.27 4)

where I is the square matrix of unit values. For example, complex binary phase shift
keyed (BPSK) and quaternary phase shift keyed (QPSK) signals can be represented by

t

-tu. -\ l**, f+Sl's**sfr.(/)_1

[0 otherwise .

W,(,t )^ 
",T*#*" i; fu +k)r(n)' r-i,n po 

e-i.r 
pk

y (t)-I \n)' O(t -nT)'iznr",

(2.270)

(2.27 5)

where for BPSK, M:2 and

,/,(t):A" r U)l 1 -1 l' , (2.27 6)
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while for QPSK, M:4 and

6(t):Arr(r)[ 1 i -1 -i ]t , (2.277)

and in both cases ,a,:lA lrtdo """orrnts 
for some fixed carrier phase. These representa-

tions of BPSK and QPSK in the form of (2.266) are not unique. Note that /(t) in the
above examples can be expressed as a scalar function of time multiplying a constant vec-

tor. This suggests considering a particularly simple class of amplitude and phase modu-
lation schemes for which the pulse vector has the form

6U)-q( t )" , (2.278)

where q(f ) is a pulse and a is a vector of complex values representing the amplitude and
phase of each symbol. This rules out many interesting modulation types, however, such
as pulse position and pulse width modulation. Equations (2.27L) and (2.272) then take
the form

rt 3** (f - ft*+)T)^' for ()':k f T,

(2.27 e)

.Ur +!)" for a:2fftk lT,

s fr(/) - {+ 
a u - r,*+) a u - rr+)'

[o otherwise j

so
vg

Focus on the matrix products in these expressions. In light of the spectrum
for an indicator function, (2.274), the matrix products are

, ? 3**1,r ; ^'. 
:fi l" lr +#(-t*frt o -!)),' r,"

"? 
S**.1ur )u:fi^r ^*fit-'t+*?*, -S))",, "

Now assume that the symbols are balanced in the sense that
M

E o^:o ,

n:1

which implies that
la':la: O

With the
(2.279) and

11 e(r+-k ft )a?s
.(/):] |eu+filaer* u,- -xx

lo otherwise .

indicator function message vector and this balancing condition,
(2.280) become simply

(

**, r,: j fil"l'eu-r,+ilott-t,-+f ror a:k lr,
"gy\r t I

fo otherwise ,

(2.280)

matrix form

(2.281)

(2.282)

(2.283)

(2.284)

equations

(2.285)



For BPSK,

[+ur ueu+$taer *#)
sfr.(/)-{ rM

lo otherwise .

q(t):,r r(t), l" l2:M la l', ur *-MAZ, and

lWq1-1+*) a( f-ft-+)
sy:'(/): I r

|.0 otherwise 
1

for 0-2ft*klT,

thus

for a:klT,

-+) for 0':2f.+klT,
2T'
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(2.286)

(2.287)

SOgg

(a'
.(/) :]+Qu+stau

l0 otherwise

where

For QPSK, q(t):rt(f ), l" l2:M l,q l', ^r u-0, and thus

(2.288)

(2.28e)

-*l for a:k lT ,2'
(2.2e0)

(2.zeL)

the additional property

(z.zsz)

a0:Y

s .1,. (/)-0 .v!

As the QPSK result illustrates, if the modulation scheme has

ur^:yo]-o ,

m:l

then the cyclic conjugate spectrum is identically zero.



2.2 Linear Alrnost Periodic
Linear almost periodic

processing, and modeling of
tion is due solely to sine
modeled in the general form
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Systems and Cornplex-Valued Signals

(LAP) systems play a fundamental role in the generation,
cyclostationary signals. Any linear system whose time varia-
wave oscillators or periodic pulse train generators can be

hr( r):/'* h(f *r,t) t-izn ut 41

(2.2e3)

h(f ,r)r is
AP in the

(z.zs+)

(z.zeb)

(2.2e6)

(z.zoz)

(2.2e8)

y(t):/h (t ,r)t*( r)d r ,

where x(t) and y(t) are the system input and output vectors respectively and
an almost periodic impulse response matrix. The impulse response matrix is
sense that it has a trigonometric expansion of the form

h(t,r14 lhr(f -r)ei2n!'tr,
p

where
rl2

+It -Flz

which is called the input oscillator representateon, corresponding to the block diagram of
Figure 2.4. Aa output oscillator representation is obtained by moving the frequency
shifter to the output side of the filter of each branch and modifying the filter transfer
function accordingly, i.e.,

The system input-output relationship takes the form

y(t)-IJtrr( t -r)t*( r)tiLnur 4, ,

lL

y(t):I/trr( t -r)r ,-i2np'(t-'t1 4 d r riLtt pt 
,

p

:X/h, ,( t -r)t*( r)d rriLrpt ,
p

where

h' ,(")4 hr(t) e-;ZnP'r

The output oscillator form is depicted in Figure 2.5.

(2.zee)

I
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x(r) v(t)

v(r )x(r)

Figure 2.4. The Input or.U;;or LAP System R.presentation.

Figure 2.5. The Output Oscillator LAP System Representation

hu(r )

hu' (t )
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2.2.1 Cyclic Spectrurn Rela,tionships for Linear Alrnost Periodic Systerns
The formulas relating the input and output cyclic spectra and cross spectra for the

LAP system described by (2.29a), derived in Appendix F, are:

s,[(/):IHr( f+|lts;**^-u( f--+)Hx( f-+)' ,

&,\ Z

s;'(/)-tn r;+|l'sff'^-p( f-+)H-x( '-f+|l ,

lr,\ 1/

(z.aoo)

(2.301)

(z.eoz)

(z.aor)

(2.304)

(2.305)

(2.306)

(2.307)

(2.308)

(2.30e)

s,x(/) -rHu( f + |l' s,r ru -+)
LL

s;,( /) :rH uu + |l' s:J r(f -{l
rlI

sf"(/):Isf-1'( f-+)Hr( f -+f
l.L

s;.(/):Is:;r( f *+)Hr( - t +|l
p

where cyclic spectrum matrices are defined according to

s;f (/)4 /nn (1r-iantr 4, ,

RS(,)A /T*
Tl2+it -T lz

^(t +r lz)b(t -_rl{H e-i2nat 4s

Note that if Sfl.:O then S$.:0 for LAP fiItering. Symmetry relationships for cyclic

correlation and cyclic spectrum matrices a"re listed in Appendix E. The cross spectrum
results, (2.302) and (2.30a), do not play an important role in this dissertation but they
do play an important role in LAP system identification [39j.

The cyclic spectrum input-output relationships (2.300) and (2.301) can be applied to
Iinear-conjugatelinea,r almost periodic (LCLAP) systems as follows. In (2.293) let

*(f ):[ ,U)r ,(t)"]t ,

h(f ,r):[k(f ,r)r sU ,r)r ]r ,

y(t):/k (t ,r)' ,(r)dr + /e( t,r), o(r)' d,r

then

(z.slo)



The cyclic spectrum matrix

and the matrix of filter transfer

for x(t ) becomes

Ir;ul s;.(/) I
s;'( f)- 

Ltt ,(f) si"'(/) 
I

functions becomes

lr,(/) I
Hu( f)- L",t/) J
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(2.311)

(2.3L2)

(2.sla)

(2.sl4)

(z.slb)

(2.316)

(2.317)

Formula (Z.aOO) then becomes

s,l"(/)-IKr( f+|l ?s f,,*^-'(/-+)K^( f -+f
F,\

+K,( f+|l ?s:j^-'U-+)cx( f-+f
+G rl+|l ?s #:^-r(f--+)nx( f -+f
+G r(f +$lr 5 #:I-rU -+)cx U -+f

and formula (Z.aOf) becomes

s;,(/):IK rU +9)' s :j^-r(f -+)K-x( - f ++)

+K,( f*+)'s i|^-r(f-+)c-x( -f+|l
+c rl+e)'s #:I-uU-+)K-x( -f++)
+G,( f *+)' s #I^-r(f -}-)c-x(-l+ |l

In the special case that S:.E0, these reduce to

+ G,( f*+) 's #:I-rl-#l)cx( f-+f
s;,(/):IK rU +9) t s f;,*^-r1 -+)c-x( - f ++)

+ G,( f+|lrs #:I-rU-+)K-x( -f+|l
and if, in additionr ,U) is purely stationary then

sr:r( il:TK p*o pU +|lt s 
""( 

f - p)K p_o I z( f - +f
+ GF*o1r]+|lts,,( -f +p)'c p_alz(f -+f

s;'(/):Xrc f+ap(f +|lts,,( f -p)G-.p*op?f *+)
p

(2.318)
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* G p+op{f *+), s""(-/+rg)'K-p+o/z(-f ++)

These expressions demonstrate that a PC or AC signal possessing nonzero conjugate
spectral correlation arises from an LCLAP transformation of a PS signal possessing zero
conjugate spectral correlation.

Several basic properties of cyclic spectra and cyclostationary signals can be deduced
from the results on output spectra, (2.300) and (2.301). Two special cases are of interest.
If the input waveform is purely stationary, (2.300) and (2.301) collapse to

sri,(/):IH'f*o12u+|lt s** (f -p)E.p-otzu -+f ,
p

(2.31e)

(z.azo)

thus y(f ) is, in general, purely cyclostationary or almost cyclostationary even if x(t) is
purely stationary. In fact, Gardner and Franks [29] have shown that every purely cyclos-
tationary scalar waveform can be repr€sented as a sum of jointly purely stationary
waveforms passed through periodicallyJime variant filters. The author conjectures that
every almost cyclostationary waveform can be represented as a sum of jointly purely sta-
tionary waveforms passed through almost periodically time variant filters. In any case,
essentially all linear modulation schemes can be represented in this fashion.

The other special case of interest is linear time-invariani (LTI) filtering. In this
case, Hr(/):Q fe1 all tt'*0 and E(/):us(/). Equations (2.300) and (2.301) become

s,l(/)-H u +e)' s*(/)H( f -+f ,

s;,(/)-H( f+|l' s;,(/)H(-t+|1,

and in the scalar case,

s fr(f) -H (t +e)//( f - |l' s #(f)

sfr-(f):H(f +9)r/( -f +$ls;.(/)

For exam^p[e, for a system consisting of pure time delay,
H(l):e-"trlr, and the above yields

sfr(f):s#(f)"-"n"' ,

7fr. (/) -S:,' (/) e-iInar

(2.32L)

(z.zzz)

(z.szt)

(z.tz+)

v U):r(t -r), then

(2.325)

(2.326)

Thus the output cyclic spectrum can be viewed as the product of the input cyclic spec-
trum and a weighting function depending on / and cv. Note that it h(t) is real valued,
then H(-f):H(f)' and the weighting functions for the cyclic spectra and cyclic



conjugate spectra are identical. S,tppose that the filter is
filter with center frequency fo, bandwidth B , and transfer

H (f):us(f - fo)

Then (2.323) and (2.324) become

sfr(f):D nU -fo,a)s#(f)

s fr. (/) -D BU ,o-z fds J' (/) ,

where D B is a gating function with support over the diamond
plane shown in Figure 2.6,

DBU,44 ua(t+Y)u"U-+) ,
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a perfect bandpass or low pass
function

(2.327)

(2.328)

(z.zzo)

shaped region of the (f , a)

(2.330)

l" l<B
lo l<B
l:B (z.sB 1)

1 for -lf l<Fl al+n)lz,
L/z for ll l:Fl a l+n)lz,
L/4 for ll I 

:B 12 and I a
0 otherwise .

If H(f):unj-fo) and
and (z.zzA) and (2.329)

that it, the supports
shown in Figure 2.7.

and r(t) ir highpffis,

,(t) ir bandlimited to the band
become

s#(/) -D BU - fo,a) s,Z(f),

I f -fo | <a f 2, then y (t):r(t ),

(2.332)

S;' (/) -DBU,o-zfo)S:, (/) ,

of SXU) and S:, (/) are confined to the regions of the
Similarly, if H (/) -u (f - fs) where 

" 
(f) is the unit step

[t for f >o

" 
(/)4 Itl, for f :o

[o for /<o ,

then y(t):"(t) and (2.328) and (2.329) become

s#(f)-u (f - fo-|lu u- fo*+)s;(f),

(z.aae)

(f , o) plane

functiorr

(2334)

(2.335)

(2.s36)s :, (/) -u (f - fo-|1" ? f - fo*|l s ;, (/)

that is, the supports of .9j(/) and ,9j, (/) are confined to the regions of the (/, o) plane
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B

Figure 2.6. Support for DB(/,n).

potential support of s;,(/)

2fo+B

potential support of S:(f)

_g_
2

-B

loB
2

B
2

Figu re 2.7 . Potential Cyclic Spectrum Support for a Bandlimitted Waveform.
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shown . in Figure 2.8. N9* suppose ,(t) is bandlimited to two disjoint bands,
lf -hl<Br/z and ll-frl<Br/i. tt Hiy):uaU-1)+"BU-D and y(i):"(r) tr,"n

the support of ^9j(/) is confined within the region of support of

n(t+*)ntf-|)':{"r,(f -f ,+})+ur,(f -fr+t)Xur,(/-/,- })+ua,U-fr-+)). (z.Bsl)

This region, depicted in Figure 2.9, is the intersection of the four strips in the (/, o)
plane defined by the supports for qr(f-f1*alz), uar(f-fztal2), usr(f-fralz), and.
us,(f -f2-a/z). The potential support of .5j, (/) is determined similarly,

H(f ++)H(-t+i):@a,(t-f t|)+ur,(f -f,+|))1"r,{t*f,-})+ur,U+h-+)).(2.33s)

This region of potential support has the possible forms shown in Figure 2.10. If
B2:B1:B and -fr:[t:/o m is the case for a real valued bandpass filter, the weighting
functions for ^9r!(/) and Sfi. (/) are identical and given by

u (t + tl n ( | - |)' : (", ( I - f o+ i) + ", u + I o+ t))fu " 
(t - I o- |)* " " 

1t + t,- |)). (2.8 3e )

If c(r) is bandlimited to the bands tf-frl<a/z ana lf+fol<B/2as is the case if
c(1) is a real valued bandpass waveform then y(t):"(t) and the support for,Sj(/) and
S:,(f) is confined within the regions shown in Figure 2.1I.

pol,enl,ial support of S;, (/)

pol,ential supllorl, of 5',,(/)

Figure 2.8. Potential Support for a Highpass Waveform.
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# support of usr(f -fz-rvl2)
support of
un,(l-fr+rr12)

-€- support of Vgr(f -fza,,l2)

Irigure 2.9. Potential Supporl, ol'S';(/) for a Drral-Band Waveform.
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fz0lt

^) fr> Ir)o

Figure 2.L0. Potential Support of ^Sj--

b) /r> ltrl, fz{o

(f) for a Dual-Band Waveform.

f

Figure z.LL. Potential Support for a Real-Valued Bandpass Waveform.
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2.2.2 T}le Analytic Signal and Cornplex Envelope
A waveform c(t) is of strictly positive frequency support if it is invariant to ideal

high pass filtering, that is if
(z.eao)

where

, (t):/ h (r), (t -r) d r ,

in which case

for / >0
for f :0
for f <0

The real and imaginary parts of such a waveform form a Hilbert transform pair,

h(r):|t{d +;+) ,

, (t):+ I({') *,#)" ( t -r) d r,

-f,'(r)+;tl+'U-r)dr ,

-f,,(r )+; ; I +r,(t-r) a r+f;;' [ ],,g -r)d, r

-- f Lr;U-r)dr+i I#r,(t-r)d, .--J -

Thus

r,(t):-/ |r,$-r)d,r - -t'd(f )

r;(t)- t #r,(t-r)dr: b',(r) ,

where tr(t) is used to denote the Hilbert transform of ,r(t).
non zero average value are not considered to be of strictly
since, for example, with constant ,(t):r,

I n tt -r)r(r) d r:' I h (t -r) d, r ,

(t

H(r)-ltp
Io

(2.34L)

(2.342)

(z.z+z)

(2.344)

(2.345)

(2.346)

(2.347)

(2.348)

Note that waveforms with
positive frequency support

(2.34e)

(2.350)-]-, #c
zv 

/ v 
'
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which violates (2.340). A waveform of strictly positive frequency support is completely
specified by either its real or imaginary part since the remaining part is uniquely deter-
mined by one of (2.3a7) or (2.ala). This provides a useful one-to-one mapping between
real valued waveforms satisfying ,9-(0):0 and corresponding complex valued waveforms
of strictly positive frequency support. The exclusion of waveforms with ,5-(0)lO it
inconvenient, however. This exclusion can be dropped at the cost of sacrificing the
invariance property (2.340) and the invertibility property (2.347). The analytic signal
associated with a real valued waveform cr(t) is defined according to

,(t):r,(f )+aF, (f ) , (2.3b 1)

(2.352)

where

.y(r)A q l+;L

with {r}is

,)t-izrfr 4, ,

T

(2.353)

The transfer function

f(/)4 (z.sb4)

(2.355)

-/r( r)r, (t -_r) d r ,

associated
T

lim fd
? --+oo " -

-t

-1 + lim;|" 1 e-ihnfr4,
?+oo "^TfT

(, ror

-1,. ror

Ir ror

-2" (f) .

f>o
f:0
f <o ,

(2.356)

(z.ssz)

frequency part of ,r(t)
(Z.Z+Z) do not hold if

of an analytic signal is

(2.358)

filtered version of its

Thus the analytic signal can be interpreted as twice the positive
plgs its component at zero frequency. Note that (Z.aAO) and
Er'{rr(t))*o 

-> 
So(o)*0. Furthermore, the average value

necessarily real valued,

E,o {r( r )}- E,o {r,(t)} .

The real valued waveform r,(t) is a linear-conjugate-linear (LCL)
associated analytic signal,

x,U):Ls1s)+f,r P1' : Re{z (r )} (2.35e)
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More general forms of LCL filtering are discussed in Section 2.2.4. It follows from (2.335)
and (2.336) with /o:g that the cyclic spectra of r(t) can be orpressed in terms of the
cyclic spectrum of c,(f) according to

s;(f)-4" (f*#l "u-|lst,,(/),

s:,(/) :4uu+9)"(-f *+)st,,(/) ,

The regions of the (/, *) plane selected by the gating functions

" 
(f +o lz)u (- f +a 12) are shown in Figure 2.r2. Since

support of S"!(/)

Figure 2.I2. Potential Supporr for an Anall'tic Signal.

(2.360)

(2.861)

" 
(f +a' f 2)u ( f -" lz) and

st,, (-/) -s;,, (f) and

Sri,U):Sio(/)', the cyclic spectrum of r,(t) over the entire /,o plane is
combining expressions for Sl.,(/) for the four disjoint regions of Figure 2.12,

st,,(/): iw ;u)+s ;(-/) +s :, (f)+s ;?(/)'1,

since S:(-f):S#,.(/) and S;y (/)':S],(f),

st,,(/)- lrs;0+s;,. (/) +s ;, (f)+s :,(/)l

or

formed by

(2.362)

r ..,..'..........-.,--.-.-'-.-
I -'. -.'-'-','. -'-.-'-.- -

t',',','.,,,:,:t:,:ri'i::,

s :,' U) 
\,ll:ii:iiiili

(2.s63)



It can be verified that (2.362) anq (2363) are correct for all f
on the region boundaries lcrl-Z lf I inciudirrg a-l-O.

The cornplex enuelope of ,r(t) relative to fo is defined as
signal

Y (t):' (t) u-i2n tot 
,
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and a includitrg the points

the down-shifted analytic

:t,(t )cos2r fot +t (t )sin 2r f ot +i tf, (t )cos2 r fot -rr( r )sin 2n f otl

(2.364)

(2.s6b)

In what follows regarding the complex envelope, it is assumed that the real valued signal
c,(t) is ba,ndlimited to llll-/ol<812, with /s>8. The complex envelope of a
bandpass waveform ca,n be expressed directly in terms of rr(t) as

y (t):z(r, (t) r-iLn fot 
) * B sincBf , (2.366)

where * denotes the convolution
can be shown to be

operation. The cyclic

ss\U)=s#(f+fo) ,

s;. (/) :s::"'(f) 
,

spectra of the complex envelope

(z.86z)

(2.368)

cyclic spectra for ,r(t), using

(2.36e)

(2.370)

(2.37L)

(2.372)

and expressing the cyclic spectra for "(t) in terms of the
(2.323) through (2.32s) with H(f):zun(f -fi yields

sfr(f):4D Bu,4st,, u + fo),

sfr. (/) :4DnU,4sll,'f'tfl 
,

,. (/+/o) +s;.'10 (/)+s;j"'tfll

which show that the cyclic spectra of the complex envelope can be associated with the
cyclic spectrum of the real valued signal over the disjoint regions of the (/, a) plane dep-
icted in Figure 2.13. Employing (2.367) and (2.368) in (2.362) yields a formula for con-
structing the cyclic spectrum of the real signal from the cyclic spectra of the comploc
envelope,

st,, 0:+tsfr(f - fo)+sfr(- f - ft+s ;-zto 0+s ;?-'ro(/)'1,

:ltsrxu-fo)+srt

2.2.3 The Conjugate Spectrurn
The cross correlation and cross spectrum are measures of the linear dependence

between two waveforms. Any pair of waveforms zr(f ) and y1(f ) are related by

y {t):[ /, r( r)r r(t -r) d r+ e {t) , (2.87 B)



s;.(f)

f->
2fo

poten tial support
of Sir, U)

Figure 2.13. Cyclic Spectrum
plex Envelope.

Support Relationship Between a Real-Valued Signal and its Com-

Y'( f):X'(/) H r(l)+Et(/)

Frequency Dcrmain Relationship Between Two Conelated Waveforms.
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Xr(f)

H r(l)

xt(f)H'(/)
Er(f)

Figure 2.L4.
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where [ (r) is the Wiener-filter impulse-response designed to minimize the average estima-
tion error power Prr. The filter transfer function is r/1(/):Jlyrrr(f)lsrrrr(/), and the
error waveform e1(t) is uncorrelated with z1(t) in the sense that,Srrrr(/)=0. The

waveform Int(r)xt(t-r)dr can be interpreted as the component of yr(t) that is linearly
dependent on or perfectly correlated with r1(t). Equation (2.373) can be expressed for-
mally in the frequency domain as

rr( f)-Hr(/)xr(/) +Er(/) .

The situation is visualized with the aid of Figure 2.L4. The
with the component of V tU) that is correlated with ,tU), is
version of X1(/).

Now consider the case of conjugate correlation, that
ponent that is linearly d"pendent on ,r(t)' ,

where H z(f):S n,,i (f) I S,i ,; (f), or

Yz(il:H r(f)X r(-f)* +E r(f)

y z(t)- I h r(r)r r(t -r)' d r+, ,(t) ,

(2.37 4)

term H t(f)Xt(/), associated
simply a frequency weighted

ir, let y zU) possess a com-

(2.375)

(2.376)

This case is depicted in Figure 2.15.

Note that the term HzU)Xz?/)' ir a frequency weighted version of the frequency
reversed and conjugated transform of 

"zG). It is useful to introduce special terminology
to describe the relationship between a function of frequency and its frequency reversed
and conjugated version. The functions X(/-fi) and X(/- fz) u. said to have the same
spectral orientation; each function is simply a frequency shifted replica of the other. The
functions X(f-ft) and X(-/+/7r)' 

^re "rid 
to have the opposite spectral orientationl each

function is a frequency reversed, conjugated, and shifted replica of the other. If X(/) is a
formal representation of the Fourier transform of a random waveform, it can be regarded
as a highly erratic function of frequency. Multiplication by a relatively smooth frequency
weighting function does not effect the underlying spectral orientation, e.g., Hz(f)Xz?il'
in (2.376) is said to have the same spectral orientation u Xz?il'. The same terminol-
ogy c?n be applied to the associated time waveforms. The w"""f"rm, 

"(t)ri-2nl'.t ^r.d,,\i7"t'.'^11,. are' said to have the same spectral orientation whereas ,(ti""ot" and
,iti'r"ot" are said to have the opposite spectral orientation.

Equations (2.375) and (2.370) then mean that conjugate correlation between c2(t)
and y2(f ) implies there exists a component of y2(t) dependent on c2(t) but with opposite
underlying spectral orientation. Thus the conjugate correlation and conjugate spectrum
provide a mechanism for measuring a (nonlinear) dependence between components with
opposite spectral orientation

This interpretation is useful in visualizing signal models that give rise to a nonzero
cyclic spectrum or cyclic conjugate spectrum. The cyclic spectrum of a single waveform
is nonzero if and only if the Wiener filter for estimating the waveform from a frequency
shifted version of itself is nonzero, that is,

(z.zzz)

where

, (t):/ h (r)r, (t -r) d r+e (t) ,



,' (f )A ,U)r"noo' ,

H(r):m:m
s]'U)-HU+Y)s,,U-+)

s,,,(f):s;"'U-+) - o .

rr (t):a1s1: 
"i2no# ,

,111:t:'lt-,:'t?l
S*(-f +ao) '

s *, (il:n U +asl z)s *(- f +as/ z),

s,, 
" 

1 y1-- s ]'. e f +as I 2)' :o

Equation (2.383) can be expressed formally in the frequency domain as

x ( f):H (f)x(-/+oo)' +E ( f)
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(2.378)

(2.37e)

(2.380)

(2.381)

Equation (2.377) can be expressed formally in the frequency domain as

x (f):H (f)x (f -ao)+E ( f) (2.s82)

For example, Figure 2.16 shows spectral-support diagrams for X(/), X(f-aslZ), H(f),
and E(/) satisfying (2.382) ana Sj'(1) satisfying (2.381). A nonzero value for Sj'(1),
lf -fol<B /2, can always be associated with spectral features of bandwidth B with

identical spectral orientation but centered at fs-+asf2 and fo-aolZ.
The cyclic conjugate spectrum is nonzero if and only if the Wiener filter for estimat-

ing the waveform from a frequency shifted version of its conjugate is nonzero, that is,

r(l:[ n(lxt (t -r)dr+e(t) , (2.383)

where

(2.384)

(2.385)

(2.336)

(2.387)

(2.388)

For example, Figure 2.17 shows spectral support diagrams for X(/), X(-f+ao)', H(f),
and ^E(/) satisfying (2.388) and Sj', (/) satisfying (2.386). A nonzero value for S:o,U),

lf -fol<B /2, can always be associated with spectral features of bandwidth -B centered
at aol2+fs and aof 2-/s with opposite underlying spectral orientation.



+EzU)

f

Figure 2.15. Frequencl' Domain Relationship Betu'een T*'o Waveforms Possessing Conjugate
Correlation.

f o-'t o;/ 2 f o-" ol2
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+E(f)x (f):H (/)x(/-oo)
H(f)x(/-oo)

sj'( l):H(/+o'o /z)s",(f -*o/z)

Hr(f)xz(-f)'

Xr(f)

Yr(f):HzU)Xz?f)

EzU)

Figure 2.16. A Frequency Domain Model of a Waveform with Nonrero SI(l).
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-fr -lz

Figurc 2.17. A Frcqucncl, Dorneirr \lodcl c,f a \Vavefornr lvith Nonzero S"ll (f).

?-r,

h ?*to

x(f)

x(-f)'

X (-.f *,'o)'

H(f)

x(/)

x(-/-

s 
oo, 

( /)
a+ \ a I

rt c t

-t.r'

t
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2.2.4 Linear- Conj ugate-Linear Filtering
The analytic signal and complex envelope representations are especially convenient

and useful in problems involving linear timeinvariant (LTI) systems. Consider the real-
valued \Maveform filtering relationship

y,(t)-/ h,(r)r,(t -r)d r (2.38e)

The the analytic signals ,(t) and VU) it

(z.Beo)

(z.se 1)

:[t ,1r1"1t-r)dr , (2.3s2)

that is, the analytic signal for y,(f) is obtained by filtering the analytic signal for r,(t)
using the identical real-valued impulse response /r.,(r). Furthermore, if I/,(0):0 or if
,9",r,(o):o then

(2.3e3)

(z.se4)

(z.seb)

where

g(')4 (z.se6)

one half its ana-
function yr(t) be

Thus the real-valued filter impulseresponse, hr(r), can be replaced by
lytic part. Let the complex envelope relative to /6 for a real-valued
denoted by g"(t): Then, assuming that //r(O):O or ,S",r(0):0,

y"(r)A !(t1e-izntot ,

corresponding relationship in terms of

v (t)A /l(" ) y,(t -u)d" ,

: I [ ^,(" ) h, (r)r,(t -u -r) d, r d,u ,

y (t):+l1(u)v ( t -u)d" ,

:+ I I ilu)h, (t -u-r) , (r) d r du ,

t It(u)h,(r-u)d"

y (t):/ g (r), (t -r) d r ,

:I g(r)"(t-r)d,re

:l g,(r)r,(t-r)ar ,

-i 2n fot

(z.se7)

(z.eoa)

(2.3ee)

(2.+oo)

: I g (r) r-iLr for r U -r) e-izn fo( -') 
d, , ,

where



-i2n fsr

h,(t ,r):6( t -r)cos2r ff ,

yielding an amplitude modulation signal

yr(t):rr(t)cos2rff .

Assume that c,(t) is confined to the band I f l<fr. Then (2.403) gives

g (t):r,(t)"i2nf't ,

:|t ,U)+"(r)')ri'nf" ,

s,(i:+ Iilu)h,. ( r-.u)d'ue

7L

(2.+o r)

(2.+oo,)

(2.410)

(2.411)

(z.4Lz)

Thus LTI filtering of a real-valued waveform translates to LTI filtering of the
corresponding analytic signal and complex envelope.

The above simple relationships do not hold, however, for linear time-variant filter-
ing in general and for LAP filtering in particular. Consider a linear time.variant system
with real-valued impulse response driven by a real-valued waveform,

y , (t): I h, (t ,r) r, (r) d, r (2.+oz)

Generally, there does not exist a linear transformation that maps z(t) into y(f). The
analytic signal for y,(t) can be expressed as

y (t): It (" ) y, (t -u) du , (2.+oa)

(2.+o+)

(z.aos)

(2.+oo)

where

s (t,r)a (2.+oz)

and

h,(t ,r)-2Re{g ( t ,r)} , (2.408)

that is, the analytic signal g(t) can be obtained as a linear-conjugate-linear (LCL) filtered
version of r(t).

That there does not, in general, exist an equivalent linear relationship is demon-
strated by a simple LAP system example. Let the system impulse response be

- [ It(u)h,(t -u ,r)\(r) d rdu ,

-l I^i(u)h,(t -u,r)d-uf,("( r)*r(r)' )d, ,

:lsU,r)r(r)dr + Ig(t,r)r(r)'dr ,

*l{u)h,(t-u,r)d,u ,



which is clearly nonlinear in ,(t).
The LCL relationship for complex envelopes is found to be

y,(t)-y (t)t-i2nro' ,

where

kr(t,r)A g U,r)e-i2nf 
o' ,'2nf;r

k ,(t, ,)A g U ,r) ,-i 
2n f o' ,-'Ztr f;r

where rr(t) and

Consider a

-1k,,(t ,r)r,(r)dr * Ittr(t ,r)r,(r)' d,r ,
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(2.413)

(2.4L4)

(2.41b)

(2.416)

respectively.

(2.4L7)

y,(t) are the complex envelopes relative to f; and fo

general representation of a matrix LCL system,

y(t):/hrr(t ,r)r rn(r) d r * /hrr( t ,r)t*( r)' d r

:V-zl1trrr1 t ,r)r r.rr(t,r)rl;<@ar , (2.4L8)

A linear-conjugate.linear system with input x(t) is linear with respect to the complex
extended vector *(f ). The complex extended vector for y can be formed as

i( r ):/h (t ,r)t *( r) d r , (2.41e)

where

h(' ,,),4f:"1 "n.:
Lh"( 

t 

")H

hrr( t,i'l
hrr( ,,4" l 

' (z.azo)

representation ofMultiplying (2.419)
the system in terms

by J defined in (Z.SS) yields an alternative linear
of real extended vectors,

(2.421)

where

s(t ,r)r A Jh( t,r)r JH , (2.422)

which can be shown to be real valued. Thus, an LCL system operating on the complex-
valued input x(f ) is tantamount to a linear system operating on the real extended vector

"(f ).
If the system described by (2.a02) is almost periodic then the equivalent system

involving the analytic signal versions of the input and output and the equivalent system
involving their complex envelopes are linear-conjugatelinear almost periodic (LCLAP)
systems. This is the primary motive for studying T,CLAP systems. The details



where

hrU)L ]y-+:i ,h,(t+r,t)e-izrut 
41 ,

is interpreted as a complex valued LTI filter impulse response satisfying

h -r(r):h u171' ,

concerning transformation between these equivalent systems
(2.+OZ) ir real valued and almost periodic, (2.+02) can be
(Z.Z0S) in input oscillator form

y,(t):I/ h u(t -r)r,(r)eiLnr" d r
lL

H-.r(il-H u?il' '

The system is shown in block diagram flr- in Figure 2.18.
treated as finite energy functions, Fourier transformation of
domain representation,

, (t ) ir the analytic version of
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is now explored. Since h, in
expanded using (2.294) and

(2.+zs)

(2.424)

(2.+zs)

(2.+zo)

If the input and output are
(2.+ZZ) yields the frequency

(2.427)

(2.428)

suppressing

(2.+zo)

(2.430)

(2.+tt)

(2.+zz)

(2.433)

Y,(/)-t H r(f)x,(f -p) ,
p

where

r,(f)e r{y,.(r)} x,(f):F {r,(t)}

A system producing the analytic version of g,(t) is formed as in (2.403) by
negative frequency support,

Y(f)-f( f)Y,(f): tf( f)H u(f)x,(f -p) ,

:If( f) H r(ilf,tx u - 0*x r (f - p))
p

-XGu(f)x(f -p) + tc uf)xr(f -p)pp

where

x( ilA F {r( r)}

x-( flLF{"(f )'} - x(-f)' ,

,, (t), and

G r(/)a irt ilH ru) . (2.434)
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,i 2- irt

h r(r), H ,,(l)

io(r), HaU)',(t)

Figu re 2.1 8. Input Oscillator R.presentation of a Real-Valued LAP System u,it5
Inpu t an d Ou tpu t. o

Real-Valued

Figure 2.19. Input Oacillator Reprcscntation of a Complex-Valued LCLAp System.

,i 2r ttt

,i2n 0t

G r(l)



The time-domain expression corresponding to (2.431) is simply

s (t):E I c u(t -r)r(r)ei2rur 4 r + DI s r(t -r)r(r)' e;znu'd r
l,L p
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(2.435)

For example, the real system impulse response, hr(t,r), may have the property that the
corresponding analytic system is linear. Note that, for any input z, (t), Xr(/-lr) i"
(2.43I) has potential support only for /(1r while C p(f) has potential support only for
/)0. Therefore if

H u(/):o for oaf {P for P>o , (2.436)

then (2.+Zt) reduces to

Y(f):IGu(f)x(f -rr)
p

(2.437)

(2.43 8)

that is, the equivalent system is linear. The system described by (2.431) or (2.435) is not
an arbitrary LCLAP system but is a special case in two respects: 1) the filter transfer
functions, G rU), are zero for negative frequencies (this property guarantees that the out-
put is analytic for any input) and 2) identical oscillator frequencies {p} and filters
{Gr(/)} are used in both the linear and conjugate linear paths. This property is some-
what illusory since the frequency support and values of p for which Gr(f)X(f-&) and
G rf)Xr(f -p) are nonzero are in general different. (This is discussed below in connec-
tion with bandpass signals.)

Consider the more general system possessing property 1 above but not necessarily
property 2,

Y (f):X G u(f)x (f -p) + DK p(f)x r (f - !3),
tLp

(2.+zo)

where G r(f):K p(/):0 for /<0. The block diagram for this system is shown in Figure
2,19. There exists a corresponding real-valued system involving real-valued input and
output. The system can be expressed in the standard form of (2.427) as follows. Since
y(t) is guaranteed to be analytic,

Y,(il:+V(/)+r(-/)') (2.++o)

: |E c rtilx (f - p)+ K u{ilx, (f - p)+ G u( f)' x (- I - p)' + K uF fl' x. (- | - r'). (2.44t)
It

:f,Ec ,,{f)x(l-p)+K u(ilx,(l-p)+ c -u? fl'x(p- I)- +K -.uF il' x,(p- I). p.442)
It

:f,t,c,,{f)x(f -p)+K n(f)x,(f-p)+G -u? fl'x,(f -p)+K -,(- f)'x(f-p)
lt

y(t)-I Ig u(t-r)"(r)ri2r&rd,r - Ig(t,r)r(r)d,r ,

lL

(2.443)



-IF/ p' (f)x,(f -p) ,
p

where

It can be verified that if K u(fl-G r(f):+f(/)// rU) as in
H r' :H rr. Thus, any analytic system described by (2.+ao) has
Note that H p given by (2.++z) satisfies (2.+20), and that the
the union of the sets {p} and {P) for which G p*0 and K p#0.

For every system involvitg real-valued input and output
an equivalent LCLAP system involvirtg the complex envelopes
the complex envelope input and output according to

%(r )a , U), -t 
2n r't 

,

n u, U):f,G tU)+K_,,(-/)')r(/ -t) + f,{x r{t)+c_r(-/)-)r(p-l) (2.445)
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(2.444)

(2.+lt) and (2.+z+) then

a real system counterp art.
set {1,} for which H p#0 is

of the form (2.+Zl) there is
of r,(t ) and y,(t). Define

y, (t)L*y (t) t-i 2n r" 
,

(2.446)

(2.447)

it can be

(2.++a)

where c and y are the analytic versions of r, and gr, respectively. Then
shown using (2.431) and (2. 3a) that

v,(r )-I I o r(t -r)r,(r)ri2tur 4 r * f/ b e(t -r)r,(r)"iLnsr 4 r,
pP

where

A u(/)A G 1t+rz-f,(f +f)_ itt f +fz)H tt+rz-r,( f +fz)

B ej)a K B*r,*t(f +il : f,ryy+fz)H p+r,+1,U+f)

On the other hand if one is given an LCLAP system of the form
gr(t)"i2ol't is guaranteed to be analytic, an equivalent system involving
and output exists with branch transfer functions given by

H r' U)4 f,(A u-t"*t,U-D+B -r"-t,-t?f -f)')l(f -r)

(2.++o)

(2.450)

(2.++A) for which
real-valued input

(2.+st)

+!(B u- r,- t,U - f,)+t - t _ t + ft(- f - f)')t(p- fl2

If ,4,, and B p arc given by (2.449) and (2.a50) then H rt :H ,.
The complex envelope LCLAP system is pa^rticularly convenient for representation

of bandpass systems involving bandpass input and output. Assume that r and y are
perfectly bandpass in the sense that

x( f)-x(f)ua,U-f') , (2.+sz)



Y (f)-Y (f)"n,U - f ,) ,

then

Y (f)-2Y,(f)un,U - f )

where

Clearly G rU) is nonzero only for

6-ft-ry{r,

These two bands of oscillator frequencies are disjoint if

ft) 
t'!^to 

'
2

functions for the corresponding system involving

-DH rU)uBuU-fz) [X (f -p)uB,U-t,-fr)+X.(f -t )ur,(f -t.+/r)]
lt

-I G u(f)x (f -p)+DK u])x r(f -p),rtB

G u(f):H uU)uBuU-fr)ut"(f -t,-ft) ,

K u(f):H uU)uE,U -f ,)ur"(f -t-,+/r) .
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(2.453 )

(2.454)

(2.455)

(2.456)

(2.457)

(2.+sa)

(2.45e)

(2.460)

(2.461)

complex envelopes

lfz-fft!'!tn
2

and K ,(f) is non zero only for

fz+f B'+B,-t'Strlfz*fi*?

The branch transfer
become

Ar(n_{rr
l.0

+ fr- fr( f + f z) u B,U) u a,U - p) for ll, I SB'*B, ,

otherwise 
'

Branch
and Bp

B u(fl-[|'r*,,.*r,(
Io

transfer functions
using (2.+5L). Ho

f + f)uB,U)un"U + fz* ft_-t4for I t, l<B'*tu2'
otherwise

H u' U) for a real system representation can be found
wever, if the oscillator frequency bands in (2.456) are

(2.462)

(2.+oz)

from A p
disj oint,
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i.e., if (2.461) holds, and if fr:fz then

H r'(/)-

A u(f -fr) for o(p( t'!t'
-'2

B r,-zr,U - f ,) for I p-z frlSB'*B' (2.464)
2

H -u'(-/)' for 1-t,{0 .
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2.2.5 Optimal Filtering
Optimal linear filtering of cyclostationary signals has been thoroughly treated else.

where, e.g., lZZl, [29], and [31]. The discussion here is novel in that the time-average
magnitude squared error performance measiure is used explicitly and linear-conjugate'
linear filtering of complex valued almost cyclostationary waveforms is treated. The
approach was developed jointly with W. A. Ga.rdner and the results for real-valued
waveforms are reported in [39]. The focus is on the novel aspects of the approach. An
interesting optimal filtering example -- separation of two spectraly overlapping AM sig-
nals -- is given in detail to illustrate application of the theory.

Suppose that the desired signal, d(t), is estimated from the received signal, r(t),
via a linear-conjugatelinear almost periodic (LCLAP) system, i.e.,

(2.+os)

The objective is to determine the filter impulse response functions that, subject to certain
constraints, minimize the average magnitude squared error, i.e., that minimize

i (t) :/ o (t ,r)r (r) d ,+ [ b (t ,r), (r)' d r

sA rm +'f'r,(r1 lrat ,f -+oo T -{ lr'"'

'(t)A A(f )- d(t)

(2.466)

(2.+az)

(2.+oo)

(2.470)

The impulse response functions, a(trr) and 6(t,r), are constrained to be AP in that they
possess trigonometric expansions of the form of (2.29a). For convenience, the expansions
are explicitly indexed according to

il
o(t,r):D or$ -r)e

lt:1
(2.468)

and

iZna p

M
b(t,r):f hu-iui?no2r

ft:1

where N and M are permitted to be infinite. Optimization is achieved in two steps.
First, the optimum coefficient functions {"r(")} and {63(r)} are found for arbitrary
prespecified sets of oscillator freguencies {or}, {flr}. This corresponds to the practical
situation in which the number of terms in (2.a68) and (2.469) is constrained to be small
in order to reduce filter implementation complexity. Then the optimal sets of oscillator
frequencies are determined.

The problem can be reca.st as a vector input Wiener filtering problem as follows.
Substituting (2.a68) and (2.469) into (2.465) yields an expression for the estimate

NM
i (t)- I I or\ -r)wk(r)d r + X / b*(t -r)v*(r)d r,

lt:1 rt:1

where the auxiliary frequency shifted waveformsr r*(t) and y;(t), are defined by

u4(t14 x(t1eizn"*t , (2.471)



vr(t)a ,(t)'ei2nP{

bu(r) lt ,

, yu(t) I 
t
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(2.47 2)

(2.47 3)

(2.+z +)

(2.47 5)

In vector form, (2.470) can be

where

h(r)AIor(r) oz(r).- -

"U)alwr(t) ,z(t) -.

A diagram of the optimal filter
step is thus a Wiener filtering
the average magnitude squared
given by

or rn case N or M
tions

Although this result is well
notational conventions and
error autocorrelation is

oN?) D,(") b r(r) '

,ru(f) yr(r) yzU)

H, ( f)-[s,"(/)]-? 5 a,u)

is infinite, the solution to the infinite set

DS rr,^U)H, (f)*:S d,r-(/) n :L,2,'
k

structure is given in Figure 2.20. The first optimization
problem: find the LTI filter vector, h(t), that minimizes
error. The transfer function of the optimal LTI filter is

written

i(t):/h (t -r)' o(r) d r ,

Substitution of

and evaluation of the limit time-average leads to

R,,(4-n oa!)-/n, ,(r*u) t h( u)du

-/r.t qrH,a1-r)d, +
and the error power spectrum is thus

5,,(f):S aaU)-H( f)' S a 
"( 
f)'

where

-[Hr5 a,u)']'+Hu)r S""(/)H( f)' ,

known, it is worth verifyittg its
time-average interpretations of

R,,(4-n o{r (t +r1z)t (t -rlz)'}

(2.47 6)

of simultaneous linear equa-

(2.+zz)

correctness under the present
the spectrum functions. The

(2.478)

(2.+z s)

(2.480)

(2.481)

(2.+az)

(2.+az)

(2.+a+)

//lrt qr R,"( r*u -a)h( u)' duda ,

d (t)

R""(r)A E,o {r(t +r lz)n(t -rlz)" } ,

Rd ,(r) 
a 

E,o {d, (t *r lz)r(t -r 12)' } ,
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and let er(l) be the error that results for H(/):H"(/). Then, upon substitution of
(2.487) and, (2.476) into (2.482), the error power spectrum can be expressed as

su(f):s,","(/)+a(/)t s""(/)a(/)' . (2.488)

But a spectral density matrix is positive semidefinite since for any f(/): [l(t)e-iz'fr dt,

q(t):[ilu)r z(t-u)du , (2.48s)

s,,(/)a Jn""( ,)t-,Zn tr 4, ,

s a "(/)a /n, ,(r)e-;2r f r 4, .

Define A(/) as the difference between H(/) and H, (/),

^(/)^ 
u(/)-H,(f) ,

oSs* (/):r(/) t s 
",(/) 

r(/)'

No nonzero value for A(/) can possibly reduce the error spectrum
A(/):O yields the minimum error spectrum for every frequency, the
the error is also minimum. Thus Eo is indeed optimum. The optimal
given by (2.482) with I[:Eo,

s", 
",(f):s aa(il-.s a,U)H s,,(fl-rsa"(/),

:saa(/)-s d,(ilH H" (/)
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(2.485)

(2.486)

(2.487)

(2.+oo)

(2.4e 1)

in (2.488). Since
average power of
error spectrum is

(2.+oz)

(z.aoa)

spectra of
, produces

(2.4e4)

(2.+ss)

Roo(r):/ [ilqr R,,( r*u --u)r(u )' dud.u ,

The elements of the spectrum matrix, Sr"(/),
frequency shifted waveforms, i."., cyclic spectra.
corresponding partitions of Sr" and S d,

ls**(/) s*(/) I
s",( f): Lr"*(l) srr(/) I ,

and vector, S a*(/), are cross

The partition, ;-[*t y'f

lsr*(/) I
sa"( f)- 

Lrr,(/) I .

The submatrices are expressed in terms of cyclic spectra as follows.

R,,, r(r):E1o {r (t +r 1 z) ei 
2n d i(t +r t2) r ft -r 1 z)' e-i 

zrc r( -r tz), 
Q.496)



Similarly,

s *,r* (/) -s !,r'-.,' U -*,

sr,,r(/):s; r,-p, 
u -otlror )

-,Snrr u;U)'

srro* 0:s :',1u, U - 
fr 

' 
lro r 

)

s r'rT):s;,r U -o r 12)

sau,6:s::'U-on12) '

s,!,r-Pi?r**l (2.502)

(2.503)

(z.soa)

bhen expressed by

(z.sos)

(2.506)

(2.507)

(2.508)

(2.50e )
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(2.4e7 )

(2.4e 8 )

(2.4ee)

(2.500)

(2.50 1)
il .-a

(f - "' 
,;"r )'

The simultaneous equations that the optimal filter must satisfy are

s""(/)tg,(/):sa"(/) ,

S*.,(/)'

s,'( f)'

' s**(/)tA(/)+s*y(/)'B(/):sa*(/),

s*r(/)te(/)+sr"(1)rn(/):sar(/),

or

t,t )r 
-" t r, - "' !ro' 

) 
A, ul* irt !,t:" ( | - 

P' :r" r )' B i u): s i,' t t - |l k : r,2,

i t !,,,-", ( ! - ", !ru' 
) 
o, o * f s !,,-P i 1- y * e i lrfl , p, 111: s !'. t t - \l k : !,2,

i:r i=r

]lllt l:[:,i.l]
[r**( f)'
Lt*', r)'

N,

M. (2.s10)



B4

These are referred to as the optimal filter design equations. Similarly, the speclrum of
the optimum error, (2.493), can be written

s,.,o(/)-,s dd(n- $ s;rU-&klz)'Ao(/)- f, t!,r. U-ilklz)'Bo(f)

These equations, (2.509),,(2.510), and (2.511), are specialized to LAP filtering
ing the conjugale signal paths, i.e., by letting M:0. The design equations,
(2.511), then collapse to

N
DsJr-"'U-ct;ler)A;(n:S;,(f -.at/2) , k:l,2,. . .N
i:t

(2.51 1)

by remov-
(2.50e) and

(2.512)

ar:k I T o, this equabion is
derived using a probabilis-

an LTI filtered version of

For the case ol linear periodically fime variant filtering, i.".,
equivalent to Gardner's equation 4-81 [27] page 256, which is
tic approach.

Consider fhe special case in which the received signal is
the desired signal plus uncorrelated interference, i.e., let

r(t):JtQ=la(ld.r + n(t) ,

where SaX:Sai. {. In this case the error spectrum can be expressed in
alternative form. Suppose that the set of linear path oscillator frequencies
Following the approach of Reed [OZ], ttre equation corresponding to ,t:1 in

f,,, J' u - T1 o, 
1, t ) * 

f;,s 
1,, t r - *; B i U) : s,,( i),

j-

Using (2.304), (2.305), (2.323), znd (232a), ,, .rn be shown thar

s :( f ): G ( I +a / z) s fr( f) +s,S, (/)

s i". U): c ([ +a I 2) s r,.( f)+ s :". (f)

Sa,U):G(l)'SuU)

Employing these expressions in (2.514) yields

c(/)'[ {, si,u-?ft,(fl+t,s!"i v-*)'8, (/)]
i:t i=

+ f, t i: t t - 7l' e i 0+ t^s !* t r - *)' B i U) : G ( f)' s aa U ).
i-t i=

(2.513 )

an in teresting
include cvr-O.
(2.509) is

(2.514)

(2.515)

(2.516)

(2.sr7)

(2.518)

According to (2.511) the term in brackets is equal to Sa6U)-5,.""(f). Thus (2.5t8) can

be solved for ,S,","(/) provided G(l)*O to yield

S,o,oU)-#t$s]:U-;l.A,(n+f,s!:.U-?l.B,(/)] (2.51 e )
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In particular, if n(t)is purely stationary then this reduces to

s, 
", "(f): vl;ls **( f) A1( /) +^s"".( /)'B r(/)1,

which is consistent with [67], equation 3.1-3.

The design equations can also be obtained from the following
tions:

(2.520)

orthogonality condi-

DE," 
r 
{(d (t +r 1z)- d (t *r lz)), (t -r l2)' }-o ,

k

DE,p 
r{( 

.? ft +r1z)-d (t *rlz))r(t -rp)}:0,
k

(z.szL)

(z.szz)

where ,i1t; ir given by (2.465) with a(t,r) and b(t,r) constrained to be almost periodic
with oscillator frequencies {cv1} and {pp }, respectively. Substitution of (2.465) into
(2.52L) and, (2.522) and evaluation of the sine wave extraction operation yields an
integral form of the design equations,

j o (t +r I z,u 
) 
R 

"n' 
(o,t - r I z) p rydo + ! o (t +, 1 2, u ) R 

". 
n' $t,t - r I z) p 

ryd,a 
: R a, (t,r) g rj,

,. ,.t (o ,t -r lz) {g r}do 
: R dr.(t ,r)p ry, (2.524)

where

(2.523)

I " (t tr l2,r)R 
""J 

(, ,t -r f z) tB rldu * I U tt, +r lz,r)R

R ry' U t,t z){r* }A R ry(ryJ t-t r) {rr},

RryU,i{u*}A 
lr,rr{" 

( t *r lz)y ( t -r lz)'}

(2.525)

(2.526)

The functions in equations (2.523) and, (2.52a) are almost periodic functions of the vari-
able t. Extraction of the sine wave component at frequencies a; and 0t in each side of
(2.523) and (2.524), respectively, yields an alternative form of the design equations,

(2.527)

y1",1r1ni,'-oi(r-r1e-i"(oi+oio r'ooi'do+D1u,1r1a,'.fPi(r-a1"44Pt+o*)o "infli'dr:ntb)ii

for all fr,
(2.528)

EIoie)npl-"i (r-r1u-;(oi-tft)o "ira'roo+\Jt,1r1n!:;!t e-a'1"-in(Fi+Ft)o "ir7;tor:n!'.{r)ii

for all &. Evaluation of the Fourier transforms of (2.527) and (2.528) at frequencies

f-dk12 and f-p1,12, respectively, gives the previously derived design equations (2.509)
and (2.510). Thus the orthogonality conditions (2.521) and (2.522) are equivalent to



But

E,o {"0$ +r 1z)i(t -r 1z)'}:gro {""(t +rlz)ll a(t ,u)' r(a)' du + [ b (t ,u)' r@)aul) (2.531)
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(2.50e) and (2.510).

The orthogonality conditions are consistent with the fprmula for the optimal error
spectrum, (2.511). Consider that

R,","(r):E1o{",(t *rlz)eo$-rlz)'} , (2.529)

-E,o {t oft +r14J^ U -rl2)' } -Ef {r"(t *r lz)d ( t -r l2)'} (z.sao)

-I I "(u )' 
,iLtaru E,o {r"(t *rlz)r(t _.u)'e -i2na1'}d" (2.b83)

k*

+X I o tu)' ri2n0 *u 
E,o {roQ +r 1z)r(t _.u)e-iLn p 1' 

} du
k

(2.534)

from the orthogonality conditions (2.521) and (2.522). Therefore

R,.,"(r):-E50 {e"(t) d(t -r)'} (2.535)

(2.536)

:RaaU)-Eto{[ a(t,t -u)Ra"$-5L,"_r)' du] (2-537)

:Eto{"oQ +r1z)l[ a(t,t -u)' r(t -u)' du+[ b(t,t -u)'r(t-u)du]] (2.532)

-0

:Raa(4-EoU oU,t -u)"( t -u)d ( t -r). duj

-E,o {f o tt ,t -u)" ( t -u)' d (t -r)' du}

-Ero {[ b (t ,t -u)R r,.U -! ! ,u -r)' du]

:Raa(r)-X I orfu)Rir(u -,r)' ,-'railo-') du
k

-t I or@n !,r. (u -r)' ,-'ng*(u-') du .

k

(z.sas)
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Fourier transformation of (2.538) yields the error spectrum formula (2.511).

The issue of optimum selection of oscillator frequencies is now addressed. There
exists a countable set, ^9, of oscillator frequencies defined below that yields the best filter
performance. That is, if a linear branch and a conjugate linear branch is allowed for
each oscillator frequency in ,S then the resulting performance will be at least as good as
any other LCLAP system. The set defined is not necessarily minimal, however, in the
sense that the optimal branch transfer functions associated with certain oscillator fre-
quencies may be identically zero.

The set .5 is implicitly defined as follows. First, 5 contains all cycle frequencies for
which St"U) or 5f;. (/) are not identically zero, i.e.,

Sfr,fo or S;.#o ---> .v€,S . (2.539)

Then the set is filled in with all the required elements such that if p€,S then

p+0*es for all 0o for which S!;A , (2.540)

and

p+do €S for all 4, o for which S 1,, #o .

It is assumed that Sfr+O or ,Srl. l0 for at least one value of a -- otherwise the design

equations have the solution Ae$)=B{/):0 for all &, H,(/)=O -- thus,5 contains at
least one element. The set ,5 is countable since there are a countable number of cycle
frequencies for which S:*a, S:,fl, Sfr*0, znd 9fi,fl. For example if all the per-

tinent cyclic spectra are nonzero only for multiples of some fundamental cycle frequency,

/6, then the definition of ,9 yields

S:{&.f0,k4,+t,+2,...}. (2.542)

A useful property follows;

0€,9, pqs =+ S$@-P)-g . (z.s+z)

This is established by contradiction. If ae^9 and S",*(o-r)70 then

*(a-p):gn for some 0o for which s!;A . (2.544)

But then either

F-a-? o (2.545)

or

F:a*00 , (2.546)

either of which would imply that trlQ,S, a contradiction. Similarly,

aes, p,q.s 
-> 

s+{"-r') 4 , (2.547)

since

(z.s+t)

a€,S and ,Sj("-tt) +O + *(a- [r):do (2.548)



It,-a-6 o or lt"-'ct+$ *

FeS , a contradiction.
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(z.s+o)

(z.sbo)

range through all
lrequetrcy,

for all (r, (2.551)

(2.552)

(2.55 3)

(z.sb4)

The design equations can be rewritten letting the oscillator frequencies
values and indexing the branch filters by their corresponding oscillator

DsS-p( f -ry)A u(/)+I s;{"-r) (f -ff1'B r(il-sfrU-+)
plt

,s:;r (t-"i.p )a ru)+Es#-'(-f +";' )B ,(f):s;.rr-|l for all
rtot/

These can be expressed as

\l-s"l-,(t- Y)e ,(t)+ X- ,s;("- u) 1y-atp )' B uU)
p€S o - pes

+t s#-r(f-ry)Au(/)+I
pQS Lt pqs

,, s :; r ( f -ry)A r(/)+ r_s; -p(- f + "rp ) B u(f)
pesHp€S

(

s ;t*-,) (f -fft' B u(f)-] :t 
u -|l c,,€'s

lo aqs

+D s:;u (f -fflA r(/)+
pQs

D sT-r'( _t+"tp )n
pQs

s ,".
dx

0

U-+) cu€^s

ad S.).

Use of properties (Z.S+S) and (Z.S+A) allows (2.553) and
disjoint sets of equations,

Ds;-r(f -Ylo rU)+E s;?-r,t 1y-3!L1'a r7):sf,(f -i) "espes pe9

Es:;'11-ff1n rU)+Us;-'*(-f +ff)a r(f):s;.(f -i) aes
pes ' rrt

to be expressed as two

(2.555)

(z.sb6)

and

I^s#-p(f -ry)A r(f)+D s;|"-u) (f -ryfB u7):o ctQs
pQS " pQS

(z.sb7)



Ds:;u(f -fflAu(/)+ Ds""-t'/( -f +ff)Bu(/):o aEs.
pQs " pQs
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(2.5b8)

(z.s6o)

(2.561)

The solution of the second set is immediate;

A u(f)=B uU) - Q for pqs (2.55e)

Therefore branches corresponding to 1r.QS do not affect the filter output and need not be
considered in the design equations. The solution to (2.555) and (2.556) constitutes the
optimum LCLAP system employing the optimum set of oscillator frequencies. Note that
the same set of oscillator frequencies is used in the linear and conjugate linear paths.

If the optimum filter is constrained to be LAP, the same argument leads to the fol-
Iowing set, ,51, of optimal oscillator frequencies,

It€S t \€

5fr,*0 =-> cr€,Sr,,

tr+0 n €S r. for all 0 o such that Sl; *O
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Exarnple - Separation of Two Spectrally Overlapping AM Signals*
An interesting example of use of the optimal filter design equations is the case of an

AM desired signal in the presence of AM interference and white noise. Using the
methods of Section 2.2.4, the LAP filtering problem involving real-valued signals can be
transformed into the following LCLAP filtering problem involving complex envelopes.
Let the received signal be

, (t):, (t) r'd'+, (t),"n "' ,'d'+n (t) , (2.b 62)

and the desired signal be

where s(f) and r(r) are real-valued purely stationary waveforms, n(t) is complex valued
purely stationary noise with,Soo.(.f):0, and s(f), r(f), and n(t) are mutually uncorre-
lated. Strictly speaking, this corresponds to a real-valued signal problem only if
s(f ), r(r), and n(r) are appropriately bandlimited. It can be shown that for a signal of
the form

t (t)-*{ t) ,izn I o' ,'o , (2.s64)

where * (t ) ir purely stationary,

d (t):, (t1 ,; d' 
1

6v-s

a#0

.(/) e;20 a-2 f o

a#Zfo ,

is real valued, then Srr.:Srr. The received signal cyclic

for ct:0

for a+X

;Zdt for a-()
i26z for a-2 f z

otherwise

for cu:0

for d*0

(2.s63)

(2.565)

(2.566)

spectra are thus

(2.567)

(2.568)

s;(/)_{r,u-fo)

and

and if * (t)
given by

provided that f 2fl,

I'
s:- (/): I uu'- 

lo

s #( /)- {l' 
( /) +^s,, (f - f )* s o.U)

and furthermore

ST,U):gfr(f)

[s" 
(f)'

s;' (/)- 
I ,s,, ( f),
Io

*The author wishes to thank Brian Agee for suggestiona leading to the solution of this problem.

(2.56e)
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s;-(f)-s;. (/) It , (f) r; 
zot 

for

l.o for

CU:0

ct/O .
(2.s70)

Any oscillator frequency that is not a multiple of the fundamental period

foA z I frl (2.s71)

will not increase the filter performance. This can be shown as follows. Let cv1 and iir
range through all real values o and J and let the corresponding branch transfer functions
be denoted bV A "(f) 

and Bp(/). Using (2-567)-(2.571) the design equations ?.fol and
?fto collapse to

s*(f -a)A "(f)+s*.(f -"a.)' B,(f)+slj: u-a-f z)' B o+zr,(f):d",s,"(/) (2.572)

s*,(f -lJ)A p(il+sl,t: (l-'iJ+lz)A f-zy,*s,"(-f +l))B ',j):6ps,,(f)"i'6, 
(2.s73)

for all real o and tJ. If culkf o and i*kf u k an integer, then

A 
"(f)-B p(f) - o (2.57 4)

satisfy (2.572) and (2.573). Therefore branches with oscillator frequencies that are not
multiples of /e do not contribute to filter performance and need not be considered. With
o and B restricted to integer multiples of .fo, equations (2.572) and (2.573) can be written
as the following countably infinite set of simultaneous linear equations:

s,-(f -kf o)Aku)+s*.(f -'kf o)'Bx}+s:: u-kf o- lz)'Br*o(/):6rs",(/) (2.575)

s*,(f -kf o)Ak}+s::: U-kf o+f z)A*-oU)+s,"(-f +kf o)BkU):6*S,,(/)r;zh (2.576)

ft ==0,*1 ,L2, ,where

( t for fz)o"-j ; ;:- 'i-)n (2.577)t - i-t for |zlo,

i.e., fs:2qf 2. Solution to these design equations is apparently analytically tractable only
in the case of zero noise, No:0. A solution using numerical methods for a particular
problem with nonzero noise is presented at the end of this example. In terms of the sta-
tistical parameters of the desired signal and interferer, equations (2.575) and (2.576) with
No:0 become

ls,,(f -kfo)+,S,, (f -'kf o-f z)lAr(/)+S,,(f -klo\r-t"'Ar(fl P.578)

ts-(f -kf o_ f ,)"-"6'Br+c(l):6r^9,, (/)

s,,(f -kf s)e;zdt At(/)+s,, (f -kf o+ f z)""" Ar-o(f) (2.529)

+[s,,(-/+ kf o)+s,,(-f +kf o-f 2)181,ff):61,s,,(f)"t'6'
or, using the fact that s(t) and r(t) are real valued,
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s,,(f -kf o)lt1(!)+"-''6'8*(/)l+s,,(f-klo-f z)lAr(l)+"-"6'Br*r(/)l:6rs-(/) (2.580)

s,,(l-kls)1e"6,.a.1171+B*(/)l+s-(/- tf o+lr)1"''6,,tr-rff)+Br(/)l:d* s,,(f)r'.'6'. (2.581)

These reduce to

A**e-;26'Br-,ir

. -i2A1r*e '-dz Br*s :o 
,

A r : r; 
z(dz- 0 t) A k - q* 15*

Blr:-"'d'Ak-q

and (2.585) can b6 expressed as

Ar:tl qk e;z(Q2-6r)qe (2.586)

(2.587)B r--tl qk-.Lr"o' ,;'(d'-6')(qk -1)

The solution "f (2.584)

:s,,(/)tl-(t+ f,)*'

-0

'tlf:tlt-r*,5f

-;z0r,rr0r(l_ jlt

in the presence
error using the

(2.582)

(2.583)

(2.584)

(2.585)

(2.588)

(2.58e)

of Ap and
spectruD,

(2.5e0)

(2.5e 1)

(2.5e2)

of another AM interfer-
optimal LCLAP system

where U r

i.a.,

satisfies

{n+t/z to, k>o

"r:\i-t'12 for oao ,

and ['is arbitrary ( T:O and ii:11/2 are interesting candidates). Substitution
. Bp given by (2.586) and (2.587) into the formula for the optimum error

(2.511), yields

S 
"o,, 

(/):S," (/)-S," ( /)/ o - 5,, 171 "-i 
26' 

B o

It follows from (2.592)
ence can be extracted with

that an AM signal
zero mean square
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prescribed by A*, 81 and /s. Several characteristics of the LCLAP system should be
noted. The system contains an infinite number of branches in both the linear and conju-
gate paths. This is apparent from (2.s86)-(2.589) since l,4p l>0 and la* l>o for all &.
The branch transfer functions, ArU) and.B;(/), are independent of frequency. The sys-
tem is not unique since the branch gains depend on an arbitrarily selected constant f;.
This is a consequence of the design equations (2.578) and (2.579) being consistent but
u_nderdetermined (not of full rank). It is shown later in this example by equation (2.628)
that if the desired signal is bandlimited there are other solutions with a finite number oi
branches with frequency dependent transfer functions.

The optimum LCLAP system can be represented in an alternative form that is more
easily interpreted physically. The system is represented in standard form as

y(t):\Arr(t)ei2'tkfot + Xar r(t1'riznkfot (2.b93)
kk

-I \ qkr(t)ti2nkf " ,'zdqk-f ?l qk-Lr(t)'e 
i2nkf o' ,'zd(qk-t) e;2Qz

kk
(2.5e4)

where 6! 6r-dt. Manipulations withoui regard to convergence of the Fourier series of
equation (2.598) yield

y (tl:*t rU)+ r(; )' ) r"', (t +4) I Zir f z)

-Re{z(t)} ri6' cU +d/ /zn fz),

(2.5e5)

(2.se6)

where

t (t)A ;" (t) t-i 2n f 't e; 
202

(z.se7)

and

'(r)a ,r 
rn (2k +t) f ,t (2.5e8)

Expression (2.595) suggests the equivalent system implementation shown in Figure 2.21.

IDrr2k

w(t)
, (t)

tc -L

Figure 2.2r. coherent Demodulation in

vu)

c(t +Pl2t fz)ie-i 2- fr, 
"-i 

i,,

Quadrature with the Interfering Ar{ signal.
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of the waveformBefore interpreting
, (t ) ir investigated.

where

and

crft)A

'rl*t 4'tr-n

Further manipulations of tzU)

where

Although the sum in
can be interpreted a^s

p(t)n;1T*'

the operation of this implernentation,
Equation (2.598) can be expressed as

t(t):rt(t)*cr( t) ,

ct(t;4 i 2n f ,t 
; ,i 2n2kf ,t

k

--;+ri,nr,'Iq t-k lzf ,)fz k

2_
. \e
t

for ft >0
for k;fj| .

€

(2.5ee)

(2.600)

(z.oo r)

(2.602)

(2.603)

(2.604)

(z.oor)

the waveform p (t)

(2.606)

(2.607)

(z.ooa)

for

for

l+>,rtr,'e
{x p

I'

It t,
l-t lz

yield

izn(zk +t) 7 rt t*n 12f 2

t-n l2f z

cz!):2lm{p (t)}

p (t):, i}r f" i ,i*nklf zt , t *n lz f ,
ft:0

(Z.0OS) does not converge in the ordinary sense,
the followirg limit
i 2n t,t.it 

1 _* 
) r, 

2n k.t,t

&:0

-ei2trfr, U- I 1 1

"T*lP F

,i2nf,

ffi

,i an f rt (L_ri an f rtN 
)

(1- 
'; 

an f zt 
1z

-2isin 2r f ,t'
t*n lzf z (2.60e)



Therefore

t#n lzf z

t:n lzf , .

as follows. In
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(2.610)

the frequency domain,

(2.611)

(2.6 L2)

(2.613)

(2.614)

(2.61b)

(2.616)

(2.617)

(2.618)

(2.61e)

for

for

Now, the system of Figure 2.2L can be interpreted

Z(f):itr( f +f z)r-i%d'

-dSI (f +tr)t-'d +;R (/) ,

w(fl:f,(z(f)+z (-f)')

:f,t;s 
t f + t r) e-i 6 +iR ( f)- ;s (- f + y r)' ei c - ;R (-/)')

and since s(t) and r(t) are real valued,

w(f)-{tsU-f ,)eid-,s (f+f z)r-'6)

*(t):*(,( t),i2tr" ,td-s U),-iLnr2t ,-'d)

w (t):r (t )sin (2o f ,t +6) .

y ( r ) :, 1 
r 

1 " 

i 2d'"i.,1 
2 ir f ,t ag)lc {t + 6 / zn y r) + c r(t +d I 2r f z)l

Using (2.601) and (2.610), it can be verified that

sin (zn f ,t +O)ctU +0 lzr f z)=o

2r f zt +O#n ir

2r f zt +S-n 7T

Formation of ur(f) amounts to coherent demodulation in quadrature with the interfering
AM signal. Thus the interference is annihilated leaving a distorted version of the desired
signal. Note that for non trivial spectral overlap between signal and interference the car-
rier frequency f2in the AM signal u(f ) is less than the bandwidth of s(t) and therefore
s(f) cannot be recovered using coherent demodulation. Instead the output is formed
according to (2.595) which becomes

sin( 2trf zt+O)cz(t+O/znfil={; [i

and

(2.620)
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Thus the output is the desired signal for all but a countable set of time instants,

for 2r f zt +$#n n

for 2r f zt +6:n 7T .
(z.6zL)

In showing that the system produces the desired signal, no assumptions regarding the
signal statistics -- except that s(t) and r(f ) are real valued and f 2lO and/or $lO --were
made. That is, the system produces the desired output almost everywhere for the signal
models (2.562) and (2.563) wiih n(r):6 whether or not s(f) and r(t) are purely station-
ary or mutually uncorrelated. In particular, (Z.OZ1) holds if s(t) and/or r(f) are real
valued and cyclostationary, for example if they correspond to BPSK or frequency shifted
PAM signals. Also note that (2.621) holds even if .fz:0 provided that dl0. The system
structure corresponding to (2.596) can be deduced entirely without the aid of the optimal
filter design equations. However, if noise or other interference is present the system
structure gives no indication of the appropriate modifications required while the structure
suggested by the design equations, i.e., the structure of (2.593), easily generalizes to the
nonzero noise case.

In practice, division by sin(2ii-/2t+1p) is problematic because the divisor approaches
zero near 2rfrt*6:nr. If s(f ) and r(f ) are bandlimited, bo *Brf2 and *8,12 respec-
tively, however, the input oscillator structure provides a practical alternative implemen-
tation. As shown in Section 2.2.4, in this case the LCLAP system can be implemented
with a finite number of branches. Define the extreme frequency limits of the input c(t)
according to

y(t:{j ,"

.f*in A min (-B , 12, f ,-8, l2)< 0

.f*oA max(B r l2,f z*8, f Z) >0

and let

B L.f-o-.f*in

f,6 (/,,o+ f ^i)12 .

Then ,(t) and y (t) are unaffected by passage through
ua(f - fr) and il7,(/), respectively. Fourier transformation

(2.622)

(2.623)

(2.624)

(2.6 zs)

filters with transfer functions
of (2.593) yields

(z.ozo)

(2.627)

Y(f)-DAkx(f -kf d + DBxx(-f +k/o)'
kk

-DAku4U)"nU-f,-kf dX(f -kf o)
k

+IB k ilB,U)"n ? t - f, + kfo)x (-l+ kf o)'
k

-DAk' (f)x (f -kf o)+Is k' ( f)x (- t +kf d'
kk

(2.628)
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(2.62e)

(2.630)

(e.os r)

(2.632)

Ar,'(/)4 A*uB,(/) un(f -f,_.kf o)

Bt'(/)4 BkuB,U)"n?f -f,+kf o)

Clearly At ' U) is non zero only for

-B 
+B' 

-f,{ kf o<':"' -f,2 'v- 'r' 2

and Brr'(/) is nonzero only for

B+8. .B+8"
;+f,<kfo<=-*f,

Therefore, identical output is produced if the system is implemented according to

s (r): ?, I *, (t-r)r(r)ei2nwo'd,r+ L l o, (t -r)r(r)' ",,nrto, 
d,, , (2.638)

,t:ftr k:ks

kr:-@+8,)llzf o-f, lfo
kz: @ +8,) l2f o-f, I f o
&g:-(B +B ,) lz f o* f, I f o

kt: @ +8,)l2f o*f, I f o .

where

(2.634)

It can be verffied that Ap'(/) ,"a Bi U) defined by (2.629) and (2.G30) do indeed satisfy
the design equations (2.578).

To further illustrate use of the design equations an example involving nonzero noise
and bandlimited signals is studied. Let the oscillator frequencies be preselected as

an:kf o, &:0,*1 ,*2, . . - +N (2.635)

(2.636)0t :kfo, k4,*1,*2, . . - +M.

The by (2.b06) with
j:k, -N<i,fr(N
j*tt (z.ozz)

design equations are given

s,,,ru):{f" u_kro)

s,, 
o ru ): 

{l'',', 
-oJ,',':},), r,

j:k, -N<i<N
;zdz j:k-q, -M<ksM

otherwise

(2.638)



j:k, -M<i,k<M
j*t'

A:0, -.n/ <k <.Af

k*o

;zh /c-o, -M<kSM
kfl.

The error spectrum is expressed in terms of the branch transfer functions
which becomes

s," 
", 

(/):(1 -A ou) -Bo(/), 
-t'd')S,, (/)

For /2)0 and M:N:2, the design equations have the form

o Si, Bl, o

o o sl, n;
ooosJ
oooo
X2 0 0 0

0 X-z 0 0

0 0 x_L 0

ooox,
oooo
Sz 0 0 0

where

xrL s*u-kld: s*(f -kfd+s,,(f -kf o-f z)rso,u-kf o)

xr5 s,,(-( f -*fd)

s* 4 
^g,, ( f -kf o) ri20'

R r4,S,, ( f -.kf o+ f z) ri'0, .

whereas for f zlo and N:3, M-2 they have the form

x o 0

0 x I
-l

00
00
00

S-z o

R -r ,s-l

o .Bo

00
00

00
00
Xoo
o XL

00

00
00
,so o

RL ,sl

o R2

0

0

.9,, (/)
0

0

0

0

,s0
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(2.63e)

(2.640)

(2.641)

by (2.511)

(2.642)

(2.643)

(2.644)

(z.a+s)

(2.646)

(2.647)

c / r\- Js,,(-( f -kf il)uvlvt\/ /- 
l0

so,r(/):{a,tlr

saur(/):{f u)'

00
00

^Bi o

si R;
O S;

00
00
00
XL o

o Nz

A_2

A_L

Aa

Ar
A2

B_2

B_L

Bo

Br

B2

0

0
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(2.648)

x_s
0

0

0

0

0

0

R_2
0

0

0

0

00
X-2 o

o x-l
00
00
00
00
S-2 o

.R -r s-l
0 ,R0

00
00

00
00
00
Xoo
o Xl
00
00
00
00
soo
.Rl sl
o R2

o o Rl, o
o o s:, R:,
o o o s:,
0000
0000
x2000
o xs o o
ooF_r_o
0oox_r
0000
0000
s2 o o o

000
000
R; o o

s; R; 0

osiR;
0 0 s;
000
000
000
Xogo
oxro
00x,

A_3
A_2
A_r
Ao
Ar
A2
A3
B_2
B_r
Bo
Br
B2

0

0

0

Sr,(f
0

0

0

0

0

so
0

0

Note that for M:3, N:2, the linear branch involving At(f) is useless since .A.(/)=O
satisfies the design equations. The design equations enforce an approximate balance
between the number of branches in the linear and conjugate linear paths. Except in the
cases described earlier -- namely zeto noise, bandlimited signals, and N and M
sufficiently large -- analytical solution of (2.648) appears intractable and numerical
methods of solution are required. Let s(t) and r(t) have unity bandwidth and identical
triangular spectrum shape,

^9" ( f):Sr,(f) -
lzf D for ll I <Llz

for l/ I >Llz (2.64e)

and let n(f ) be white with spectral density 5""(.f):No:.0t. Let ,r:f,(|*ft:fr ""a
dr:624. Then it can be shown that all branches are useful for N:M:2 while
N:M)2 yields no further improvement in performance. Computer solution of (2.643)
yields the branch transfer functions of Figures 2.22 znd 2.23. These have substantially
different character than the theoretical results for the case of zero noise, namely equa-
tions (2.629) and (2.630) with la* l:lB, l: lnr' l:t/2. The resulting error spectrum is
shown in Figure 2.24a. The total error power found by numerical integration of the
error spectrum is 0.0104. This performance contrasts with the optimum time'invariant
linear-conjugate'linear error spectrum of Figure 2.24b (total error power : 0.1655) and
the optimum time-invariant linear filter error spectrum of Figure 2.24c (total error power
: 0.3863).

Irtl-
Io
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8.O General Statistical Characterization of Almost Cyclostationary Signals

In Section 2.2.5, it is shown that the solution to the optimal filtering problem and
resulting performance depends on only second-order statistical parameters, i.e., the cyclic
spectra of the signals involved. The cyclic spectra thus characterize the signals ade-
quately for the optimal filtering criterion considered. Other signal processing problems
discussed in the sequel - in pa"rticular, analysis of the variance performance of cyclic
spectrum analyzers and design of cyclostationary signal detectors -- require a more com-
plete statistical description of the signals involved. A complete statistical description of
waveforms, with regard to sine wave extraction, is provided by the composite fraction-
of-time density which plays a role analogous to the probability density function in the
theory of random processes. A time.average oriented theory for almost cyclostationary
waveforms can be developed which parallels much of the theory of stationary random
processes. All that is attempted in this chapter, however, is to propose an appropriate
definition of -- and establish the basic properties of -- the compler-ualued Gaussian almost
cgclostotionary (GAC) waveform model. The GAC model is an excellent assumption for
waveforms produced by LCLAP systems excited by thermal noise and is a useful assump-
tion for many types of modulated communication signals. The GAC waveform model
takes into account the spectral correlation present in all almost cyclostationary
waveforms while preserving much of tbe mathematical tractability of the stationary
Gaussian model usually employed in comparable analysis. The GAC model for complex
waveforms proposed differs from those usually encountered in the literature in at least
two important respects: 1) the covariance functions and mean are almost periodic func-
tions of time, and 2) the conjugate correlation function, Er{x{t+r1z)r(t-r1z)}, is non-
zero, whereas in previous work [61], page 41, it is usually assumed lhat E{r(tt)r(tr)}=0.

In order to establish the desired GAC waveform properties, a certain amount of
basic theory is required. The theory follows the approach used by Gardner [39] which is
based on the CFOTD. The concepts and mathematical derivations involved are modeled
after and, in some cases, identical to the corresponding theory for random processes. The
interpretation of the theory is distinct, however, in that sine wave extraction, Er{.},
takes the place of expectation over an ensemble, E{ . }.

The thread of the development is as follows. In Section 3.1 the CFOTD and
corresponding characteristic function for a real-valued waveform are defined and the fun-
damental theorem of sine wave extraction for AP functions of real-valued waveforms is
established. Every almost periodic waveform is shown to be statistically independent (in
the time-average sense) of every other waveform. Real-valued GAC waveforms are intro-
duced in Section 3.2. LAP transformations of real-valued GAC waveforms a,re shown to
be GAC. Section 3.3 generalizs the CFOTD, characteristic function and fundamental
theorem of sine wave extraction to the complex waveform case. Section 3.4 deals with
complex-valued GAC waveforms and presents the fourth-order moment formulas
employed in the sequel. LCLAP transformations of complex-valued GAC waveforms are
shown to be GAC.

3.1 The Cornposite Fra,ction-of-Tirne Density (CFOTD) for Real-Valued Sig-
nals

Define the joint cyclic fraction-of-time (FOT) distribution for the elements of an M-
vector, x(f ), of real-valued waveforms according to

M

4(,1(t) L E,t fI u(r*-tr,-(t))] ,

m:L

where 
" 
(t) is the unit step function defined as

(3-1)



u(r)A {l [:
f>0
f<0
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(3.2)

(3.3)

(e.+)

(3.6)

(3-7)

(3.8)

(3.e)

(3.10)

The corresponding joint cyclic fraction-of-time density it

where

du
dv 0rt 0uz ouu

It is sometimes useful to consider the joint cyclic FOT distribution and density of a col-
lection of time-translates of the vector waveform of interest, and a special notation is
convenient for this purpose. The notati,on

{*(r)}A k(r*rr)r *(r +t)r *(r *f.nr)t ]t

f*1tl(') 4 !-4(,1(') 
,

is used to denote a vector of time-transiates for an arbitrary collection of
{to,n:L,2,' ' ' N}. The density function .f1*1311 is then a function of the
ables, {up} , as well as the N time delays {rr}.'If the original waveform is a

{"(t)}:["(t *rr),U +t z)

(3.5)

time delays,
MXN vari-

scalar then

It

Unless otherwise noted, the formulas in this section for an arbitrary vector x(t) are also
valid with x(t) replaced by i*(t)). The functions 4*(r)) and F1*1r;1 are called the compo-
site fraction-of-tirne d.ensity (CFOTD) and, ilistribitio'i for tlie waveform x(t), respec-
tively. The acronym, CFOTD, will be used to refer to any of the functions /*11;(v),

41ry(t;, ft*1ryy(r), and trlr1ry{v) when the mea,ning is clear from the context.

The composite FOT density for a scalar waveform is clearly a generalization of the
ordinary FOT density

in the sense that in

/6y(') oL *E,o{$ u(uo--r(t+t"))}

f 1,p1y(v) =*Et {fi , (uo -.r( t +r" ))}

all sine wave components are included whereas in (3.7) only the single zero-frequency
component (i.e., the average value) is retained.

The distribution function of (3.1) is by construction a real-valued almost periodic
function of t with expansion

F*Ul(t):t4,(t)r ri2r*' ,

d,

where

4(r)" a Eto{4tr1(v) e-iznat Y



and the corresponding density is also AP since

/*(,1(')-I *r;(') ori 
Zn.,t

a o'Y

is of AP form. Therefore, f*gl(t) has the representation

f*(tr(t)-t/*(t)" riZtro,',

where

/*(r)* a Eto{/*t,1(t)" e-;znatY

--+E(')"av

: + E,o {Fi1a(r) e-i 2n at 
Ydv

:+E,o{8,{lI, (o*-rm(t ))}u -t 
znat y

dv_

:*u,o{*" (u*-trm(t)), -iznatY .

Also of interest'are functions that consist of some subset of the
the set of frequencies of intere.st. Then the followittg notation is

f-fvr (') L Ef {fx(tt(')} ,

- X.f-(r) ,eiznat ,
oeS

:*Ef{fJu (o*-rm(r))}

s(t,t):Isp(r) uiznFt
p
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(3.11)

(s. r z)

where

Ef{.}4 DE,"{- (3.21)

The iniportance of the CFOTD stems from the fundamental theorern of sine waue

extraction established below. Let g(f ,v) be an AP possibly complex valued nonlinear
matrix, vector, or scalar function of its real-valued vector argument v. The function g is
AP in the sense that

)

(a. rs)

(a. r+)

(e. rs)

(3.16)

(a.rz)

terms in (3.12). Let ,S be
useful,

(a.ra)

(3.1e)

(3.20)

(3.22)
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Consider the integral

I eQ,u)ffp1 (v)dv:/! epft)e;ur0t :!-ul{fl, (r- -r*(t))}dv (3.23)-PaYm

-IE 
t[/eB(t) |{,{ u * -r*(t)) d v}r iLn 0t

B rrl

(3.24)

:Dn,t{ee(x(t))}e;z"Ft (3.25)
p

If ,S consists of all the values of cv for which f*(t1(u)+Othen (3.25) becomes

Je(t,o)l*p1(')dv:Et{g(t,x(t))} , (3.26)

whereas if g(t,v) is time.invariant, (3.25) becomes

/s(')#(,1 (v)dv:Ef{e(*(r))} , (s.27)

which includes, as a special case,

Js(o)/*1r1(v)dv:8,{e(*(t))} . (3.28)

The CFOTD is thus a non-random function that characterizes the random vector x(f ) in
the sense that averages of the form of (3.25), (3.26), (3.27), and (3.28) can be determined
solely from knowledge of the CFOTD and the function c( ., . ). If two distinct vector
waveforms have identical CFOTDs, then averages of the form (3.25) will be equal. In
light of the sine wave extraction formula (e.Za), the CFOTD plays a role analogous to
the probability density function in probabilistic approaches. In fact, Gardner [39] has
shown that the CFOTD is a valid probability density function. Note that when the
CFOTD appears in an integral, as in (3.23), it is permissible to interchange the order of
taking the partial derivatives and sine wave extraction. Therefore, in formal manipula-
tions it is useful to interpret the CFOTD as the sine wave components of the impulse
product waveform

/*1ry(u):8,{Il{u--'-(t))}. (3.2e)

Note that with e("(t)):lI{u^-r^(t)), formula (3.2S) gives (3.29).

Certain results are more easily derived in terms of the characteristic function
defined by

d*1i1(*)4 E, {eiwrx(t)} (3.30)

The relationship between the characteristic function and the CFOTD is given by the sine
wave extraction formula (3.28) with 9(.r):rt*t",

d*1,1(*):,[ f*1t1(u)ri*" d,u . (3.31)



Define the M-dimensional Fourier transform of the CFOTD as

6*1t)' (f)a J f*(tl(t) e-iZnrrv d'v

:6*tr l(-z /rf) ,

d*1tr(*) :d*U)' (-* lz") ,

f*(,r(') :(*)' I6*1tl(*) ,-in'" d,* ,
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(e.az)

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.35)

(a.so)

(a.az)

(a.aa)

are simply related. The

(3.3e)

function ,i*tc(t)" i, AP
the sine wave extraction

(e.+o)

(a.+r)

which shows that

and

that is, the characteristic function is equal to the Fourier transform of the CFOTD
evaluated at the scaled frequency variables f*:-w^/2tr. The characteristic function is
equivalent to the CFOTD in the sense that one can be determined from the other by
Fourier transformation or inverse Fourier transformation. The characteristic function
possesses the usual moment generating properties, for example,

f a a

fa un,'*1r;(w, 
],w:0 

-Et{i",(t)'i(t)'rwrx(r)} l*:o 
'

where G(t) is an AP matrix, then their characteristic functions
characteristic function for y(t) it

|v(tr(*) -Et {rt*rc(t)*(t )} .

Since any time-invariant function of an AP waveform is AP, the
in t . Therefore, the right side qf (3.39) can be evaluated using
formula (3 .26), with s(I,t) :ri*rc[t)',

6v(tl(*) :l ,i*'c(t)' f*trl(v) dv ,

dv(tr(*) :6*(r)(G( t )t*) .

The vector of time-translates of y( t ) can be expressed as

{y(r)}-{c(r)X*(r)} ,

--Et{"(t)ri(t)}

If two vector waveforms are related by a LAP transformation of the form

y(f ):c(f )x(f ) ,

(3.42)



where

c(r*rr)

o

{c(r)}- c(r *tz)

Equations (3.35) -- (3.41) then yield the relationship

d1y1r 1;:d1*1, lt( {G( r )} 
t *)

Two vector waveforms, x(t) and y(f) are termed statistically
tirne aaerage sense) if the joint CFOTD of an arbitrary collection
the vectors factors into the product of their individual CFOTDs,

.f1*1r ;y,1r1r ;1(tr,vz)A /4r y(")

where

where
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(3.43)

(3.44)

independent (i" the
of time-translates of

(3.45)

(s.ao)

The CFOTD is factorable if and only if the joint characteristic function is factorable, i.e.,
(3.46) holds if and only if,

d61r1y,1r1,yy(wr,*z)A d4r1(*) (3.4s)

:l*(r))(v1) f {r(,)}(v2) ,

{*(, ) ;lrLIJfJi)} i8l1}',r r
{y(r)}:tv(t *o)r y(t*o)r . . . lt

v-[vf ur\' ,

:d1*1r;1(*r)dtrt,ti(*r),

.*:[*fl nA,

y(t) are statistically independent and gr(f ,vr) and gr(t,v2) are AP,

-Et{er( t,x(r )) ')n,{er( t ,y(t ))}

and gz are identity functions

8, 8(t)' y(t)\:n,{*( t)' }8,{v( t )} .

(a.+z)

(3.4e)

If x(f ) and
(3.26) gives

E,{er( t ,x( r )) ' szU ,y(r )))://et( t ,vt) 
t 

e z(t ,v z) f*p)(vl) fv(t)(vz) dutdu z

(3.50)

then

(3.51)

(a.sz)

and if gr

(a.sa)
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from time delayedSuppose that x(t) is an AP vector waveform, {*(t)} is formed
versions of x(t), and y(r) is arbitrary. Then

d gr yy, 1"1, yd w 1,w 2) 
:81 

{ e 
d *f{*(' )} 

e 
;w'{v( t )}t

But since {*(r)} is AP, then so is s(t):ei*f{*(t)} and it is shown in Section 2.1.4
s(t) is AP then

E, {'(t)r( t )}- E, {'(t)}8, {'(f )} .

Therefore, (3.54) becomes

d 61t)),{v(r 11(wr,wz) -Et{r 
t*fttt )};r, 

{r'*zr{v(')}}

(3.54)

that if

(a.ss)

(s.so)

(e.sz)

arbitrary, &D AP

(3.58)

(3.5e)

(3.60)

(a.o r)

(e.oz)

(3.63)

(3.64)

:d61r;1(w1)d1y1r1y(*2),

i.e., the joint characteristic function factors. Therefore, since y(f ) is
waveform is statistically independent of 6very other waveform.

Consider the product waveform

z(t):r(t )y (t )

and let

{'(f)}:{x(t)Xy(t)} ,

where

{x(f )}4 n(t +t z)

If r (t ) and V U ) are statistically independent then

6 {,(r )}(w) - E t{r t*' t'(t )}}

-Et{r 
t*t{x(t)xv(t)}}

where

gA diag( uL, uz,

,(t+rr)

-l ,i*'u'f {,(,)}(u) f {n(,y1(t)du d'v ,

dp(r))(w) =l f {,(r)}(u) d{u(r)}(uw) d'

o

Then

(3.65)
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8.2 Real-Valued Gaussis,n Almost Cyclostationary Signals

A real-valued waveform r(r) is defined to be Gaussian almost cyclostationary(GAC)
if and only if every linear combination of time translates of r(t) has a first-order Gaus-
sian characteristic function. That is, r(f ) is GAC if and only if

d u1t1(u):u-f;",oiu)+i@ 
t'tu)'

for all finite sets of coefficients {4" } and finite sets of time delays {to }, where

s(r):t'r{'(r)},

{" (r )} -[r(t +tr) ,(t +t z)

"i(r)4 E, {(v (t)-poU))'} ,

r-Iy(f )A E, {v (f )} .

lt ,

It

(3.66)

(3.67)

(3.68)

(e.oo)

(3.70)

(3.75)

The aarian"" ol(t) and mean Uo$) are by construction AP functions of time. The
terminology Gaussian almost cyclostationary is not meant to imply that the waveform is
almost cyclostationary. A GAC waveform can be PS, PC, or AC depending on the
nature of its mean and AP autocorrelation functions. Note that, according to the above
definition, any AP waveform is GAC with cry2(f ):O. A collection of real-valued waveforms
is considered jointly GAC if and only if every linear combination of time.translates of the
waveforms has a first-order Gaussian characteristic function. A vector of real-valued
waveforms is GAC if its elements are jointly GAC. A vector waveform x(f ) is thus GAC
if and only if

y (t):h t {*(f )} , (3.7 1)

has a first-order Gaussian characteristic function for all sets of coefficients {[o ] and sets

of time delays {to }, where

{*(r)}-t"(t*rr) ? x(r *t)r (3.72)

Clearly if x(r ) is GAC

Consider the LTI

This linear functional is a generalization of (3.71) in the sense that for

(3.73)

the special case of

(3.7 4)h"(t):?hr,o\r+t1) ,

by (e.zt) with h4 [[r, hr, . . - hzL hzz . .

*(t), (3.73) can be expressed in terms of the

y{ f ):l'To?nt " a) t*( t-n a)a

then {*(f )} is GAC.

filtered version of x(t),

y r(r )-/h (r)' *(r -r)d r

y t(t)-y (t) given
behaved h(t) and
tion

] 
t. For sumciently well-

limit of a linear combina-



-lim6r {*(r)}A 1

A+0

where

h:I

{*( r )}-[

h(-A) t h(o)t h(a) t h(2a) t

*(r +A) *(r )r *(t-A) t *(r -2J) 
t

-Et {.r'"Y(t )} L:r

-$rt,l(1) ,

where y(t):*' {*( t)}. If *(f ) ir cAC, then y(t) has a
tic function,

tT),
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(3.76 )

(3.77)

(3.78)

(3.7e)

l'
For the purposes of this dissertation it is reasonable to ignore certain technicalities in
passing to the limit, and accept without proof that x(f ) is GAC according to the previ-
ous definition if and only if yt(t) has a first-order Gaussian characteristic function for
every h(r).

Consider the LTI transformation of a GAC vectorx(f ) into thevector z(t),

z(t):Ic(r)x(t -r)d r

Observe that

(a.ao)

(3.8 1)

(3.82)

where

(3.8 3)

Since x(t) is GAC, y(t) has a first-order Gaussian characteristic function for any choice
of h(r). Therefore, z(r) is Gaussian. Letting G(z):gqt) in (a.79) yields an analogous
result; if x(t) is Gaussian then

z(r):6*111

is Gaussian.

The characteristic function of time'translates of a vector x(f ) is

d1*1111(*):8, 1e 
;*' {*{t )}1

y (t)-/h(') ' ,(t -r) d r

- [/r't 4r G ( 
" )*( 

t -r-u) d,ud r

-.,[h' (, ) 
t *( t _.u) d,u ,

h' ( ,)-lG(u )t r, Q -u) du

(3.84)

(a.as)

(3.86)

(3.87)

first-order Gaussian characteris-



6 
o (r ;( 

*') - e *" 
oi(t )+; 'P '(t)

and thus if x(t) is GAC, the characteristic function for {x(t)} is, using (3.S7),

-rw rK1,y1,1(t 
)w+dw"p1*1(t )d1*1r11(*):r' r^'\ , (3.89)

where

K{*x.}(t)a E, {[{"( t)}-p{*}(r )] t{"( t)\-t,{*}( r )l 
t 

}

TL2

(s.sa)

(a.oo)

(a.o r )r1*1(f )4 E,{{*(r)}} .

If K1*y*1(t) is nonsingular, the corresponding CFOTD (obtained from (3.35)) is the mul-
tivariate Gaussian density

/g1r1fv):(2r)-ulz lK1,.y*;(r) l-ti'u*p[-](.r-pt-l(t))?t(1*y*1(r)-t(..-lr{*}(r))1. (8.e2)

If K1*y1*1(t) is singular, the Gaussian 
"iO"O 

can be expressed in alternative forms, cf.

[31]. The Gaussian characteristic function form, (3.89), holds regardless of the rank of
K1*161(r).

Consider a LAP transformation of the form

v(t):G(t)x(t) , (3.e3)

where G(t) is an AP possibly non-square matrix. The following derivation establishes
that if x(t) is GAC, ihen y(t) is GAC. The vector y(f) is GAC if and only if

z(t1:rrr {v(r )} (8.e4)

has a first-order Gaussian characteristic function for all choices of h and time delays

{t" }. As in (3.42),

{y(t)}:{c(r)}{x(t)} , (3.e5)

where {G(f )} is defined by(3.a3). The first-order characteristic function of z(t) is

6"1ti1w):Et1rd"hr{v(t)}} 1r.oo;

:d 
{r111(u,h) , (3.e7)

and d1"1111 is related to d1*1r;1 according to (3.44),

(3.e8)6 
"p{o) 

:Q g1, y1(r{c( r ) } 
t r')

If x(t ) is GAC, then {x(f )} is GAC with 141*1;;1 given by (3.89). Thus, for all h and {fo },

6"1t1(r):.*vl-f,r?nr{c(r)}K1-11-1(t){c(r) }r:n+iu:nr{c(r)}p61(r)l (B.ee)



The characteristic function for t(t) it
limiting argument similar to that used
is GAC and g(t,r) is AP, then

-€Xp [-;*lrt 
r K{v}tv}( r )h*i c,h , tr1";(r )1

d,1ry(r)-eXPf-+ GK,,( t)+ iu1.t,( r)l .
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(3.100)

(3.101)

and therefore, y(f ) is GAC. A
can be used to show that if x(t )

of Gaussian form
to describe (3.75)

y(t)-/r (t ,r)x(r)d r (3.1 02)

is GAC, i.e., LAP transforms of GAC waveforms are GAC. This is shown in more detail
in connection with complex-valued GAC waveforms by equations (3.214) -- (3.219). Gen-
eral linear time-varying transformations of a GAC waveform, however, do not necessarily
produce GAC output. The author conjectures that a linear time-varying transformation
of a GAC waveform produces a GAC output if and only if the transformation is AP in
steady state. A transformation is considered AP in steady state if its impulse response is
of the form'

s (t ,r):so(t, r)+g ,(t ,r) , (3.103)

where g o( t ,r) is AP and

I I I g,( t ,r) l2 atar< co (3.104)

the i-pulse-responseThen the component of the output due to the non-AP part of

v.(f )a (3.105)

contrasts with the pro-
a Gaussian random pro-

3.3 The Cornposite Fraction-of-Time Density for Complex-Valued Waveforms
Since complex-valued waveforms are simply ordered pairs of real-valued waveforms,

any problem involving complex-valued waveforms can be recast as a problem involving
real-extended vectors of the form

*(f )-[* ,(t)' x; ( t)']' , (3.106)

where

x(f )==c,(t)*ixr(f )

I g ,(t ,r)r(r)d r

has finite energy and does not affect infinite time averages. This
babilistic theory in which every deterministic linear transform of
cess is Gaussian.

There is considerable conceptual advantage, howevei, in establishing
terms of the complex-valued waveforms.

Define the CFOTD of a complex-valued vector waveform x(t) to
/4,y(")4 /*r,r(v) ,

(3.107)

results directly in

be

(3.108)
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where

v4 v, *f v; , (3.109)

vA [v,r v,l ? , (3.110)

v, and v; are real-valued, andx(f ) is defined by (3.106) and (3.iuz). The CFoTD for a
complex-valued vector waveform is thus equivalent to the joint CFOTD of its real and
imaginary parts,

f*(,r(') :#finJn 
*"@tr--r1(r)) 

u(,),--rh(r))} 
1

where rtr, ,i", utr., and u; are the ntt' elements of X, X, y, and
f o(,)(V) is AP , f *f r l(v) is AP and has an expansion of the form

f*(tr(t)-I/*(t), riZna',

(3.111)

Yi , respectively. Since

(3.1L2)

where

where J is defined by (2.34) accordiog to

fo(,)(+) 4 fou)(Jf) ,

:f xgl(t) ,

.g.A lrt url,

/*(r)oA E,o { f *(, )(v) e-izrat 1

-E,ou_1,1(v) e-iznat y

0 A -flrr----r 
-r-T- t o Jt.

a\ aru'o{T *"futr-r{(t)) "(ui*-ri(r)) e-;znat s

It is convenient to with a complex-extended vector

*(f) ,

(3.1 13)

(3.1 L4)

(3.115)

define the CFOTD associated

*(r )a+|;l:].] :IH (3.1 16)

(3.117)

(3.1 18)

(3.11e)

The CFOTD for the extended-vector :t(t) is thus equivalent to the CFOTD of the origi-
nal vector x(t) and is used simply to facilitate changes of variables.

The fundamental theorem of sine wave extraction extends easily to the complex-
valued waveform case. Let g(f ,i') be a complex-valued function of the complex-extended
vector f and let g be AP in f . Then



From the fundamental theorem

[ *(r ,n) f fur (')d va I e( t ,+) f ft,) (r)d' , du;

-le(t,ru v)ff,)(') dY

I*(r,+) ffvr (') d,v-tEfiteB(*( ,)))"Zrst ,
p

case

I"(+) f*(tr(') dv:Et

/t (r) f*(tr(r) dv:Et

of sine wave extraction for real-valued

-D4f{ee(r"*( r )) } rizr ot

p
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(3.120)

(8.1 zL)

waveforms, (3 .25),

(3.1 22)

(3.1 23)

where

E,o{g(t ,+) e-;ZnPt 1

Formula (3.123) constitutes
complex-valued waveforms. If
(3.123) becomes

(3.1 25)

whereas if e(f ,+) is time

(3.126)

which includes the special

Furthermore, any function of the complex-extended vector
function of the vector v, €.8.,

(3.127)

can be reexpressed as a

g(t 'n):k(t'v) ' (a'rza)

Therefore, the sine wave extraction formulas can be reexpressed in terms of k(f ,u), for
example, (3.L27) becomes

{k(*(t))} (3.1 ze)

Thus the sine wave extraction formulas can be expressed in a form identical to the for-
mulas for real-valued waveforms (a.zS) -- (3.27).

The characteristic function for a complex vector can be defined by analogy with the
real vector case

/t*(r y(w) 
L E, \r'wrx(' )}'

From the sine wave extraction formula (3.129),

ep(+)A

the fundamental theorem of
,S is the set of all values of cr

(3.124)

sine wave extraction for
for which f *(,1 (t) #0, then

/e(t,+) f *(tr(t) d,v-E, {s(t,*(r ))}

invariant, (3.123)d becomes

[*(+) f ful (') d,u:Ef{s(*(r ))} ,

{s('t(f ))}

v,

(3.130)



iwr t d,i

However,
equivalent

:6*,(t),*,1r;(w,f*) .

In general, d*,(r ),*,1r 1(wr,wz) is needed for all values

f x,g),*;(r y(t,. ,v; ) or equivalently, f *(t;(t). Eqnation (3.133)

description of the joint characteristic function.

c,t*(,1(*) L E' {r t*r*(t )1

and since *-JHf,

d*(r1(*) -Et {,r""rJnr(t )}

:Qx(t1(J'w)

d*(11(*) -l f*(tr(')'
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(3.131)

of Q*1tt(*) is not
be reexpressed as

Of greater utility is the characteristic function of the complex-extended vector

equation (3.131) is not invertible; that ir, knowledge
to knowledge of f *U;(r). To see this, note that (3.131) can

Q*1il(*) -l f *,(r),*;(r)(r ,,y;) ,t*t("'+rv') d,u, du;

-[ f *(,r(t) 'in'o d'u

-l f *,(t)(+) ,in'o d'u ,

(3.132)

(3.133)

of 'w1 and w 2 to recover

does not provide a complete

(3.134)

(3.1351

(8.18 6)

(8.132)

(3.138)

(3.13e)

di is equivalent to d; and therefore, /*1ry(t), in the sense that if one is known, the others
can be determined. Note that for real-valued w, u:J'w is complex valued and vice
versa. Equation (3.134) can be reexpressed explicitly in terms of x(t) and its conjugate
as

doul(wr,wr)a E, {"*'& u)16 
'iw{x(q' 

lfr}

If x(t) is real-valued, then (3.139) yields

d*(,)(*r,*r):/-1,y(ff) (3'140)

If w1 and w2 in (3.139) are restricted to be real-valued, the moment generating properties
of the characteristic function are evident, e.g.,

AAA()3
art W fi;4rp1w1'w2) l*,:*,:o : [#,| 

E'{t;(t)ti(r)zo(t)'} (3'141)
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' Complex-valued vector waveforms are statistically independent (in the time average
sense) if the real and imaginary parts of one are statistically independent of the real and
imaginary parts of the other. It follows that the joint CFOTD and characteristic func-
tions for the vectors of time-translates factor as in equations (3.45) -- (3.50), if and only
if the original vector waveforms are statistically independent. Specifically,

d 
{o( r ) }, {i(, )}(*t,w z) -${* ( r ) }( 

*t ) d tot r 
1 ; 

( *r) (3.142)

Factorability of the CFOTD and the sine wave extraction formulas imply that for sta-
tistically independent vector waveforms

4 {{*(r)}t(t)' }:s,t{,r(r)}}8, {i(f )r } .

If two vector waveforms are related by LCLAP transformation of the form

y(r ):cr(/ )x(t )+cr(t)"(r)' ,

(3.143)

where Gr(t) and G2(t) are AP matrices, then their characteristic functions are
related. The complex-extended vector fol1'(t) can be expressed as

i(f):e(r)*(f) ,

where

G(r)A
cr( r) cr(r)
Gr( f)' Gr(r).

is AP. The characteristic function for y is

6 E(tr(*) -Et{ 
"*'e(t 

)t(t );

(a. ra+)

simply

(3.145)

(a. r+o)

(3.L47)

be evaluated using (3.125),

(s. r+a)

(a. r+s)

(3.150)

The function g (t,i): ,inrGlt;+ is AP. Therefore, (3 .L47) can

:d;1,1(G(t)rw1

If the vector of time-translates is of interest. Equation (3.149) becomes

d1e1,yy(*):d1*1,;f {G(r )}r *),

where

{G(r)}4 G(r +tz)
0

drt, )(w) - [ ,i*'G( t)+ 
f *(r y(v) dv

G(r+rr) o o

(3.151)

The following result is a
AP waveform is statistically

useful conceptual and analytical tool. A complex-valued
independent of all other waveforms. Following the



derivation

Since *(t )

Then

for the real waveform case, let x(t) be AP, and y(f ) be arbitrary, then

d1x1r1t,1y1r))(w1,w2):E, 1r 
t*'{*(')},i*'{l1t 1}t . (3.1s2)

is AP th"r, ,d*ft(t)) is Ap and thus

Q 61t)),{v(r Iy(wr,wz) -Et {r'*'r{*( 
t)} 

1 E t { r'''""{v(' )}}
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(s.r bB)

(3.154)

(8.160)

(3.161)

:d1*1r 
))(w1) d gtr ))(\M2)

The joint characteristic function for arbitrary time-translates factors, and therefore, the
AP vector x(f ) is statistically independent of the arbitrary vector y(t).

Another useful result concerning statistical independent waveforms is the cyclic
spectrum convolution formula for a product of two complex-valued statistically indepen-
dent waveforms. Let

'(t):'(t)Y(t) -

R ;(r):E to [" (t +r 1 2)y (t +r 1z)r(t -, I z)' y (t -, Iz)' r-i Zrat \

(3.155)

:E 
t0 {E t {r (t + r 1 z) r (t -r 1 z)' s (t +r 1 z) y (t -r 1 z)' } e -i 2r at 

}

If c and y are statistically independent, then

Rf(r):B,o{8,{r(t +r1z)r(t -r1z)'}8, {y (t +r1z)s (t -r1z)')e-iznat }

(s.r b6)

(3.1b2)

(3.158)

(3.1be)

and therefore

-tfr#(r)Rfr-P(r) ,

s;(/):x I s*(" ) s;r-r(f -u)d"
LL

s:. (/):r I sl, (u )s;oru (f -")d"
I,L

Formulas (3.160) and (3.f61) are simple extensions to complex-valued waveforms of
Gardner's results [39].



3.4 Cornplex-Valued Gaussian Alrnost Cyclostationary Waveforms

A complex-valued waveform is defined to be GAC if and only if its real
ginary parts are jointly GAC. Similarly, a complex-valued vector waveform
and only if the real and imaginary parts of its elements are jointly GAC. That
GAC if and only if the first-order characteristic function of

v (r):h? {"(t)}

119

and ima-
is GAC if
is, x(f ) is

(3.162)

is of Gaussian form for every real-valued h and every finite collection of time delays {tp}.
As for real-valued GAC waveforms, the terminology Gaussian Almost Cyclostation-

ary is not meant to imply that the waveforrn is almost cyclostationary. A complex-
valued GAC waveform can be PS, PC, or AC depending on the nature of its mean, AP
autocorrelation function, and AP conjugate correlation function.

Equation (3.162) can be restated in terms of the complex-extended vector

y (t):s" {*(f )} , (3.163)

where

8:hr-F i}rz

yields

y (t):;[gH {"(r )}+(st {*(r )}).],

(3.164)

( 3.1 6b)

E*p ansion of (3. 163)

-Re{st{*(t)}}

(8.166)

(3.167)

This implies that x(t) is GAC if and only if the real part of every complex weighted
linear combination of the timetranslates of x(t) produces a waveform with first-order
Gaussian characteristic function. Consider the integral expression

(3.168)

(3.16e)

where

g:Jt;

y {t): I g(r)' *(r -r) d, r ,

:Ret/s (i'*U -idr| ,

s(')a #[s(') ' eU)H]'

Eqrration (3.169) is a generalization of (3.167) in the

g"(t):I gkn qr+tk)
k

(3.170)

sense that for the special case

of

(3.1 7 L)



where

yr(t)-y(r) given by (3.167) with gA lgrr 9n - - - gz'gzz
behaved s(r) and *(f ), (3.169) can be expressed in terms
tion

v{q-\nR.tgf Ie(, a)"* (t -n n)n}

-lim Vzn.{st {*(r)}}nA+0

L20

' ' ' ]t. For sufficiently well-
of a limit of a linear combina-

(3.1 7 2)

(3.12 3)

It

It

(3.1 7 4)

(3.175)

technicalities
to the previ-
function for

(3.176)

(3.1 7 7)

(3.178)

(3.17e)

(3.180)

(3.181)

(3.1 82)

(3.183)

s-[ . . - s( a)' e(0) 
ts(^)tg(zx)'

{*(f )}:[ . - -x(r+n)t*(r)t*(t-A)t

For the purposes of this dissertation, it is reasonable to ignore certain
in passing to the limit and accept without proof that x(f ) is GAC according
ous definition, if and only if yt(t) has 5 first-order Gaussian characteristic
every h(r).

Consider a time-invariant LCL transformation of the form

n(t): [vr(u)x(r -u ) du + Isr@)x(t -u)' du

The complex-extended vector for z(t) can be expressed as

a1t1:[fr1")*(t-u)du ,

where

n(")^

Observe that

where

v t(il: I g(i' i'(t -r) d'

-l IgfiH s(" )*( t -r-u)d,ud,r

:/p(, 
) 

H *U --u) du ,

p(,)A /HQ -iH s(r)dr ,

p(u)-/tufl( u-r)g(r) + H{(, -r)s(r)'ld,
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Equations (3.179) and (3.181) are both of the same form as (3.169). Equation (3.181)
implies that if x(t) is GAC, then yt(t) has first-order Gaussian characteristic function.
Since this statement holds regardless of choice of g(r), (3.179) implies that z(t) is GAC.
Thus, time-invariant LCL transformations of GAC waveforms produce GAC waveforms.

As noted earlier, knowledge of d1*1ry1(w) is tantamount to knowledge of the density
function l*(r)). The characteristic fun'ctiiin can be expressed according to (3.138),

6 {or,lt(*) 
:8,',,r'*t{*(tl}} 

, (3.184)

(3.185)-,b{r(,)}(J.*) .

If x(t) is GAC, then x(f ) is GAC, and from (a.40),

6{o(')}('t)-'-f,orK1;1t;l(t)u+r"tp{il(t) (3.186)

Using (3.1s6) in (3.185) yields

d to1,y1(*):'
-;* r JH Eet;i(r )J'w+r w?J"pf;)(t )

- !w t *,r, 
{i}. 

(f )w+ r * t p{;) (t )

where

K"u( r )4 E, It['(r )-p^(r )]tb (t)-tto(r )1" ] (3.18e)

(3.1e0)Ir^(t)4 E t'(f )) ,

and thus

K{*X*l(t)

K{*x*y'(f )

(3.187)

(3.188)

(3. 1e 1)K{o}{*}.(r)--+
f*o11*1'(r)
I

L*oy6y(r)'

The characteristic function for a GAC waveform is completely characterized by the
covariance matrix Kt*lf*'.(t) and the mean &1i;(t) for arbitrary {t,}, or equivalently, by
the autocorrelation aird'ionjugate correlation iunctions, Ro(trr), Ru'(t,r), and the mean

i(t).
As shown in Appendix B, the corresponding density function is

/1*1r11('):(zr)-M(detK1*;6y(t))-'l'"*p[-](t-rto1r))nr1o;1*fr)-'(n-pet(t))1,(3.1e2)

where M is the dimension of {"(f )1.

An irnportant class of GAC waveforms has the property that

K**.(t )-o (3.1e3)



and therefore, dft(r)) and ft*1;1y are completely determined by K1*;1*y(t) and p1*1(t). As
shown in Appendii'B, if (3.193) holds, the density becomes

t 
-*-M/{x(r)}-/' (det K1*11*1(r))-lu*n[-(.'.-pt,.t(r))arc1*y61(r)-t(.r-lrr*l(r))] , (3.1e5)
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In this special case, (3.188) reduces to

d1*1,1y(*r,*t:""p[-]*r?K611*1(r)w2*f(wr?p1*1(t)+wrrp1*1(l)\l!-4, (3.194)

which is the Gaussian density for complex waveforms commonly found in the literature

[61], [62]. Many communication signals do not possess property (3.193), for example
amplitude modulation and BPSK signals bobh have nonzero conjugate correlation. The
simplified Gaussian density (3.195) is inappropriate for modeling such signals; the general
density (3.192) or characteristic function (3.186) is required.

Consider a LCLAP transformation of the form of (3.f++), repeated here

y(t):cr(t)x(t) +Gr(t)x(t)', (3.1e6)

where Gr(t) and G2(f) are almost periodic matrices. In order to show that GAC x(f)
implies that y(f ) is GAC, it is shown that GAC x(f )implies that

z(r):1'a tt(r )) (3.1e7)

has a first-order Gaussian characteristic function for arbitrary h and a.rbitrary finite col-
lection of time delays {f1}. The complex-extended vector for y(f) can be expressed as in
(3.145),

i(f):e(r)*(r) , (3.1e8)

where

and thus

c(,)^ lllll. ::l;1.]

{r(r)}-{c(f)x*(r)} ,

(3.1ee)

(3.200)

where

(e.zor)

The characteristic function for z(t) is thus

6"1t1(r):Et1r;"frr{G(t)}{*(r)}} : d191,y;(.,n) P.202)

Since {c(t)} is AP, formula (3.150) applies, yielding

Q,1tf4:6101,y1(r{G(t)}th) . (3'203)

f", 
t+tL) o

{G(r)}a I C(t+tr)

lo-



If x(t) is GAC then d1*1r;y is

d,py(r)-'

given by (3.188). Thus

-p'fi " {G(r )}Krrl(i}. {G(r )} '6+r,fr r {G(t )}r1r1(t )
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(a.zo+)

(e.zos)

(e.zoo )

(e.zoz)

(3.208)

(3.20e )

(3.210)

(3.211)

(3.2L2)

(3.213)

(3.215)

(3.216)

Note that

K{o}ro}.( r ):E,{t{t( t))- p{r}(r )l [{t( t)l - t'{r}( t )] 
t 

}

and

Bq,tation (S.ZO+)

or, since

-Et{{c(r)}ti*(f )}-F{*}(f )lt{*( t)}-t,{r}(f )l ' {c(r)}.'}

-{G( f )}K{*x*}.( r Xc( r ) i 
t

/'{E}( t):Et{{c( r )}{*( r ) }}

-{G(r)}pr*y(r)

can therefore be reexpressed as

d 
'p1(') 

_-'-Iw2fi't*to"o''(r )fi+rc"'fr 
rr1;I(r 

)

K,,(t):E, {frt {l( f )xt(f )}th}

-frt ^{o}{e}.fr 
,

. -+r'Ku(r)+r rtt"(t)
6,1t1(') -e 2

-lim IGr(f , t-n A)x(t -r, A)a+lim IG ,(t,t -n A)x(r -n A)'A
A+01 A--+0 tu

Thus GAC x(f ) implies that z(t) has a first-order Gaussian characteristic function which
establishes that y(t) given by (3.196) is GAC.

The result is heuristically extended to integral LCLAP systems as follows. Consider

v(r):/cr(t,r)x(r)dr + [e ,1t ,r)x(r)' dr , (3.2L4)

where G1(f ,r) and G2(t,r) are AP. The LCLAP system output can be expressed in the
form of (3.196) as follows,

y(t):/cr( t ,t -u)*( t -u)d" + /c ,(t ,t -u)*(t -u)' du



()
-li*- ltt,( r)[*(r)]^ + rrz(r){*(r)}'n I ,A.+o | )

l,
.]t 

,
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(3.2r7)

(z.z1B)

(r.z1e)

(3.224)

where

Hr(t)A I

{*(t)}4 I ' '

- . Gfr(t,r) Gr,U,t-n) .. GrU,t-nL)

*(t +A) r *(t )? *(r -A)t . . . x( t -nA)t

and Hr(t) is AP. Now, if *(f ) ir GAC,
LCLAP transformations of the form of
GAC.

Consider a zero mean real-valued purely stationary GAC waveform r,(f). The
characteristic function for the time-translates of rr(t) is, from (3.89),

_!wrR{"r}{"r}*
d{,,(r)}(w) -e ' ,

where the autocorrelation matrix is time irrru,riant,

R{", X",.}A E, {{",' (f )}{ r,(t)}t } , (s.zzl)

(3.222)[R{", X", }] n*:R 1,1,U* -t*)

The characteristic function for any collection of time-translates of rr(t) is thus com-
pletely determined by the autocorrelation function Rr,",(r), or equivalently, the power

spectrum Sr,r,(f).

aveform rr(t) ir a

x-valued zero mean
elation matrix

K{oXo}' ( t ) -R{*11*y'( t ) (3.223)

then {*(f )} is GAC and the previous result for
(3.196) suggests that y (t ) given by (3.2L7) is

(z.zzo)

The analytic signal r
linear filtered version of trr

waveform the covariance m

The submatrices in this matrix have elements of the

[Rt,X"]( t )l o^:8, {r( t + t)r( t +t* )'}

(f ) associated wit
(t ) and is therefo
atrix in (a.faA) is i

w
le>

re

,a

C
lpl
lorl

t)

(f)

A(
)m
oc(

,)( 
'

,r(

G/
col
rto

f{" }

f{"}

u1

X

)t

h a real-valued
re GAC. For a
dentical to the a

f*,"x")'(r) R{"

|.o,"y1"1(t)' 
R{,

1

2

form

Rolt at"+6 .t- -t*)2 '"n

[R{,}{"}'(f)]o*:E,{,(r+to),(t+t*)}:Ro'(t++,tn-t*) (3.zzs)

Thus, 1f r(t) is GAC, the characteristic function for an arbitrary collection of time-
translates is completely determined by the cyclic correlation functions R#(r) and R], (r),
or equivalently, the cyclic spectrum ,Sj(/) and cyclic conjugate spectrum S:, (f).



from (2.360) and
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(2.36 1) (an dFor a zero mean real-valued PS waveform rr(t),
assuming S r, ,,(0)-0),

CI:O

a/0,

s:' (/)- Q

Note that ,(t) ir also purely stationary and its cyclic conjugate
waveform, GAC or otherwise, is referred to as fr rquency- shift
frequency-shifted version of the waveform,

v (t):" (t) ,-i 2n f ot 
1

(2.367) and (2.368)

ft:0

a#0 ,

(/)- s:,!'ro (/)=o

sJ(/) - {+"(f)s',,',,(f)
lo

yield

s fr(/)- s xff + fo) 
: 

{ 
s u(/+/o)

*l.0

(3.226)

(z.zz7)

spectrum is zero. Such a

stationary since, for any

(z.z2B)

(3.22e)

(3.230)soyv

Thus y(f) is purely stationary and, furthermor", y(t) is frequency-shift stationary. An
LCLAP system driven by a frequency-shift stationary input produces a GAC output
which is completely characterized by its cyclic spectrum and cyclic conjugate spectrum.
These are given by the scalar form of (2.3L7) and (2.318). Note that, in general, the
cyclic cohjugate spectrum of the output is nonzero. However, if the system is LAP rather
than LCLAP, the cyclic conjugate spectrum is zero.

In connection with the study of quadratic and bilinear systems, the sine wave com-
ponents of fourth-order product waveforms is of interest. If the waveforms are jointly
GAC, the fourth-order statistics can be expressed relatively simply in terms of second-
order statistics-. Some basic, useful formulas, analogous to Isserlis's formula for fourth-
order moments of Gaussian random variables, are presented here. Higher order moments
can be evaluated using the moment generating properties of the Gaussian characteristic
function, (3.183). As shown in Appendix B, the sine wave components of a fourth-order
product of complex-valued jointly GAC waveforms is given by

E, {y t(t)y r(t)y 
"(t)v 

n(t)}:Et {y t?)y r(t))fi {y s(t)y a$)}
+\ {s 1!)ss( t )}8, {s r(t)v +(t)}

+ 4 {s 1$ ) s nU )} E, {v r(t ) v sU )}

-zvru)lz(t)isulilu) ,

where lrU)A8,{srU)}. Letting y1,(t):x{t+tp) and employing (2.2IL) yields

(3.23 1)

E, {r1(f + t)rz! +t )r3(f + t s)*+(t +f n)}:

T'B
op frr;( f , - t r) R !r, ; (t 3_.t E) ri 

na(t r+t') r' n 0(tg*t J ri 2n(a+ p)t

(3.232)
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+ R i, ; ft ,- t r) n !r, ; (t z- t n) " 

i t a(t'+ t 
") 

"i 
n P(t 2+ t 1) 

e 
; 2r (a+ g) t

+R i,; Q r_'t n)R !,,; (t z-,t t) rira(t'+t ') ,i 
r 0(t 

'+t ') ,izr(a+B)t

-2Er(t +t)i2U +tz)\U +tz)i4U +t 4)

Any of the waveforms in (3.231) or (a.ZfZ) can be replaced by their conjugates, e.g.,

E, {rr(t +tr)rr(t +tr)' rr(r +tr)'rn( t +t )}: (3.233)

IIB irr( ,r- tr)Rfr,r(t3_.t 4)' ,ira(tL+t',) ,-;n 0(t3+t ) ,;2n(a-p)t
ap

+R;rr(t L--t r)R:r, r(t 2_,t +). ,i 
na(t t+t') ,-; n F(t 2+t 

',) ,;zn(a-p)t

+R : -.( f ,- t )R !rr; (t r-f r). e'no\tt+t il ,-trtt\tz+tz) ,i,n(a-P)txrr r 
(t L-_t )R !rr; (t r-f r). rl ^**t t+t o) r-; n g(t 2+t') r; zr(a-p)

-2i1(t + tr)iz(t +t z)' ir(t +rg)' i o(t +t ) .

The time average of a fourth-order product is the zero frequency component of
(3.231), (3.232), or (3.233), e.g.,

8,0{rr(t +tr)xr(t +tr)'rr(t +tr)'znft *rn)}: (8.284)

l,;,,(t r-t r)Ri,,(t r-t n)' "'na(t 
'+t') "-ina(t'+t ')

+ R in (t L- t s) R ;", (t r- t n)' r' 
r a(t'+ t') r- i r a (t'+ t..)

+R ir, ; (t Ft 1) R ;. ; (t r-t r)' e; 
r d(t i t ) e-i 

r a(t'+t 
")

-2a,0 {t r1t + t ii 2u + t )' hQ + t )' i 4u+ t+) }

If the waveforms are jointly stationary and zero mean, (3.234) reduces to

8,0 {rr(t +t,.)rr(t +t r)'rr(t +tr)' rnft +t n)): (3.235)

R.p2(tL-tz)R.rrr(tt-t n)'+R,r,r(tr_tr)R,r,,{tr_t n)'R 
"rr; 

(trt )Rrrr; (tr_tr)'
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which, if R"rri(r)=Rrrri(t):0, becomes the expression for fourth-order moments of sta-

tionary complex Gaussian random processes commonly found in the literature [61]. If the
waveforms are GAC and not purely stationary, (3.234) is the correct formula and use of
(3.235) can lead to false and misleading results.

Also established in Appendix B is the third-order product identity

E, {('r(r)-ir(t))(x2u)-r2(f ))(r3(r)-r3(r))}:0 (3.236)

Again, any waveform in (3.235) can be replaced by its conjugate.

Consider the product of two GAC waveforms,

z(t):a1s*tr)v (t +tr)' . (3.237)

Formula (3.232) can be applied to give an expression for

R,,(t,r):Es{z(t +r1z)z(t-rlz)* ,\ ' (3.238)

Extraction of the individual sine wave components of the resulting expression yields

R#(r):lDafu*"1'(tL-t)R:u-"lz1tr-t2l ri2;ipr (3.239)
LP

and

s ;( f) - lT- :r+a t 2 (t L- t r) R !u-a t' U r- t )' &, f- r)

+ [ s :rto l 
z(, 

) s f,;" 
l' fu - f)',' 

4n u(t'-t') 
due-i 

2n t(t'-t')], t'"' t'+t')

+R :,*" I 2 (4 R fn-" 
I 2 (r)' r; ztr P(r' - r')

+R:yt"12 (r*tL_-t r)R f,r"12 (r-(tr-tr))- l, 
ita(t'+t')

-28,0 {i (t *r I z+f r) y (t *r I z+t )' i (t -r I z+t r). il (t -, I z+t r) t-'zrat y

+ I s f,+a lz1") s fu-" 
I 2(u 

- f )' du ri 
21 0(t rt ')

-z I Oraltlt +r/z*tr)! (t +r1z+tr)'i(t -rlz+t r)'! (t -r/z*rr)"-"no'1"-iznr'dr.

(3.240)

R"placing the second z in (3.238) by its conjugate yields

s :'(/)- lr,R :r+a 
lzlt L-t r)R !.;? 

l' U L-t )',5( f - i)
Lp

+ I s:,I"1'@)sfur"l' (, - f)' d,urizno(t'-t')

(3.24L)
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Formulas for the autocorrelation, power spectrum, and conjugate spectrum follow
easily from (3.239), (3.240), and (3.241), respectively, by setting r:t:0.

Note that the term involving the product of means in (3.239) can be reexpressed as

-28: {n,(t +r lz+t)fr (t +r 1z+tr)'i(t -rlz*t )' y (t -rlz+t r)e-iz,tdt } @.242)

: -ER fE* " 
I z 

1t r- t r) R p-- 
" I 

z 

1 t t- t 11' u 
i 2r g r 

"i 
n a (t ft t 2)

B

-E n !-t " I z ft # ; t r) R {r- " l, ft -(t r- t r))e "i 
r a(t'+ t z),

p-

which have forms identical to the first and third terms in (S.ZaS) but with r and g
replaced by i and !, respectively. Therefore, if r and y are statistically independent,
R$(r):Roi(r) and R$,(r)i:R$.(r), and the last term in (3.239) cancels terms one and

three yielding

Rf(r):\Rg+"lz1r17fo "lz1r)' "iznP(t'-t") 
rira(t'+t') Q.243)

p

which is consistent with the earlier result for statistical independent waveforms, (3.t59).

+/ s!o**l'0)sfr-"l'(u _'f)' r'4tru("- 
") 

d,ue-;27rf(trt') ], 
iro(t'+t')

-zIn,01t1t+rlz+t)lQ+r1z+tr)'7(t_rlz+trWU-rlz*t2)'e-i2ttat,\"-i'nf'dr.

a
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4.O Quadratic Almost Periodically Time-Variant Systems

Cyclic spectrum analyzers, low signal-to-noise ratio optimal detectors, and certain
other special purpose devices can be viewed as special cases of a more general system
class. Study of this general class - namely quadratic almost periodic (QAP) systems - is
thus an efficient way to understand the basic properties of and the similarities among the
various specialized systems. The intent here is not a thorough and mathematically
rigorous analysis of these systems. Rather, the object is jusb to show that any QAP sys-
tem can be represented and interpreted as a structure of well understood simpler subsys-
tems. There is no single most useful representation; in fact, a myriad of interesting
decompositions exist. Therefore, the forms found most useful in the sequel are
emphasized and some procedures for transforming representations are discussed. The
simplest complex input QIP system model is found to consist of a bank of bilinear
time-invariani (BTI) systems whose outputs are frequency shifted and then summed.
The BTI systems are further decomposed leading io a QAP system model consisting of
nothing but linear time'invariant (LTI) filters, multipliers, frequency shifters, and sum-
mers.

Spectrum analyzers and signal detectors are often considered to be devices that
operate on a fixed segment of the input waveform to produce a single output value, say
the spectrum estimate for a particular {requency or the detection statistic. There are
advantages, however, in viewing these devices as ongoing in time, that is, they operate on
an input waveform segment centered at the variable time, t, to produce an output funq-
tion of time. By viewing these devices as systems operating on an ongoing input
waveform and producing an ongoing output waveform, the performance and properties
of the devices can be analyzed in terms of limit time-averages. If, in practice, the device
actually operates on just a single finite segment of the input waveform, the output value
can be regarded as a sample of the idealized output waveform for which the statistical
behavior has been analyzed based on the ongoing system model. A complete statistical
description of the output of a general QAP system is beyond the scope of this research.
In many appiications, however, all the required statistical information is contained in the
QAP system output power spectrum. In particular, from the power spectrum the sine
wave component strengths and frequencies and the temporal variance can be found. The
output sine wave components depend on only second-order statistics of the input
waveforms. A formula relating the output sine waves to the input second-order statistics
in terms of a general QAP system representation is derived in Section 4.2. The output
power spectrum depends on fourth-order statistics of the input waveform. The case of
Gaussian almost cyclostationary input is important in its own right and also provides a
robust approximation in cases for which the input fourth-order statistics are unknown or
prohibitively complicated. Since fourth-order statistics of the input can be expressed in
terms of second-order statistics for Gaussian almost cyclostationary input, the output
power spectrum becomes a function of second-order input statistics. A formula relating
the output power spectrum to the input second-order statistics in terms of a general

QAP system representation is presented in Section 4.3. An approach for non-Gaussian
input is outlined. These general results provide the basis for more specific results con-
cerning cyclic spectral analysis in Chapter 5 and detection theory in Appendix H.
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4.1 Quadratic Almost Periodic (aAP) System Representations

The general theory of nonlinear systems with memory provides a framework for the
study of Qy',P systems. Fortunately, just a few ideas from nonlinear theory are all that
are required for the present discussion of Q/.P systems. Just as the Talor series provides
an expansion of a function, expansion of a functional, i.e., a rule for assigning output
values to input waveforms, is accomplished using Volterra series. A readable introduc-
tion to the theory of functionals and Volterra series is given by Volterra in [74]. The
functionals of interest in this research have particularly simple Volterra series representa-
tions consisting of only the quadratic or bilinear term. Thus, the functionals of interest
are homogeneous second degree functionals, e.g.,

z-l It'tu tu)"(u)r(r) d,ud,u

Wiener, [78], applied Volterra series
linear systems driven by Gaussian
systems are characterized by,

representations of functionals to the analysis of non-
noise. In the homogeneous second degree case such

'(t):/ I tfu,u), ( t -u)" ( t -u)dud,u 1

-oo

where k(u,u) is the (possibly noncausal) system kernel, r(f) is a finite power input
waveform, and z(t) is the finite power output waveform. Subsequent related work is''

summarized by Deutsch [tZ], [ta] and Schetzen [68]. The treatment here is distinctive in
that the system kernel is an almost periodic function of time f and the system input and
output waveforms are complex valued. The fact that the input waveform is complex
valued leads to considerable complication over the real-valued input case. Treatment of
complex-valued waveforms as vectors leads to real-valued vector input systems and ulti-
mately to complex-valued vector input systems. It is convenient to begin by studying
scalar input bilinear systems.

A bilinear functional of two complex-valued finite power input waveforms, x and y ,

has the integral representation,

where, in formal manipulations, ,t(u,u) is permitted to have impulse fences. This system
operates on the entire input waveforms to produce a single complex number, z. Bilinear
functionals are usually defined in the context of the Hilbert space of finite energy input
functions. There is a large class of weighting functions, k(u rr:), however, for which (4.1)
is finite for all finite power input waveforms. The output becomes a function of time if
the weighting function is parameterized by the time variable, f ,

':[ [ k(",u)x(" ) y(u)' dudu ,

t(t):/ [ *tt ,u,u)r(" ) y (a)' dudu

(4-1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

The change of variables u:t-a, u:t-6, yields a preferred representation

,(t):/ I t'tt ,t -a ,t-b ) r(t --a)y ( t -b )' d,ad,b

t (t )-J [ * (t ,u ,u)r (t --u)y (t --r)' d.ud,u ,

'(t):/ [ *(t ,t -u ,t -a)r(u ) v (u)' dudu ,



is a more convenient form of the system kernel. The system is called bilinear tirne-
inuariant (BTD il delaying arbitrary inputs by r seconds only delays the output by r
seconds regardless of the delay, r. That is, the output shape does not depend on when
the inputs are jointly applied. A BTI system, then, must simultaneously satisfy (4.4)
and

,u ,u)" ( t _r_.u)v U -r-u )- dudu )

in which the weighting function

m (t ,u,, )4 kU ,t -u ,t -u)

or equivalently,

,u)r (t -u)y ( t -u )' dudu ,

or equivalently as

,t -u)r(" ) y (u)' dudu

When U:r, the system is called quad.ratic time-inaariozr (QTI). A QTI system
not bilinear. Nevertheless, quadratic and bilinear system kernel representations

'(t-r)-{ [*(t
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(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.e)

(a.ro)

(+.tz)

,(t):/ [*(t+r,u

for all r, x('), and y('). Two systems or system representations are equivalent on their
domains if and only if they produce identical outputs for every set of identical inputs in
their domains. The system representations (4.4) and (a.8) are thus equivalent if and only
if

m (t ,u ,u):m (t *r,u tu ) for all r

(This is easily seen by considering the specific inputs, r(r):{r-a) and y(r):{r-e).)
Thus, the system is time'invariant if and only if the kernel, rn, is time-invariant. The
time-invariant kernel is usually written with the time variable suppressed, i.e., the out-
put of a BTI system is written as,

t(t):/ I * (u ,r)*(t -")y ( t -u )' dudu ,

z(t):/ I*U-u (+. r r)

is clearly
are stu-

died simultaneously by considering the bilinear case.

The system is called periodic with period I (or T-periodic ) if delaying arbitrary
inputs by T seconds delays the output by ? seconds, but does not otherwise change the
output. If ?>0 is the smallest positive delay (assuming one exists) for which the above
holds then ? is the fund,amental period of the system. If a second-degree system is ?-
periodic then by an argument identical to the timeinvariant case, the kernel is I-
periodic in its first argument, i.e., from (4.9),

rn (t ,u,u ): m(t +T ,u ,a)

(Note according to this definition a TI system is r-periodic for all r, however no funda-
mental period exists.) This suggests representing the kernel by its Fourier series,

rn (t ,u, , ):I rnn I r (u ,u) t-'Zn nt f r 
,

I

where

(4.13)



mnl'fu m(t,u,u)ei2nnt lr d,t

The salient aspect of the above kernel is not its periodicity but
gonomebric series. Thusr & useful generalization of the periodic
to be almost periodfc (AP) in the time variable, i.".,

m(t ,u,, ):I *"(u tu) r-'Znat ,

d.t r Am"(u,u)2 lim
,4. --+co

Interchanging the order of integration
BAP system can be constructed as a bank of
and a summer,

and summation in (+.tZ) reveals that any
BTI systems followed by frequency shifters
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(+.t+)

its representation as a tri-
case is to allow the kernel

(+. rs)

(+.ro)

(+.tt)

(4.18)

-i 2nat (a. r o)

r 12rA 1 r,a): * Jt -r lz

Al2

*_{,, m(t ,u ,u)ei2rat dt ,

where rr. is not required to be an integer multiple of some fundamental frequency but
m"(u,u) can be non zero for only a countable number of values of o'. Equation (a.f S) is
taken to be the definition of an AP kernel and the resulting bilinear almost periodic
(BAP) system is thus represented by

t(t)://f *"(u tu)r ( t _.u)y (t _.r). e -i\rat d,ud,u

It is assumed throughout that the order of summation and integration in (a.17) can be
interchanged. An arbitrary BAP system can be viewed as a superposition of a time
invariant system and periodic systems with incommensurate fundamental periods,

t(t)- I I I l, mk I r (u,a)r(r - u)y (t --u)' e -i?nkt I r dud,,
TeS k*0

,u)r(t -u)y ( t -, )' duda ,

where ^9 is the set of incommensurate fundamental periods that generate all values of a
for which m"(u,a)SO.

+[l*o(u

Equations ( . ) and (4.19) are sufficiently general to model all scalar input BAP systems
that occur in problems involving real-valued signals c and y. With y:s--s', the system
becomes quad,ratic alrnost periodic (QAP), i.e.,

)" ( t -u)dudu e-;Zrat (+.zo)

which is depicted in block diagram form in Figure 4.1. It is useful in the applications to
allow m(t,u,u) and thus z(f) to be complex valued. Note that even if "(t), y(f), and
z(t) are constrained to be real valued, rn"(u ra) is, in general, complex.

, (t):I 
{t, 

*o(u,u)' ( t -u) y ( t -u)' dudrl

'(t):?/ I*"(u,u)r(t -u
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Equation (4.19) is not sufficiently general to model all QrA,P systems thab occur in
problems involving a single complex-valued signal, u. A fully general QAP sysbem for a
complex input operates on all second-order combinations of the real and imaginary parts
of the input signal. This is concisely expressed using matrix notation,

z{t):Ilv(t-u)r n(f ,u,u)x(t -u)dudv ,

where

*(r)A [Re{r(r)} Im{c(r)}] r

and n(f ,u,u) is a bwo-by-two matrix of almost periodic complex-valued
As explained in Section 2.1.1 (identities (2.42), (2.43)), the real vector x
extended complex vector * via an invertible linear transformation,

*(f)-r*(f) ,

,Q(f ):J-t*(r ) ,

where

(+.zt)

(+.zz)

kernel fun ctions.
is related to the

,(t) r(r )' l 
t 

,

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)*(')^+t

1

6yA (4.26)

terms of theUsing (+.zs) in (+.zt)
complex signal, r, and

where

rn( t ,u,, )4 J t t( t ,u,, )J'

Thus, a fully general QAP system for a single complex input operates on all second-order
combinations of the input and its conjugate. Expanding (4.27) yields

tu ,a)" ( t -u)" ( t -, )' d,ud,u *+ I [ *rr(t tu ,r)r(t -u)r(t _-u) dudu

,u)r(t _.u)'

(4.2s)

, (t -u)' dudu .

It is apparent from the form of (a.29) that the general system can be constructed using
the basic scalar BAP system as a building block as shown in Figure 4.2. In the figure,
the output of a bilinear subsystemt nik, is defined by

'ir(t)-+l Imi*(t ,u ,u), (t -,, )s (t _-u)' d,ud'u

where r and s are the ordered input waveforms.

["] ,

yields an expression for the general system output in
its conjugate , ,' ,

'(t)://'tt t -.u) 
t *( t ,u,, )* (t -r)' dudu , (+.zz)

(4.28)

,(t):+l [*',(r

, (t -u) d"au +f; I I m zt(t ,u ,u)r(t -u)'*+t [*,r(t,u

(4.30)
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r(t)

Figure 4.7. A Real-\:alued scalar Input aAp syrtem \lodel.

,(t)

'nU)

'rz?)

tzt?)

z zz?)

'(t)

Figure 4.2. Block Diagram of a Generar eAp system for scalar complex
Valued Input and Outpur.

I



S,tppose ,(t) it
put of a general QAP

where

In the above development no particular structure of
assumed. It is always possible, however, to realize the
matrix with the symmetry property

tr(f ,u tu)-r( t ,u ,r)r .
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R" {" ( , ) }. Let the out-

(4.31)

(+.sz)

(+.s e )

(4.34)

if o (t ) ir the com-

(4.35)

(4.36)

bhe kernel matrk, tt(f ,u ,u), is
general system with a kernel

the analytic signal corresponding to t, (t )A
system involvitg bhe real-valued signal be

'(t )-/ [ ,, (t -u)n (t ,u ,u)r,( r - u) dud,u ' ,

f"tt,u,u)
lo

equiva'"": 

;lH;ff ;jl;;:T;i:;:l; :, ). dudu

t (t)-//nt t -u)r n(f tu tu )*( r -u) d.udu ,

rt(t ,u ,, )A :l

Then (+.27) through (+.ZS) with

mii(t,u,{-.+n(t,u,u), i,i :L,2,

yield an equivalent system involving the analytic signal. Furthermore,
plex envelope of cr(f ) relative to frequenfr, f", i.".,

,,(t)L r(t1r-;zn f't ,

then an

-i2n t,(, + u) 
,r2n2f,, ,r(t _u)rr(t _u) d,udu

*+ I I "(t ,u ,u)e-i?nr'(u- 
u) r,(t _.u)' ,,(t --u)d.ud.u

*+t ["(t,u,u)ri'nf'('+u) e- 2n2f'' ,r(t-.u)* rr(t _-u)'d,ud,u

*+l I"(t,u,u)e

(4.37)

(Recall that z(t) and n are complex valued even though x is real valued.) This is seen by
noting that given an arbitrary kernel matrix,. nt(t,u,u), the same output is produced

from a system using the syrnmetrized kernel, |[r'{t ,u,u)+nt(t,u,u1?1, *hi"h possesses

the desired symmetry property. It should be emphasized that the standard forms of the
cyclic spectrum analysis and detection kernels are not symmetricl the symmetry relation-
ships listed below upply only to their symmetrized kernels. It is shown in Appendix A
th"t prop"rty (4.37) implies the following relationships among the elements of rn(t,u,a),



mn(t ,u ,u):mrr(t ,u ,u) ,

mn(t ,u ,u):mn(t ,u ,u) ,

ffizt(t ,u ,r):rrlzt(t ,, ,u) ,

z n(t):t rr(t ) ,
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(4.38)

(+.es)

(+.+o)

(+.+t)

where (4.4L) follows from (+.38). These relationships can also be deduced directly from
(4.29) using arguments similar to the justification of (a.37). Therefore the general com-
plex system can be modeled by

z(t):[ !rnrr(t,u,u)r(t -u)x(t -u)' dudu (4.42)

+f, I [ *rr(t ,u ,a)z(t -u)x(t _,)a"a, +f, I I m z{t ,u ,u)r(t -u)' ,(t _.a)' d.uda ,

where mr2 and. fl121 a;te' symmetric in u and u but, in general, no symmetries can be
assumed of rnrt.

Additional symmetry properties occur when the input or output signals are con-
strained to be real valued. The four cases of interest are summarized as follows (see
Appendix A for proof):

1) Complex Input, Complex Output.
This is the general case discussed above. The output can be expressed as in (4.42) with
mp and. zl21 slmmetric in u and u but with arbitrar! m11.

2) Real Input, Complex Output.
Equation (4.42) reduces to

z(t):[ trn(t,u,a)x(t -u)r(t -u)duda , (4.43)

where m(trura):m(tra,u)is complex valued and

rn(t,u,a)4rn11L-,u,|+f,m1r$,u,|+f,m2y(t,u,u) (4.44)

(+.+s)

3) Complex Input, Real Output.
Equation (4.42) reduces to

z(t): [ [ mrr(t ,u ,a)r(t -u)r(t -o)' durtu

+n" 
{//-, 2(t,u,u)r (t -u)r (t -r) dudr\,

where it can be assumed that



mLr( f , u ,u):*rr(f ,u ,r)' )

m Lr(t ,u ,u):* tr(t ,u ,u )

x(f )-J*(f ) ,

*(t):J-t*(f) ,
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(4.46)

(4.47)

4) Real Inpub, Real Outpub.
Eq,ration (+.+Z) reduces to

, (t)-/ I * (t ,u ,u )r (t _.u)" ( t -u ) dud,u ,

where it can be assumed that m(t,u ,u):m(t,u ,u) is real valued.

Since complex-valued inputs are inherently vector inputs, the extension to multiple
inputs incurs little addiiional complication. Let x(f ) be an N dimensional vector of com-
plex waveforms. Real-valued and complex-valued extended vectors are defined by

[*, (t )
*(t)a 

L",t,l

*(f )

*(f )-
(4.50)

(+.s r)

(+.sz)

where

x,(f )4 Re{x(t)} ,

x;(f )A Im{x(f )} .

(+.+a)

(+.+o)

x(t)4 -L\r/IZ
1 f*,(t)+fx;(t)l

- lT l*,(t)-ix;(f )l '

The overbar notation to denote the real-valued extended vector and the hat notation to
denote the complex-valued extended vector are used throughout the dissertation. The
extended vectors are related by

(4.53)

(+.s+)

yA (4.55)

(+.so)J-l :JH

A multiple input system is then described by (a.zL) and, (4.27), where the kernel matrices
n and m are now 2N-by- 2N. Trigonometric series expansion of the kernel matrix leads
to a complex vector input QAP system representation analogous to the real scalar input
case, (4.20),

"(t):DI I*.(t-u)t*"(, ,u)*(t-u)r dudu "-i2rat , (4.57)

1 I r rl
WL-ttdrl ,



2N,(t)_r 
_1, {tt 

*,f,o(u ,u)i*(t __u)i*(t -u )' oror\,-i2ro.t
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(4.58)

(+.so)

(+.0 r)

This is the most general Q/.P system model uss,i in this dissertation. In
special case of real-valued input waveforms, ho&"cver, the extended vector,
contains a redundant subvector and the kernel matrix, rno, consists of four
matrices, each equal to |nff. Thus, equation (4.57) reduces to

' (t)-t I [*( t - u)r nfi (u ,, )x( t - u) dudu e-i 2nat

the important
*-[* f *')' ,

identical sub-

All subsequent results derived from (+.57) are thus specialized to the real input case by
simply replacing * with x and replacing rn" with the N-by- N matrix, nff.

The system can be viewed as the superposition of simpler single branch systems,
i.e.,

2]\t(t):I- I t,X"U) ,
a n rn:L

a BTI system followed by a frequency shifter,

(4.60)

A frequency shifted BTI system can thus be regarded as the basic building block of arbi-
trarily complicated QAP systems. The parallel structure of (4.60) is emphasized by re-
indexing the triple sum such that each branch of the system is assigned a single index, ft.
Then

where z#.o is generated by

z#n( r)A e-;2ro,t

'(t)-I"*(t) ,
k

,u)rx! --u)r* ( t -a)' dudu e-;Znast

I I m#*(u ,r)i*(t -u)t,(t -o)' dudu

zxU):/ I*r@

(4.62)

(4.63)

where r4 is the &'n branch kernel, cp is the /ct[ branch oscillator frequency, and r1 and
sp are the k'n branch inputs. Certain system classes are more easily and concisely
expressed in the branch indexed form of (4.62) and (a.63) rather than in the form of
(4.57). For example, cyclic spectrum analyzers are single branch systems which are
direcily represented by (4.63). The system structure corresponding to (4.62) and (4.63) is
shown in Figure 4.3 in which the switching network directs pairs of elements of the input
vector, *, to the appropriate BTI system. Also, it can be shown that any mixed qua-
dratic and linear AP system can be modeled with this structure by setting ry(t):1. 11t"
nature of the system can be studied in terms of the intermediate (or dummy) inputs, rp

and sp, with the understanding that these represent the actual inputs as prescribed by
the switching network.

An important alternalive reppesentation of the system is obtained by multiplying
each term i" 1+.oz; by 

";2n0/ 
e-i2iPLt:1 and associating quantities to form

,(t)-t I I ffik, (u ,r)r,!r*orl'U -u)rf 
r-dLl'(, --u)' d.ud.u ,

k

(+.0+)



where

Pure delay of the output occurs

if

,[U)L ,nU)e-izr ft

r/(r)4 sr(r)e-i2rft

mk, (u,r)A *r(u,u) e-iras(u+'), iTrB1'('-')

0 rA 2na 1rr -

only if the BTI kernels are delayed as well, i.".,

t' (t): t (t -r)

and tr?1 is arbitrary. A block diagram corresponding to this structure is shown in Figure
4.4. The effect of this manipulation is to transfer the time-varying component of each
branch, i.e., the frequency shift operation, to the input side of the BTI system. The BTI
kernel is modified appropriately. This is analogous to the commonly used result concern-
ing transfer of a frequency shift operation from one side of a linear filter to the other
with appropriate modification of the filter center frequency. The most useful special
cases are when p1 is selected according to

rJt :0 j

or i/n:ct'k l2 )

or iJ lr:-(t; k l2 ,

or f,n:fo )

(4.68)

the effects of which are easily gleaned from bhe equations and the figure.

In the QAP system models of equations (a.62) and (a.6a) the oscillators are locked
to an absolute time reference, i.e., the absolute phase is critical to proper operation of the
system. Consider the effect of a timing error, r*, in the output oscillator of each branch
of equation (4.62),

,' (f ):I I I rnk(u,u)ro ( t -r,r )sp (t -u )- d,ud,ue-iLnapU -'r)
k

(4.6e)

Suppose all the oscillators are uniformly delayed, i.e., r1r:r for all &. The effect is not a
simple timing or phasing error in the output waveform, rather, the character of the sys-

tem is changed;

' (u ,u)rtrQ -, )rr U -.u)' d,ud,ue 
;2ra1'' , (+.zo)

tr k' (u ,, ): mx(u ,u) r" r ,

'' (f ):I Il*r
k
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(+.os )

(4.66)

(+.oz)

(4.7 L)

(+.2 z)mkt (u ,r):*kfu _r,u -_r) ri 
a r
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+'r(r )

+"(t)
i'"(t)

-i2-r;t

z*(t)'r(/)

sr(r)
,(t)

+',(/ )'

+"( /)'

Itn'(t )'

Fig 4.3. QAP System Decomposition into.z Superposition of Frequency Shifted BTI Systems.

-i2'(3.ror l2)t
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rr(t)
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Figu te 4.4. Input Oscillator BAP Structure.
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A constant phase error in the output occurs only if the oscillator timing errors are related
to their frequencies according to

r r:0 I 2irct' r

for then

,' (t):DII*r@,r)r*(t-u)sp $-.u)'dudu ,-i2natt ";a , V.7J)
k

:t(t)"ie

The BTI system is a basic building block of QAP systems as is evident from Figures
4.3 and, 4.4. An arbitrary BTI system can, in turn, be represented as a structure of LTI
filters, multipliers, and summers. There are many such structures, each based on a par-
ticular expansion of the kernel, changes of variables of integration, and association of
quantities in the defining equation, (a.tO). These representations are treated extensively
elsewhere, e.g., 1721, [5], [24], It7], and [6], and therefore are not discussed at length here.
An example of a general BTI structure is-obtained by orthonormal expansion of the ker-
nel. Let \lt{v)} be a complete orthonormal set of functions over the u variable support
of m(u,u) and assume III*(",r) lzdud, (oo. Define

,!,r(u )A [ * (u ,u)d *(u)du (4.7 4)

(4.7 6)

Then the kernel has an expansion of the form

m(t,a):?C kfu)dn(r)' (4.7 5)

Substitution of this expansion into (4.10) and interchange of the order of integration and
summation yields the input-output description

'(t):I( Id,r(u ) r(t-u)d"x/ Qr(4y (r - u)du)"
k

which is depicted in block diagram form in Figure 4.5. While this structure is conceptu-
ally important, most BTI systems useful in the applications are more efficiently syn-
thesized using the post-filter structure described in Appendix C.

'(/ )

v(r )

',ir*(t 
I

(t(t )

z(t)

Figure 4.5. Orthonormal E*pansion of a BTI'Kernel.
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Frequency domain interpretations of a BTI system described by (a.10) are obtained
by using the Fourier transform representation of the kernel,

^(u ,r): I I u (o ,b)ti2rau e-i2rbv dadb ,

where

M(a,6)A -i2n ou ei 2r bu 
d,Udu

In the applications of interest the inputs are finite power waveforms and do
Fourier transforms. However, it is important to note that when the inputs
transformable, the input-output description of a BTI has the simple form

z(t)- I M(" +f l2,u -f lz)x( " +f lz)Y(" -f lz)' du,

I I m(u,u)e

(4.7 7)

(4.78)

not p ossess
are Fourier

(4.7 e )

and t(t) respec-
a finite memory

where X(f),Y(/), and Z(f) are the Fourier transforms of s(t),y(t),
tively. In the case of finite power inputs, the expedient of assuming
BTI, i.e.,

z (t)- rn (u ,u), (t -u )y ( t -u )' dudu

Ieads to a representation in terms of the sliding Fourier transforms of the input,

' 
"(t):f [ * f" ,b)x(t;o)y (t;b)' d.ad,b ,

r12

II
-r 12

(4.80)

(4.81)

where ,(t;e) and y (t;b) are
inputs at frequencies a and b

,(t;o )4

:{ ur(r)tiTnorrft-r)dr

The kernels encountered in cyclic spectrum analysis
tions often have a simpler form in a rotated coordinate
45o and scaling the coordinates in (a. tO) accordittg to

url;'r:',

yield itrg

Fourier transforms (bandpass filtered versions) of the
tively, i.".,
t+T 12

I r (u) e-iLn o(" -t) d,u , ( 4.82)
t-r l2

(4.83)

and signal detection applica-
system. Consider rotating by

(+.4+)

sliding
respec

'(t):/ [ ,h (€,o) ,(t-€+o lz)y (t-g-o l2)' d €d o j

fr is introduced to denote the rotated kernel,

fr (€,o) a mG-o 12,(*o 12) ,

(+.as)

(+.4 o)

where the notation



m(u ,u):rh (+,u _'u) .

reference will also be made to bhe Fourier transform

fit 1a ,b)a -iLnou eiZnbu dudu ,

-M (6 + o lz,b -o 12) ,

M(f,o)-t{rU-o,ff1 .

fr(u,u)=g(r)*(r)' ,

Iht(a,b)=G(o)w(b).

(4.87)

of the rotated kernel,
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(4.88)

(+.ao)

(+.oo)

In the sequel,
denoted by

I Irh(u,u)e

Note that the super r notation implies a different rotation of coordinates for frequency
domain functions than for time domain functions. The rotated kernel representation is
useful because an important class of kernels are or are approximately separable in the
rotated coordinates, i.e.,

(a.o r)

(4.e2)

version of superposedIn this case the BTI system output can be interpreted
lrg-p roduct waveforms,

as a filtered

,

, (r)' dr

(a.or)

(+.0+)

This class of kernels is studied in detail in Chapter Five.

The kernel representations of often encountered BTI structures are given in Appen-
dix C.

'(t)-/ s (t -u)'( u)du

s (t ):/ , (t +r lz)y (t -r lz)'
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4.2 The Output Sine Wave Components
Like any persistent complex valued waveform, the output of a vector input QAP

system given by (4.57) can be decomposed into its sine wave components plus a residual
signal. In systems designed as cyclic spectrum analyzers, cyclic correlators, signal detec-
tors, etc., the desired output is one or more of the sine wave components rvhile the
remaining sine waves and residual signai can be considered interference or noise. The fre-
quency, amplitude, and phase of each sine wave depend on second-order input lvaveform
statistics and the system parameters as determined below. The derivation is simple and
illustrates the utility of the sine wave extraction operatorl therefore it is presented in
detail.

Let z(t) be the output of a vector input Q;A.P system as expressed by (4.58). Then
the output sine wave components are

v (t )A s, {'(f )} , (4.e 5 )

(+.so)

Exchanging the order of summation and integration in (4.96) with the integration and
limit of E,{.), yields

2N
z(t)_r *l:, ,u)E t {i*(t _.u)ioU _u). t-iZnat } dud,,

Property (2.166) allows the sine wave extraction to be focussed on the input rvaveforms,
2N

;(t):T 
*D_rl I 

*#,(u ,a)Es {n*U -u)i,(t -a)'} duda e-;znat (4.e8)

The sine waves of a product waveform can be expressed in terms of the cyclic correlation
function as in (Z.2tt) yielding

2N
z(t):E I DI { *#"(u,u)e-;nf(u*o)Rf^o^@-u)d,ud.u 

"izn(l-a)to. n,n:l P

(zw
z(t):E,lr I

I ci rrL ,rL:I
I I m#n(u ,u)i*( t - u)to(t _.r)' d,ud,u e

f I*#,(u

-i Znat I

I

by replacing the sum over 13

of summatiorsr the followittg

where
2N

z{o^ } *T:,

Z{*-!Tr
a

with a sum over p4 p-a
trigonometric series form

v(t)-I Z*riznut ,

and then interchanging the order
is obtained;

(4.Loo)

I I*#*(u ,u ) e-i n(r+o)( u *a) ryH e _-u) d.ud,u,

(4.e7 )

(+.0 o)

(4.101)

(4.1 02)
{tt,,., 

o(u,, 
)R.#, 

o (, _-u)' r-i n(p+o)(u +') d,udr\,
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Note that since nr.* and R**" are discrete functions of a:

a discrete set of p values. A more concise expression
obtained in terms of the cyclic spectrum malrix,

where r and .s are the branch
branch yields

z,!:v(p+.*r ) [ w( o )' s:*"r (o)do
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-i 2n Fu du (4.103)

and lt,, Z * is non zero for only
for the complex amplitudes is

(4.104)

Substituting the

z!x̂x (4.10b )

(4.1oul

(4.102)

where lW i" the matrix of tra.nsformed rotated kernels described by (a.SO) and (a.SS).

The sine wave complex amplitudes can thus be interpreted as a sum of frequency and
cycle.frequency weighted input cyclic spectra. The weighting is continuous in frequency
and discrete in cycle-frequency and is determined by the BTI kernels and the local oscilla-
tor frequencies.

The output sine wave components are simply the sum of the sine wave components
produced by the individual branches of the system. Let a typical branch be described by

zn!):/ [ *(u ,r), (t -.u)r ( t _.u)' dudue-izra,' , (4.108)

inputs. Applying the results

vx(r )-I z# riznut ,

(4.Loo) and (+.t07) to this

(4.10e)

z,t: I M (, *e k, o) s,:*" r (o) do (4.L10)

The single branch system can produce sine waves only at frequencies ltr:drs-o1 , where
cv* is any cycle frequency for which the cross-cyclic spectrum for r and s is nonzero.

The frequency and cycle'frequency weighting functions become independent if the rotated
kernel is separable, for then, using representation (4.92)'

r12

+ I *(, +rl2)*(u_rl2)u,t -rlz

inverse of (4.104) into (4.102) yields

tr{l//*- (u,r)sg*(o) r e-i2nu(o+ +Ll ̂ i2r'(o-#l drdrd.\

:?t,{1ff(r* e,a)sfJ-( o)'d,} ,

s*(o )A / n* (r)r-iztto'dr

-I

(4.L11)
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In certain cases it is important to nobe the distinct role played by input sine wave
components. According to (2.262), the cyclic spectrum matrix can be decomposed into an
impulsive portion, Si;, where *(r)4.E {*(t)}, due to input sine waves, plus a non-
impulsive portion, D$. The complex amplitudes in the general case, (a.tOZ), then
become

z*-!rr
a

+!Tr
d,

(4.1L2)

Since the elements of Sff" are impulse functions over the variable of integration, the
integral of the second term has the effect of weighting and sampling the rotated kernel at
various values of its second argument. Unfortunately, the impulse locations are a com-
plicated function of trr*a and the sine wave frequencies, and a more explicit version of
formula (4.1L2) will not be given.

As a final note, the above was carried out in terms of the extended complex vector,
*, as required by the complex input QAP system representabion, (+.S7). If the input
waveforms are real valued, the system representation has the identical form except that.
rno is N-by- N and * is replaced by x itself. Thus, result (4.107) holds with * replaced
by *.

{r*(/,+.,', 
o )D** 

o(o)' o.l

{t*(1r*.,, 
o)si*"( o)rd" 

}

4.3 The Output Power Spectrum
Consider the general QAP system representation of (4.57), repeated here,

z(t):D I I*:(t -u ) 
? rn"(u , u )*( f -a)' dud,u "-i2rat ,

where

(4.L13)

where * is the extended vector corresponding to the vector of complex valued waveforms,
x. As shown in Appendix D, if x consists of jointly Gaussian almost cyclostationary
waveforms, the output limit spectrum can be expressed in terms of the input cyclic spec-
tra as follows:

s,,(/)-I lz{o l'6( f -r,) (4.LL4)

+!rr 
{, }*, r* o,, + ff)rs**"(, * ryrr* ( f + t, u - #lr s P! 

g 

1o - | lre Y ^\
+ ! r r 

{ 
t ? 

*, t * a,, + fff s ;*!." 1, + !:z)Fffi t, * r, -, + I'!re 
),1, 1-1,01 - u * ryf ^\

-2u, IzF,* 1"1 f -p) ,

l.L

(

z ju* 
?t' t/* (1 t+c,,,, )s !{" (r)' dr\ (4.L1b)

present in the input areAs explained in Appendix D, the effects of first-order periodicity
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more explicitly revealed by the alternative form,

s,,(f )_r I z* lr,{ f -r,)
p

*?;t. 
{, [*,t* 

o',u + t'to )'ng*(, +rfl$re( f +ii,a-$)- o** op - r !r'r )H

+1F11+o,u +"!r" )' s{i"(r+{lll0C( f +iJ,r-#l-D**B(, -ryY
+tiF( 1+*,, + 

"' 
to )'D{***(, +ltrllire( f i 13,u - $l- s{i'(, - ryf )^}

*?)t, 
{t [*,t.r 

c,,, + ff)r ogt"( u +flrift f + 0,-u *,'t rt ), o !l.e 1, - | t it y

+lF(1+.,,, *"t" )' s{}31r+111, ;tif(f +p,-ol-t'!r9 )Ho!{.ap-f !9 y

+1W11+o,, *+)"o$*(u **, ,-*rf *g,--r+,'iP )'siif(, -ry),)r)
Certain system classes are more conveniently represented in the branch indexed form,
(4.62),

o-;2raptt,,(t):f / I *r(u ,o)rx\ -u)rr ( t _-u)' d,ud,u

k

(4.1 16)

(4.1 L7)

where r1, and sp are the ft'l branch inputs representing various combinations of the
inputs "j and their conjugates r,.*. The spectrum formula derived in Appendix D is
expressed in branch indexed form as follows:

s",(fl:Dlz,ll'4t-t)

+EDIM iU+ai,,+llfyft 1,{f +a1,,u-t:yf silr"i 1,l-r+:i )s;;"^
tt ik

+ED I M i U +a i,, + !:Jft) s i!!, O * t::t1rft 
11 y +a r,-, * t:?f t,::; r

tr ik
_rTlz#1,4f_r,),

where, in branch indexed form,

z#:I I lir x7t*ak,n)s;;:r b)d,
k

(4.1 18)

t f*ar \(u -' 'i'r )' d,

(-u*I+fd,

(4.11e)

A wide variety of signal processing systems are encompassed by the general QAP
system models, (4.113) and (4.117). The performance of such systems is, in most applica-
tions, directly linked to the output limit spectrum. For example, the temporal variance
for cyclic spectrum analyzers and signal detectors can be determined by integrating the
power spectrum after removing the impulses due to the sine wave components. Although
(4.114), (a.ttO), and (a.f f a) are complicated, they provide a convenient starting point for
further analysis of simpler specific systems and system classes. The formulas are special-
ized to cyclic spectrum analyzers in Chapter Five. The simplifications for some basic



system classes are pointed out below.

1) Real valued input signals.

The system representation collapses to

, (t):D I |x(t -u)t'ft(u,a)x(t -o)dudu "-i2nat
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(4.12a)

Formula (4.LL4) is specialized to this case by replacing the cyclic spectrum subscripts, *
and *- with x and the kernel lW with the N-by- N matrix, Nff.

2) General scalar input systems.

If the overall system input is a complex valued scalar, r, then the extended vector *
is two dimensional. AII matrix quantities in (4.114) are then two-by-two.

3) Scalar input systems of the auto-product type.

Suppose the input to each system branch is a single waveform, r(f ), connected in
the form

,(t):DI I m1,(u ,a)r(+-u)r(t --a)' dud, "-i2ra*t . ( 4.r2r)
k

Then (4.tt8) is the most convenient form of the output spectrum formula. The formula
is specialized by replacing r; t rkt sj, and sp, in each case by z.

4) Scalar input systems of the cross-product type.
If, on the other hand, ,(t) is connected in form

,(t):EI Im1,(u,u)r(t-u)r(t-u)dudu ,-i2ra*t . (4.122)
k

then (+.ffa) is specialized by replacing rit tkt by c and si, sr by r'.

5) Single branch systems.

A single branch system has the form

z(t):[ [rn(u,u)r(t-u)s(t-u)'dud, "-i2raot 
. (4.t2g)

Formula (4.113) is specialized by removing the sums over j and ,t and replacing ri t rk

with r, sy r sft with s , and ct;, cvl with ct6.

6) Single branch time-invariant systems.

The form of a single branch system applies with ao:O.

7) General time.invariant systems.

The output for a quadratic time.invariant system is

z(t):l |ir(t -u )?rno( u ,u)f<(t _u)' dud,u . ( 4.124)

Formula (4.IL4) is specialized by removing the sums over a and 0 urd setting r::0:0.



mula, (4.118). If the kernels decompose into products as in (4.s2),

tit, 1y +a,,u + !!f):v 
1 ff +ct 1) w r @ *''*i t )'
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8) Systems with separable rotated kernels.

The effect of separable rotated kernels is most easily seen in the branch indexed for-
€'8't

,

formula

(4.1 27)

moment can be decomposed into a component of the Gaussian form
term, \, i.e.,

(4.L25)

the V functions do not depend on the variable of integration in (4.118) and in (4.119).

9) Systems driven by jointly stationary inputs.

All input cyclic spectra for nonzero cycle-frequencies are zero. This also implies that
the input contains no sine wave components. Formula (4.LL4) simplifies to

()
s 

",( 
f):E I r. 

{Jilrto, 
u )so* ( u ) ', o'll', q,f +p) (4.t26)

+!rr 
{/*f r*r, 

u ) 
? so*( o ++)Ilr( /+trr, u )' s** t, - ffl' a,\

(

+frr 
{/*tr*r,,)r 

soo.(, ++)tW(f +v,--a)rs**'(-u +fff;-}

AIso, if all the oscillator frequencies, ct;,3,r€ distinct in model (4.117) then
(4.118) simplifies to

s",(il:D I I fu r(o,u )^9,r,*(u ) da l2 \f +a)

*?J ltit *(f +ar,r) 12s,,,,(r+*)s,- ,r@-!J!!-1do

+ /M * ( f +a 1,, a ) s,,, J, * X7) tit r$ + a r, -, )',s,* u,( - o I X !L1' d,u

k

The above results hold, strictly speaking, only for jointly Gaussian almost cyclosta-
tionary waveforms. They do, however, provide a good approximation to the actual limit
spectrum for many classes of non-Gaussian communications signals. As preparation for
exact analyses of the cases of BPSK and QPSK input signals, which are not included in
this disseriation, an approach for deriving spectrum formulas for non-Gaussian signals is

outlined here. Equation (D.5) provides a general expression for the output spectrum in
terms of fourth-oider input signal moments. Evaluation of the expression requires expli-
cit specification of the fourth-order moment, (D.6), which is of the form,

q 4 E, {r r(t +r1)r 2$ +rz)' ,3$ +rr)'"o(t +rn)} . (4.128)

The fourth-order
plus a remainder

where

and

q -gc {-\ ,

rAz\- Q-{c ,

(4.12s)

(4.L30)
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qc 4 Et {xr(t +rt)rr(t +rr)'lE, {xr{t +rr)r n(t +rn)'}' (4.131)

+ E, {x r(t +r r) r r(t +rr)' } Er {r r(t +r ) x n( i +rn)' }'
+8,{rr(t +rr)x nQ +rn)}E, {rr(t +rr)rr(t +rr)}-

-2iLU *r1)i2ft *r2)i3$ +4)inft +rn)

The approach then is to find an explicit expression for the moment correction, \, for the
specific signal of interest and then evaluate (4.132). This approach is particularly useful
when it can be shown that under certain conditions of interest ,\(/) is negligibly small or
is simply related to the associated component of Gaussian form.

Substitution of (4.129) into (D.5) with appropriate assignments of cp and 11 yields the
spectrum formula (4.114) plus a correction term, ;l(/ ), given by

(N
A(/)4Etlt ,, IIIII*#o(u,a)mfo@,b)'s-izno1t+rl2)uizr1(t-rlz)r-izttr e.13z)

laBmnpq-

' \nznp q(t ,r l2--u ,r l2-u ,-r l2__(L ,-r l2-6 ) d,ud,udad,bd ,I .

)
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5.O Cyclic Spectral Analysis
A cyclic spectrum analyzer (CSA) can be loosely defined as a system designed to

measure some frequency weighted functional of the ideal (limit) cyclic spectrum of an
observed waveform. For erratic waveforms, exact evaluation of the cyclic spectrum or
functional thereof requires knowledge of the waveform over the infinite time interval. If
only a finite (or infinite but weighted) interval of the waveform is available, the CSA sys-
tem can be designed to produce an approximation of the desired quantity. In this
chapter, certain statistical relationships between the output of sliding-interval finite-time
CSA systems and the limit cyclic spectrum are derived and discussed and the design of
CSAs is studied.

In Section 5.1 the problem of estimating a frequency smoothed version of the ideal
cyclic spectrum is considered. It is noted that this problem is equivalent to estimating
the Fourier transform of a tapered version of the ideal cyclic correlation function.
Replacement of the ideal cyclic correlation function by its sliding-in-time finite time aver-
age estimate yields a single branch Q,,A.P (or BAP) system CSA. The prominent charac-
teristics of the kernel and its asymptotic behavior as averaging time increases are stu-
died. This leads to a definition of a general class of QAP (or BAP) cyclic spectrum
analyzers of the form

e-i 
Znao( 

e-i 
2n for 

O € d r, (t):/ I p (r -€, r), (€+riz)y ( €-r lz).

where /s and cI6 are the nominal spectral and cycle frequencies to which the analyzer is
tuned and the (rotated) kernel enaelope p(t,r) is a two dimensional low pass pulse cen-
tered at the origin with approximate widths At and tltf in the f and r dimensions,
respectively. The time resolution parameter Af and frequency resolution parameter a/
have the same significance and interpretation as in conventional spectral analysis. It is
shown that if p (t,r) has the appropriate asymptotic behavior, namely that its transform
satisfies

where

lim W(u)-{u)
A/ ---+0 \ I

then in the Iimit (5.1) ,pproaches an ideal spectrum analyzer, i.e.,

li- ,(t):/ w(u -fo)'s,i'( u)d,u ,
Af --+oo

(5.4)

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5-5)

and

lim lim z(t):S#(/o)
a/ --+0 AI +oo

This result is in essence equivalent to the Wiener relation since, as shown in Section 5.2,
the kernel envelopes associated with the time and frequency smoothing methods both
satisfy (5.2), (5.4), and (5.5). Section 5.1 ends with some observations regarding separ-
able kernels, symmetrized kernels, and the synthesis of equivalent systems operating on
the real-valued signal, its analytic version, and its compler< envelope.

Section 5.2 establishes the equivalence between time and frequency smoothing
methods of cyclic spectral analysis by showing that they both are of the general class
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described above and their kernel envelopes become nearly identical for large Arl/. The
asymptotic separability of the kernels is noted and exact and approximate formulas for
the kernel envelopes and their transforms are given. This illustrates the unification of
theory provided by the kernel approach.

In Section 5.3 the results of Section 4.2 concerning the sine wave components of the
output of a BAP system are applied to the class of CSAs described in Section 5.1 to yield

E, {r(r)}-, I r (t,,r)S :o*"0(, */o) dr riZrrtt
I,L

The cycle frequency resolution of the analyzer is shown to be the reciprocal of the obser-
vation time, Aa:l/-lt, and cycle lealea.ge is defined. Typically, the desired output is a
single sine wave associated with the cyclic spectrum at or near d:aio. If the cycle fre.
quency separation of the input is much greater than Act and Sr!(/e) is not negligibly
small for some o such that lo-oo lS,talZ then an excellent approximation to (5.6) is
the single sine wave

,i 
2n(a-oo)t

and in the limit,

^}au 
t {z( t )}-/ t^},1P (0,u - fo)l ^s;'( u) d,u

Various other approximate and limiting forms of (5.6) based on the properties of a CSA
envelope are also examined and a specific example of the time smoothing method is given.

Section 5.4 characterizes CSA performance in terms of the output temporal vari-
ance. The output sine wave components are considered to be the desired output and the
residual signal is treated as noise. The inputs are assumed to be Gaussian almost cyclos-
tationary. The results of Section 4.3 are applied to obtain an exact expression (5.148) for
the output noise power spectrum in terms of the CSA kernel envelope transform. Some
implications of the exact result are discussed.

The study of the output noise power is divided into several stages. The expression
for the total noise power contains fi.ve terms, two of which are eflected only by the erratic
portion of the inputs and three of which involve sine wave components in the input.
The three involving input sine waves are treated separately in Section 5.4.5. The remain-
ing two terms are studied extensively in Sections 5.4.L through 5.4.4.

In Section 5.4.1 it is shown that the two noise power terms of interest approach
zero in the limit as Af +oo while the desired output sine wave component remains finite.
This is facilitated by introduction of the energy normalized envelope transform O(u,u)
and by showing that the envelope properties imply that the envelope energy satisfies

Et {r(t )}=/P (o:-oo, u -/o) S&(u)du

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.e)
I I P (0,, )d, l'E:1

^t ^f '

where 1-1 is an envelope shape factor. A series of assumptions are made to obtain
simpler approximate expressions for the two noise power terms. It is shown that the
noise power diverges if the limit with respect to A/ is taken before the limit with respect
to Af. The noise power for the cyclic periodogram is shown to not converge to zero.
The section concludes with the observation that the analyzer output converges in the
temporal mean square sense to its time average.
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Approximate expressions (5.221) and (5.222) for the two power terms that are accu-
rate for LtAf )1 are derived in Section 5.4.2.

The two primary assumptions yielding significant simplification of the noise power
expressions are identffied and studied in Section 5.4.3. These are the cycle frequency
separation and spectral resolution assumptions which provide guidelines for CSA design.
An approximate relationship between output signal-to-noise ratio, At Lf , and the input
autocoherence function is given. The special cases of cyclic auto spectral analysis of a
complex-valued signal, cyclic conjugate spectral analysis, and cyclic spectral analysis of a
real-valued signal are discussed. A detailed example is given of a practical situation in
which the cycle frequency separation assumption is invalid and the more accurate expres-
sions must be used.

In Section 5.4.4 it is shown that the analyzer employing the real-valued signal and
the comparable analyzer employing the corresponding complex envelope produce essen-
tially the same output signal-to-noise ratio.

The additional noise power present if the inputs contain sine waves is studied in
Section 5.4.5. A relatively simple explanation of the physical source of these terms is
given and various simplified formulas quantifying their effect are derived.

The design of CSAs which employ discrete-time smoothing (time-hopped averaging)
is studied in Section 5.5. It is shofn that if the time.simpling tut" .f, "*"""dt\f +Llzlt then the system kernel envelope has all the properties of a CSA kernel
envelope. Cycle frequency leakage and cycle frequency aliasing are discussed and guide
lines for system design are proposed.

Section 5.6 concentrates on the issues encountered if ii is desired to measure the
cyclic spectrum over a large region of the (/o,ao) plane. The sample spacing requirements
in the fo, do, and time dimensions are established. If it is desired to measure the cyclic
spectrum of a signal of bandwidth .B over its entire diamond shaped region of potential
support, direct digital implementation of the time and frequency smoothing methods
require a computational cost (for a single time epoch of length At) proportional to (atB)'
where cost is taken as the number of complex multiplications required.

Alternative architectures can have significant complexity and computational cost
advantages. Several schemes based on the concept of spectral line generation followed by
finite-time Fourier transformation are explored in the remaining Sections 5.6.1 through
5.6.5. The simplest approach consists of forming the product of a bandpass filtered ver-
sion of one input and the unaltered second input and transforming the result over an
interval of length Af . A single scan of the transformer covers a complete diagonal strip
in the (/o,ao) plane. Computational cost for the entire diamond becomes proportional to
(ttB)2(logr^tB)/AtLf which is a signfficant improvement over the direct methods for
large ata/. The method is shown to have slightly inferior variance performance than
the direct methods for a given observation time. Bandpass filtering the second input as

well improves the variance performance but leads to certain complicated design issues.

For example, if the input bandpass filters have equal bandwidth then the frequency reso-
lution parameter a/ is nonuniform with respect to ao. Various issues concerning filter
bandwidth and channel overlap selection, filter passband shape, sampling rate require'
ments, and computational cost are discussed.
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5.1 The Cyclic Spectral Analysis Kernel
There are two distinct spectral correlation functions of interest for a given complex

valued waveform, z(f ). One involves correlation between frequency components of c(t)
and the other involves correlation between components of r(/) and components of r(t)'.
Both cases are treated simultaneously by considering the cross cyclic spectrum analyzer
with inputs r(t) and y(f). The analysis is then specialized to either case by setting
v (t):, (r ) or v (t ):z (t )'.

The definition of the cyclic spectrum can be cast in the framework of BAP systems.
Consider a frequency weighted functional of the cyclic spectrum,

z - [ w (u - fo)'s,i'( u) d,u,

-[*(r)'nfi'1r1,

(s. ro)

(s.r r)

where both Ur(o) and u(r) are assumed to be pulses centered at the origin. Let a time-
varying estimate of the cyclic correlation be formed according to,

-i2rfrr O_

t+^tf2
E lr'(t ,r) ota 1 r ,@ +r l2)v (u -r l2). ,-i 

Zraou 
d,u

^l r -!o, t,

z: lim z(t) ,

z $)4 I I * @' *u o, (t -u) r (u +r I z)y (u -r I z)' r-i 2raot 

"-i 
2n Io' d.ud,

In the limit of infinite averaging interval, the value of the integral is independent of the
interval midpoint, t; thus the limit cyclic correlation is

nlfis;i._Ej'1r,,1^,

Using (5.12) and (5.13) in (5.11) yields

, : I r(r)'^19_* I u o, U -u) x (u +r I z) s (u -r 1 z1' 
"-i 

2u %u du 
"-"n 

fn' d,

(s. r z)

(s. ra)

(5.14)

Restrict u(r) to have support over just a finite interval of r. Then the outer integral
exists whether or not the limiting operation is carried out prior to integration with
respect to r. Thus the order of limiting and integration with respect to r can be inter-
changed,

, :^lt5// u (r)' f, u o, $ -u ) x (u +r I z) g (u -r / z)' e- 
i 2t aou 

r-i %t lo' dud, (s. r s)

The requirement that ur(r) be of finite support is overly restrictivel for example, (S.tS) is
valid in the mean-square sense with respect to f for ur(r):sincl,/r. In what follows it is
assumed that ur(r) and W(f )have approximate widt!.s Lltf and, A/, respectively, and
that tr(r) is such that Iw(r)'x(u+rl2)y(u-rl2)'e-'znlordr exists at least in the tem-
poral mea^n-square sense if not almost everywhere. The functional can be considered to
be the limit as averaging time becomes infinite of the output of a system,

(s.ro)

(5.17)

where
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Manipulating (5.f7) into standard form, the system is recognized as a single branch BAP
system,

where

(5.18)

(5.1e)

terms of itscharacteri zed in

e-;2raot (5.20)

(s.z r )

(5.22)

(5.23)

where

z(t ):/ I tt tu tu), ( t -u)y ( t -u )' d,ud,u e-iLroo' ,

k(r,r)-* u rt(+), ( u -u )' ,i2nao(u*a)l'r-iznfob-")

The form of (5.19) suggests that the system is more simply
rotated kernel, (+.40),

,(t):/ { [ (t -g ,o)z(€+" 1z)y (€-" lz)' d €d o

d ( {''' 

1: *" (;':[;.4,,) *.€,-, zr,..

with transform given by

f(u,u):sillcatlu cts) w(o -ln)'

Thus, formally, an exact CSA is a limit of a single branch BAP system
tor tuned to the desired cycle frequency and a kernel characterized by

^ 

lim 
^.&(z,u):6n -ooW (o - fo)'

A, +co

Note that the rotated kernel itself approaches zero,

lim EG,o):o ,
af -+oo

but in such a way that the limit of its transform approaches the
sheet described by (5.24) and depicted in Figure 5.1 . If ilz(u)' is

rvith the oscilla-

(5.24)

(5.25)

infinitesimally thin
allowed to become

lk(u ,, ) | (, -/o) IW

{

oo

Figure 5.1. The Limit Transformed Rotated Kernel.



arbitrarily narrow around u -0 while retaining non zero area,

and use of (S.f 0) yields

.lim ^z:,tlo S;'(/o) ,a/ --+0

s,l'(/o):-1- tim tim ,(t)v . 'llO a/ -+0 ad -+co

p (€,")a rh ((,r) e-;Znas€ 
"izn 

lor 
,

P (u ,o):N[ (u *6ys ,a * fo)
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tlo, equation (5.10) becomes

(5.26)

(5.27)

(s.eo)

(s.e r)

expressed in terms of

Since, as discussed in Section 5.4, lim z(t) does not necessarily exist, the order of limits

in (5.27) cannot generally Uu irtur."lJ#!"a. Expression (5.27)is an equivalent form of the
definition of the cyclic spectrum given in Section 2.1.6 but with z(f) recognized as the
output of a single branch BAP system. The transformed rotated kernel for this case
approaches the form

lim lim k1u fl ):,70 6r-oo,{ u - fo)a/ -+0 af +oo
(s.za)

The time-smoothing and frequency-pmoothing methods of cyclic specbrum measure-
ment have kernels similar but not identical to (5.22); these kernels are examined in detail
in Section 5.2. The most important characteristics of a BAP system depend not on the
exact shape of the kernel but on its gross properties such as the gross size, shape, and
location of its dominant region of support in the time and frequency domains. Leakage
characteristics, which do depend on the detailed functional form of the kernel, are dis-
cussed in Section 5.5. Note that the kernel of (5.22) can be described as a tlvo dimen-
sional pulse, pospjbly with sidelobes, centered at the oligin, and frequency shifted in the (
dimension by s"ooor and in the o dimension by e-tzrloo. The length and width of the
pulse is governed by the key CSA parameters, Af and L/tf , respectively. With these
observations in mind, a general class of BAP systems to be called cyclic spectrum
analyzers is now defined. The standard representation of an arbitrary single branch BAP
system can be manipulated into a form that emphasizes its function or lack of function
as a cyclic spectrum analyzer. Let z(t) now be the output of such a systeml from (+.8S),

,(t):/ I *(u ,r)*(t -u)y ( t -.u)' dudu e-;Zrao' ,

: [ [ rh( t -(, r)r(€+, 1z)y (€-rlz)' d €d r e-;Zraot

(s.zo)

Define the rotated kernel enuelope relative to the oscillator frequency, cu6, and spectral fre-
quency, fo, by

with Fourier transform

For convenient reference, the original kernel
the envelope by

and its transform are

iutraory 
e-;znfo(r--u)rn(u ,0)-p (+,u _.u)u (5.3 2)



M (a,b ):P (a -b -cro,+-/o) .

Using (5.30) in (s.zs), the BAP system representation becomes
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(5.3 3 )

e-;Zn 
o,o€ 

,-r Zn lor 
d, ( d r (5.34)

The cyclic spectrum analysis attributes of the system can be identified with the proper-
ties of the kernel envelope. The system is considered a CSA if p ((,o) is essentially , t*o
dimensional unimodal pulse with most of its energy concenirated over the region
le l1at1Z, lrl<ll2:f , where -\f and tltf ,." ,-"r"orrable measures of the pirlse

length and width in the ( and r dimensions, respectively. These properties imply that
the transformed kernel envelope, P.(u,u), has basically the same properties but with
energy concentrated in the region lu l(.tl2:t, l, I <Af 12. Diagrams indicating the
dominant region of support for p and P are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3.

,(t):/ I p (, -i ,r)r(g+ ,lz)y (€ -rlz)'

p (€,;)

rlsl

Figure 5.2. Dominant Region of Support of a CSA Kernel Envelope.

Figure 5'3' Dominant Region of Support of a CSA Kernel Envelope Transform.

Translation of p ((,r) to the right (left) along the ( a:<is yields pure delay (advance)
in the output. The requirement that the pulse be centered near (:Q is overly restrictive
since, except for delay, the properties of the system are unchanged by translation in the (
dimension. However, no loss of generality is inflicted by this requirement. If an envelope
of interest, say p ' ((,r), is centered at {:(o and produces output ,' (t), then (s.34) holds
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with p (€,t) centered at €:0, where

p (i', t)4 p ' (i -(0, r) ,

and

,(t)A ,' (t -{o)

Thus the system can be analyzed using the centered envelope with the understanding
that the actual output is advanced by (o seconds. In subsequent work the requirement
that p ((,r) be centered at (:g is often dropped when the results do not depend on this
assumption

The four key parameters, /0, ct'6, Af , and a/, that characterize the operation of a
CSA system have distinct explicit roles in equation (5.34). In physical implementations
of the system, these parameters can often be varied independently. It is useful to concep-
tualize a parameterized system in which each of the four parameters can be varied
independently. The frequency paramebers, /s and cto, have no effect on p ((,r). It is

assumed that variation of Af and a/ affect the size of the region of support but do not
affect the pulse like character of p(€,r) nor the location of its centroid in the ( vs r plane.
The asymptotic characteristics of the parameterized system are explored as follows. Con-
sider the inner integral of (5.34), rvhich cdn be interpreted as a sliding cyclic correlator,

*lr'(t,r)otA / p U-€, ,)*(€+, 1z)y (€_rlz). ,-i2rao' a €

(5.35)

(s.ao)

For every r for which the result is nonnegligible p(f-(,r) can be considered to be a

smoothing window in ( centered at (:1 and of length At. For all input waveforms of
practical interest, there will exist some length, Af ', beyond which negligible error (point-
wise in r) is incurred by approximaiing (5.37) with the scaled limit cyclic correlation, i.e.,

^1,a/ 
p U-€, r)r(€+ r lz)v (€_' l2). e-;Znao' a € (€,') d€l nio'(r) , (5.38)

where it is assumed that the area under p (€,0) approaches a finite and nonzero limit for
large At.

As a clarification, consider replacing the lag product in (5.37) by its sine wave com-
ponents plus residual model,

Rfr(t ,r)o,:IB lr'(r) [ p(r -€, ,)r'2tr(a-a'xa € + -iznq€0, . (5.3g)

As At becomes large, the two terms above are affected differently. The integral in the
first term of (5.39) is simply the output of a low pass filter with double sided bandwidth,
l/at, driven by a sine wave of frequency, cr-ob. The term is rewritten,

T t: t R fi(r1ei2'("-")t ! n (u ,r) s-i 
zo(o-oiu du , (5.40)

t"-"r l<#

where it is assumed that only sine waves with frequencies in the passband survive. This
cycle frequency selectivity gives rise to the idea of cycle frequency resolution discussed in
the next section. For a given set of input waveforms, Af can be chosen sufficiently large
that

-- [ li* IoA, --+co

{ p (r -€, ,), (€;r),

(s.az)

(s.a r )
Ioacu-oro<tlzr.t
fo, rr'-cr'o> tlz:tRfi( t)-o for



This follows from the cycle frequency separation assumption
assumed that a minimum spacing of cycle frequencies of
waveforms of practical interest have this property. With Jf
identical to (S.SA),

r r:R lo' U) t^l% { p (u,r) d"l

^l,a/ 
p U-(, ,), (i;') e-;'noo€ d, €- o
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of Section 2.L.2, that it, it is
the waveforms exists. All

so chosen, the term becomes

(5.42)

of
is

course, if Rj'1r;:o then I1{. Note that the value of af required for (5.41) to hold

(5.43)

where d is the cycle frequency closest to but not equal to cr6 for which AfrO is not negli-
gibly small. The second term can be viewed as a low pass filter of bandwidth, l/ar,
driven by a frequency shifted residual signal. Since the residual possesses no finite sine
waves the output power tends to decline with increasing .rf assuming that the zero fre
quency gain of the filter, Ip(€,r)d.€, remains.finite. Ultimately,

Substituting these limiting results into (5.34) and interchanging the order of limiting and
integration with respect to r yields

-i2rlor O, (5.45)

(s.ao)

(5.47)

(5.48)

(5.4e)

lim
aI -+oo

,(t):J * (r)' R;'(r),

- I w(u -fi's,i'( a)du ,

Ip(€,') d( ,tu (r)'4

(s.++)

where

lim
aJ --+co

w(r)':j!;P(0,u)

In (5.+S), the limit exists pointwise in /o if u(r) has finite support. In the limit of infinite
averaging time, the system output becomes identical to the cyclic spectrum functional of
equation (5.10) with the smoothing function given by the limiting form of the rotated
kernel envelope. The above results implicitly assume that the envelope parameterization
is such that

In order that the perfect CSA interpretation of (5.27) also apply it is necessary that the
parameterized envelope obeys

lim lim P (" ,a):tlo 6u \u) ,
a/ +0 al --+oo

(5.50)
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The cyclic spectrum analysis procedure leading
rotated kernel envelope rvith, i, addition to property
separability, i.".,
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(5.51)

p(€,r)-s(€)i.(')' , (5.52)

where, in the special case of (5.22), A(():$"^,(() and h(r):u11r1. This is not a univer-

sal characteristic, however. In particular, the time and frequency smoothing methods
yield envelopes that are not separable. Nevertheless, the separable envelope is an impor-
tant conceptual tool becausel 1) the time and frequency smoothing method envelopes are
asymptotically ( rt--+oo) separable, and 2) the results of CSA theory take on especially
simple and useful forms if the envelope is separable. The assumptions regarding the
pulse-like form of the envelope translate to the following in the separable kernel case.
The system is a separable kernel CSAiI the envelope has form (5.52) and g(€) and [(r)
are essentially unimodal pulses with most of their energies concentrated over the inter-
vals | 6 | <rt /Z and lr l<t l2af , respectively. These properties imply that the
transforms, G(u) and 1/(u), have basically the same properties but with energies concen-
trated over the intervals, lu l(-t/2tt ard l, l<a//2, respectively. The BAP system
representation of (5.34) becomes

e-;Znao{a €] e-izr fo, 
d, , ) (s.ss)

which can be interpreted as the Fourier transform of a tapered cyclic correlation esti-
mate,

e-;27r 
for 

d, T

*o

to the kernel of (5.22) yields a
(S.SO), the simplifying property of

, (t):/ h (r)' t[ g ( r -€) r(€+r tz)y (€- r tz)'

,(t):/ tr(r)' R,;'(t ,r) o,

??:G (0) f u(, )' d,u ,

t#i, !u(')'d'l

(5.54)

The transformed envelope is also separable,

P (" ,u):G (" )H (u )' ,

with asymptotic parameterized form governed by

lim G("):ry$u ,
af -+oo

and thus (5.50)
(5.122),

and thus

#3r'(')'-rtz[a)

holds with llo:Tltt?2. The analy zer gain for a separable

tto:[ lim G(0)]
af -+oo

(5.55)

(5.56)

(s.sz)

CSA it, from

(5.58)

(5.5e)



Consider a cyclic spectrum analyzer operating on the real part, zr(t), of an
signal, r(f);

rvhere
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analytic

(5.60)

m(t ,u ,u ifo,co) 4 p (+,u -u)ri2nao1-+tl e-izn !o(t)-u) ,-'Zraot

, (t):/ I * (t ,u ,u i f o,r.r:s) r, (t _.u)r, (t --u) d,ud,u ,

i 2r!o(, -" , 

],

(s.o r )

Certain symmetry properties of the kernel are important to note. The kernel is not sym-
metric in the sense of (+.37) since

m(t ,u,u;fs,a's)*m(t ru ,u;forao) . (5.62)

Since the inputs are real valued, a symmetrized kernel exists which produces an identical
output. The symmetrized kernel, (4.62), has the form

*' (t ,u ,u if o,a.)- l, t+,n _ u)"-;2rtoQ-")+ o (+,?.1 -r)"
i2r.,'8 

r_i 
2irct:ot 

.(5.63)

and if the envelope is real valued and symmetric in the second argument,

p((,r):p(€,-r) : p((,r)' ,

then

*' (t ,u ,u j fo,ao) _-zp (+,1) -u)cos2zr for, -u)r'z.,r%+ e-iln..ot

The symmetrized kernel is primarily of academic interest
ized. However, two important symmetries are apparent
holds and the input is real valued then

(s.o+)

(5.65)

and will not be extensively util-
from (5.65); if condition (5.64)

(5.66)

(5.67 )

for real waveforms,
possesses the follow-

(s. o a)

(5.6e)

conj ugate
equivalent

(5.70)

z(t ;- fo,a):z(t ; f6,as),

z (t ; f o, --a,o) :, (t, f o,oo)'

These symmetries are analogous to the cyclic spectrum symmetries
(8.24) and (E.25). If condition (5.64) holds then the original kernel
ing symmetries,

m(t,a ,u;fo,ao):*(t ru ru;-fsrao) ,

m(t,u,a ;fo,ao)' :rn (t ru,a ;- fo,-ao) .

An equivalent system involving the products of the analytic signal and its
can be synthesized using (4.2s) and (a.3a). If the envelope satisfies (5.6a), the
system can be expressed as

,(t):T t*T z*T t*T + ,
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Tt:+l I*(t,r,u)fo,oo) ,U-u)r( t_-u). dudu,

,u, fo,(,0) rU -u), ( t -u) dudu,

T t:i t [ *(t,r,u i--fo,c\o) rU _.u), ( t _.u)' d,udu,

,'t'1t-t4- - f o,-o o) " U -u ), ( t _-u) dudu)' ,

The first term is recognized as the identical CSA operating on the analytic signal. The
second term is the identical CSA, bub in the conjugate cyclic spectrum configuration,
operating on the analytic signal. The third and fourth terms have similar interpretations
but with the analyzer tuned to {-/s,r-r6} and l-l6,-ob},respectively. Thus, in general,
the output of the CSA driven by the real valued signal is not equal to any of the four
terms above taken singly. However, sin6e the analytic signal cyclic spectrum and conju-
gate cyclic spectrum have support over disjoint regions of the t/o,oo) plane as described
in Section 2.2.2, just one of the terms will dominate (5.70) (except near the region boun-
daries, l*o l:z l/o l). Which term dominates depends on the location of (/o,co) as shown
in Figure 2.12. In the limit of infinite Al and infinitesimal a.f , (5.70) becomes identical
to the formula for the real waveform cyclic spectrum in terms of the analytic signal cyclic
spectra, (2.362). The three weak terms can be considered extraneous since they each con-
verge to zero for af +oor a/ +0.

Suppose it is desired to measure the cyclic spectrum over the entire Uo,oo) plane.
In light of the symmetry relationships, (5.66) and (5.67), for the real waveform cyclic
spectrum analyzer, the cyclic spectrum need be measured only in the first quadrant,

/s20, as)0. This translates to the following pair of cyclic spectrum analyzers operating
on the analytic signal,

for 0(46 {2 fo, /o}0
for (r:o )> 2 f o, fo>0.

In summary, the pair of complex input CSA systems formin1 z'(t) are necessary for
complete cyclic spectral analysis of an analytic signal. While the measurement, z'(t), is

identical in spirit with the real waveform measurement, z(t), it is not numerically identi-
cal due to the three terms present in (5.70) but absent from (5.71).

Equivalent results hold for cyclic spectrum analysis of the complex envelope of a

real valued waveform. The details will not be discussed; however, for future reference
note that if c(t) is the complex envelope of r,(t) relative to frequency f", (4.36) and
(5.61) yield the following representation of the equivalent system,

,u j f o- f, ,ct'o), U _-u) , ( t -u )' dudu (5.72)

rz:it{*(t,u

itt I*(t,u,u1

(r,
,' (f ):1r,

,(t):+t{*(t,u

(5 .7 1)

*+ I [ * (t ,u ,u i f o,o'o_2 f,), (t _-u) c (t -.u) d,ud,u
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As before, just a pair of analyzers of the form of the first two terms above are necessary
and sufficient to completely characterize the real waveform cyclic spectrum over the
entire {/0,00} plane.

*+t [*(t,u flifo*f,,(:,0) ,U-u)'c (t - u)dudu

*+ t { * (t ,u ,u i f o,o o+2 f,) ,(t -u ). , (t _-u). dud,u .
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5.2 Time and Frequency Smoothing Equivalence

This section establishes that the time and frequency smoothing methods of cyclic
spectral analysis possess similar kernel envelopes that become equivalent as the observa-
tion interval becomes infinite. The interpretation of the cyclic spectrum as the correla-
tion between frequency components suggests the cyclic spectrum analyzer structure of
Figure 5.4.

L,ff e-i2;t'r

, (t)

,(t)

vu)

Figure 5.4. A Spectral Correlation Measurement System.

The

-iznfrl.g$_flar, (b.73)

,(t):/ -izrhu r .r

au) -ilrf'o dr]'g( t-r)dr, ( s.T4)

where

\ (')a o('),izrtr , (5.7 5 )

tft1Lo(-t) is referred to as the tapering function, and a(t) and 9(t) are unimodal
pulses. The interpretation of this system is particularly straightforward. the spectral
components of interest are extracted from the signals via two bandpass filters, each hav-
ing approximate bandwidth A/, centered at the frequencies of interest, fi and. f2. Each
filter output is then frequency shifted to baseband to produce the d.emod.ulates, zr(f )and
yzU). The cross correlation between the demodulates is then measured by averaging the
product rr(t)yr(t)'over a sliding time interval of approximate length At. Thus this
approach is known as the tirne smoothing method of cyclic spectral analysis [39]. Note
that the cross correlation between the demodulates, not the spectral components them-
selves, is the quantity of interest. Nevertheless, the output is said to be a scaled estimate

equation governing Figure 5.4 rs

,(t):J ll ht,$-u)r(, ) d,ue-;znt,r, U nt,(r-u)y ( u)d,ue

t/E-( u -r)y (r),l[T(u -r)r("),

Iowpass

I l:t
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of the spectral correlation between frequency components of the input waveforms at fre.
quencies, fi and /2, denoted by

S,yU,fr,fr)L l,,U) ,
q

rvhere, &s explained is Section 5.3, t7 is the analyzer gain
case becomes

tt:G(ou l.t 1,t1l2a, ,

where G and ,4 are the transfer functions corresponding to g and a. The key
of the spectral correlation function and the measurement system are more
expressed in the rotated coordinate system,

(5.76)

defined by (5.122), which in this

(5.77)

properties
succinctly

(5.78)

(5.7e)

(5.83)

(5.84)

(5.85)

- A fifz+-J0- ^ 'Z

ooA frfz

The cyclic spectrum is, by convention, defined in the rotated coordinate system. Thus,
,(t)ln is recognized as a measurement of the cyclic spectrum, denoted by 1

,S'j'1t,10;e 3*$,7r+*ol2,fo-aof2) , (5.80)

where /s and o6 are the spectral frequency and cycle frequency respectively. The system
of Figure 5.4 is a single branch BAP system. Manipulating (S.7e) into standard form
yields

e-;2raot (s.ar)

where

or

E r((,r) -lo ((-r lz-o)a ((+r lz-o). g (o)d o ,iznao€ ,-'Zrtor

g (€- u) d,u ,iztao€ ,-'2n f'r

p t($,t) :[ o(u -rlz)o(u +rlz)' s ((-u )d" ,

with transform from (C.5),

Pr( u n):G (")A(, + u l2)A (u -u l2)' .

,t1(u,u)A { a(a -o)a(a -o)' g(o)d,o ,-i'noo(t+a)f 
z 

"-iztlo@-") , 
(5.s2)

,(t)://ftr( u p)r( t -u)y ( t -u)' dudu

dr(€,r) :[ o(u -rlz)o(u *rlz)'

The output oscillator form of (5.81) and the input oscillator form of (4.64) suggest the
equivalent system implementations of Figures 5.5 and 5.6, respectively. Also of interest
is the equivalent form of Figure 5.7 which depicts the system as a conventional cross
spectrum analyzer driven by input signals frequency shifted by plus and minus half the
cycle frequency.

The kernel envelope, defined according to (5.30), is

(s.ao)
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-i2r aot

,(t)

v(t)

, (t)
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Figure 5.5.

BTI kernel, &1(u,u)

Output Oscillator Fbrm of the

,(t)

v(r)

Time Smoothing CSA.

e-i 
2,,(lo+oo I Z)t

e-;2n(lo-aol2)t
BTI kernel

tr(r,a) e-r 
zao(u *u ) r;z' 

{,o(u +u)

Figure 5.6. lnput Oscillator Form of the Time Smoothing CSA.

, (t)

a (t ) r"r(to+ ao l 2)t

g (t ) r"nast
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Figure 5.7 . Ctoss Spectrum Analyzer Interpretation.
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Figure 5.8. The Integrand of Equation (5.85).
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The envelope is a two dimensional pulse with the properties spelled out in Section 5.1;
thus the theory of that section applies. If the width of g(u) is much larger than the
width of a(u), i."., rt,r/ ))1, the integrand of (5.S5) is the product of a broad and a
narrow pulse as shown in Figure 5.8. Then, over most of the region of support, the
envelope is well approximated by

where

or in the frequency domain,

p t(€,t) -s (€),, (-t) ,

, ,(r)4 / o (u +r lz) o (u -r lz)' du ,

P t(u ,u)=G (" ) Ia (, ) l' .

(5.87)

(5.88)

(s.a o)

the envelope is then approximately of the separable form, (5.52), with
tt(r):vo(-t)':rr(t). The envelope is referred to as asgmptotically separable since as Af
increases without bound with l/ held fixed the kernel becomes truly separable. This is
most easily expressed in the frequency domain,

Iim Pr( u,u):r7r d, la (r) l'
Al ---+co -

(s.oo)

The separable approximation of (5.87) is useful even though it does not hold (in terms of
fractional error) everywhere in the (,r plane. Replacement of an envelope with an
approximation which is not necessarily close for every point in the (,r plane generally
yields an output that is not a good approximation (in terms of fractional error) of the
original system output. In fact, the output approximation can be arbitrarily bad if the
input signals excite a point in the (,r plane for which the envelope approximation is
poor. Nevertheless, as shown in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, such approximations are useful
because the amplitudes of the output sine wave components can be well approximated
and the output iesidual signal po*"r spectrum can be well approximated (in the L2 norm
sense) by using the approximate envelope.

In order that the time smoothing kernel envelope have the asymptotic properties of
a CSA envelope as described by (5.50), the smoothing function o ( . ) must be parameter-
ized by a/ in such a manor that

It is emphasized that it is lA@)12 and not -A(o) that must approach a fixed area

impulse. For example

(5.e 1)

o(u\:tffiJ u_y(u) ,

) a(u)-1[r72{ xJ sin cl,f u ,

(5.e2)

(5.e3)A{{\ -: n;. ,)= Aon..{
vat

are valid parameterized smoothing functtons.

The cyclic spectrum analyzer implementation of Figure 5.7 is in the form of a con-

ventional time-averaging cross spectrum analyzer operating on frequency shifted input
waveforms. This suggests that a system with similar properties can be formed by replac-
ing the time'averaging cross spectrum analyzer with one based on a frequency smoothing
approach. This replacement yields the frequency smoothing method of cyclic spectral
analysis [39]. A frequency smoothing CSA system is thus described by



,(t):qSio'(/o) -[X(t,, *(volz)Y(t,u _-aol2)' H(o - fo)' d,u 
1
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(5.e4)

(s.os)

(5.e6)

(s.oz)

(5.e8)

(5.ee)

(5.100)

where

and

rvhere

is the sliding interval Fourier transform of r(u), and )' is defined similarly using the
same weighting function 6(u). The weighting function, D(u), is assumed to be essen-
tially unimodal and pulse-like with approximate duration, .lf . The frequency weighting
function, H(r), is assumed to be an essentially unimodal pulse, centered at o:0, of
approximate width, a/. Manipulating (S.O+) into standard BAP system form yields

tt:h(o)'/ I6(g) lra€ ,

x( t,u)4 JT @1)"(o)e-i2rao d o ,

z (t):/ [ tt r(u tu), ( t _.u) y ( t _-u)' d,ud,u e-i 
Ztaot

kz(u ta)A f (" ) b (r)-h (u -u ). riTtao(u*t)l' r-i2r fo(o-u)

The rotated kernel envelope and its transform are thus

p z((,r)-6 ( €-r I z) 6 ( €+r lz)' h(')',
P z(u tu): I B (o*u l2)B (o-" l2)' H (, -o)' d o

Substitution of (5.99) into for the output,

(5.101)

where

a#tt,r)ot -izraora ( , (s.roz)

called the cyclic correlograrn for which

n nt(t ,u)a a U -u), (" ) (5.103)

(s.ro+)e nt(t ,u)4 6 (t -")Y (" )

are windowed input segments. Thus, the frequency smoothing method is equivalent to
Fourier transformation of a tapered cyclic correlogram.

The assumptions on 6 and H imply that the envelope form, (5.99), meets the
requirements of a CSA envelope given in Section 5.1. Formulas (5.99) and (5.100) are, in
a sense, the time-frequency duals of the corresponding pair of formulas for the time
averaging method, (5.85) and (5.86). If the width of h(r) is much less than the width of
6((), i.e., AtLf >>1, then over most of their regions of support the envelope and its
transform become approximately separable,

(5.34) yields an alternative expression

, (t): I R *'(t ,r) ot h (r)' ,-'2n to' 
d, , ,

A J nat(t,€+rl2)a at( t,(-rf 2)'e

a

IS

p z(€,'): l6 (€) l'n(4 , (5.105)



i.e., p has form (5.52) with 9(€): l6(() l'. The remarks regarding kernel envelope
approximation for the time averaging method apply here as well.

The time and frequency smoothing methods are equivalent in the following senses:
1) Their kernel envelopes have the same gross characteristics required of CSA kernel
envelopes. This means that the statistical results of the next two sections can be inter-
preted with equal ease for both methods.
2) both kernel envelopes are asymptotically separable for large Af A/.
3) In the limit of infinite observation time the methods can be forced to yield identical
outputs by designing the weighting functions such that

.()time lg(o:largl l'l rrequencY

smoothing 1 . f smoothinc (5.102)

method lr,(r):h(r) lmethod(.,

P ,(u ,a)=, u(" ) H (r)' 
1
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(5.106)

In this development the same input smoothing functions, o ( . ) for the time smoothing
method and 6 ( ') for the frequency smoothing method, are applied in both the r and y
input channels. This assumption constrains. the asymptotic separable forms as follows.
In the case of time smoothing, ro (-r):rr(r)', so the effective frequency smoothing win,
dow, I1(/):lA(f)lz is necessarily real valued. Moreover, if a(.)is real valued,.F/(/)
becomes symmetric about l:0 as^well. In the case of frequency smoothing, the effective
time smoothing function, I 6 (() l', is necessarily real valued, yielding in the frequency
domain G(u):rr1u):"a(-rr)'. If, in addition, 6 is conjugate symmetric, &(():6(-€)',
then rs(u) becomes real valued and symmetric. The constraints do not apply if different
input smoothing functions are applied in the r and y input channels.

5.3 The Analyzer Output Sine'Wave Cornponents
The output of any BAP cyclic spectrum analyzer can be modeled as an almost

periodic signal plus a residual signal containing no sine wayes. The residual signal is typ-
ically considered noise. The desired output is usually a specific sine wave component of
the almost periodic portion of the output. In particular, the zero frequency component
or average value is a functional of the input cyclic spectrum at cycle frequency equal to
the CSA oscillator frequency. In general, the CSA output potentially contains a sine
wave component corresponding to each cycle frequency for which the cyclic spectrum of
the input is nonzero. The frequency of these components is the difference between the
cycle frequency giving rise to the component and the oscillator frequency of the analyzer.
For a well designed analyzer, all but the sine waves with frequencies less bhan Lf 2dt in
magnitude are suppressed by the analyzer. The width of the cycle frequency band to
which the analyzer will respond is called the cycle frequency resolution of the a.nalyzer,
denoted by Aa. The statement above implies that

A0- (b.108)

that is, the cycle frequency resolution is inherently the reciprocal of the observation time.
The almost periodic portion of the analyzer output is quantitatively studied in this

section. The output sine waves of any single-branch BAP system are given by (5.113)
and (5.11a), repeated here for a system with inputs c and y, oscillator frequency, crs and
kernel m(u,u),

1

Ar'



, (t):/ [ * (u ,r)r( t - ")y (t -u). dudu e

,U)L

-i 2r o.ot

t7r

(s. roo )

(5.1 10)

(5.11 1)

Section 5.2, a CSA is con-
defined by (S.SO), here

e-iLrJor , (5.112)

(5.1 13 )

(5.114)

(b.11s)

E, ',, (t)):, Z& ,i 2n ut

lt

Z&- { tt 11r*ct:s,r)S:r*"0( u)d,u ,

where IirI is the transformed rotated kernel. As discussed in
veniently described in terms of its rotated kernel envelope, p ,

( r )-/ I p (r -€, r)* (€+, 1z)y (€_, lz)' ,-iZnas€

and, making use of

- [ r U,,r)s:u*"0(, */o) do ,

or ,(t)-t { e (r,,r)s:u*"'(, *fo)d, ,iZrrt
l.L

(s.s r),

zfi- [ r (t,,u-lo) s !o*"'(u) d,u ,

Each sine wave complex amplitude, Z$, is thus a functional of the input cyclic spectrum
governed by the envelope transform. The frequency of the component, 1.1, is determined
according tre 6v:1lfcve, where a is an input cycle frequency. clearly, Z&4 for all

[t":a-as for which Sri$)=O. Thus nonvanishing sine waves can exist only with frequen-
cies equal to the diffeience between a cycle frequency for which the input cyclic spectrum
is nonzero, and the system oscillator frequency. The average value of the output is the
amplitude of the sine wave component at zeto frequency,

E,'{r(t)):z}u - /ot, )* s#(/o+ u) du , (5.116)

(5.1L7)o(r)a P(0,r)' ,

where Q(, )' is referred to as the effectiae frequency
value is zero unless the oscillator frequency is exactly

srnoothing function. The average
matched to a cycle frequency for

which the input cyclic spectrum is nonzero.

Relationships (5.109) through (5.117) are exact and hold for any single branch BAP
system. If the system is a CSA then the transformed envelope can be described, more or
1"r., ,, a two dimensional pulse centered at the origin with width in the pl dimension of
t/at and width in the u dimension of a/. Then the interpretation of (S-f t+) can be

refined. For values of trl within the region of support, the frequency smoothing function,
P(p,r), is a pulse centered at o:0. The complex amplitude, Z$, thus represents a fre'

quency weighted measure of the strength of Sfi+"'(f) near f:fo. The width of the pulse

is the frequency resolution of the analyzer. For a typical CSA envelope, the width of
P(p,u) is A/ for 1t,:0 and decreases slightly with increasing llr. I for lplltlZtt,



becoming ill-defined for ll, l>1fLtt.

t72

The pulse width is d.picted in Figure 5.9 in the

P (t ,u ):J f utlat(p)u at - lu t(, )

712:t

-t /2st

Figure 5.9. Region of Support for a Time Smoothing Kernel Envelope.

l.t, ys u plane for an example of a time stnoothing envelope given later in this section.
Since the width in the lr dimension is approximately tf l,t, sine wave components with
frequencies, ll, I >Lf 2^t, corresponding to cycle frequencies, lo-oo l>t1Ztt, are
suppressed. This effect is emphasized by the notation,

z(t)- I I e(o-o o,u -fo)s,i!)da ,i}r(a-a)t .

lo-oo l<t1zat
(5.118)

(5.120)

(b.1 2L)

For finite observation time analyzers it is impossible to perfectly suppress all out of band
cycle frequencies. Form (5.118) should be used with the understanding that the summa-
tion limits just imply that out-of-band sine waves are substantially attenuated. In some
applications it may be known that the minimum cycle frequency separation is much
greater than l/af . In this case the output sine waves reduce to at most a single dom-
inant sine wave,

(

z(il-) [ P 1a-no,u -fs)s,i?))d.u ,i2t(a-a)', if I s,i!) llo for some o], l,r-o6 l<tlzrt,- \-' 
l; otherwise ' (5'119)

l.

lf P (p,u) viewed as a function of trr has nonnegligible sidelobes then the output can

contain nonnegligible sine waves with frequencies greater bhan Lf2a,t in magnitude; this
phenomenon is called cgcle leakage. The effects of cycle leakage are quantified by the
exact equation (5.rrs)

If a/ is sufficiently small to resolve the pertinent cyclic spectra, the complex ampli-
tudes of (5.1la) become approximately

z&=G(p) slu*",(/r) ,

G04s Ip}.,,r)do

-t l2st

^f lz-tl+st

where
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(The notation G is chosen to emphasize the analogy with the separable kernel case dis-
cussed shortly.) The properties of the envelope imply that G(l) is a pulse of approximate
width llLt. If cus is interpreted as the nominal cycle frequency to which the analyzer is

tuned, then it is sensible to define the analyzer gain as

noting that

In the limit, the

z:y=r1sfi'(/o)

lim Z#,-llim G(1,)]
a/ ---+0 " - Lf +0

Iim lim Z#j,1,[ lim
Al +co a/ -+0 s -a/ --+0

(5.1 22)

(5.1 23)

(5.1 24)

(s.1 zs)

(5.126)

lim Z(t) exists
a/+0 \ '/

approximations above become exact,

^l5; 
v (t)-/ t^l,5;P (0,, -/o)l s lo'(u)d,u,

and furthermore,

s !r*"0(/o) ,

c (o)l sio'(fr)

Note that the above limits exist irrespective of order. That is, 
o|gr_

although, as shown in Section U.n, 

^lT* ^Iior(r) 
in general does not.

If the envelope is separable, the frequency and cycle frequency resolution properties
of the analyzer are entirely decoupled, i.e., with

P (p,u ): G (1lH (, )' , (5.127)

(b.128)P (tr,u): G(p)o(, ).

Jot u)' du

the sine wave amplitudes

(5.12e)

The frequency smoothing function width and area are independent of cycle frequency.
The shape of the cycle frequency passband is simply G(lt):G(a-ai. The envelopes
generated by the time and frequency smoothing methods are closely approximated by
ieparable forms for AtA/ 7>1 where G and H are given implicitly in (5.89) and (5.106).
Furthermore, all CSA envelopes approach the singular separable form of (5.+9) for
infinite observation time. Equaiion (5.129) is a very general and useful result relating the
frequency and cycle frequency resolution properties of the analyzer to the kernel envelope
which in turn is usually simply related to filter transfer functions in the physical system.
In case,I/(u) resolves all pertinent cyclic spectra, (5.120) applies with

become

z&-G 04 { ru(, ) 

. t{r*"'(f o+r) d,

G0,)-G(r,) [u(,)* d, , (5.130)



and thus

The time
tions provides
tions be

so that

- G (p)r (0)' ,

tt--G (0)[ (0)' .

smoothing method using filters with
a simple but telling example. Let the

o(u):Vr/ sin cLf u
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(b.13 1)

(b.1Bz)

perfectly rectangular transfer func-
input and output smoothing func-

(b.133)

(5.134)

(b.13b)

(5.136)

(5.137)

(5.138)

G (t,J-u xt(1,) .

The transformed envelope is then, from (S.a0),

P (tr,, ):#r*( p)u^/ ( u +Nlz)u^/ ( u -u,12) ,

-4u;(r) u$ _t*t(r)

This is equivalent to the separable envelope approximation,

P(p,r)=+u*( t.t)uot @) for af a f >>L

The transformed envelope thus has amplitude 1/a/ over its entire region of support
shown in Figure 5.9 and is zero elsewhere. The output sine wave amplitudes become

z&:,r*( tt) I+ u tr - lt t(, ) slo*"0(fo*o)d, . (s.rss)

From (5.121) the analyzer gain is 4:G191:1, and G(p):"-(tXt-lp l/tt). The width

and area of the frequency smoothing function vary with 1rl' Ho*"rr"r, from the diagram
of Figure 5.9, provided, attf >>1, the width varies little from a/ over the entire region

of support. Unless a large spectral feature of S[+"01i10*u) exists in a cotner of the rec-

tangular regi-on lp.l<t/Ztt, l, l(.tf f2, the 
-frequency 

smoothing function can be

replaced bv i"^f(u), 
yielding

Z&=u-L( p) I +"a/ ( o)S:u*",(/o* a)d,a , for 
^, ^/ >> 1 . (5.140)

(5.141)
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5.4 The Analyzer Output Variance

In this section, the output of a cyclic spectrum analyzer is characterized in terms of
its power spectrum. The analyzer output can be decomposed into a desired portion con-
sisting of its almost periodic component plus a residual signal which is considered noise,
i.".,

z(t):Z( t)+r(t) (5.142)

The total noise power, referred to as the analyzer output variance, is found by integrat-
ing the residual signal power spectrum. Attention is restricted to the case of jointly
Gaussian almost cyclostationary inputs allowing the theory of Section 4.3 to be directly
applied.

Let the output of a CSA be expressed in standard BAP system form, (S.tO0). Then
the output spectrum is given by (D.S8) specialized to single branch scalar form,

s,,(f):Elz4l24f -rt) (5.143)

+1, [ fit ( t +as, a i\ I z) tit( /+cr o, u -x 1 z)' o ](, + | 
+u" o 

) D ]t, - I *u" o y' a,
\-

+ I/M ( f + as, 1) *\ / z) Ii{ ( /+cro, -u + x 
1 z)' D ), 1u + I 1"' ) o ), (_.r'. !}!3:1' au

x

+ I/M ( f +"0, u p, P) fi ( f *a o, u -x 1 z)' s )(u + ffl o lrlo - 
f +U"o 

1' do
\

+\ [ t1t U +c.o, a +\, / z) lfi ( /+o,o, u -x 1 z)' o ](r a r ? p 
fi1u - 

r +r"o 
1' d,

\

+2Re{ X/M (f +ao,,t +x 1 | M ( 7 +as,- u *\ f 2)' S}. b + f 
+r"' 

)D i, e, +!!t)' d, },
\

where

Z&:{li,f(1r*as ,r)S;*o'( u)du , (s.raa)

and D) is defined as the cyclic cross spectrum of the residual waveforms a-d, and 6-6.
Note that (5.144) is identical to (5.f ff). That is, the areas of the impulses in the first
term of (5.143) are precisely the powers of the output sine waves. Thus, the first term of
(5.143) is the power spectrum of the almost periodic portion of the output and the spec-

trum of the residual signal, denoted by,S,,(/), is given by (5.1a3) with the first term
removed. It is assum"J thrt every pair of [he waveforms.r(f ), y'(t), r.(t)', and y(t)'
satisfy Fundamental Assumption 3 and thereforc O)(fl, plu}\, and'Dj-,(/) i" (5.143)

contain no impulses. Then it follows from (5.143) that ,Srr(/) contains no impulses.

The expression is rewritten in terms of the rotated envelope kernel transform rela-
tive to /s and oo by using definition (5.30), which implies,

or

and

P (" ,a)-d[ (u *ao,u * f o) ,

ti,t1l*oo ,r):P (f ,u-lo) ,

(5.145)

(s.r+o)

(5.L47)Z &-- [ r (t,,, ) S ;*"' (u * fo) d,
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Substitution of (5.146) into (5.143) with the first term removed yields

^s,, 
(/):t/ P ( f ,a - fs*x 1 z)P (f ,a - to-x 1 z)' D )1, +ff)o ;p -!J!:-1' aa (s.148)

x

+\, I e ( f ,, - f s+x 1 z) P ( f , -o - fo*>, I 2)' D ), 1, + ff) o ), {-, + !!!L1' au
\

+\,1 e(f ,o -fo+\lz)p (f ,u -fo-\/21' s)1r+r+u"o 1ofip -X!:-1' au
T

+\,Ip(f ,, -fo+\,Iz)p (f ,o-fo-\Iz1'D]1o+t+u"o )sfi1a -t!]-:1' au
x

+zRe{ X/P ( f , u - f s-tx l z)p (f ,-u - f o+\ 1 2)' s A. @ + !!t1 o ), (-r + x:j-:1', ar y,
\

where

r(t1a z$)-z(t) - (5.14e)

A more concise form of the formula that does not explicitly reveal the effects of input
sine wave components is, from (4.118),

^e,, (/):I/ p (f ,o -fo+\12)p (f ,o -fo-\/z)' s)(u1{:r1s} 1, - I*i'1' ao (5.150)
I

+l/P ( /,, - f o+x l z) P( /, -u -/6*r l 2)' s )0, t r +flsj, (- o +!9y d,a

\

-zX I z# l,{ f -p) ,
p

where

(s.1b1)

Formula (5.150) is concise but misleading when the inputs contain sine wave components.
The impulses of the third term are canceled by hidden impulses in the first and second
terms. For this reason, Formula (5.148) is preferred. Formula (5.150) together with
(5.L42) are equivalent to Gardners equation (77a) of ([39] Chapter 15).

Formula (5.148) is exact and valid for any single branch BAP system. If the system
is a CSA, the special form of the envelope transform - a unimodal pulse of widths, 1/af
and a/, in its first and second arguments, respectively - simplifies interpretation of the
formula. Some important implications of (5.148) are apparent. AII terms but the first
and second vanish if the inputs contain no sine wave components. The frequency sup-
port of r(t) is confined to the width of P in its first argument, i.e., lf l<l/At. This is
a manifestation of the basic time resolution property of a CSA. The first two terms of
(5.148) can be viewed as a weighting of input cyclic spectrum products in both spectral
frequency and cycle frequency. The cyclic spectra, Dl, Dfi, and, D$,, reflect only the
non-sinusoidal components of the inputs. The weighting function of the first term is a
pulse centered at o:fsof width in o no greater than a/-l\ l, for l\ l<a/. Contribu-
tions from cycle frequencies greater than a/ are severly attenuated. The weighting func-
tion of the second term is a pulse centered at o:0 of width in o no greater than
A/ - l2fo-\ l, for lZfo-\ lSa/. Contributions from cycle frequencies different from 2/s
by more than A/ are severly attenuated. Thus, although the cycle frequency resolution
of the analyzer is Lf lt, the output power spectrum and variance depend on input cycle
frequencies in two bands, each of approximate width, 2al. The first term involves a

z#L Ip U.,,r)s#*"'(u +fo)d,
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product of input auto cyclic spectra with cycle frequencies near zero while the second
term involves the product of the input cross conjugate cyclic spectra with cycle frequen-
cies near 2/s. The third and fourth (fifth and sixth) terms are similar to the first
(second) term except that the cyclic spectrum products involve the cyclic spectra of the
input sine wave components.

The remainder of this section is devoted to examination of certain limiting and
approximate forms of the variance, e,4 [Srr171a7 . These forms yield guidelines for the
design and analysis of CSA systems and illustrate the main issues of cyclic spectral
analysis. The first two terms of (5.148) have a physical significance and mathematical
structure distinct from the remaining terms. For simplicity, the first two terms are
treated at length first; the remaining terms, which describe the eflects of input sine wave
components, are discussed in Section 5.4.5.

5.4.1 Approxirnate and Lirniting Forms of the Varia,nce Components
Let ^9;(/), i:L,2, .. 6, denote the r'[ term of (5.148) and let P; be the associ-

ated power,

( s.r sz)

The dependence of the output power on the time and frequency resolution parameters of
the envelope are revealed by introducing the normalized, enuelope,

C{r,r)a P(u,lllE , (5.1s8)

EL tt lP(utu) l'd,uau (5.1b4)

The asymptotic character of the normalized envelope follows from the envelope proper-
ties, (5.a0) and (5.50),

W(rr)' W(r r)

PA Is,(f )d,f

lim O(",ur)O(, ,az)'-{, )
af -+co

where W is defined by (5.48), and

Ilw(,) l,d, '
(5. 155)

(b.1b 6)

(b.157)

gain function of

(5.158)

(5.1be)

lim lim IO( u,a) l':{" ){r)a/ -+0 at --+oo

The envelope energy can be expressed by

where C (O) is the analy zer gain
(5.1zl)r repeated here,

and

c(p)A

g:^r*#,
defined in terms of the cycle frequency

^tLrffi- 1

I r U.,,u)du ,
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The assertion that 'y-1 is justified shortly. Substitution of (5.153) and (5.157) into
(5.148) and use of (5.152) yields

o-^lc(o)l' -\tt-. r rr,\.n\r..,.f*%1r-rr1.. .f*ao\*, 
(5'160)

,,: t -E \f .f //oti,, - f oax fi)a$,, - 7 r-x 1 z)' D )p + !{lo },p - !)!L1* a,a 7,

(s.ror)

r r:r i$$L E I I a$,, - f oax I z)aff ,-,t - f o+x 1 z)' D ), (, * *)a,), (- u * !7a7' a, a I .

^t^f a

By employing a loose
shown that

PL

upper bound on the sum of

{^t#T*,?. lD)(')l

integrals in these terms, it can be

max lDir(,) L (5.162)

(5.163)

The sums of cyclic spectrum products in the above expressions are assured to be finite if
c and y ate finite-power waveforms. Therefore, letting the observation time become
infinite while holding the analyzer gain and frequency resolution constant drives the resi-
dual output power to zero,

Iim Pr:O, i:L,2,
al+oo

as well as driving the ratio of residual power to magnitude squared gain to zero,

li* 
-P"a!+oo I d1o1 1z 

:o' i:l'2'

(b.164)

(5.165)

The quantity'y is interpreted as follows. Recall that P(u,u) is essentially a pulse
with energy concentrated over the rectangle, lu l<t/Ztt, l, lSAl /2. fn a coarse

sense, its total energy is approximately equal to its height squared times the area,
tf /tt, of the rectangular region of support. Although P(0,0) is a natural choice as a
measure of the envelope height, consider instead,

hL l+c(o) I-l#lr(0,,)d, I

This measure of height approaches P(0,0) as the effective frequency smoothing function,
P(0,u), approaches rectangular shape, i.e., for rectangular shape,

# t ,(0,, )dr:+ IP (o,o )u or(, ) d,u --P(o,o) , (b.162)

thus lz is a reasonable measure of height. A CSA envelope then has the property

e=nz(!l) , (s.168)

(5.166)
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(b.16e)

(b.1zB)

the time
on the
popular

(5.17 4)

(b.1zb)

(b.126)

h,($l

Thus the quantity 1 is a weak function of the parameters AJ and a/ and is on the order
of unity. The parameterization is assumed to be such that the following limit exists,

ni-A 
o,lir1*, (5.170)

In the case of a separable 59) becomes

,
1

^/

(b.1 7 L)

-^tt 
^i-*lG lh (5.17 2)

where for any functiorr f @),

:loenve

,:I
h (0) l'

u

I
l

)H(u )., (5.

ln(,) l'd,

)pe, P (" ,,u):

Ilc(u)l'du
lc(o) l'+

c(

tl

llr @)l'duA
^'l r l/ (o) l'*

with u the assigned width of the function. Note that'y; is defined in terms of
domain function, h(r)a J n (t )ei2'f 'd7 , whereas 'l c depends directly
transformed envelope factor, G("). It is useful to note the value of 11 for a few
pulse shapes and associated widths:

f ("):tu,(, ) ==+ 1l:L ;

+ 1l:L;f ("):

rectangular,

sinc,

triangular,
lu

l"

-,- ['(l-ll)
f ("):{ *' w'

t,

for

for

la*
l>w

For these pulse shapes with the natural assignment of width, 1 is independent of the
width and on the order of unity as stated above. The time smoothing and frequency
smoothing methods possess envelopes for which ?- is easily calculated for typical
smoothing function shapes. For example, consider the time smoothing method in which
rectangular smoothing functions are used, i.e.,

o(r)-{N u, (r) ,
Ll

(b.177)



Then G(u) is sinc shaped and i,(o):ro(o) is triangular. Thus, from (5.S7) and (5.170)
through (5.L74),

't*:2/3 . (5.179)

On the other haud, consider the frequency smoothing method with rectangular smooth-
ing functions,

H(u):J=uo1(u) , (5.180)

which from (5.105) implies

e (():*'or (€) '

D(€) :i*i,or(€) 
,

g(€) *u'(€) '
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(5.178)

(5. 18 1)

(5.182)

In this case, G(u) and tr.(u) are both sinc shaped and therefore,

'I*:1 . (5.183)

Equations (5.160) and (5.161) can be expressed in a form that emphasizes the cyclic
spectrum frequency and cycle frequency bands that have dominant effect,

(5.1s4)

r,:r-j sCI)-I1 
E //o(f,, +>, l z)aff ,, -x 1 z)' o )(a + f o+ !)o l,(, + yo- !1!L)' d,atff ,

^t^f lxtZor" "

(5.185)

,,:r19! E I ]au,,ar7z)o(/,-u +\t4' D)^;:h o *fflo))!'o {-o +!!:t)' doa1.at^I lr'Kol

The weighting functions, O(/,u*\,/2)Q{f ,a-.r/Z)' and Cli/,., +>,/z)A(f ,-a+\,f2)', have
nonnegligible magnitude only for l/ l(.t/tt, l, l<(a/- I\ l)/2, and l\ l<a/. If, as is
the case for typical CSA designs, the envelope transform is symmetrical in its second
argument, i.e., O(/,-u):(/,r), the weighting functions in (5.18+) and (5.185) are identi-
cal. The summation limits are only approximate; they serve to remind the reader that
the weighting functions attenuate contributions from cycle frequencies outside a band of
width, 2al.

Typically, the observation time is sufficiently long to resolve the pertinent cyclic
spectra in (5.18a) and (5.L85), e.g.,

D)(a+fs+!laol(',+/0++) ror l/ l<* . (5.186)

Then the preceding equations simplify to

(5.187)



A stricter requirement is that a/ is sufficiently small to resolye all pertinent
tra. Then the preceding further simplify to

Prx''1 lc(0) l'
^f ^/

,. E U to(/, a*\,12)o( f ,u-\12)'d,f dr) D)(/o+il oir(to
lx l<a/

D /\.).^lt 2-l

^f ^/
T

l\ l<a/

where, from the Schwarz inequality, the ieighting functions

I t to(/,u *\/2)o( f ,u -\lz)' d.f du I <

lc(o) l'

lG(0) l'
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o)(, + fo+;lolr(r+ fo_fl. dr,

(5.188)

o:,:'" (, *|lo),\'" (-u *|). a,.

cyclic spec-

(5.18e)

- 
G'o \*
2),

(5.1e0)

-u+\/ 2)'d,f dr) lD):'^ ril l',

satisfy

(5.1e 1)

(5.1e2)

frequency separation
summations over \

(5.1e3)

(5.1e4)

(5.1e5)

(b.1e6)

t//q f ,a+\/2)o(/,

of\

1,

l//o(f ,, +\lz)o(/, -u+\/2)' d,7 d,

If, in addition to the above requirementsr 2af is less than the cycle
of the pertinent cyclic spectra, then just a single term survives the
and (s.rao) and (5.190) become

Prx-Y

^t^f
D,,(fo+*)Duo(/o- |l ,

lG(o) l'

//r,t f ,a*}.lo(/, -u*.}l 'd,ydo lr,)'..'70 (il l'

l<1

P z=1 A, A/
where

l\ l{tf .

By assumption, there is at most one value of \ satisfyirg

oI:"'(*)*0, l\o l<a/ .

If no such \s exists then P2 can usually be ignored, that is, Pz1<Pr. P1 and P2 depend
only on spectral components of r(t) near. /6;1aef2 and, y(t) near fo-o:sf2. This is obvi-

ous for P1 from (5.193). In (5.194), ,);!"'(oolz) is the correlation between spectral
components of ,(t) aL frequency ao/Z+(\+Zfd12 and y(t)'at frequency
co/Z-(\o+Zfi12. The latter is just the conjugate of the spectral component of g(t) at
frequency -cto/2+(\+2fo)12. Then since l\ol<a/, P2 depends only on spectral com-
ponents of r(t) near /s+46/2 and, y(t) near fo-aol2.
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The above approximations become exact in the limit as A/ approaches zero with af
held finite,

lim Pt: lim ni

a/ +0 ,r/ ---+0

le(o) l'
-\f ^/

D,,(/o+?)Doo(/r-+)

if D *(fo*il D no(fr-+)#o
otherwise,

(b.1e7 )

(b.1e8)

(b.1ee)

\f D'l: ( oo 
) +oz,Y t 2 t'

otherwise. (5.200)

of limits with respect to
first, the residual power

Comparing these equations with (5.164) shows that the ordering
Lt and xf is critical. If the limit with respect to tf is taken
diverges, whereas if the limit with respect to A, is taken first,

Iim lim P;:0, i:L,Z .
a/ -+0 al --+co

Since an infinite residual signal power implies

limits in (5.27) cannot be interchanged.

In some realizations of a CSA kernel, the parameters Af and a/
independently but have a definite relationship. Consider, for example,
gram kernel envelope described in Appendix C,

P(u,u):A @++)A(r-+)' , (5.2A2)

where Ile@)l'a":l and o(t) is the low pass unimodal data window of width at.
Then P(u,u) has width tltt in its first argument and width tl:lltt in its second
argument. Thus for the cyclic periodogram the parameters have a fixed relationship,

Af A f :L .

Furthermore, C(O)-l and ?:1. Following the procedure above,

tim^ p t:D*(fo++)DruUo-?,a/ -+0
(or Af -*oo)

(5.203)

(s.zo+)

_l*-l.,

_1*
-[,

that lim ,(t) does not
a/ --+0

(5.201)

exist, the order of

cannot be varied
the cyclic periodo-

lim
af +0

(or aI -*oo)

P z: I/r:( f ,a)rl(/, -u).d,fd,u lD:l:ff)l' (5.205 )
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where if o (t) is real valued,

I {o(/,r)e( f ,-u)' d,f d,u _ 1 (s.zoo)

That is, P1 and P2 car. approach finite, non zero limits. This does not imply that
lim z(r) itself exists, however. In fact, the limit of the cyclic periodogram as a/

a/+0 '
approaches zero does not exist in the temporal mean-square sense for random waveforms

[3e].
In other cases it is useful to merge the parameters into a single independent param-

eter, the time-frequency resolution product; l-taf . This can be regarded as a measure of
the elongation of the kernel envelope since it is the ratio of its length, Af , to its width,
L/af . The parameterization must be such that the envelope remains a valid CSA
envelope in the limit, i.e., .lim P(u,u):|uW(o)'where IW1u\a, is finite. Then from

(b.162) and (b.1G3) , 
o'o''*

^, 
lla*P,-0, i -r,2 '

ff i(t)-y(f )-0, (5.207) can be restated ts

rim E,' { l r(t)-z(t) l'}:o
\t Ll --+oo

and since lim V (t):o,l):* E,o{, (f )}, ,(t) converses in

time averri'"^f;pected fiom (5.40).

(s.zoz)

(s.zoa)

the mean square sense to its
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5.4.2 Approxirnate Forrns of the Variance Components for L:rrge Time-Frequency
Resolution Product

The approximate formulas (5.187) and (5.188) are very accurate for most cases of
interest and retain all the important characteristics of the exact formulas. They are the
basis for the remaining discussion regarding P1 and P2. The asymptotic character of the
normalized envelope as described by (5.155) implies that the weighting functions of
(5.187) and (5.188) have the following asymptotic forms,

^,1)1*a(/,o++)o(/,,--|)':ou)w@++)'w@-+), 
(5.20e)

^, liT,,_^o( f ,u*+) n(r,-,*))* :dI f) w(r ++)' w (-u*+),
At AI +oo

(s.210)

(5.21 1)

where

w(r)a

as in (S.+a) and

w(,)a 
";lla *, 

(0,,)' ,

rim l"n( f ,u*+)o(/,r-|l 'd,f -'fr/(r++)'w(r-+) ,
Lt Lf --+coJ

^,1,,T^ ,^lo(/,, *+)n(r ,--1)*+)' df -w1r*+) 'tnl(u*+)
At A/ -+oo

If the rotated kernel is separable, P(u,a):Q(u)H(o)',
a(/,o++)o(/,,-+)': ld(/ ) lrfl(,,++)'Bt,-)l ,

n(r,, *+)o( f ,-, *+)': I c U ) l' f{(, +})' H(-u *})

/q f ,u*;)o(/,,-|l 'df -fr(r++)'H(,-+) ,

/q f ,a*+)o(r,-u*)) 'd,f -ir(r++)'H(-u*+)

(5.212)

(s.213)

(s.214)

(s.zlb)

(s.216)

(5.2L7)

(5.218)

where G and if 
^r" 

the energy normalized versions of G and ff . The general asymp-
totic forms (5.209) through (S.Zt+) are identical in form to the ex_act separable formulas
(5.215) through (5.218) with the association" fr - fr and, lc(/) f - qn. This suggests
that for large AtA/ the weighting functions of \ in (5.1S7) and (5.183) are well approxi-
mated by (5.2t7) and (5.218) with .fr replaced by iD;

aQ) ---+.b(r)A o(, )

w(r)

(s.z1e)
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(s.220)

This approximation preserves the asymptotic forms (5.209) through (5.214) since

lim 01r1:t71r1. Substituting (5.217) and (5.218) with (5.2le) into (5.187) and
AIA/ +co
(5.i88) yields for lf l/ >>1or a separable rotated kernel,

p,=r$#r/i,(,+))"d,(,-)tolt, +fo++)Dly(, +fo-l)' du, (s.2zL)

D n--/a'/t 2-t t/.i (, +|)'.i,{-, +f,)o)!'r' t, +;lo)!'r' 1-u +!| au. g.222)

These formulas are significantly simpler than (5.187) and (S.t88) while they retain accu-

racy and all the impoitant chaiacterlstics of the exact equations. The function, 0(r)-, i.
precisely the energy-normalized effective frequency-smoothing function of (5.1i6). There-
fore, (5.221) and (5.222) are in a particularly useful form that describes horv ihe shape of
the effective frequency smoothing function afTects the variance. If the rotated kernel is

separable, (5.221) and. (5.222) are identical bo (5.187) and (5.t88); no further approxima-
tion is involved.

5.4.3 Specia,l Ca,ses

The formulas in the following are good approximations provided that either
Ara/ )1or the rotated kernel is approximately separable.

The reader is reminded that for unbiased cyclic spectrum estimates the analyzer
kernel is scaled such that the analyzer gain is unity,

i 101-r

and typically the shape factor is approximately unity,

(5.223)

^,.i1 . (5.224)

aho, 6(1) is simply the energy-normalized version of the effective frequency smoothing
frnciion.'For example, for a separable kernel P(u,u):6(u)H(a)',

o(l) r-'H(f)l

For the frequency smoothing method

(5.2 25)

0(/)- (5.226)

and for the time smoothing method with input tapering function a(-t),

!lB(")l'u(f -")do

lH(u)

o(l) -lA(f)l'I (s.z2T)
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(5.228)

I,t,is common prac-tice to choose 1/ and B in the frequency smoothing method such that
O(/) irrea-l valued and O(-y;:.ir(/) and to choose real-valued a(r) ; tf* ti.n" smooth_
ing method. Therefore, in order to simplify certain formulas below,'it is assumed that

O(f) ir real valued (5.22s)

and

o(-/):o(/)

There are two lnajor assumptions that provide appreciable simplification of
eral formulas (5.221) and (s.222); the cycle frequency separation assumption
spectral resolution assumption. These were both- ,."d ur.liur to obtain *,Lrious
totic forms for P1 and P2. The weighting function

vx(, )A d,(, *)).i,(u -it,
appearing in (5.22a)-and (5.225), has approximate maximum width a/ with respect to
the frequency variable u and approximate maximum width 2:/ with respect to the cycle
frequency variable \. The region of primary support over theiu,\) plane is the diamond
shown in Figure 5.10. Accounting for the shoulders and sidelot"s of .D(u), a width

(5.230)

the gen-
and the
asymp-

(5.231)

Figure 5.10. Conservative Region of Support of 6( u+\,/2)6(u-\ /2).
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parameter 17 >r/ can be chosen such that an even grcater fraction of ihe mass of the
function lies within the larger diamond also shown in Figure 5.10. Although the support
of V1(u) cannot be absolutely limited to a finite region of the (o,\) plane for finite Al,
A/ can often be chosen such that Vl(r) is negligible outside of the larger diamond. If

D)-Dh - o for o< lx l<AT , (5.232)

spacing that exceedsand the cycle frequencies for which pl,. ir nonzero have a minimum
zA,J,i."., 

- 
'Y

D :y. (/) *o --> n )rt (/)-0 ror 0 < Ix l<z^T , (5.233)

(5.234)

Under this assumption the summations-over \ in (5.221) and (5.222) each contain at
most a single dominant term. In (5.221) the surviving term is ahvays the term
corresponding to \:0 whereas in (5.222) the value of \ corresponding to the surviving
term (should one exist) is denoted by \0. Thus if c(t) and 9(f) satisfy the cycle fre.
quency separation assumption then

D r-,,^t ler 1, -,#/or r), D,,(r*/o*il D rr(, + fo-?) o, (s.zas)

D ,-...rj^t 2-i
lG(o) l' /or, ++)o( u -*lo :,. (u *+) D :y. (-u *+| d,, (5.236)
A, A/

where

then z(f) and y(l) are said to satisfy the cycle frequency separation
spectrum analyzers. Note that if y--r and r is real valued, (5.233)
ment than (5.232), since (5.233) becomes

D,,(f)fl 
- 

o)17):o for o< l\ lSz$

\s-13-2 f o 1

l;J-zlo l<V

assumption f or cyclic
is a stricter require-

(s.zzz)

(5.238)

assurnption is satisfied if L f resolves the pertinent cyclic

lu l<a/ ,

Dufu+fo*+)=D*(fo*+) (s.zao)

The primary source of error in these equations is that for finite af the shoulders or
sidelobes of ,0;(u) do not become arbitrarily small for large lr l. Thus, in particularly
severe cases the terms neglected in (5.235) and (5.236) can be significant. However, if r
and y each are dominated'by frequency-shift stationary noise components, the other
terms are negligible and P1 given by (5.235) is accurate. Furthermore, in this case

Pt))Pr.
The spectral resolution

spectra in the sense that for

Dou@+fo-;l=Doo(fo-;l (s.z+o)



Then (5.235) and

and since

D:y.(u -?l=D:n (+),

(5.236) become

D A-,^-j I c (o) l'
L l- l-r ' _\t\f

li-zfo l<v

D,,(/o+it Dor(/o-+l

on Pr,

l', for li-zfrl<V
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(5.241)

(s.z4z)

li-zfo l<V, (s.243)

(5.244)

D /\-J.
t 2-i /or a**ls(, -*lo, lD:,.(+) 1,,

-\, A/

/.t,t,+f),s( u-*l dulL

(5.243) provides an approximate upper bound

lG(0) l'

P r{1 lc(0)
-' arA/

l' lD:y.(?) (5.245)

cycle frequency separation

(s.z+o)

In p ar-

(s.z5o)

If the input signals have no sine wave components, if the
and spectral resolution assumptions are in force, and if

D:y. (/)-o for I i-z f o I <^/ ,

which implies that P2(P1, then the expression for the CSA output signal-to.noise
ratio is particularly simple. The desired signal output is, from (5.119),

z(t)=G(a-cys),sf (/s)eiztr(a-a)t, lo-ob l<tlz,:t. (s.247)

Thus, using approximation (5.242) for P1, the output signal-to-noise ratio is

^sNB,4 
lzu)l' = o'lf lc'^-^"' 

l'
pL .,t I ffi I l''it';f ' l':t-os l<t1zxt' (5'248)

where C fr(f) is the autocoherence function,

cfr(/)4
S,iU)

(5.24e),g

The output signal-to-noise ratio increases linearly with the time-frequency resolution pro-
duct and the square of the autocoherence magnitude. Mistuning of the cycle frequency
degrades output signal-to-noise ratio as determined by the analyzer gain function,
G(a'-,:v6).

soU+Y)suuu-+l) 'i"(

1) Auto Cyclic Spectral Analysis of a Complex:Valued Signal.
All the previous general formulas and discussion in this section rpply with y:s.
bicular, (5.221) afi (5.222) become

r, =, $f-l/ot, +|) o(, -+)Dt )1, + r"+ |) o )(, + ro- f,1' a,,



P z=1
lG(0) l' I/d,( ,+))o( u_|lr::'" (,++) D^:'ro (-u*;) * 

d,,.
\
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(5.25 1)

-Q for

(5.252)

(5.25 3 )

(5.258)

(5.25e)

^f ^/

A distinguishing feature of this case is that for the class of problems in 'ivhich

all p, P2 is identically zero. Also, if
D!.:O for all iJl0 ,

then (5.236) becomes

" 
r=r#/.i,1, -101.1, {u + f d D *.(u + +) D,,.(, - !)' au,

which can be nonnegligible only for l/o l<{f 12.

2) Cyclic Conjugate Spectral Analysis.

P t='l
^f ^/

P z=1
^f 

1/

p0
ZA

The previous general formulas apply with U:tr'. Formulas (5.221) and (5.222)
become

lG(o) l'

lc(0) l' I/6(, *+)6(, -|1, )*"'(, ++)D )*"0(=u*+)',tu, (5.2s5)
\

or alternatively,

p,=r-*Hf / or, + I 1o@ +z y o- f;l o )t, + y,+ ly o )(-, - ro+ ?)' du. (s.zs 6)

Note that for /6:0, Pz:Pt. The simplified formulas (5.235) and (5.236) become

p,=^r#f [+p-yo12o*1u+!)D*(-u+!)du (s.zs7)

lc(o) l'P2x-1 rf^/

For lfol<^7 fz,Pzi particularly significant and (S.ZSA) becomes

le(0)

s

t' t<-ry-r- 
z

P z='l
^t^f

/Of o -f o).ti(, +f o)Dt,,,(, ++)D u(-r*+) d, , I /o (5.260)



3) Real-Valued Signals.

For cyclic cross spectral analysis the general formulas (5.22L) and (5.222) and subse-
quent simplified formulas hold with D'. replaced by Dfi in the expressions for P2.

For cyclic auto spectral analysis, (5.221) and (5.222) become

D --, | 6r"t lz
r,=,l -;ff l/.0(, ++).i,(, -)la) t, + fo+ +) D )(u + f o- !)' da (5.26 1 )

D .\.-,".i I G (o) l'
! .t- t' ' _\t\f |la)*'.o(, ++)D)*"0(u -{l' d, (5.262)

Note that for /s:0, P z:P t. For an arbitrary measurement point ( /olO, on),) the por-
tion of the cyclic spectrum DA(f) that affects P1 and P2car, be visualized graphically as

in Figure 5.11 for fo)o:of 2 and Figure 5.12 for fx.--o:sf 2. Power component P1 is affected
UV DAU) in the two diamond regions centered at f :f6*asf2, \,:0. Power component
P2 is-aiiected by DA(il in the two diamond regions centered at f :1o012, \:0. These
center points can be interpreted as intersections of the lines a:2f*2(fo-a'ol2),
cu:-2f *2(fo+a::ofz) and the lines cr:2/+2(fo+o'rf2), a:-2f *2(fs-a:rl2). This is con-
sistent with the notion that the output is affected only by signal components,within the
pair of bands centered at f :fslasf2. The regions of possible support tor D)(f) due to'

these bands include the same diamonds shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12.

Under the cycle frequency separation assumption (5.261) and (5.262) become

(5.263)

p *1ry/,ot u +*l o(, -*1, lO ++) D !,(,:f)' du,Z. , 
A,

(5.264)

;--,;,1:!H ,

and for lfol<nf /z (5.264) can be expressed as

, r=.,Hf/fl, -101d, (a +fs)D *(u ++)D,,(, -|)a, , I Io (s.zo s)

I/0(,*+) 0(,-
\i

190

(5.26 6)

E+
If, in additionr the spectral resolution assumption holds then

D ,\J^l I G (o) l'f La-t*r D,,(/o+il D uur-+)

^r IG(o) l'
' Lt Lf

^! lc(0) l'
' 

^t^1

lD:,( ;) l' ror lg-zlo l<N ,

lD,,( ;)l' for lfol<nT lz .

P,S (s.zoz)
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product *s;;"ted with

a:2 I +zfo-ao

a:2 f +z,fs*cr,

-fo
I

- fo-

Figure 5.1 1.

a:-2 f +2 lo-oo

o:-2 f +2/o*oo

(/o,ao)

product
associated

with
PL

2:l

oo

T
I

-fo+?
I

fo-? nl+
<+
s/

Regions of Cyclic Spectrum Support that Affect the Variance, /o2oo f 2.
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Exarnple 1

A specific example helps to clarify the meaning of the general variance formulas.
The example is designed to show that in practice the cycle frequency separation assump-
tion is not always appropriaie and therefore the more general variance formulas (5.221)
and (5.222) are sometimes required to accurately predict the CSA variance.

Consider the complex PAM signal

z(t):lo (")sU-"T) , (5.268)

where a(n) is a white Gaussian frequency-shift stationary discrete-time signal with unity
power. Clearly i(f):O. The cyclic spectrum formula for such a waveform is a special
case of (2.27L) and, (2.272),

s;(/)- c\:-k I r
a#k lT, (5.26 e )

AU):|"BU) '

Note that the signal "(t) it purely cyclostationary if
otherwise. Also for simplicity, let the CSA effective
idealized as rectangular,

s;;, (f ) -
The form of the cyclic spectrum
q (t)--ur ( f ) . In ord er to ob tain

where

and D nf is
of ( 5.27 4) in

(s.270)

as for the complex en\relope of QPSK if
results, however, let

(5.27 t)

(5.27 2)

B >Llf and is purely stationary
frequency smoothing function be

(5.27 3)

f+ au*+) au-f).

l.,

the diamond shaped gating function of (2.330).
this case has a p articularly simple form,

I
s)(,+ +)^s) o- +)': 1#DB-lool(''\)

Io

is thus the same
simple analytical

q (t ):sitt cBt

O(f):#uorU)

Since 5,1,:0 
-> 

Pz:O, the total variance is given by Pr in (5.250), which can be

reexpressed as

(5.27 4)

vx(r):4o^/ (u,\) , (5.27 5)

The cyclic spectrum product

\-fr lr
,\#k lr (5.276)



The region of support of the cyclic spectrum product
(r,\) plane d.picted in Figure 5.13. AIso shown in
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is the set of horizontal lines in the
the figure is the diamond shaped

cyclic spectrum
product supportB- loo I

I
T
2

T
-(B - l.,o l)

2

T
I
T
0

t"i( ,-fo)

2sf

_ B- lno I

2

Figure 5.13. Support ol'the C1'clic Spectrum Product and V1(u-/s) of the Variance Formula.

support of Vy(u-/e) which multiplies the cyclic spectrum product in (5.27a). The total
variance can be interpreted graphically as being proportional to the sum of the lengths of
horizontal lines of cyclic spectrum product support encompassed by the support of
Vr(r-lo). Define p1 to be the term in the sum of (5.274) corresponding to \,:klt. Then
(5.274) can be reexpressed as

P:I px ,

k

where

EPk:fu[oA/(u-fo,klr)Do-|ool(,,klr)do,lc:0,*1,*2,

(5.27 7)

(5.278)

For a given Go, p* is
height

fitrtQ-fdul-toot-tklrl?)du for lk/r l(min(B- loo l,r/),
(5.27s)

the trapezoidal function of /s shown in Figure 5.14 with maximum

,Ehr:fu(min(B- loo l,r/)-lklr l) (5.280)
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Figure 5.14. A Typical Noise Power Term Plotted Versus

B-lnol_r/_rtr
z 'z- 17'

the Spectrum Frequency.

The cycle frequency separation assumption for
s)(/){ for 0< l\ l<I7:a.f , which holds if

i,.,

In practice, however, condition (5.281) is not
For example, Ll f might be unknown a priori or
quency resolution to the signal bandwidth, i...,

this problem amounts to assuming that

(5.281)

necessarily a reasonable assumption.
it may be desired to match the fre'

(5.284)

rlr,
(s.285)

approximation (S.ZSZ) can be

In this crs" I k I f I )min(B- l.,o l,r/ ) for klO, and (5.279) and (5.277) yield

Pk:O, k*o 
'

(5.282)

(5.283)P:po

Thus, the approximate expression (5.252) is, in this case, exactly equal to the Inore gen-

eral expression (S.2S0).

1

r'
or to the width of the cyclic spectrum at cycle frequency

-lf :,8- 1,T

which also exceeds Llf if B >21f . The terms ignored in
significant. For example let

I
,I

I B- l'o I r/
'T-z

r/ (5.286)



an d restrict atten tion to I .,0 
I

and p r The total variance
< B -l / . The on iy non zero
P is graphed versus fo in
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terms in (5.27i) are p ot p _t,
Figure 5.15. The difference

2po

lo

I B- loo I _ s/ I I 8- l"o I ._af
' z - z tl z - z

B- lool , s/ 1

227
Figure t 15. Total Noise Power.

between P and p o is most dramatic for

t/ot<try-+ (5.287)

For this range of spectral frequeDCyr

T2 84
(5.288)

and

p -r*P r:P o , (5.289)

P:Zpo , (5.290)

i.e., the sum of the terms corresponding to \10 are equal in magnitude to the \:0 term.
Thus 100% error is incurred by using approximation (5.252).

Example 2

Consider the complex-valued amplitude modulation signal

r (t):o (t) ,i 2n t'' 
, (5.2e 1)

where a(t) is real valued and PS. The cyclic spectra for r(t) are given by (2.SOS) and
(2.566). 

'For 
an auto cyclic spectrum analyzer the variance components given by (5.250)

and (5.251) become

E
Po

p r=-i#/,t,t q' su4 + fo*cro I z)suQ + fo-^ ol 2) d, (s.zoz)



pr=^,sf/fi , +x72101, -.r72; s oo(u *cr6f 2)s",(-u 1-a rf 2)do,
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(5.2e3)

where \:2(/.-/o). If -r/ is much less than the resolution rvidth of ,Soo(/) then these
approach

D r.\,- I G (o) l'
! t 

- 

r-r ' .ft\f

,-.'^ lG(0) l'4 ' _\t\fP

rvhere

r :f (\)A /.i (?/ +\ l2).t (, -\ l2)du ,

e.g., if .i, is rectangular as in (5.273) then

r rf(\)- ^f - l\ I ,zor (\)r/

For the measurement point (fo:f*do{), corresponding to power spectrum
the carrier frequency, the variance components P, and P2 are equal,

Pt:Pz: rJ$$11 s*(f")' ,

and therefore the total variance is twice the value of Pl,

P:ZP: . (5.zee)

and PS, (5.250)Note that if a(t) is frequency-shift stationary rather than real valued
and (5.251) yield

P:Pr . (5.300)

Thus, if "(r) is an AM signal rather than a PS waveform with the same power spectrum,
the output variance is doubled at the measurement point (fo:f,cb:0).

5,,( /o+., o I 2) 5,,( /o-r, o I 2)

r xf QU,-/o)) S oo(r-r;s l2)' i

(s.2e4)

(5.2es)

(5.2e 6 )

(5.2e7)

estimabion at

(5.2e8)
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(s.302)

(s.sos)

x,(/):o for (s.ao r )

where a/ i" the width of the variance formula kernel function 0ir+))O(r-|l taking

into account nonnegligible sidelobes. Let r"(t) be the corresponding complex envelope
relative to fr. The sine wave components of a CSA output are given by (5.114), denoted
here as depending on the inputs c and y and tuning parameters /6 and o6,

, (t)[, , e ,f o,oo]:? ! r (t,,r) s;*"0(, */o )d,ueiln 
pt 

.

Eqrations (2.360) , (2.361), (2.367), and (2.368) can be used to establish that

f>lnlzl

5.4.4 Cornplex Envelope Versus Real Signal

Consider a real-valued signal rr(t ) that

It;,,(f -f,)

st,, (/):.
l+';;,?'' (/)

is" i:'L (/).4 zrx,

Pro cessing

is strictly highpass (o. Iowpass),

It I<47 ,

ct)2lf 
I

o(-2lrl

Because of symmetry relationships, the cyclic spectrum of a real-valued signal need be
measured only in the first quadrant. Therefore attention is confined to /6)0, .-to)0.
Furthermore Sd,,U) has potential support only for lf l> 1"121+tf and

lol>2lf ft44. Use of_l!.aOa) in (5.302) and recognition that the widths of P(p,u)
arc lf tt <<Lf and af <A/ in p, atd u, respectively, yields

l+r|)lr,,r,,fo- f"dol yo2a:rl2+Lf

'{t)\x""'/o'aol:l lz1tyr",x},fo,as-2f"| cus)2f6*2Lf . (5'304)

Therefore, the output sine waves obtained by driving the CSA with r,(f ) are identical
except for the scaling factor l/4 with those obtained using the appropriately tuned pair
of CSAs driven by the complex envelope and its conjugate.

Similarly, denoting P1 and P2 given by the general formulas {5.22L) and {5.222) by
Pr[r,y,.fo,c,'o] and, P2lr,g,foro,o7, it can be shown using the relationships in (S.SOa) that

(.
l#p*fx",x",fs-f",asf for /slos lz+t7

Pklt"r"fn'as):1+"- 
lr",x,i,fo,ao-2f") for as)2ls+2.7, (5'305)
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The analyzer employing the real-valued signal and the analyzer employing the complex
envelope produce an identical ratio of output sine wave power to noise power. Thus the
variance performance is equivalent.

5.4.5 The Effects of Iniut Sine Wave Cornponents
The eff'ect of input sine wave components on the output sine wave components is

included in (5.114), or explicitly by the second term of

z(t):DIp(t,.,4Dfr*",(u*fs)d.uei2rut aE[p(r,r)sfi*"'(u+fr)dreiznpt. (5.806)
l.L lt

Let the means of ,(t) and y(t ) bu represented as

i(t)-I n t eizrpt
l.L

Then

y (t)-I a *ei2nPt .

:

R rz(t) -I r u+o 1zY rr-* lzei 
2r P"r

lt

S#(/)-!r tt+alzy r,-*pqf -t,)
p

and the term in (5.306) involving input sine waves becomes

,' (t ) 
:DEP ( p, \ -/6) r \+(p+o,)/z 9 i- ( u+ ao1 1 z e; 2r t't

ptr

If i and fr contain at most a single sine wave with frequency within tf 12
and fs-cusf2, respectively, then

vt (t1:p(\1-\2-,:rs, \'i\' -/o)rr,y\ r-r'2zr(\'-tr'-oo)r,

where

l\,-( fo+?)l<tf lz

l\r-( fo-;l l<,r f 12

(s.aoz)

(5.308 )

(5.30e)

(5.310)

(5.311)

of fr+c:of2

(s.3 Lz)

(b.313 )

(5.3 L4)

Of course, if either i, or ! contain no sine wave with frequency satisfying (S.afa) or
(5.314) respectively then Vt (t):9.

Input sine waves also affect the residual signal poriler spectrum as reflected in terms
3,4, and S of (S.t+a). Substitution of expansions of the form of (5.310) into these three
terms yields an exact expression for the portion of the residual power spectrum affected
by input sine waves,



^s,, 
(/)4,s3(/)+'s4(/)+s5(/),

sr(/):xx r ff,p+f;=to_rr-t:L, )p (f ,p-+-fo_fr- f 

I"',)'\ 
1^c

' r t +x I zr i,-x 1 zD )nQ'-.oo-.f)',

sn(/):xx p (f ,p+f;_fo_f ,+ t*i"o 
)p (f,p-f;-fo_,/r+!!!' 1'

^ lJ,

' ! i,+x I zu p-x 
1 zD ),(u'+ao+ f),

ss(.f ) 
:2Re{ !;p 1 

y, 
1 r + f; - f o- y r- r ? 7 

p U,- t, +*- f s- 7r+ !::' 1'
 lt

' r r,.+xlz9 xlz-rD )u. (-1r+o,6+/)'),

where lr 1o+anl2 and. {r4 \o-ctsf2 are the input channel center frequencies.

Although equations (5.316)-(5.318) are complicated, the source of each has a simple
interpretation. Let sr(t) be the CSA output for input" (t,y) and s2(t) be the output for
inputs (",1), where
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(5.315)

(5.316)

(5.3 17)

(5.318)

That is,

where

It can be shown
spectrum of the

that in the derivation of
sum waveform,

s r( t ):/ I * (u ,u)i(t _.u)y ( t -a)' dudae

s z( t ):/ I * (u ,, )t( t -u), ( t -, )' dudae

h *(, )A [ *(u ,r),

i(t)A , (t )-; (t )

i(t)a y(f )-y(,)

-I, * I h o(r) r( t -a)' dae-i2n(ao-e)r

-t v pIs p(u)i(t-u)due-i2t(ao+9)t
B

-i2rau du ,

(5.31e)

(b.3 20)

(5.3 zL)

(5.3 22)

(b.3 zB)

(b.3 24)

(5.3 25)

(5.3 26)

arise as the power

-i Znaot

-i2raot

n0a da(u ,') 
"'

(5.1 43),

g p(u)A [*

its last three terms



l.e.,

and

r (f ):r r(t )+sr( t ) 1

S,, (/):S,,,,(/)+S,,,,(/)+zn"{,S,,,,( f)},

4,,,(/):sr(/)

s,,,r( f):S nU)

2Re{S,,,,(/)}-^9u(/)

20L

(5.3 27)

(5.3 28)

(5.3 2e)

(5.330)

(5.3 31)

Note that s1(t) and s2(t) are simply LAP filtered versions of y-(t) and z(t), respectively.
Expressions (5.316) and (5.317) are special forms of the LAP system input-output rela-
tionship (2.300). These terms quantify 6-ow sine wave components in one channel cause a
superposition of frequency shifted versions of the opposite channel to appear in the ou!-
put. The remaining term, Su(/), accounts for the possibility that the contributions of
the two channels are correlated.

If af a/ }}1and l/at resolves all pertinent residual signal cyclic spectra, excellent
approximations of the powers associated with 53, ,941 and ,55 are

,r=T?/ p (f ,p+*-fr)p (f ,p-X-ft)' df x r*s12ri-xlrDlo,l,-"i' (5.332)

".=??J 
pU,p+f;-fr)P(f,p-f;-f)' df !i,+xtze t -xtrD),(p+od (5.333)

- f ,)P (f ,-t+;- f )' df r rr+xfzs x1z-1rD ) (5.334)

For sufficiently Iarge at but with a/ remaining large, these approach the forms

lG(0) I

Ps-2*.h D{P(f ,p++
Ix P

(

P s-ZR. {r
t

Pt=1 Xf W (1+f;- fr)' W (p-f;- tr)n p+xtzn;-\tzD lu1r-*o)' (5.335)
pA

. (-/,+cb). 
).

W (-t++- f z)* p+\,f za x1z-1tD ). (-/,+ao)' 
) 

,

^t ^f

IIw(1+I-il'
ltA

(5.3 37)

^o.=r*# ??* t,,*f;- D' w (p-f;-rr)! i,+xtz! p-x1rD),(u+a6) (s.336)

lc(or I

^t ^f
where G and lil 

^re 
defined by (5.121) and (5.211), respectively. Clearly, the powers
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approach r,ero in the limit of large i f ,

lim Pt: lim P4-- Iim Ps-0
AI +oo AI -roo AJ +cc

(5.338)

Integrating the earlier expressions (5.316)-(5.318) rvith respect to / and letting Af +oo
and then a/ +0 yields the following asymptotic expressions

Iim lirn Ps: lim lim
a/ -+0 Al +co a/ +0 Al -+co

JB, ^}5;"s:;|ilo 
j5;/ lp(f ,-f 12)l'af l'r,l'p,,(fr)

^'i3o ^l%"n:]ilo ^)1/ 
lP(f ,f 12)l'af lvr,l'Du(/,)

(5.33 e )

(5.340)

-f l2)P(f ,f l2)'d,f rr,ar,D:l: ktsf2)'},. (5.341)

(s.z+z)

(5.343)

2ReiIp(t,

The only input sine waves that have effect are those located at the channel center fre-
quencies.

A useful simplifying assumption is t6at at most one sine wave is present in the pass
band of each channel. In this case, with \, and \, being the sine wave frequencies in the.
r and y channels, respectively, the power spectrum expressions (5.316)-(5.31,8) simplify to

sr( f)- lp(/,\r-ft-f l2)l' lr^, l'Doo(\r-ob-f)

Sn( fl- lP ( f ,\z- f z+ f l2) l' I u r, l'o* (\ z*cuo+ f)

ss(/):2R"{P(/,\r-lr -l l2)P (f ,\z_ fz+f f 2)'rs,ys,D}r*^'1}3_\+cr6+/)'}. (s.a++)

If a/ resolves the pertinent spectra and cyclic spectrum and \1 and \2 satisfy (5.313)
and (5.31a), then

P#[ lP(/,\r -fr-f lz) l'd,f lr\, l'DooU) (s.s+s)

(5.346)P n=l lP (/,\z- fz+ f l2) l' af I v 
^, 

l'D,,(/r)

p s-2Re{/P (/,\, - f t- f l2)p (/,\, - f z+ f l2)' d,f r\,,e \,D,^,*" (oolz)'\ . (b .B4z)

by the separable formIf Lt Lf >> 1 and the analyzer kernel is well approximated
P (" ,a):G (")H(, )' then these become

P 3=E 6 I H (^r-lr) l' l rr,l'D roUr) (5.348)

(5.34e)Pt-Ec lr/(\z-fr) l'lu^, l'D,,(/r)



P s-2Re{86 H (Ir-/r )' H(\r-lr)r^, , 
^,D )l*\' G, ol2)')

where

EGa / lG(/) lraf

For example, for rectangular smoothing functions,

s(t)-*"o, (f ) ,

H(/):+"orU) ,

these expressions become

P r=* lolj:.^' (orlr) lr, I \o I <r/" ArA/ ' zY

Note that in this case, using (5.193), (5.194), and (5.183), the other variance terms
become
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(b.3bo)

(5.351)

(5.3 s2)

(5.3s3)

(s.354)

(5.35s)

(5.356)

(s.3 s7)

(5.358)

and P s are significant in

(5.35e)

(5.360)

(5.361)

Thus the strengths of the sine waves determine whether P r, P n,

comparison with P L and P 2. Specifically,

+ lr^, l'> D,,(/r) =+ Pz)P,

+ lv^, l'> Dou1r) ==+ P4)Pt

2Re{ 
+rx,ex,D,),*^' 

(onlz)'}> lD:l:.^'@olr) l'+ Ps) Pz

Because, in practice, the kernel transform P(u,o) has sidelobes outside its nominal
region of support, spectral leakage and cycle leakage of strong input sine wave com-
ponents can occur. These leakage effects are completely described by the exact formula
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(5.312). Leakage effects due to strong input sine waves can seriously interfere with the
desired cyclic spectrum measurement. Also, strong input sine rvaves can induce a large
variance component in the output as described in the preceding paragraphs. This occurs
even if P (u ,o ) is zero outside its nominal region of support and is aggravated by leakage
effects if P(u,u) has sidelobes. For these reasons it is desirable, when feasible, to remove
strong sine lvaves from bhe input prior to cyclic spectrum estimation. This procedure,
which is common practice in ordinary spectrum estimation, is apparently even more
important for cyclic spectrum estimation due to cycle leakage.
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5.5 Discrete Time Smoothing and Aliasing Effects

The time-smoothing method of cyclic spectral a^nalysis as described by (5.73) passes

a product of demodulates through a low pass fiIter to produce the cyclic spectrum esti-
mate. The low pass filter impulse response, which is also referred to as the time
smoothing function, is a function of a continuous time variable. This requirement is
relaxed in this section to allow for discrete.time smoothing whereby a sum of weighted
product samples serves as the smoothing operation. Although the averaging involves a
discrete sum, the output produced is nonetheless a continuous-time waveform. It can be
shown that the product of demodulates in (5.73) is identical to the cyclic periodogram,
(C.40), defined in Appendix C. Let s(t) denote the cyclic periodogram as expressed in
Appendix C,

"(r)A I a@)x(t-u1r"n(h*]'" ou 1 o1u:'s(t -u)e 
;ar(70-])'t 

do,-i'noo" (5.362)

The output of a time-smoothing CSA is given by (S.73) which, expressed in terms of the
cyclic periodogram, becomes

The discrete-time smoothing method is defined by (5.364) with
operation replaced with a discrete sum,

,, (r )A ts (t -nT,)g (") ,

(5.363)

(5.364)

the continuous smoothing

(5.365)

where Tr:L/f, is the time sampling period, /, is the sampling frequency, and 9(n.) is the
discrete'time smoothing function. It is useful to consider 9-(z) to be scaled samples of
the continuous-time function 9(r), i.e.,

T@):T,g(nT,) . (5.366)

Note that the cyclic periodogram is still required as a function of the continuous time
variable. Also of interest is the sampled version of the above,

,' (*Td:Is (kT o-nT,)[(" ) , (5.367)

where Is is the output sampling period. If ?6 is an integer multiple of T, then just
equally spaced samples of the cyclic periodogram need be formed. As well as suggesting
certain combination analog/digital implementations of cyclic spectrum analyzers, the sys-
tems of (5.365) and (5.367) also mimic the essential characteristics of a multirate digital
CSA.

The discretetime smoothing system of (S.a0S) is a single branch BAP system. The
conditions under which the system behaves as a cyclic spectrum analyzer are established
by studying the rotated kernel envelope. The cyclic periodogram is itself a BAP system
with a representation of the form of (5.34),

,(t):/'(r) s (t -r)d r ,

,(t):/'(t -ns(r)dr

'(r ):/ I e r(t -€, r)*(€+r12)y (€-rl2)' e-iZnao( e-;2n 
lo, 

d, q d , , (5.368)



where

Substituting
tion yields

where

where

and

Equation (5.370) is the BAP system representation of (5.34) with envelope p:ptt. The
properties of the envelope are more easily gleaned from its transform,

P +(u tu ):P s(u ,r)G' (" ) ,

p t(€,r) -a((- r l2)o (€+ rlz)' .

(5.368) into (5.365) and interchanging the order of summation

,' (t)- { [ e n(r -€, r)r(€+, 12)v(€- r l2)" -i,nao€ r-'Zrto' d Ed,,,

p +(€,r)a fo 3(€- nT, ,r)g (") ,

p +(€,.)-, o (€- nT , -r lz) , ((-n T , +r l2)' s (")

P +(u ta):A (a *u l2)A (u -" l2)' G' (u) ,

G' (")4 G@ lf)_ IG (u-nf,) ,

-G(f)4 ;i@)r-'Znfo

f,)q a -LlLt
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(5.36e)

and integra-

(5.370)

(5.371)

(5.3 7 2)

(5.3 7 3)

(5.3 7 4)

(5.3 7 5)

(5.376 )

(5.3 7 7)

is the Fourier series transform of g(n). Since d(f) is periodic with period one,
G'(u):G-(u/1,) is periodic in u with'period /r. Assume that g(n) is a discrete-time
pulse of approximate duration dt f T, samples and define a/ to be the approximate
width of ,4(u). A graph of a typical G(u/fr) is shown in Figure 5.16 and a typical
region of support of the cyclic periodogram kernel envelope transform is shown in Figure
5.17. The region of support of the product, Pa, is shown in Figures 5.18 and 5.19 for the
two cases of interest; frlaf +tlZtt and /, <tf+l/2At, respectively. Comparison of
these figures with the corresponding figure for the generic CSA envelope, Figure 5.3, indi-
cates that Pa is a CSA envelope provided (ignoring the shoulders and sidelobes of P3 and
G,)

On the other hand,if fr<tf +tfZat, Pa is not avalid CSA envelope due to extraneous
kernel pulses located along the lines u :kl* kfl, lkf,I <a/ +l/zlt.

The sampling rate requirement can also be understood as follows. The system of
(5.365) can be reexpressed in terms of integral convolution,

,' (t)-/'(t-r)s' (r)dr , (5.37 8 )



-; 
o E- tt)t

Figure 5.16. Transfer Function C .
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Figure 5.17. Region of Support of the Cyclic Periodogram Kernel Envelope Transform.
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Figure 5.19. Region of Support of the Composite Envelope Transform for f, <ll +l/2Jt.
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where

s' (r)A 
TU("){ 

r-nr,) (5.37e)

The transfer function of the continuous-time filter, g', is just the G'(f) defined earlier,
which is graphed in Figure 5.16. The bandwidth of s(t) is nominally 2al since s(t) is

the product of two low pass waveforms each of bandwidth a/. Graphs illustrating the
speclral supports of s(t) and 9'(r) are overlaid in Figure 5.20 for the critical sampling
rate, /,:tj-+tlzat. il condition (5.377) is met the pass bands of G'(/) centered at

f:kf,, kfl, do not overlap the spectral support of s(t) and thus g' acts as an ordinary
Iow pass filter with bandwidth llLt. If condition (5.377) is not met then undesired com-
po.r"rrt. of s(t) in bands of width l/at centered al I:kL, kl\, lft l<a/ lLfZat, are

transmitted through g' to the output.

The undesired components of s(f) can include sine waves. The expression for the
output sine wave components is, from (5.115),

,i 2r ft (5.380)

The effect of the extraneous pulses in Pa(u,o) if condition (5.377) is not met can be

understood with the aid of the support region diagram of Figure 5.19. The terms in the
sum of (5.380) corresponding to lpl<tlZtt are those of a properly operating CSA.
However, suppose th;t P1 is also o*r""o within the bands lr-kf,l<tlzat, k*o,
lfi lca/ +Ilzlt. If the input cyclic spectrum is nonzero fq1 cu:/1,*ct6, where p is

within one of these bands, an undesired additional sine wave component will be present.

The undesired sine wave component is referred to as cycle leakage. Note that the rela-

tionship between the frequency of the sine wave and the pertinent cycle frequency, a, is
pr""u..,"d, lt:o.-cuo. That is, the sine wave is not aliased to a new frequency. However,

it zt (t) is sampled as in (s.367) with the nominal period,

To:MT,<tt, (5.3s1)

where M is an integer greater than one, then these e:<traneous sine waves are aliased and

become indistinguishable from the desired sine wave components. This effect is called

cycle aliasing.

The above sample rate requirement is just approximate. In practice, the shoulders
and sidelobes of P3(u,u) and G'(") cause some cycle frequency leakage for any finite At
and finite sampling rate. For large Lt Lf , the amount of leakage can be kept below a

reasonable desired level by careful design of the input filter passband shape in conjunc-
tion with selection of the sampling frequency. Suppose that Pa resolves all pertinent
cyclic spectra in (5.380). Then, from (S.tt0) and (5.120), (5.380) becomes

z, (r )-I { r +(F,r)s:u*"0(/o* a)d,u
LL

z, (r)=X c(tislo*"0(/o) ,ilnut ,

p

where

c(t4-G'(tire@,) ,

is called the analy zer gain function and

Iae+Flz)A

(5.382)

(s.383)

(5.384),e(dL (u - tr l2)' d,u ,



is the Fourier transform of the magnitude square of the filter weighting function. The
analyzer gain function, illustrated in Figure 5.21, describes the response of the analyzer
due to a cyclic spectrum feature at cycle frequency, 1l*ao. Clearly, Ieakage is minimized
by designing A(r) and selecting t such that ,e}t) suppresses the bands,

lp-"frl<t/Ztt, nlO. If rafu) is smooth ll.ear [t:nls, the gain associated with cycle
frequency leakage is greatest for il:a1. A figure of merit regarding leakage performance
is therefore the worst case relatiue leakage,

r a lG(+,{) | lrn(/,) I
lr-Z :"L 

ld(o) I l',q(o) | '
(5.386)

re(/{)-/ | o (r) l' ,-;2t Pr

which, for Af A/ >> 1, can be made small by

If the offending cyclic spectrum feature
age figure of merit is not appropriate since
spectra. The strongest leakage occurs if the
i..e., suppose

s:y(/)-^s, 4f -_70), lp-oo I > tlz,tt

2r0

(5.385)

design of A(r) and selection of f,.
is due to input sine waves the relative leak-
P 1 no longer resolves the pertinent cyclic
input cyclic spectrum is impulsive at f : fo,

(5.3r1)

(5.388)

The associated output sine wave is

z' (t),:G' (p) lA ( plz) l'S, ,iLr,'t ,

pa g-oo ,

where for simplicity it is assumed that a(r):o(-r), The graph of G'(p) la @lZ)12 is
similar to Figure 5.21 except that the envelope is leU-r/Z) lz rather than r1(p). Note
that if rn(tr2) suppresses bands lp-"f,1<t/zdt, nlo, then le(plz) lz suppresses the
same bands and vice versa. Thus both types of leakage lead to the same design strategy.
A candidate figure of merit for leakage due to input sine waves is

, _lA(1,12)1,o2:-i6 _/.. (5.38e)

The results discussed in the preceding are important in conventional spectral
analysis as well. The remarks regarding overlap of the pass bands of G'(/) and the
spectral support of the cyclic periodogram also apply to the ordinary periodogram. The
output sine waves of a conventional spectrum analyzer employing discrete-time averaging
are given by (5.380) with cvo:Q. Clearly, if condition (5.377) is not met and the input is
cyclostationary with a cycle frequency within the pass bands of P a(p,o) centered at
lt:kfr, &lO, then the output will contain a cycle leakage component. Subsequent sam-
pling of the output as in (S.aAt) will introduce cycle aliasing.
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5.0 Measurement of the Cyclic Spectrurn Over a Region of the
Frequency - Cycle Frequency Plane

The discussion of cyclic spectrum analyzers in earlier sections focussed on the meas-
urement of the cyclic spectrum for a single frequency - cycle frequency coordinate pair,
(/o,oo). In practice, a measurement orrer some region of interest in the /o,cr.6 plane is
often desired. This section examines various system architectures designed to efficiently
measure the cyclic spectrum over such a region. While the theory is presented from the
standpoint of continuous-time waveforms, the proposed techniques apply to discrete-time
digital cyclic spectrum analyzers as well. In particular, the discrete-time counterpart of
the second method discussed is a computationally efficient digital CSA technique called
the FFT Accumulation Method.

Practical constraints often preclude producing the CSA output as a function of con-
tinuous variables f ,/6, and o6. Rather, the output is normally a discrete function of one
or more of these variables. The sampled output fully describes the measured cyclic spec-
trum over the region and time span of interest provided that the sample spacings are
consistent with the respective analyzer resolution parameters, Lt,af , and na:llat.
The sample spacing requirements are heuristically justified as follows. For simplicity,
assume the kernel envelope is separable, i.e., p((,o):s(€)t (o)', and the total memory
span of the analyzer is finite ( g(t) and 11.(t) are strictly time limited). The CSA output
can then be shown to have the representdtions,

,(t):/ *r(il _.uk) h(u) d,u , k:1, 2,3, (s.3eo)

where {up} are the three measurement variables, trfo, and cro, *x{") is a pulse or in the
case of tk:du a narrow ba.ndpass function, and fi,(u) is an input dependent erratic func-
tion of u. With the CSA output cast is this form, it is seen to be a smooth function of
the variable of interest with resolution width equal to the width of the pulse, u1(u)or its
envelope. For the time variable, the representation is

-t) r' (u) du , (5.3e 1)

where

r(u *rlz)y (u -rlz)* ,-"nfo' d,, e-iznaou , (5.3 92)

and !-(u)a g(-r). The time resolution width is therefore ,rf , the width of 9(u). For
the frequency variable, the representation is

where

(5.3e3)

(5.3e4)e-;Zrao{ e-iunur d {d r

is not a cyclic periodogram although the same notation is used. The frequency resolution
width is therefore a/, the width of H(u). For the cycle frequency variable, the represen-
tation is (from (4.81))

,(U.fo;c,jo) :ITfu

, (t ; foiao): I H (u - f o)'^9;'( t ,u) d" 
1

siu'(t ,u):/ I g (r -()r ((+r lz)y (€-, lz).

It ,@_,fo)'x( t,u *u lz)Y(t,u-u lz)* drfor,

X(t,u):/ uro(t -r)r(r)r-izn" d r

,' (")-l h(r)'

, (t i foich) - { G (u-oo) riLr(u-oo)t

where

(5.3e5)

(5.3e6)
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is the sliding Fourier transform of x, Y is defined similarly, and Is is the total width of
g(u), ?o)at. The cycle frequency resolution width is therefore acl:l/af , the width of
C(r). The presense of the exponential factor, 

"i2t{.,-a)t, 
shows that the output is not a

low pass function of as (except for t:0) but is bandpass. However, the quantity
z(t;fo;ao)e"noo' i" Iow pass when viewed as a function of cvs.

A more precise a,nd general view of the sample spacing requirements can be found
using the sampling theorem. Let the output of a CSA be represented in the general form
of (5.3a) and assume that the analyzer has finite memory. A distinciion is drawn
between the characteristic widths of the envelope, Af and Iltf , and its entire extents,
?6 and T, as shown in Figure 5.22. Parameters At and lf tf characterize the size of
the region over which most of the energy is located while the total memory span of the
analyzer is at most To+T12, where ?o)at and ?>llaf . It is assumed that ?e)?.
It can be shown using the sampling theorem that the output can be exactly reconstructed
from its samples according to

,(t;fo;ao)-t r(t;#;*l
frrg J' I 0

Little aliasing error is introduced
teristic widths of the enveloper af
val af . Thus

sin cT(/o- 
fflsin.?o(cys- t) 

,-'Zn(ao-*)' . (b.392)

by sarriplirg with spacings consistent with the charac-
and L I t f , and sampling in time with sampling inter-

(5.3e8),(tifoiao): I z(naf ;mLf ;fi)
f,,furg

sinc L (t-nAf ) sinc, t fo-*A/ ) sincAf (o,o-Sl e-i?naontt
af '

An alternative view of the sample spacing requirements is the concept
capture. Let a bank of CSAs, tuned to various pairs of frequencies, (f*,aq),
parallel. The sine wave components of a particular CSA output are given by
(5.115), reexpressed here as

-z(t;!^;a r):E I ttt (",fls,i(ilU 
"i2t(a-a,)t,

or

z(t ;f*;o r):EI p(cv-oo, f - f^)s&(f)df eizo(a-"')t,

(5.3ee)

of feature
operate in
(+.too) ot

(5.400)

(5.401)

Any feature of S$(f) lying within the region of support of rtI(a,f):P(a-aq,l-f^) wiLl
contribute to the output. As shown in Figure 5.23, each CSA covers an approximately
rectangular cell, of length a/ and width tf ,tt, in the /,cu plane. The exact shape and
extent of the cell depend on the functional form of P and on the degree of attenuation
tolerable near the cell boundaries. In order to assure capture of any feature of the input
cyclic spectrum, the set of measurement frequencies, {f*roo}, should be chosen such that
the union of cells covers the entire region of interest. Thus spacing of frequencies and
cycle frequencies must be approximately a/ and lf At, respectively, as concluded from
the sampling theorem. A typical problem consists of covering the diamond shaped region
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Figure 5.22. Kernel Support Diagrarns.
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Figure 5 .23. A Feature Capture Cell.

corresponding to a signal of bandwidth B. The number of cells
mately the area of the diamond divided by the area of each cell,

N-Bztt laf : ^t ^f 
(*Y : r'tl1fr) ,

required is approxi-

(s.aoz)

which is the time-frequency resolution product divided by the fractional frequency resolu-
tion squared or the time.bandwidth product divided by the fractional frequency resolu-
tion. Thus, for a given frequency resolution, the number of CSAs operating in parallel
needed to cover the diamond increases linearly with the observation time. This contrasts
with conventional spectral analysis for which the number of cells is simply B/tf . For
large time-bandwidth products, N in (5.402) is much greater than this number.

It is important to note the computational and structural complexity that results
from direct application of the time or frequency smoothing methods to measure the cyclic
spectrum over the entire diamond. The point of view adopted here assumes implementa-
tion using scalar input-output continuous-time electronic devices or digital computation.
Thus, the following remarks do not literally apply to acousto-optical implementations

[tO]. In the frequency smoothing case, the initial Fourier transform of the input can be

shared by all the cells. The remaining operations, however, must be performed indepen-
dently for each cell. In particular, the pertinent part of the cyclic periodogram must be
formed and smoothed for each cell. In the time smoothing case, a bank of filters, each of
bandwidth 41, with center frequencies spaced by Llat is required (etB filters in all if
!:s or y--a'). The formation of a cyclic periodogram time-sequence and an averaging
operation must be done independently for each cell.
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The number of complex multiplies required in the corresponding digital implementa-
tion provides a quantitative measure of the computational complexity. In figuring the
computational complexity for these and subsequent systems several simplifying assump-
tions are in order. The cost, c 1, associated with the input Fourier transformer or filter
bank is treated separately from.the cost, c2, of subsequent processing. The output
smoothing function, g(r) or H(r)', is assumeJto be rectangularwith unity height; since
the cost of additions is ignored, averaging is considered cost free. For simplicity, the
computational complexity of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) is taken as Nlog2N com-
plex multiplies, where N is the number of transformer input samples. When appropri-
ate, decimated filter banks are implemented using a time.hopped weighted FFT
approach. The computational cost of passing a single input through a filter bank is thus
approximately

^r.[ 
M (1*log zM ) , (s.aoa)

where at is the time span, f is the decimation sampling rate, and M is the number of
channels. The minimum sampling rate required to prevent significant cycle frequency
Ieakage is obtained using the methods of Section 5.5. Efficiences that can be gained by
sharing computations needed by both the ordinary and conjugate cyclic spectrum meas-
urement are ignored. Also, it is assumed that y #r and y *x' . If y:a ot g:s' , cyclic
spectrum symmetries imply that only half the diamond need be covered. Thus, if y:s
ot g:a' , the actual costs are half the costs given . If y:r and r is real valued, the
actual costs are one quarter the costs given.

For the frequency smoothing method, the number of complex multiplies required by
the two input FFTs is

c r:24 tB IogzLtB (s.aoa)

Forming the periodogram for a given cell requires AtA/ complex multiplies. The
number of complex multiplies required to cover the diamond is thus

cr:(rtrfX$)'"r" y : lttB)z

For the time smoothing method, the minimum filter bank sampling
af +llZtt-Lf , haU the nominal bandwidth of the periodogram timesequence.
force finite impulse response implementation of each of the 2atB filters yields
filtering cost,

c r:2(ttB )z

This cost can probably be significantly reduced by a design taking advantage of the
closely spaced center frequencies. Ignoring the computation associated with the input
filters, the number of complex multiplies needed to form an epoch of the periodogram
time-sequence for a given cell is 2AtLf . The number of complex multiplies required to
cover the diamond is thus

(s.+os)

rate is
A brute
a total

(5.406)

c z:2(xtB )z .

The computational cost can be significantly reduced
using alternative methods for which a greater part of
more than one cell. These alternative approaches are
method.

(5.407)

or the architecture simplified by
the computation can be shared by
variations of the time smoothing



5.6.1 The Single Input Filter (SIF) - Output Transforrner Structure
The system of Figure 5.24 can be described in CSA form by

z (t ; lr;ao): [ ! p u1-(,r)r ((+r I z)y (€-r I 21' 
"-i2noo€ 

r-i 
2r ior 

o €,1 r,
where

p s((, r)-e u( €+r lz)Eu(t) ,

Pu( u,u ):Gu(u )A u( u *" 12)

,'(t)
" 

(, )

v(t)

sliding Fourier transformer

z, (t):t/ A s(v +\12-l *)si Q)du ,i?'.t't

Figure 5.24. The Single Input Filter - Output Transformer CSA.

t,l2.,l f
tl)t

Figure 5.25. Support of P s( u,u ):Gr( ")Ar(, *u l2).

The widths of G5(tl) and r{s(r) are Lf t't and a/, respectively. For atA/)1, the
envelope meets the CSA envelope criteria. The shape of the region of support of P for
rectangular Gu(")and;{s(u) is shown in Figure 5.25. Let the inputs be low pass and of
bandwidth B. Suppose the output down-shifter-filter is configured as a Fourier
transformer that produces an output function of frequency cr6 for some fixed f :fo. The
input filter center frequency is fixed at

fh:fo+a:of 2 (5.411)

Thus, as the transformer frequency varies, the analyzer frequency variable, /e, varies as

well. A single scan of the Fourier transformer implements a continuum of CSAs

2L7

(s.aoa)

(5.40e)

(b.410)

,(t; /o ;ao)

lo:- +,rs*/r

I g t(u - t)r' (, ), -i?naou duas(t )r;"t "



operating in parallel along the

where

line

0b:-2 f o+2 fk ,

fn-B lz{cuo{f*+B f 2,

lfk l<B lz.

(5.4 L2)

(5.413)

A diagram indicating the strip of cells covered by a transformer scan is shown in Figure
5.26. Clearly, the entire diamond is covered by B ld! such systems operating in parallel
as shown in Figure 5.27. This architecture is significantly simpler than those obtained
using the direct time or frequency smoothing methods in that the number of parallel sys-
tems required is just the number of frequency resolution cells, B ltf , and does not
increase with at. Note that the computational cost of computing z'(f )is shared by -lfB
CSA cells and furthermore, in digital implementations, the Fourier transformation can be
accomplished via an FFT algorithm. The minimum input filter sampling rate is
B+^f -8. A recursive implementation of the sliding DFT for each of the 28/r/ input
filters yields the total filtering cost,

(5.4 L4) 

.

(5.415)

If ara/ )logratB, the computation is significantly less than that required for the
direct time or frequency smoothing methods.

The SIF system can be interpreted as a spectral line generator followed by a Fourier
transformer. The intermediate signal, ,'(t), consists of sine v/ave components plus a
residual signal,
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(5.416)

(5.4L7)

(5.418)

c r:6B2at I af

The remaining computational complexity of covering the diamond is

"z-r,,B)2Y-ryIY)' atal

,' (t):Z' (t)+r (t I ,

z' (r):X Ies(u +\.lz-f)S]r(a)du ,i2r\'t
\

where

The role of the Fourier transformer is to measure the strength of the sine wave com-
ponent at frequency o6. From (5.417) with fl:fs*asf 2, the sine wave of interest has
complex amplitude equal to the smoothed cyclic spectrum,

v' (t)l 
,_oo - [ 

e5(o -/0) slfa)d,u ,i?n,,ot

The residual signal and sine wavqs with frequency different from cr6 by more than lf?at
are regarded as noise.
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Figure 5.20. Coverage of One Scan of the Output Fourier Transformer.
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The SIF system can be designed to yield performance essentially equivalent to the
time smoothing method. Compare (5.410) with the envelope transform for the time
smoothing method, (5.86), repeated here,

Pr( u,u):G ,(u)A r( u *" l2)A,( u --71 l2)' (s.41 e )

Although the envelopes cannot be made identical, the effective frequency smoothing func-
tions can be exactly matched. The effective frequency smoothing functions, defined by
(s.tts), are

'Dr( u). - Gl(o) I A r(, ) l' ,

Au(u )' - Gs(0),4 s(, ) .

Setting Ar(u )'-Os(u ) 
', which

or

i-plies Gr(0) -G5(0), yields the matchi.rg requirements,

lar(r) lz:Au( ,) , (5.422)

and

(s.+zz)

(s.+z+)Gr(o):Gr(0)

Additionally, the cycle frequency weighting functio.r", Gr(r) and dr(u), are approxi-
mately matched and the envelopes become asymptotically identical by requiring identical
output filters,

(s.+zo)

(s.+zt)

I o r({+ r lz) o;(i- r lz)* d {- o s(r) ,

Gr( u):Gu(" )

For example, if rectangular weighting functions are
i.".,

(5.425)

the time smoothing method,

(5.426)

(5.427)

(5.428)

(5.42e)

(5.430)

used in

or(r):rfu=ur(r) ,

o'(():;f'or,(() '

a triangular input filter weighting function is required by the SIF system,

asQ):ury(rXt- lr ll \ ,

gs(€):+"o,,(() 
1

AfS-Afr .

According to (S.ZZL), for large Af A/ the variance perforrnance of the analyzers is
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identical if the matching conditions (5.422) and (S.+2S) are met. However, the SIF
method is less efficient than the time smoothing method in the following sense. Suppose
just a finite time span of the input waveforms of length ,S:Atr*Tr, where T1 is the
total extent of ar(r), is available. This is sufficient to produce a cyclic spectrum estimate
using the time smoothing method with time-frequency resolution product, atla/, where
tf :L/Tr With the effective frequency smoothing function matching conditions met,
(5.422) and (5.42+), the total extent of a5(r) is Tr:27r. The available input time span
Iimits the output filter length according to

Therefore, condition (5.425)
product is reduced accorditrg

,9:Ats+Ts - Ats+zTL ,

Af5-4tr-Tt - att-Lltf .

cannot be met. The achievable
to

Af sa/ :rf rA f -l .

(b.431)

(b .4Bz)

time-frequency resolution

(r.aaa)

The effect becornes unimportant for Af bA/ >> 1.
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5.0.2 The Dual Input Filter (DIF) - Output Transformer Structure
The SIF method is characterized by use of an output Fourier transformer to imple.

ment a large number of CSA cells in parallel. The approach is generalized by introduc-
ing a second input bandpass filter as shown in Figure 5.28. The system output is given

,(r)

,' (t)

y (t)

-i 2r a"t
e"

,(t; h ; fz ioo )

(5.434)

(s.ass)

, (t)4 / g oU -r) r' (r) r-'2'oo' d, ,

Figure 5.28. Dual Input Filter - Output Transformer CSA.

in Appendix C,

where

-i zn(fr- lz-ao), 
d , ,i Zn(fru - lzr)

As noted earlier, the region of support of. Iitu@,f) is the region of the
by a single cell of the CSA. From Appendix C,

ti,t u1a, 71 
: gu( a-o6).4 6( f - I #a P) a aU - f z- o I z)'

f ,o plane covered

, (t):/ I *6(u ,u)r( t - ")y 
(t -r)' dudu

m o(u ,u):/g o( r) a o( u -r)D o( a -r)' e

(s.aao)

Regarding G6@),A6(u), and Ba@) as.rectangular pulses of widths tf st, aa, and .16,
respectively, yields the cell coverage diagram of Figure 5.29. The dominant region of
support has the same general shape and location even if G6,,4.6, and.86 are not rectangu-
lar. The CSA cell can be regarded as the intersection of the large parallelogram support
of A6ff-!1+alz)Bu$-fz-al2)' due to the BTI system forming z,(t) and the narrow
horizontal strip due to G6(o-clo). The large parallelogram is fixed for a given pair of
.input filters, and is referred to as the channel-pair region. The Fourier transform fre-
quency variable, a'0, is regarded as a variable that shifts the vertical position of the cell
within the channel-pair region. Provided that o,s is limited to the band

frtz- l+"1( oo (/,- h* B#4 
,

the cell retains height t/at and width min(aa,aD), and is centered at

a o( t) ri2n f't

Fourier
transformer

g o(')

b oU) r'Zn t't

(5.4 37)
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restriction on 0'6 is enforced
the Fourier transformer, i.".,
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(5.438)

(s.+s o )

by incorporating a gabing

(5 .441 )

(s.++z)

(s.a+a )

for an alysis p u rp os es

-i2no'" 
d. , u lab -ao l(c,'o - ft+ f z) (s.++o)

The kernel envelope transform relative to fo and cr6 is

Po( u,u)-li,tu(, *o0,, *fo)

Po( u fl):Gu(, )A u( u *u l2)B o(u -t-u l2)' ,

where

.A r, ,o- fr*fz

is the difference between the CSA oscillator frequency and
differerlce. The envelope is usefully visualized as the product
sion of the modified periodogram envelope, P t , of Appendix
fr- fz,

the filter center frequency
of Gu(" ) with a shifted ver-
C, relative to (fr+fz)12 and

(5.444)

(5.445)

regions of support
envelope in the u

band indicated in

P 6(u ,u):G u@)P' (u *e,o -rlz) ,

Pt (u ,u)L A 6@ *u l2)B 6@ -" l2)'

The envelope is a valid CSA envelope for all e such that the dominant
for G6(u) and P'(u+e,a-e/2) overlap. However, the width of the
dimension, a/, in general varies with e. The restriction of cle to the
(5.437) translates to the following restriction on e,

le l(e*.- - lrD -aa I,(2

With e so restricted, the width of the envelope is constant with value

a,f :min(ao,a6)

For large LtLI the envelope approaches the separable form

(s.++o)

(s.++z)

Pu( u ta)=G6(u)Au( qBo(u -e). (5.448)

The system can be interpreted as a spectral line generator followed by a Fourier
transformer to extract the amplitude of sine waves within the cycle frequency resolution
band corresponding to the transformer frequency, cr6. The sine wave components of the
intermediate signal, zt(t), are

z,(r):I[r,U',,4S;*f,_l,(u*ry)d,,i2n(u*l,_fz)t
l.L

(s.++o)



and the final output sine waves are

u,here

While in the SIF system a

the f ,o plane, irclusion of the
region. If o'6 (ot e ) is restricted
the coverage is further restricted

(/,+r, u -€l 4S :o*oo(, + fs) d.u ri2rFt 
1

(s.+so)

fo:-*00*/r
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(5.451)

(s.+sz)

covers a strip in
the channel-pair

f ,f :min(la,rb ),

(s.+sa)

of bandwidth B is covered by tak-
center frequencies spaced according

v(t)-IGo( dIP,
p

€:00- fftf z .

single scan of the Fourier transformer
second input filter limits coverage to
to assure a constant envelope width,
to a parallelogram of area

la6-Aa ln/ .

The complete diamond corresponding to input signals
irrg all pertinent combinations of channel pairs with
to

if ao (aD , (s.as+)

if Aa )aD (5.455)

The total number of parallel systems required to coYer the diamond

B2
number of channel pairs (5.456)

or, for the representative choice Ab:ZAa , Lf :Aa 
,

number of channel pairs :1 F rf'a.f' (s.asz)

In discrete'time implementations of the DIF system, samples of the intermediate sig-

nal, zt (t), are produced and then transformed using an (output pruned) FFT algorithm.
The computational costs of the input filter banks and the output FFTs are minimized by
using the minimum allowable intermediate signal sampling rate. The sampling rate
requirement is found by studying the effects of replacing the output transformer with a

discrete.time Fourier transformer as in Section 5.5. Let the continuous-time weighting
function 96(u) be replaced by

g o' (, ):I T, e6(n f, ) \u -nT,) ;

f ri:i no I
f zr_.ft(a6 -a ,) I

hi:i (ro -aD )l
f zx-lc tb )

IS

f*fz €

bhen

(s.+sa)



Equations (5.436) through (5.450) hold with Go(r) replaced by

Gu'(r):XGu(" -nf,) . (5.460)

In particular, consider the kernut trro.fo]- formula (5.436) and the corresponding cell
coyerage diagram, Figure 5.29. The replicas of G6(a) corresponding to n#0 \n (5.460)
have little eflect provided that they do not intersect the channel-pair region. If L 6 and
86 are rectangular and ns is restricted according to (5.437), the replicas lie outside the
channel-pair region if the sampling rate (which is the replica spacing) satisfies

/,>lg+]l +€mex+tfzat , (5.461)
2

or

,(t)-I T,96(- nT,)r' (t +nT,)e-iZrBn',' ,-iZr0t

.f ).{r*in ,

*.

/rr.,in-max(er,AD )+t lztt N max(Aa,rb ) .
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(s.aso)

(5.462)

(5.463)

where

Note that for :rf la>LfZ, /r-in is less than Aa*A6, the Nyquist rate of zt(t). In prac-
tice ,4.6 and .86 are not perfectly rectangular and the minimum sampling rate is greater
than that indicated in (5.463), i.e.,

- La'+aD',--+€m?d,-+L/ZLt,.,sm,n ]ia-*.*o+Llzlt , (5.464)
z

where ao' and a6' are the widths of L6 and .86, respectively, taking into account their
shoulders and nonnegligible sidelobes. Some cycle frequency leakage can occur for any
finite f due to the shoulders and sidelobes of .A6,.86, and G6. As explained in Section
5.5, the analyzer gain function gives a quantitative measure of leakage. For the DIF sys-

tem, G becomes a function of e,

GQt):gu' {p.)rap,Qr+e) , (5.465)

(5.46 6 )

(5.467)

r,a,oeo(p)4 [ a6(u +plz)Bu( u -tl,lz)' du ,

, A ,8,(1,) - {a o(r) D o( ,)' ,-iLr ut 4 , ,

of merit,
(

I lreoao( -U,-€)) lrooBo(€) | for €>o

t

e leakage figure

max liu(+,6) It
lcu(o) I

as does the relativ

L t(e ):

where



l, ooro(,,) l: lrorrr(o) I for lu l<umax

^t^f '
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(5.46e)

(5.470)

the first channel
Then the total

(s.+z r )

(s.+zs )

those of the SIF

(5.47 4)

(5.475 )

The leakage is greatest for t:*€mo. Therefore 1,6 and.86 should be designed such that
,e,oao!t) has stop bands of width tf st at lr:l(fr-€-"*).

In figuring computational complexity, zt (f ) is sampled at rate f, satisfying (5.464).
The total filtering cost is on the order of

cl-r tBf,f **++*,"r r**#,ouz-Sl

If y:a o, y_r'the second channel filter bank can be synthesized from
filter bank by combining channels (:6 is an integer multiple of aa).
filtering cost is on the order of

c1:^ BL(r+Io ezB lxf )

Neglecting the cost associated with the input filters, the number of complex multiplies
required io produce z' for one channel-pair is Atf . Although only at la6-ao I fft
bins are required under restriction (5.446), assume the FFT still requires At/,log2Aff
complex multiplies. The number of complex multiplies required to cover the diamond is
then

c z:(^B )z
f, (r+log z^tf,)

(5.47 2)
lrb -Aa I

or if n b:2La ,

c z:(^tBY J' - (l+loe"ltf ) 
,

^f rf^/ '
/r*io '-2L f .

order of magnitude

SAf 
^f 

<B ltf ,

8Af ^/ >B ltf .

The computational requirements are of the same
method. For example, with Lb -2Ao,

c 2(DIF )(. 2(SIF ) for

c2(DIF)> c2(SIF) for

5.6.3 Equal Bandwidth Input Filters
The dual input filter system under the cycle frequency restriction (5.437) reduces to

the SIF system for a6:B and to the direct time smoothing method for Aa:A& (

b(r):a(r)). In order to obtain computational complexity advantage over.the direct time
smoothing method in the equal input filter bandwidth case, restriction (5.437) must be

rela:<ed. The resulting coverage in the /,a plane does not have the desirable property of
uniform frequency resolution. Instead, the effective frequency smoothing function varies
with cycle frequency in a pattern that repeats for each channel-pair region. The
discretetime version of this approach to cyclic spectrum analysis, referred to as the FF?
occumulation m,ethod, was developed by the author and independently by Brian Agee [2].
Similar approaches have been used in the context of Doppler compensated cross-
coherence estimation [+0], but only for relatively small ranges of Doppler shift which
corresponds here to relatively small ranges of a.
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Figure 5.30. The Channel-pair Region and Cell Coverage for Equal Bandwidth Input Filters.

on the vertical line in the /,a plane,
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channel-pair region becomes approximately a dia-
the nonequal bandwidth case, the cell centroids lie

Ja

f:fo

The rotated kernel transform and the envelope transform relative

Iit r(o,', f )-- G r(cu-cr,6) P' (c, - f t+ f z, f - fo),

f*fz: ,
Lt

(s.+zo)

to fo and cYo are then

(5.477)

tit r(o, f):Gz@-cts)A ?(f - fo*o'- 
ft* fz 

)A r(f - fo-cu- 
fr* fz r',2 ', '\r '\' 2

(5.478)

(5.47e)

(5.480)

where e4 r,o-,fr*/2 is the difference between the Fourier transformer frequency and the
filter center frequency difference and Pt (u,u)L lr(r+u /2)A7@-u /2)' is the



periodogram enveloper (C.47). The effective frequency smoothing

.[rz(u ). - Gr(0) P , (c,u) ,

P,:EN; ,

19 a-r, J

1t is defined by (5.159). The squared gain

lcr(o) l'_at^f
Drr ,r,N&

z (t) :I G zU4 [ r' Ur+u,r) s :r**o( u * fs) d,u ri 2n Pt .

l.L

Ailr):+Tuxa(r) ,
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function is

(5.486)

(5.487)

to variance ratio is

(5.488)

(5.48 e)

Or(u ). - Gr(O)/ 7(u *e l2)A r(u -* l2)' ,

(5.481)

(5.482)

lc lXa. AIso ofwhose width varies from A/ :,1a for e:0 to essentially zero for
interest is the analyzer gain function,

Gr(p1: cr(1r')JP' (1t'*e ,a)du , (5.48 3)

(s.+a+)G r(/{)- G ilt t)re,Q,+€),

where rA, is defined as in (S.+OO) with B:A. The nominal gain is

Gr(O) -Gr(O) ,a,k) , (5.485)

which also decreases with le I becoming negligible for lc lXo. The variation of the
envelope with e affects the variance performance of the analyzer. The general formulas of'
Section 5.4 apply but with P (u ,u) now a function of e. The effects are illustrated by the
case of stationary white noise input with y:2 for which the output variance is

where No:Sr, (/), and
thus

The frequency resolution is a relatively strong function of e while 17 is nearly invariant;
thus the squared gain to variance ratio also varies with e.

The system admits the same spectral line generator interpretation as the SIF and

DIF systerns. The sine wave components produced in the intermediate signal, zt(t), ate

again given by (5.4a9). The output sine waves are given by (a.109) which becomes

Note that this expression is different from the corresponding DIF formula, (5.451), due to
the shift in location of the cell centroid (compare (5.438) versus (5.476)).

The case of rectangular A7 provides a concrete illustration. Let

(5.4e0)
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then
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(5.4e1)P'(u,u):+ u2ro( ,)usa- l, l(r) ,

Equations (5.477) through (5.489) hoid rvith P' equal to the diamond shaped gating
function of (5.491). In this case the diamond shaped channel-pair region of Figure 5.aO i.
exactly the support of P'(r,-fftfz,f -fil. The key characteristics of the system vary
with e as shown in Figure 5.31. In particular, the frequency resolution, r/, and ihe
analyzer gain, Gr(O), u." triungular functions of c.

5.6.4 Non-Overlapped Channels

The simplest approach to covering the diamond corresponding to a signal of
bandwidth B for the DIF method is as follows. Assume that.47(u) is sufficientiy rec-
tangular that the diamond of Figure 5.30 can be regarded as an accurate description of a
channel-pair region. Let the input waveforms be channelized by a bank of filters. each of
bandwidth .la, with critically spaced cenrer frequencies

fx:lc s a

If the output is formed for 1,,- q I )t l(:a ,

channel pairs, the diamond is tiled as shown

(5.4 e2)

an integer, and for all combinations of
Figure 5.32. The princip al drawb ack of

typical cell

typical channel-pair region
centered at f :(f i +f k) 12, (-r - f 1- f r.

B 12

Nonoverlapped Filter Bank.

gain to varian ce ratio

q

in

(l'

Figure 5.32. Coverage of All Combinations of Channel-pairs for a

this approach is that the frequency resolution and squared
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approach zero near the upper and lower corners of each channel-pair region. Consider
the expedient of restricting c according to

le l(:a l2 ; (5.4e3)

that is, the output corresponding to cells in the upper and lower quarters of the channel-
pair region is simply not computed. This Ieaves gaps in the coverage as shown in Figure
5.33. Within the hexagonal restricted channel-pair region, the frequency resolution and
analyzer gain remain within tolerable bounds,

^'<-r7 <^o , (s.4g4)
2

(b.4e s )

where (5.495) applies only for real valued A7 and G7. If the input cyclic spectrum is
known to have a resolution width of .ta or greater, the coverage gaps pose no difficulty.
All features of the input cyclic spectrum will then extend into at least one hexagonal
region and therefore be detected.

The number of channel-pair combinations required to essentially cover the diamond
corresponding to input signals of bandwidth .B is,

number of channel Rairs :( P ;z . (5.496)
AA

The minimum intermediate signal sampling rate is determined as for the general DIF sys-
tem. The discrete-time replicas of G7(o) do not intersect the channel-pair region if

.f,X,.in, (5.497)

where

/"-r:|oo +tl2\t = Loo . (s.498)

Although the input filters are assumed to have rectangular passbands, the filtering cost is
calculated based on an overlapped block FFT implementation for which the size of the
FFT is the number of channels, B f ta,

"r:zxB 
!-(t+tosrB l^,a) . (5.499)

The remaining cost is (disregarding savings due to FFT pruning)

c z:(^tB Y 
JL (l+loe'r rf ) (s.soo)
Aa AfAa

With the association Ao - -\/, (5.500) is idenbical to the DIF system formula (S.+Ze), for
a given sampling rate. However, since the minimum sampling rate is less for this
approach, it can be implemented with less computational cost.
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5.6.5 Overlapped Channels
In certain applications the resolution width and feature locations of the signal-of-

interest cyclic spectrum are unknown. In this case complete coverage of the diamond is
essential for detection of all sufficiently strong features. The coverage gaps of the previ-
ous approach are eliminated by decreasing the spacing between the filter bank center fre-
quencies. Suppose that the spacing between input filter center frequencies is d, and c is
restricted according to

le l(.*o - 012 (5.501)

Figure 5.34 shows the resulting pattern of channel-pair region centers and a typical res-
tricted channel-pair region. For d:Ac, the coverage pattern is identical to Figure 5.33.
For 0<,:o, the restricted regions overlap and the size of the gaps is reduced. If 0 is
sufficiently small, no gaps remain and the restricted regions completely cover the dia-
mond. As 0 approaches zero the system reduces to the direct bime smoothing method.
The condition assuring complete coverage is readily deduced from the diagram of Figure
5.34. If the width of the cell at the top (or bottom) of the restricted region is greater
than or equal to the channel spacing then no gap exists. Thab is, the condition for com-
plete coverage is

d(r f ,^^* , (5.502)

where A/..nr*:A.f o7z is the width of the effective frequency smoothing function for e:0/2,

Qr(r)'I :Gilo)At@+0/a)A7{a-0la)' . (5.503)
e:0 /2

For example, if A7 is rectangular,

Lf ep-ra-0 12 ,

o<Loo .

-3

(5.504)

and condition (S.SOZ) becomes

(5.505)

A related design issue concerns the degradation of the squared gain to variance ratio
as lc I increases from zero to €.o. In principle, for a given passband shape, 1,7, weight-
ing functio\, G7, and a specified maximum degradation of squared gain to variance ratio,
the exact minimum channel spacing can be determined. This is a complicated design
problem due to the slight variation of 1 with e in the squared gain to variance ratio for-
mula, (5.488). A simple but approximate approach results from assuming ^tz does not
vary with e. (Recall that a/,Af, and l are related through (5.159) and a definition of
A/, such that ^Jr:l will always exist. However, A/, so defined may not be the most
natural definition of the width of Q(u)'.) From (5.488) with ^;7 assumed constant, the
degradation in squared gain to variance ratio is characterized by the ratio

lcr(o). l'
D

rA tre 
^f 

, l/,
d*e 

lcr(o)ol' ^/o Aa'
P*

(5.506)
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must be chosenIf the minimum acceptable d, is
such that

called d*in, then the channel spacing

^f elz

Aa

Note that this requirement is distinct from the complete
of the complete coverage condition (5.502) i*plies that

0,
* 

adr*o .

c z:(sB )z
f,
0

(r+lo8zA tf,)

^t0

The cycle frequency leakage performance for finite f,
eral DIF system. The analy zer gain function is given by
replicated version, G' z. The relative leakage figure of
B:A, which simplifies to

The computational costs are calculated as for prior systemsl

f
c r:2r tB+(l*log zB l() ,0\

(5.507 )

coverage condition. S atisfaction

(5.508)

(5.50e )

(5.510)

where the minimum intermediate signal sampling rate is

.f,mio:Aa +012+Ll2^t (5.511)

In the rectangular passband case with (5.505) satisfied with equality and /,=/,,,,in, (5.510)
becomes

c z:(Ll,B)zB
(t +log z4Lt a,a 13)

(5.5 L2)
L^t A,A

lrn,(f,- l€ l) I

can be analy zed as for the gen-
(S.aaS) with G7 replaced by its
merit is given by (5.468) with

(5.513)L r(e):
lrn,(.) |

5.8.8 Cornparison of Cyclic Spectrurn Analyzer Architectures
Cyclic spectrum estimation over a region in the (/o,oo) plane presents issues with no

counterparts in ordinary spectrum estimation. Because the cycle frequency resolution
decreases with observation time ( -lcu:l/At), the density of sampling in the cycle fre-
quency variable required to insure detection of all pertinent features incre.ases wibh obser-
vation time. The number of measurements (or resolution cells) needed to cover the dia-
mond corresponding to a signal of bandwidth'B for a single epoch is

f'r:'rlB f ' I=^,rtfj , (5.514)
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rvhereas for ordinary spectrum estimation Lhe number of measurements needed is oniy
B ltf , independent of observation time. Thus, for -\fB>>1, c,vclic spectrum estimation
presents a computational and complexity burden much greater than ordinary spectrum
estimation. The frequency smoothing method requires that a large ( rtB point) FFT be
performed and that the pertinent part of a cyclic periodogram be computed and
smoothed for each analyzer resolution cell. In the direct time smoothing method the
entire single (.f0,,:,0) system must be replicated (rvibh /6 and rro appropriately tuned) for
each analyzer resolution cell. Observe, however, bhat the filter bank required for the
direct time smoothing method consists of a large number of bandpass filters with highly
overlapped passbands and that it is the downconverter frequency, not the passband
center frequency that tunes the CSA to bhe desired cycle frequency. This suggests replac-
ing the dense filter bank by a channelizer with the center frequency spacing equal to the
channel bandwidth and postponing downconversion until after the product waveform
(i.e., the cyclic periodogram stream) is formed. The frequency shift that replaces down-
conversion and the time averaging operation can then be implemented jointly using the
FFT to compute the output for a band of cycle frequencies. This modified time smooth-
ing method then becomes the dual input frlter - output transformer structure or the FFT
accumulation method. Substantial computational savings arise from reducing the
number of input filters and the number of cyclic periodograms formed, and by employing
the FFT to perform time averaging for a band of cycle frequencies. The primary disad-
vantage of the approach is that use of a single channel pair to estimate bhe cyclic spec-

trum over a band of cycle frequencies results in a spectral resolution r/ and analyzer
gain G(O) that, in general, vary over this cycle frequency band. The effect is quantified
by the kernel envelope transform P {u ,o ) whose width and area in the second argument
(i.e., r/ and G(u)) become functions of r.uo. The design of a digital CSA based on this
approach thus entails the selection of input and output filter passband shapes and sub-
sampiing rate to yield a kernel P (u ,a ) wiih acceptable shape over a range of cycle fre-
quencies.

An alternative interpretation of the SIF- and DlF-output transformer structures
helps to clarify some of the design issues. A product waveform z'(l) is formed from a

pair of bandpass filtered input waveforms (or in the case of the SIF system - one filtered
waveform and one unaltered waveform). The product waveform will contain sine waves
with amplitudes, phases, and frequencies that are directly related to the input cyclic
spectrum and will also contain a residual signal that can be considered noise. An expres-

sion for the sine wave components is given by (5.4a9) (which becomes (5.417) for the SIF
system). The role of the output transformer is then simply to resolve and measure these

sine wave components while suppressing the noise. The sine wayes present correspond to
input cyclic spectrum features lying in the (approximate) channel pair region depicted in
Figure 4.29, and, the frequency resolution obtained is approximately the width of the
region for a given cv6. If the variation of a/ over the entire channel pair region is

deemed to be too large, measurements outside of the band of cycle frequencies with
acceptable a/ are simply not computed (e.g., the output FFT can be pruned). The por-
tion of the region ignored can be covered by by a different channel pair although this
increases system complexity because more channel pairs are necessary in order to cover a

given region. This is the basis for the nonequal bandwidth approach of Section 5.6.2 and
the equal bandwidth - overlapped passband approach of Section 5.6.5. The channelizer
subsampling rate must be high enough ihat the frequency band of z' (t) corresponding to
the band of cycle frequencies that are to be measured does not have aliasing error (i.e.,

aliasing fs permissible provided the frequency support of the aliased component lies out-
side the cycle frequency band of interest).

There are numerous application dependent and technology dependent design
tradeoffs involved in implementing these types of cyclic spectrum analyzers. Brief
descriptions of the relative advantages and disadvantages of the approaches studied are
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listed below.

1) Direct tirne srnoothing rnethod.
advantages:

a) efficient approach if the cyclic spectrum measurement is required at relatively few
points in the (/0,(tb) plane and these points are separated by more than -r/ in /6
and ng.

b) effective frequency smoothing function can be uniform or matched to the cyclic spec-
trum feature of interest.

disadvantages:

a) computational requirement is the highest of the methods considered.

b) computation becomes prohibitive for large -:fB.
2) Frequency srnoothing rnethod.
advantages:

a) efficient approach if the measurement is required at relatively few cycle frequencies
and over the full range of frequency cells.

b) the frequency smoothing function can be uniform or be matched to the cyclic spec-
trum feature of interest.

disadvantages:

a) computation is comparable to the direct time smoothing method.

3) SIF - output transforrner.
advantages:

a) uniform a/ and P(u,u) with respect to n6.

b) analog implementations are feasible - complete diamond can be covered using B/a/
systems operating in parallel.

c) computational requirements are comparable to (and in some cases better than) DIF
methods.

disadvantages:

a) a small decrease in variance performance compared with 1,2,5, and 6.

b) the scanned strip may or may not be the most effi.cient region of the (/o,oo) plane to
cover for a given application.

c) /6 varies with cvs.

4) DItr. - nonequal filter bandwidth and restricted ct'6.

advantages:

a) uniform A/.
b) control over the particular channel pair regions covered.

c) computational requirement comparable to 6.

disadvantages:

a) the kernel is similar to that of 3 which implies similar variance performance.

b) complicated architecture.

c) /6 varies with cr6.

5) DIF - input filter bandwidth equal to center frequency spacing.
advantages:

a) computational requirement is the least of the methods considered.
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b) control over the par[icular channel pair regions covered.

disadvantages:

a) nonuniform a/ with respect to o6 - severe reduction near top and bottom of the
channel pair region lvhich leads to gaps in coverage.

b) staggered /0.

c) complicated architecture.

6) DIF - equal filter bandwidth but overlapped passbands.
advantages:

a) -\/ is more uniform than for 5.

b) control over the particular channel pair regions covered.

c) computational requirements comparable to 3,4,5.

disadvantages:

a) computational requiremenb slightly higher than 5.

b) complicated architecture and complicated design tradeoffs.

c) r/ varies with ,:ro.

d) staggered /s.
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6.0 Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Research

A complex-valued waveform z(t)is said to exhibit cyclostationarity if either of bhe

lag products e(f +rl2)x(t-rl2)' or r(l +rl2)x(t-rl2) contains sine wave components of
nonzero frequency for some value of r. The nonprobabilistic approach to time series
analysis proffered by Wiener [75] [77] can be generalized to deal with such waveforms.
The generalization consists of considering limit time averages of frequency-shifted lag
products, i.e., the cyclic correlation functions AEk) and Rfi, (r), in addition to the auto-
correlation function Rrr(r) central to Wiener's theory. By formulating the theory in this
way the conceptual difficulties of defining an appropriate probabilistic model of a cyclos-
tationary or almost cyclostationary random process are replaced by simpler concepts
involving time average statistics of a single finite.power waveform.

An extensive nonprobabilistic theory is developed. Spectral analysis concepts are
used to show that waveforms exhibiting cyclostationarity are precisely those waveforms
that exhibit spectral correlation in the following sense. The cyclic spectra (which are
F ourier transforms of the cyclic correlation functions) can be interpreted as frequency
densities of correlation between frequency-shifted versions of the waveform and its conju-
gate for some nonzero frequency shift. Cyclic spectrum input-output relationships for
linear-conjugate-linear almost periodic (LCLAP) systems and bilinear almost periodic
(BAP) systems are derived. The spectral correlation concept is found to be useful in con-
nection with the estimation of almost cyclostationary waveforms using LCLAP systems.

In light of the fundamental theorem of sine wave extraction, the nonprobabilistic
theory is analogous to the theory of almost cyclostationary random processes in the sense

that the sine wave extraction operation can be interpreted as probabilistic expectation
and the composite fraction-of-time density can be interpreted as a probability density
function. The analogy allows the extensive theory concerning Gaussian random processes

to be directly applied to define and characberize the properties of Gaussian almost cyclos-
tationary (GAC) waveforms using time average concepts. Similarly, Neyman-Pearson
detection theory leads to a time average interpretation of the likelihood ratio test for
detection of the presence of an almost cyclostationary waveform.

An appropriate characterization of a class of BAP system kernels leads to a unified
treatment of systems designed to measure the cyclic spectrum, i.e., cyclic spectrurn
analyzers. The GAC waveform model provides a useful characterization of the temporal
variance performance of these systems. The kernel characterization is also useful in
designing computationally efficient cyclic spectrum analyzers.

Suggested Topics for Further Research

Cyclostationary waveforms are of
application areas listed in Section 1.0.
interest to the author.

continuing interest in connection with all the
The focus here is on a few topics of particular

Signal estimation using LCLAP systems.

As the AM signal with spectrally overlappirrg AM interference example demon-
strates, use of an LCLAP sysbem rather than a linear time invariant filter can
dramatically improve performance if the signal of interest and interference are both
cyclostationary or almost cyclostationary. Previous work has not focussed on this
case. Further work is needed in order to characterize the class of problems for
which such large improvement in performance is obtainable.

b) In order to obtain the optimal LCLAP system performance indicated by the theory,
ihe LCLAP system oscillators are required to be in perfect synchronization with the
(second-order) periodicities present in the received and desired waveforms. Further
work is needed to determine the appropriate practical synchronization techniques

1)

a)
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and the performance sensitivity to imperfect synchronization.

c) Although adaptive periodicaliy time variant system implementations [21] [67] and
adaptive beamforming algorithms exploiLing cyclostationary concepts are currently
under study by others, many avenues of investigation remain open. For example,
adaptation approaches that exploit cyclostationary signal properties or exploit the
constant envelope property of frequency and phase modulated signals have the
potential for eliminating the need for a lraining signal known at the receiver. The
implications of these approaches in connection with LCLAP systems have not been

fully explored.

d) Practical constraints can limit the number of LCLAP system branches that can be

used. A practical approach for determining an appropriate set of oscillator frequen-
cies is needed. This problem is apparently difficuit if both the desired and interfer-
ing signals are almost cyclostationary.

2) Non-Gaussian waveforms.

Many modulation schemes produce signals thab are cyclostationary but inherently
non-Gaussian, e.g., frequency modulation, binary pulse amplitude modulation,
BPSK, and QPSK. Further rvork mighi yield simple exact expressions for the
CFOTDs and characteristic functions for these signals. In order to evaluate the
variance performance of cyclic spectrum analyzers driven by such signals, an expres-

sion for the sine wave components of a fourth-order product waveform'are needed

as indicated in (4.132). Preliminary resulbs for binary PAM suggest that for large
atA/ the output variance is bounded from above by the variance due to a GAC
waveform with the same cyclic spectra.

3) Discrete time waveforms.

a) Definitions of the CFOTD, characteristic function, and sine wave extraction opera-
tor for discrete time waveforms are analogous to the continuous-time definitions.
The synchronized averaging identity (2.158) can be applied (in a manner similar to
the approach used in Appendix G) in order to determine the relationships between
the discrete-time and corresponding confinuous-time definitions. The relationships
are complicated by aliasing effects rvhich could be clarified by further study.

b) A catalog of discrete time BAP system kernels analogous to those in Appendix C' 
would be useful. New issues arise in connection with aliasing effects.

c) A comprehensive treatment of discrete time cyclic spectrum analyzers paralleling' Chapter Five (in addition to the results reported in [39]) is needed for a thorough
understanding of digital implementations. Aliasing effects and multirate processing

issues, although addressed somewhat in Sections 5.5 and 5.6, need further attention
for fully-digital implementations.

4) Cyclic spectrum analyzer design.

a) The cyclic spectrum analyzer is the basic tool for analyzing cyclostationary data.' Cyclic spectium measurements are an integral part of certain applications such as

LCLAP system identification, signal detection, and signal classification. For exam-
ple, one approach for constructing a general purpose single or multicycle cyclosta-
iiorrr.y sijnal detector is first to estimate the cyciic spectrum over the entire (.fo,oo)

plane with a frequency resolution small enough to resolve all features of interest.
Then additional frequency smoothing can be performed using smoothing functions
matched to the cyclic specbrum feabures of signals of interest. Computation can be

reduced (at the cost of reduced probability of detectior) by focusing on only those

cycle frequencies showing promising peaks in the initial cyclic spectrum estimate.
The potential applications warrant a continued search for more economical means

of computing cyclic spectrum estimabes, particularly for cases requiring complete
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coverage of the (/0,00) plane.

b) Digital implementation of the DIF - output transformer CSA discussed in Section
5.6 presents several design problems that need further study. For example, cycle
aliasing can result in false indications of spectral correlation at a particular cycle
frequency. As explained in Sections 5.5 and 5.6, the effect is lessened by selecting
the channelizer subsampling rate to be higher than a value that depends on the size
of the restricted cycle frequency band and on the input filter bandwidth taking into
account shoulders and sidelobes. Since most computational cost is incurred subss.
quent to channelization and since this cost increases with the subsampling rate, it is
imperative (with respect to computational cost) that the subsampling rate be as
close as possible to its theoretical minimum (given by (5.511) for the overlapped
channel case of Section 5.6.5). Thus, high quality channelization (in the sense of
high out-of-band attenuation) can reduce overall computational cost.

c) The DIF - output transformer structure can be modified to form a high cycle.
frequency-resolution CSA by using a high resolution specbral analysis technique in
place of the output Fourier transformer.
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Appendix A. Bilinear and Quadratic Form Identities
The emphasis in this appendix is on results that ease the conversion between real-

and complex-valued representations of bilinear and quadratic forms. A complex-valued
vector, x, can be represented in terms of its real and imaginary parts in several ways, for
example,

: xr*LXi 
1

(A.1)

where

the dimension of x
Re{x}

Im{x}

(A.2)

Another useful form is the
this dissertation as the real

real and imaginary parts, referred to in

L:

real-valued vector
ertended uector for

Ilx'
-atx-l

L*;

twice that of x.
compler ertended

1a +|.*.vZ [x

A t h irl-x: \E Lr -trl* ,

Nis
AX,:
AXi:

of
x.

Note that the dimension of x IS

extended vector is related to the

yielding the useful identity,

where

The first identity states
uector ,

that

(A.3)

the real

(A.4)

via a unitary linear transformation. Note that * can be constructed as follows,

x:Ix, +?Ixd

x'-Ix r iT*;

and superscript H denotes the conj ugate transpose.
complex valued, of dimension twice that of x, and has
is verified by observing that its inverse exists,

*-JHx ,

;A +L-J,I]

(A.5)

(A.6)

The transformation matrix J is

full rank. That J is nonsingular



IIH-+l-i ,l]|I jl] -r ,
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(A.7)

(A.8)

thus

3--t :JH 
;

J is unitary. The inverse transformation exists,

x:J* . (A.9)

Identities (A.5) and (A.9) yield a simple relationship between bilinear forms involving
{x,y} and {*,i}. Consider the real variable bilinear form,

7-arB.y, (A.10)

where B is an arbitrary complex-valued matrix but f and f are real valued as defined by
(A.3). Substitution of x:J* and y:J;; yields

z+H Ai - *'N g' - *r N'g :*HA' L g' 
1

(A.11)

where

A:JflBJ ,

A,:JTBJ* 
1

A, ' -JTBJ ,

.A,''-JHBJ*.

(A. L2)

The relationship between A and B is invertible, i.e.,

B:JAJfr (A.13)

A and B have identical rank and

detA:detJffBJ : detJH detB detJ (A.14)

:detB

Note that

(A.1b)

It follows that if B is symmetric then A is Hermitian if and only if B is real valued.

If the original vector, x, is real valued the above results remain valid. However,
(A.10) reduces l,o z:xTB,11y and (A.11) reduces to z:2xT At1y, where y'.rr:B1,/2

Suppose the bilinear form is written in terms of the matrix inverse, C-1:8, i.e.,

2-jr c-1, (A.16)

Then from (A.11) and (A.12),

where

z*nD-Lg , (A. L7)



Consider the subclass of symmetric bilinear forms, i.e., forms such that

7:yrpy: r?Bx (A.20)

Without loss of generality, B can be assumed to be symmetric since given any B' satisfy-
ing (A.20), there exists an appropriate symmetric B satisfying (A.20),

z-rrBt y (A.21)

D-I_JHC-IJ )

D:JHCJ .

-f,"?B' v++vrr.'rv

-l*?B'y+l*rB' 'yzJz

-rt i(t'+B' '),

-f 'gy ,

n-|(B'+B'') : B? .
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(A.18)

(A.1e)

(A.22)

(A.23)

where

Althorrgh B is symmetric, generally A+Ar and A#/,H. The
gives A a special structure. Partition A and B into four square

A- h" 1"I B- [:" B"I
= 
Lo,, Azzl Lr, srrl '

Clearly all quadratic forms,

z_v?B* *HA* (A.24)

satisfy (A.20) and can be considered symmetric. In what follows B is assumed complex
valued and symmetric. The complex vector form of (A.20) is given by (A.r1) with

A:JffBJ . (A.25)

(A.26)

A, :i(", *Bz z-i(Brr-Brr) )

;*rz:i(, r r -B zz* i(Brz*Br, ) )

l,.zt:i(" r, -Bz z- i(Brz*Br, ))

Azz:*(t,-FB zz*i (Brr-Brr)) .

symmetry of B, however,
submatrices,

E*p ansion of (A.25) yields

(A.27)
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(A.28)

Brr-Bf,
Bzz:B$

Brz-Bf, .

|.A, A*I
A- 

Lo, A,1l '

Note that Au is not necessarily symmetric or Hermit

Brz:Br,,,l

The submatrices of A become

Arr:|(Br r+B22- i (B1r-gril)

l^rr:I(Bl 
1 -822+, (B 12+B,!) )

Arr:|(Brr-B22-i(Brz+Bril) (A'2e)

A*z:|(B,+Brr+ f (Brr-BrT))

The structure of A is thus characterized by

Lrt:A{z

Atz:A{2, (A.Bo)

Arr:Ar!, t

(A.31)

ian. Consider the special case of

(A.32)

which holds in general if B is a two-by-two matrix. Then, in addition to the above
structure,

{rr:Ar1 . (A.33)

Suppose the result z is constrained to be real valued. Then B is necessarily real valued
and therefore

Arr:A LLH

Arl-Arr'
Arz - Arr' - A{z ,

(A.34)

from which

(A.35)

(A.36)

[A,, A,,
A- 

Lo,r' A,,'

A:AH ,



was previously discussed following (A.15). If,

A1 :Azz:Brr*Bzz
in addition, Brz-BS

is real valued,
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two-by-two

(A.37)

(A.43)

(A.43) that

(A.44)

orBis

Arr

L,,,
Arrl
lrrl (A.38)

(A.3e)

complex vector form,

(A.40)

(1,.+z)

Consider the integral bilinear form

,:{J*t qr B(" ,, )y( u)d,ud,u

Identity (A.11) applied to the integrand gives the corresponding

- IJ*(u ) 
t a( u tu)t( u)' d,ud,u ,

where

A(u,u):;?B(u,u)J' ' (A'41)

Consider the subclass of symmetric bilinear forms, i.e., forms that do not depend on the
order of the inputs,

,: [/*t qr B(, ,, )y( u)dud,u 
1

Without loss of generality, B

since given any B' satisfyirg
produces an identical outputl

,:l/Yt qr B(, ,, )*( u)dud,u

can be assumed to satisfy

B(",r):B(o,qr ,

(A.42), there exists an appropriate B satisfyi.rg

,:l/*t qr B'(u p)y( a)duda

:+ I [*(, ) 
t B' (u ,, )v( u) d,ud,u *+ t [Ytu)r B'

:+ I [*(, )'B' (u ,, )r( u) dud,u ** t/ot u)r B'

: [ {*(r ) 's( u ta)I(r ) d,ud,u ,

(u ,, )*( u)dudu

(u,u)r v@)dudu

-ll=t qr i(r' (u ,u )+B' (, ,u)')y( u) d,udu

where

B(" ,, ):B (o ,u)' - *(r, (u ,u )+B, (, ,4r )

(A.+s)



Clearly all quadratic forms,
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(A.46)

(A.47)

,: I/*t qr B(u ,, )*( u)dud,u ,

,: I/,t(" )'e( u tu)*(, )' d,udu ,

satisfy (A.42) and can be considered symmetric. The symmetry condition on B imposes
a particular structure on A. The symmetry condition on B implies

811(u , u ):81 ,(o ,u)'
Bzz(u,a):822(a ,u)r (A.48)

Brz(r,u):B21(o,u )? .

The submatrices of A are thus given by

Arr(r,r):i(Brr(u,o)+B22(u,u)+r(81 2(u,o)_P,12(r,")')) (A.49)

Atz(u,r):i(Br, (u,u)-822(u ,u)-i (B1 2(u ,u)+Bp(r," )t ))

Azr(u,r):i(Br, (u,a)-822(u ,u)+e (B1 2(u,v)+Bp(r," )t ))

Lzz(u,, ):i(Brr(u ,u )+B22(z ,u)-r (B1 2(u,u)-812(r," )')).

The structure of A is characte

(A.50)

A(

The integral is then expanded as

,:[ [x(u)'Arr(, ,u)y(a)'dud.a+[ {x(u)'e*r(" ,a)y{o)dudu (A.51)

+ [ [ *(")' Arr(u,a)y (u)' dud,t + [ [ flu)' &r( ", 
u )x( u )' d,u itv,

where (A.50) applies. Note that if y::<, the first and last terms of (A.51) are identical.

The effects of constraining the inputs or output to be real valued are described in
the following.

1) Real Input, Complex Output.
If x and y are real valued, the original equation (A.39) collapses to

,:{ {x(u)'Brr(u ,o)y(a)dudu , (A.52)

with
Brr(, ,a):B''gt,u)r

rized by

Arr( u tu):Lrr(u ,qr
Aor( u tu):Ar z(u ,qr
Azr( u tl):Ar, (, ,u) 

t 
,

laor( u,a) Arr( u ,u) I
u t0): 

L& t(u,u) Arr( u ,u)r l



2) Complex Input, Real Outpur.
If z is constrained to be real valued for arbitrary x and y then
sarily real valued. In this case (A.50) holds as well as (from (A

Arr (u ,u ):A rr(u,, )' : Ar ,(, ,qH )

Arr( u tu ):Ar, (u ,u ). : Ar z(u ,qr )

[Ar, (u ,u) Arr( u,u) I
A(" 

'u ): Lorr( u ,u)* A1r(, ,, )' I '
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it follorvs that B is neces-

.4e)),

(A.53)

(A.54)

The first and fourth terms of (A.sa) are conjugates of one another, as are the second and
third terms. Thus

z:2Rei { !"1")'Arr(,, ,u)y(o)'dudol' (A.55)

+2Re{ [ I"@)tArr(r,u)y(a)d,ud.a l,

where Arr(",u ):A11(u,u )H and 7^rr(u ,u)-/r12(t ,u)r . Note that

([ [*(")"Arr(",r)y(r)' duda)':[ [y(u)rArr(u,u)x{a)' dud,., ; (A.56)

therefore in the special case of y:x, equation (,{.56) is real valued and the real part
operation of the first term in (A.55) is unnecessary.

3) Real Input, Real Output.
If x and y are real valued and z is constrained to be real valued then the original equa-

tion (A.39) collapses to

,:[ [x(")tBr,.(, ,u)y(v)d.uda , (A.57)

with 811(u,u):811(o,u )? real valued.

The integral expansion is then

,: J [*fu)tArr(r,a)y(a)' dudu + [ fx(u)tA,.r(r,a)y(o)dud.a

+ [ [ *(")' Arr(u,, )'y(, )' dudu + [ ! x( u )EArr( u,u)' y(a) dudu.
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Appendix B. The Complex Variable Forrn of the Gaussian CFOTD and Fourth-Order
Moment Forrnula

An extensive discussion of complex-valued Gaussian random processes and the com-
plex Gaussian probability density function is given in [61] and complex Gaussian moment
formulas are derived in [61], [02], and [00]. However, attention in [61] and elsewhere in
the literature is focussed on waveforms with zero conjugate correlation, that is, on
complex-valued waveforms satisfying

fi{r,(t+rl2)x(t-r121;:0 for all r (B.1)

Prior theory based on (B.1) is inadequate for dealing with certain types of purely cyclos-
tationary and almost cyclostationary signals that have nonzero conjugate correlation,
e.g., frequency shifted PAM.

Cornplex Variable Forrn of The Gaussia.n CFOTD
The complex variable form of the Gaussian density derived in the following holds

for any signal (or vector of signals) rvhose real and imaginary parts are jointly Gaussian
almost cyclostationary. The analysis is based solely on the Gaussian form of the compo-
site fraction-of-time density (CFOTD) and therefore applies to the Gaussian probability
density as well.

Let x(t) be the vector of complex waveforms of interest and define the extended
vectors x(t) and *(t) as in Appendix A. Assume that the CFOTD for i(t) is of Gaus-
sian form,

ft161('):(zzr)-N' tz lKi(') l-'/'u"p[-](v-E(t))?rqt)-l(v-p(r))1, (B'2)

where

Nt :2N,
N is the dimension of x(t) ,

P.G)A E, {x(r)} ,

and Ko(f )4 a, {(*(t )-P(f )Xf(f )-F(,)) 
? 

}

If K*-(f ) is singular, which occurs for example if any element of x(t) is real valued, Equa-
tion (8.2) is only a formal representation of the density. The actual density, which con-
tains impulse fences, can be found by Fourier transforming the characteristic function of
(8.24).

The complex variable form of the density is just a rewriting of the above in terms
of the complex-valued vector,

iA rHv-+ f"'*1"'YZ Lv'-tYi

where lA ':I 
r rln#L-,, orl 1

3'-t:JH ,
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The complex variable form of the density is thus defined by

/*t,t(t)A /*,,,(r+1 . (B.3)

Note that averages can be computed using either form of the density function,

Io$)fx1t1$)dn:l o(J+)/*(,)(f)d+ , (B'4)

where diA d'r:duyduyd,u2rdu2; ' ' ' d,aprdu7,6. Equations (A.10) through (A.r3) are
applicable to the exponent of (B.2);

(r-F(r))?KJ,)-1(v-E(r)):(+-p(r))HKi(,)-'(r-i(r)) , (B.5)

where

n(f )A JH74t1:s,{*(,)} , (8.6)

[.,,,-Alano v- I

Lr;

Ki(t)4 J'Ko(f )J

-Et{J' (*( r )-F( r ))(*( t)- r,(r )) 
r r }

-Et{(*(r)-r,(r))(*(f )-p( f ))" I .

The determinant in (8.2) is evaluated as follows:

lr=(r) l- lrKo( t)ru I

- IJTIJK*(r) |

-lrrq(f)l
- lru(r) I

(B.e)

Incorporating (8.5) and (B.9) into (B.2) yields

/o1,y(n):(zn)-N' lz lK*(t) l-'/'"*p[-]t+-A{t))"K*(,)-1(+-F(r))l (B'10)

(B-7)

(8.8)

Note the factor of one half present in K*( f ),

. [*-*( ,) K**.(r)
Ko( t):; 

I 
r*.*(t ) K*.*.(, )

L

(B.11)

where

K*vA E1{(x-y,)$_l,ro)H ) (8.12)

In the important special case where the submatrices,

r(**.(t)a E1{(x(t)-*(t))(x(t)-x(t))t }:o (B'13)



and

K*.*(f ):o )

are zero the complex version of the density can be written in
uA u, *r r;. Eqration (B.10) simplifies to

f*(,r(r)a &try(+) when K**.(f )-K*.*(f ):o 1

:n.-N IK**( , ) | 
-'.rp[-(" -p(r ))'K**(, )-'(u-p( r ))] ,

where

tt(t)A s,t*(f )I ,

K**(r )a E,',*(t )*(r)" )

-Et{r,,( t)r,,(t) n,u(, ) ) ,

Equation (8.16) is the complex variable form of the Gaussian density commonly encoun-
tered in the literature [61], [72].

The moment generating function for a vector of real-valued waveforms can be
defined by

zrzflw)A (8.1e)

where w is real valued and independent of v.
app arent:

The moment generation property is

6u ,rrJ*) l*:o -{14, i;ufx(,)(v) dn (8.20)
dw, ' ' ' du),11 tM

I fot,1(v) ,*'i d,v ,
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(8.14)

berms of bhe subvector

(8.15)

(8.16)

(B.12)

(8.18)

elements of

(8.21)

x are jointly

(8.22)

In particular, w:i*,

(8.23)

(8.24)

for the corresponding

where the indices ii , i:L, ' ' ' ,M need not be distinct. If the
Gaussian then

**(*) :u*p ti*' rJ t )w+* r l,@l

It can be shown [61] that (8.22) holds even if w is complex valued.
where u is real valued, yields the characteristic function

do(r)a / f*(t)(v) ,do'o d,u ,

-"xpt-i"'*o(r)u*e ur t4 .

Consider the proposed definition of a moment generating function
comp lex-valued waveforms,



of independent real numbers,
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(B.25)

then the momen[ genera-If s is constrained to be a vecbor
tion property is apparen[:

dM

;sr r il s;u

nzo(s)+ / f*(t)(+) ,"n ,t:,

-.t(r) I .:o --f ci, o,* folr 1(+)d 
+ (8.26)

(8.27)

(8.28)

(8.2e)

valued. In the case of a
Thus, using (8.22) with

(8.30)

(B.31)

(B.32)

(8.33)

(B.34)

(8.35)

(8.36)

(8.37)

:Et li;, (t)i,,(t) rk(f )) ,

where the indices, ii, i:1, ,M, need not be distinct. Since the vector *(f ) contains
the various waveforms and their conjugates as separate elements, moments of the form
(B.27)_include all possible products of the waveforms and their conjugates , e.g., rl , rf l,
x1x2x3rn, etc. Definition (B.25) can be expressed in terms of the real extended vectors,

?n *(r):J fo(,1(v) e "r,v dn

-m*(J " r)

If s is constrained to be real valued, J*s is necessarily complex
Gaussian density, (8.22) holds even for complex-valued \M.

w-J*s to evaluabe (n.zo; yields

rn*(.)-.rot;rr JH K=( ,)J's+sr JHl,(t)l ,

-eXp t+"'K**.(r )"*s 
? p(r )] ,

where

Koo.(, ) 
n E,i*(f )*(f )' ) .

The identity, JH K*(, )J'-Koo.(r ), is established as follows.

J'Ko(, )J' :JH JKo(r )lHl. ,

:Ko(')P 
1

where

[-,1
II

P4 JTJ 1[r:t 
Lr

:[i

-iI
iT ,I]

:P-1 
,
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entries in the partitionedand laetf l:t. Post mulbiplication by P
matrix,

interchanges column

J'Ko( ,)J'

:Et{*(f )*(f )' } ,

:Koo.(r) :K*(r)p

Comparison of (8.3f) wiih (8.10) reveals that the correlation matrix
moment generating function is not identical to the correlation matrix of
tion, the two matrices being related by an interchange of columns
(8.39). Note that K*(t) is Hermitian while K**.(f ) is symmetric.

The characteristic function defined by (3.134) becomes

d*(")A,[[11y(f)ed"u di,

which leads by an argument identical to the above to

0 ob):exp t-+"' Koo.( r )r+? rr fr)

f*0,, *0,, I

L*o,, 
*0,, 

1 
'

I [^--.,r, r(**(r)
u 

Lra_.*.(f 
) K*.*( f )

lf;-(r)* (t)' +-( r)* (t)'
Et 

1l+"(r).*(r)' -r"rr)'*( t)' lI

(8.38)

(8.3e)

appearing in the
the density func-
as prescribed by

(B.40)

(B.+r)
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Moment Formulas for Real Valued Gaussiarr Waveforms

The well known fourth-order moment formula for zero-mean jointly Gaussian ran-
dom variables can be expressed by the integrai identity,

(8.42)

where u and v are four-dimensional vecbors of real-valued variables,

/(')A (2o)-' lK l-'/'"*p(-|,r?r-',,;,

and

(8.+s)

/(,) d u

+/ uLu3l(r) du' Irruaf (v)dv +/ urunl(r)d, ' Irzuzl(") du,

K-/ tl-[",

I t t I ui ux f*(,1(r)du -Et

I I//, f*(tr(r) d,u-Et {r(f )} - 0

is nonsingular and symmetric. The relationship (B. 42) and
referred to as Isserlis's (fourth-moment) formula. Srrppose
fraction-of-time density of the

(8.44)

its equivalent forms are
that the cyclostationary

waveform

(8.45)

real-valued vector
*(f )A [rr( t),rz(t),rr(t),xq(t))', i, of the form of (B.43), i...,

f*(,r(r) -f(r) ,

where K:K(f ) is almost periodic in f . The waveforms {q(t)}are then jointly Gaussian
almost cyclostationary and contain no first-order periodicity. If the elements of x(t) are

not linearly independent then K is singular and a density of the form (B.43) does not
exist. Nevertheless, (B.42) is valid if Gaussian densities involving impulse fences are

allowed. Thus the results of this section remain valid for linearly dependent waveforms.
It follows from the definition of the CFOTD and the sine rvave extraction operator that

I I I I uLu zusu +f*1tr(r) d,u_-Et {rr( t)*z(l-)rz!)rn( f )} ,

Iri(t)*x( f))

(B.46)

(8.47)

(B.+s)

(B.ao)

K(f ):E,t*(f )*(, )t ]. ,

Relationship (8.42) can thus be expressed

E,{zr( t)rr(t)rz!)ro(t) } -Ettrr( t)rr(t)i
*Et Irr( t)rr(r )]
*Et{rr( t)ro( t))

E, 'r,rt!)* n(f ))
Et',rr(t)*n(t))
Et {rz(t)rr( t )}

(8.50)

If the waveforms are jointly Gaussian almost cyclostationary but have nonzero
means, they possess a CFOTD of the form
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/*1r('):(z'r1-'lK(,) l-'l'""p[-](u-x(r))?x(r)-l(u-i(,))1, (B'51)

where

i(t14 E,{x(t)} ' (B'52)

K(f )a s, {(*(f )-i(f ))(*(r)-i(r))'f , (B.ss)

and the cForD for (x(f)-i(t)) is of form (8.43), and relationship (B.42) becomes

E,{(rr(t)-tr(r)) (xr(t)-ir(t)) (,.(r)-rr(r)) (u4(,)-;4(,))} (B.54)

:8, {( r r( r ) - i t(t ))(r r(t ) -z r(t)) E, {(x r(t ) -a r( r ) ) ( c n( r ) -r n( f ) ) }

+81{(zr(r)-ar?\@r(t)-"r(t))4{(,r(r)-r3(,)Xr4(,)-;n(r))l (B.sb)

+ E, {(r r(t ) -i r(t ))(r r(t) -a rUD E, {(r r(t ) -t3(, ) X " 4( f ) -t n(, ) ) } .

Another well known property of the Gaussian density is the triple moment relation-
ship,

{ll[",u;u1l(u)du:0, (B.s6)

where /(u) is given by (B.43). The equivalent formula for waveforms is

u,{(x;(t)-e;(r)) (x;(t)-i;(r)) (,*(r)-rr(r))}:0 , (B.57)

E,{ r;(t)r,(t)ag) -x,(t)r,,(t)irg) (8.58)

i;(t )xi Q) re$) +4 $ ) z, (t)ir$)
r;$)\ (t) r1,( t ) +c, (t )ii U)nkU)

+ii\)ii $)r1,$) -i,(t)t, (t )ir (, )) : 0

Noting that E1{r"(t)a(t)}:i"(t)"(l) where a(f) is almost periodic in f, and adopting
the notation

R,iA E,{r,(t)r7(t)} , (B.se)

(8.58) becomes

E,{r;(t)r,(t)4$)}:R;ii*(t)+R,kii\)+RikiiU)-2i;(t)iiU)iku). (8.60)
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Moment Formulas for Complex Gaussian Waveforrns
Many of the key results in Chapters Four and Five of this dissertation are obtained

using the fourth-order moment relationship for complex-valued waveforms. Ii wiil be
shown that Isserlis's fourth-order moment formula (8.50) applies to complex as well as
real variables. The correctness of the formula is crucial. Therefore, two distinct deriva-
tions are offered; the first approach is direct and is based on the Isserlis formula for real-
valued waveforms while the second employs the complex moment generating function.
Let y(r)A lvr!),yr(t),yr{t),ynU)]? denoie a vector of iour complex-valued jointly Gaus-
sian almost cyclostationary waveforms lvith

E, 'rv(r ) )-o

Define, &s in Appendix A, the extended vectors

(B.o r)

^av-

_\ l.r, lY- 
Lr, l '

y, a R"{y} j

y;A It"{y}

on y imply that y consists of eight j ointly

E, 17} -EttJt}' - o .

bhus has bhe form

f ,('):( 2o)-n I r l-tt'"*p t-i, r K-\rl ,

{yr( t)y r(t)y s(t)yn( r )),

- JHy j
1[,

----: I .\/2 Ly
(8.62)

(8.63)

(8.64)

(B.65)

Gaussian real-valued

(8.66)

(8.67)

where

The assumptions
waveforms with

The CFOTD for v

where K is almost periodic in t. If the elements of f are not linearly independent then a
generalized version of (8.67) is assumed. It can be demonstrated that any subset of the
elements of f are necessarily jointly Gaussian almost cyclostationary. The quantity of
interest is

q4 Et (8.68)

(8.6e)

(8.70)

(8.7 L)

-Et {fu i *iyi X y', +;y'r)fu 5 *iyl X y'n +;yi)}

-Et {(y i y i +iyiy', +iy iy'z Xyl y'4+iy|yi+iyiyi

viv'zvIvL -viv'zvLvi

-yiyL -yiyl)i

-Et { viv'zv|vl+i viv'rviv'4 +i
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+i viv'zv 5v i -v \v'zy Ly I - yiy'zy ly'o - i
+i v iv'zv 5v i -s iyLviy i -y iy'zy 5y L - i

-viv'zvlvi -i viv'zvivi -i viv'zv 5vL

Each term in the sum of (B.71) is a fourth-order moment of real-valued Gaussian
waveforms and can be evaluated using Isserlis's formula, (8.50). To expedite this process
the following notation is adopted,

v iv'zv iyi
v iv'zvLv'n

*viv'zvLvL I

x;SLe,lyfyfj,where p:r or i, {t:r or i
Expanding (8.71) using (B.50) for each term in the sum yields

q : (KiLK l'a * Kl\K i'a + K i\K iL )

+ ; ( K iLK i 4 + K ii' K ;'n + K i',4K i\ )

+ i ( K iiK 5; 4 + K i'rK ii n + K i\ K ii )

-( K iLK'i n + K ii, K ;in + x ii n x ;, 1

+ ; (KizK 5l + K{sK 1',4 + K i 4K 

"L 

)

1, K irK i n + x'lrK l'n + K'{4K'* )

-(K'{zK t n + K'{ rK i; n + X i n 
f ;i 1

; 1x'irx 1 n + x irx ;i, + x'i ntr ;, 1

+; (KizKi\ +Ki\K'{4 +Kil4Kh)
-(K iLK i n + K hK'{4 + K iiK * )

1 K i"K i n + K i\K',; 4 + X TinX ;, 1

; 1x irx g n + x i;rx { n + K i\K'h )
-6irrc 

"\ 

+ K ft K',{ 4 + K i 4K'.zl )

; 
1 
x'irx'i o + K hK'; 4 + K inx f, 1

; 
1 
x'irx tn + K fiK t 4 + x i nx'i, 1

r@irrc'jn +x'irx;n +KinKi, ) .

The terms are reordered and collected as follows. The first column produces,

q r (K iL - K i, )(K fl'.n - K ! n ) + i (K i',z - K',j, )(K ! 4 + K',il )
+ i (K iiz + K ir)(Ki'n - K'in) - 6 i, - K i, )6 t4 + K i4),

-[(K i', -K{r) +, (Ki', + K'{z)] t(K|'n - Ktn) + ; (K['n +K'{)),

(8.7 2)

(8.7 3)

(8.74)

(8.7 5)

(8.76)

-Et {vivl +, ( yiy', +y\y'r)) E, {y|yi +i ( y |y'n +yLyl )), (B -77)

:&{vrvz}8,{vssr}. (8.78)

Columns two and three can be reordered to appear identical to column one except for

-yLyL-yiyL
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subscript ordering. Thus, immediately,

8z:Et'rY*i4tlrYzYnl , (B'79)

8t:ErtrYflEiEt\Yzatt , (8.80)

and therefore,

Et{vrvzvsy}:Er{vrvr}Erlrv*n}+Er\ytvs,t\Et{urun\+E,trvtvnlBtlvzvs}. (8.81)

If one or more of the elements of f is replaced by its conjugate, the resulting set of
rvaveforms remains jointly Gaussian. Therefore (8.81) holds with any of the waveforms
conjugated throughout. In particular,

(B.82)

E,'rvrviviv+\:Et{vrvi\E,{srvi'l'*Et\vrvi IE,Ivrvi l'+Et\vrsn,\E,tvrvr\'.

The above result indirectly establishes an integral.identitl' for complex variables that is

analogous to (B.a2). The change of variables ri:J'u in (8.67) leads to the complex vari-
able form of the CFOTD,

$(t):(zzr)-N llt l-1/2e*p1-!tEA-lt1 , (B.s3)

where

K4q{iirI} , (8.84)

and N:4 is the dimension of y. Then the integral form of (8.81) is

farararanlg(r.)af. (8.85)

where

d frA di tdu zduzdi +du sdu odu z di a (B.86)

The alternative derivation of the complex fourth-order moment formula is based on

the moment generating function and its property (8.27). The complex form of the
moment generating function has been previously derived; from (B.31),

*rt y:"+"'K-'(!)s . (8.87)

From (B.27),

oamo$) 
,

6ffid; l":o : E'{g*u)0*u)oeu)0qu)i ' (B'88)

-l a fiz&(,i)drr - { o zo +fv(+)d+

+ I il ra3&(ri)dfr . I o zo q,f{+)d+

+1afi46(fi)dfr - {ozosf{+)d+ ,
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which, if y (, ) has dimension N:4 and the indices are selected according to
fr:1, n:6, P :7 , g :4, becomes

: 
Ir,',vlt)vz!)'vr(t)'vn(t)) . (B.8e)

For notational convenience, define A4Kno.(r)with \o the ztl column of A and \-o the
element in the *th ,o* and the ntn column. Using A?:A, it can be shown that

d

,;-r("):\fl"-e(") (B.eo)

Higher order derivatives follorv,

it2

ffi*o(s):he?s\f3+\oolme(s) (B'eI)

and

a3

E;k,;-r("):h,I"xrrsxo?s+x,o\1s+\ro\fs+\", Xo?slrne(s)' (B'92)

Setting s:O in (B.92) yields the result that the sine wave components of triple products
of zero mean Gaussian waveforms are zero, i.e.,

4!,0^U)ir1r,)i.o(r)):o , (B.e3)

for any choice of n,p and g. Differentiating (B.92) yields,

6* rrTr?.7.7 . .T.T

w;d'=" -e("):[\Jsxf"x'r"x'""*\-o \1"\"" (B'e4)

+\,0 \ f s\r"s+\r, \ fls\,,Is+\,, trfls\o"s

+\ -e \ Js\ ot" +\ -, X J"Xrt"

*\-o \ro *\-, \oo +\-o \ro ]m9(s).

Setting s:0 yields,

4\0^U)A"U)0rU)0.U)):\-o \ro *\-, \oo +\-o \o, (B'95)

The correlation matrix has the form,

A -r( ^ ^.(vv\ (8.e6)

(8.e7)

A:1
2

, fr(t) I

#L;i,;'ltv( t)'v
Krrri "' K'r',
K r roo ......

uzuz
aaa

aaa

:..... .:. 
t*,

lltUt

t): Et{ (t)')+

:"'.1
'r*, 

I

;r: )

)



Suppose that y (t ) h*
m :1, n -,6, p --7 , Q:4.

\*,

and that the indices
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are selected according todimension Ar-4
Then
r1:\ro : 

iKrro,

\ ro 
:\z+ -

\ *, :\tz - f,Kr ro,

\-o:\r+

\ ro :\oz

LK..-
Z AtUt

1 r.rt
Tnus! t

*uo,o,

(8.e8)

(B.ee)

(B.1oo)

2 lzUt

1 r..: -n .
Z 9tlt

-1K,Z !zlz
I trt:-1!\.
Z AzAe

Substituting these in (B.95) and recalling (B.89) yields the desired result rvhich is

equivalent to (8.82),

E, {v {t)v z(t)'v r( t)' v4( r ) }:Kr,v,( t)Ko,r.( r ). * Ksro,(t)Ko,u,U)'

* Kurri ( t)Krrr,. (f ).

If the elements of y are jointly Gaussian but contain first-order periodicity then the
vector y-f meets the requirements above. Thus

g u E,',,(v rv ) fu r-l ,) (v, -l ,) fu n-v )I

- Et {(v rvrXv z-v z)} E, {( v rvaXv n-v n))

*Et [(v'-i )(vr-vr)] E, {(! z-i z)fu n-v n)}

*Ett,(v L-irXv n-l )l E, {(v ,-v z)fur-fir)}

Third-order moments of zero mean complex-valued waveforms are easily shown to
decompose into a linear combination of third-order moments of their real and imaginary
parts which, according to (B.57), are zero. Therefore,

E,\,(v;-v;) fui -vi) fuo-vr)):o (B.102)

(B.101)

for any jointly Gausstan
tity

waveforms , A;,Ai , and Ak. E*pansion of (8.L02) yields the iden-

,\:Ettra;gi t\yr+E,try;yt lgi*Er{yiyx)y;-2y;yiltr- (B'103)E,{e;a1ax
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These third-order results are helpful in establishing a useful alternative form of (B.101).
Note that in light of (B.102),

Q:Et{(vr-vr) fur-lr) fut-it)y nl (8.104)

:E t{y , a za ta +-y fl zy ty t-!/ ,i ,a * +*y ,y za zg +

-l tu zg * E*l fl zl * +*y ,l ziy +-y rl zy * +\

-Et{y, g zg ta +-y ru za +i t-a ta ty qi z-yy ta qy ,\

*^luy zi t*^izr.i ri:*^ia+ y ,y z-v ti zy zy + )

(B.105)

where the notatior., ^iixAEr{yiyx} has been introduced. Use of (B.103) to evaluate the
third-order moments in (B.104) leads to

Q :Et {y ry ry ry n}-lnl zl +-inl zy *-'it+y zi t (8.106)

-lztl tl E-lzti ti s-'iztl fi z*51:it zl zl *

On the other hand, expansion of the right side of (8.101) leads to

Q:1o1z+l^la1z+flulzt-zrzi zl t-lz+l rl z (8.107)

-1tti z! +-1zt! tl e-hfi zl r'iztl fi ++31 fi zl fi + .

Equating (8.106) with (8.107) and canceling terms yields the desired result,

E,{vrvzvsyn}:E,{vrvr} E,{ysynt\ * Et{yryz} E,',yryn,\ (8.108)

*Et{y, y +} E, {re 
ze s} - 2i * zu si +
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others I

Appendix C. A List of Bilinear Almost Periodic

The systems discussed in this section have
see for example [39].

1) Filter- Correlator Structure.

, (t)

v(,)

System Kernels
been analyzed in depth by many

,(t)

Figure C.1. The Filter-Correlator Structure.

Many of the QAP systems of interest are special cases of the filter-correlator struc-
ture shown in Figure C.1 and described by

z(t):[ Jc(u)z(w_.u)d.u Ia1r1'y1r-o)'d,t e(t_w\dw ,-;znoot , (C.1)

where, for the time being,.(f), d(t), and e(t) are arbitrary complex valued impulse
response functions. The structure is capable of approximating ideal spectrum analysis
and signal detection kernels and is of a form well suited to implementation with scalar
input-output electronic devices. The structure becomes BTI if os is set equal to zero.

Manipulating (C.1) into standard form yields

,(t):/ [ *(u ,r)r(t -r)v ( t -u)' dudue-iznaot ,

m(u,r):{ c(u-w)d(l)-u)u( w)dw,

(c.2)

(c.3)

(c.4)

(c.5)

(c-6)

M(a,b):C (o)D (b)' E (o -b) ,

rh ({,o): I c (u -o lz)d (u +o f 2)' e ({-u) du,

Iil (a ,t):C (b +a l2)D (t -o lz)' O (o1

The output sine wave components are then given by (4.109) and (+.tt0),

,(t):Tzfi"i2trut , (c.7)



Special cases of interest are readily obtained from the above.

Product Device.

Let c (t):d (t)-r(t )-,{ r), and,'0-0. Then

, (t):* (t)y ( t ).

m (u ,u )-,{ u )6(u )

rh ((,o)-{ €-" l2)d( €+o lz1

M (a ,b ):t

{,t 1a,b):t

zlo-R&(o)

Correlator.

Let c (t):d (t )-6(t ).

e-i 
Znaot

m(u,0):, (+),{, -u)

fr ((,o) -, ((),{")

M (a ,b):E (o -b)

[,r 1a ,b):E (o )

Z l, - E( /, +.,,0 ) R :r* "' ( o )
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(c.8)

(c.e)

(C.10)

(c.11)

(C. Lz)

(c.13)

(C. L4)

(c.15)

(c.16)

(c. L7)

(c.18)

(C.1e)

(c.20)

(C.zr)

z(t):/ , (t -u), ( *)y (, )* d,w



Lag Product Cyclic Correlator.

Let c (t):{ t +r 12) and d(t):t\t -r lz).

z(t):[ e(t -u)r(u +r lz)y (u -rl2)' du 
"-i'n%'

m(u,0):s(+)0(, -u-r)

rh(€,o):, ({),{"-r)

M (a ,b):E {o _b) ein{o+o)r

ti,t 1a ,o):E (o)si2rbr

z l, :E (t t +., o;.R j*"'( t)

Cross Spectrum Analyzer.

Let c(t):d(t):o(t)ri2nlo', where a(f ) is low pass, and cro:6.

,(t):! [ a(u)r(w _.u)e;zntou d.u la(u)'y{* _.u1'e-izntoo 4u

, (*) d,we-i}n fo(u -u)

M (a ,b):,+ (o - fo)A (b -/o). E (o -b)

fr((,o) -{ a(w -o lz)o(w *ol2). e(i- w)d,we-i2nroo

{,r (a ,b):A (b +a 12- f o)A ( b -o 12- f o)' E (o)

p (€,o):/ a(* -o l2)o (* +o l2)'u ((-, )d*

P (o ,b):A (6 + o l2)A ( b -o l2)' E {o)

m(u tu):J o(u -.w)o (, -*)'
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(c.22)

(c.23)

(c.24)

(c.25)

(c.26)

(c.27)

, (t -w) d* (C.28)

(c.2e)

(c.30)

(C.ar)

(c.32)

(c.33)

(c.34)

(c.35)zlr-E (d I a @ *r I z)A (o -r lz). s &(/o+ a)da



Cyclic Periodogranr..

Let

where o(t) and s(t)

-s;'u,fo)

c (u): o (" ) ,i 
Zn(fo+aol2)u

d (u):o (" ) ,iLn(fo-aof 
2)u
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(c.36)

(c.37)

(c.38)

(c.3e)

e_i 
2rao, 

(C.40)

(c.41)

(C.+z)

(c.43)

(C.++)

(C.+s)

(C.ao)

(c.47)

(C.aa)

(C.+o)

, (u)-{ 
" )

are low pass. AIso require "(t)
Ilo(")l'au-l

have unit energy,to

,(t):/ a(u)e
i 2n(ts+"0l2)" , (t -u) d,u { ,( , ) 

' ,-r Zn(f o-"0l2), y (t -u ). d,

rn(u fl):o(" ) o(a)' ,itao(u*u) r-'2rlo('-')

M (a ,b):A (o - fo-aol})A (b - f o+aof z)'

fr((,o) - a(€-" l2)o(€+" 12)' ,iZraoe e-iznfoo

thI (a ,b):A (b +a 12- f o-aolt)A ( b - o 12- f o+o:of 2).

p (€,o):o(€-" l2)o (€+" 121'

P (o ,b)-A(b +a l2)A (D - o l2)'

Zly: {,a, (a * 1.t I z)A (o -p I z)' S {n*"0 (

Note that the cyclic periodogram is scaled to have unity g

a*fs)da

ain,

1
I



A Modified Cyclic Periodogra,rrr.

Srrppose the input filters of the
bandwidths and the local oscillator
That iu, let o'6 be arbitrary and

lf cvs is tuned to the filter

then P becomes

where o(t) and b(t) are low pass. The kernels of interest are

m (u fl):o(" ) b ('). eiZr 
f'u 

'-'2r 
f'u

M(a ,b):A(o - ft)B {b -f ,)'

rh {(,o!:s$-o lZ)b(€+o l2)' eizr(f'-f')C 
"-i 

r{J'+t')o

tit (a,o ):A (b +a I 2- l)B (b -a I 2- f2\'

If the rotated kernel envelope is taken relative to

- lifzlo: 
Z

and an arbitrary oro, then

p (€,o):o(€-o l2)b(€+o 12)' ,i,r(r'-rz-a)l

cyclic periodogram are allowed
frequency is unrelated to the filter

c (u):o(" ) ,i2r f'u

d(u):6 (, ) ,iZrf2u

e (u)-{, )

p (o,b):A fu *#)B( u - 
a - ft:fz*ao 

r'

center frequency difference, i.e.,

ao:fr-fz ,

P (o ,b):A( 6 + o l2)B (b -a l2).
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to h ave different
center frequencies.

(c.50)

(c.51)

(c.52)

(c.53)

(c.54)

(c.55)

(c.56)

(c.57)

(c.58)

(c.5e)

(C.60)

(c.61)
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Time-Averaging Cyclic Spectrum Analyzer.

Let c(u)and d(u)be as above and let ,(u):g(u)si2'x", where 9(u)is low pass.

z(t):[ { a(u)"i2n(h+"ol')" ,(* _.u)d,u I o(r)' ,-i2r{fo-aof 
2), 

n(* _.u)' d,t e-izrdot(c.62)

-w) , ( 1) -_w)' g (w ) dw ,i *o'(u + ') e- 2r fo(a -u) (c.63)

(c.64)

(c.65)

(c.66)

(c.67)

(c.68)

(C.6e)

M (a ,b):A (o - f o-ctsf 2)A (b - f o*oof 2)' G (a -6 -r-r'o)

g (€ -w)drriLraot e-iznfoo

{,r(a,b):A( 6 + o lz- fo-o,olz)A( D - o lz-lo*cr 0lz)'G(o -rro)

m(u,u)-J o(u

rh(€,o) -lo(*-ol2) o(w+of 2)'

p (( ,o): I o (* -o lz) o (w *o l2). s (g- w ) d,w

P (o,b):A (6 + a 12)A(6 - o l2)'G(, )

,zll
Lry - G (p) I e @ +1t I z)A (o _-r, I 4' S:o*"0( a * fs)d.a

Fourier Transforrning the Output of a BAP Systern.

Let the output of a single branch system be

z, (t):[ [ t(u,u)x(t_.u)y(t-u)' dud.ue-izo"t (c.20)

Consider the composite system formed by driving a sliding Fourier transformer with the
above output according to

-i2r0r4, (C.zt)

The resultit g system

-i 2naot
(c.7 2)

where

(-['6 
-fY, + I (c.7 3)

(c.7 4)

has standard form

,(t)-/ { *(u ,u)*(t -_u)y ( t _-u)' dud,ae

, (t ):/ s (t -_r) ,' (r),

m (u,0)-/ s (r)k(" -rju __r) e
;Lnaor 

d,T ,



i?xao, 
d, ,

M (e,b):G (a -6 -o'o) K (a,b),

tt 1a ,b ):G (a _.c,o)k( a ,b )

Also of interest is the CSA

P*(o,6 ): G(o)Po(, + i,b),

where pm is the envelope for the composite system relative to
the envelope for k(u,u) relative to f o and or. If the primary
the above formulas hold rvith (i1-Q.

fr(q,o) -fg (r)d (E -r,o),
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(c.75)

(c.76)

(c.7 7)

(c.78)

(c.7e)

fa and 0o:G1 +p, and px is
system is actually BTI then

envelope and its transform,

p*(€,o) - {e ((-, ) pr,(r,o)e-;Znor 4, ,

Fourier Transforrning the Modffied Cyclic Periodograrn Output.

Consider the modified cyclic periodogram subsystem discussed earlier with local oscillator
frequency or:0. The subsystem output is given by (C.70) with &(u,u) determined by
(C.53) and o1{. Let the subsystem output be the input of a sliding Fourier transformer
as in (C.7f) with p:a1-o\: a'0. Using the results above, the composite system output
is given by (C.lZ) and the system is characterized by the following kernel functions:

m(il p):/g (r) o(u _'r)b (r-r) ' ,-i2r(lr-12-as)r dr . ,i2n(lru-lzo) (c.80)

rh ({,o):I S $) a ({-r-o lZ)b (t-r+o 121' ,-;2"{f '- t,-"i' d, r";zn(fi-t)€ ,-in(t'+l')o , (C.81)

M(a,b):G (a -b -rio) A (a -ft)B( b -fil',

[,r(a,b):G(o -c,,o)A (b -fr*a l2)B(b -fz-a l2)'

(c.82)

(c.83)
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Appendix D. Derivation of the QAP System Output Spectrum Forrnula
In this section a formula for the power spectrum of the output of a general BAP

system is derived. Section 4.3 requires the result for a BAP system in which the input to
the system is the complex extended vector, *(t). The formula derived here applies to the
more general case of a BAP system driven by two arbitrary complex valued vectors, x(t)
and y(t). The formula is easily specialized to the case x(t):y(f):*(t). The input
waveforms are assumed to be jointly Gaussian almost cyclostationary. Let the BAP sys-
tem output be given by

,(t)-I { I"'U-u)or"( u,u)y( t-u)'dud,u e-;Zrat (D.1)

N,(t):II
a furfu

,u)n*(t -")y *(t --u)' duda e-i Zrat (D.2)

The output power spectrum is the Fourier transform of its autocorrelation function,

I {m#*(u

s,,(f): { R,,(r), (D-3)

The autocorrelation function can be viewed as the zero frequency component of the Iag
product sine waves,

R,,(i-nto {Et {r(t *r lz)r(t -rlz)'}} (D.4)

result in (D.3), and

(D.5)

q(t tu,u ,a,b ,r)e-iLna(t+r1z) riztB(t-r1z),

where

qL E, {**(t +r1z-u)y*(t +r12-a)'*o(t-rl2-a)'yo$ -rl2-6 )} (D-6)

in the integrand are

-iZr f r g,

Replacing z in (D.a) by its defining expression, (D.2), substituting the
interchanging the order of integrations and summation yields

(u
s*(f):E,o lE t [ { I I [ *#"(u,u)m!,(a,b)'

la,p m,n,p,q

-i2nf r d,ud,udad,bd r\ ,

The sine wave components of
evaluated accordirrg to (8.108),

the fourth-order product embedded
in particular,

8:9t + gz + Qz + gt ,

! t:E t {r^(t +r 1 z -u ) y * (t *r / z-a)' } E t {% $ -r 1 z- a)v r(t -, 1 z-6 )' }',

Q z:Et {r*(t +r 1z-u)ro$ -r 1z-o )'} E, {yo$ +r 1z-a)y o$ -r 1 z-b)' )1,

e t:Et {r^(t +r 1z-")y oU -r lz-b)} E, {yoQ +r1z-a)ro$ -r 1z-a)}',

(D.7)

(D.8)

(D.e)

(D.10)
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) (D.11)

(D. Lz)

terms is investigated

ud,ue_iln a(t +r 1z) (D . 1 3 )

(D.14)

An expression representing Z as a sum of sine waves is obtained as in Section 4.2,

2(t):s,{r(t)} , (D.15)

N

-t I / I *#*(u ,r)Et',.r*(t -u)yn(t -.u)')d,udrr-izta' ,

a, mrfl

(D.10)

iv
:X t I I*i"@,o)DR)^u^(u -u)e-intr(a+u)ri2t\t dudoe-iznot , (D.17)

dmrtu \

N
:X t I J I *k@,r)s)^u^(a)si2no(o-t)r-dr\(z+o)4utro4oriar(\-a)t, (D.18)

a)r, m,n

lV:X tJtt#"(r!\12,a-x1z)sln^(a)d,asi2r(\-")t , (D.19)
o,\ m,n

(D.20)

Z (t):Dzlrrizr Pt 
,

I,L

q+:-2i^(t tr lz-u)y*(t +r1z-a)'io{t -rl2-a)'ir1t -rlz-b

Substitution of (D.Z) inio (D.5) yields a sum of four terms,

S*(f):S, + ^92 +,S3 + ^94 ,

where -91, is defined by (D.s) with g replaced by q*. Each of these
individually.

First Terrn
Substitution of (D.8) in place of g in (D.5) yields,

(tr
s r:Eto{ /f f I I *k@,u)81 tx*(t +r 1z-u)v*(t +r 1z-r)'}d

I om,r

JV

'EEI I *foto ,t)' E, {ro(t -r 1z-a)u o(t -r1z-b)'}' dad,beizn\(t -r1z) r-iz* r' 4 r\-
fp,c 

\-r-, -.\'P\ t- --)rq\- t- -t ) 
)

Recalling (D.2), this is recognized as

S rE to { { 2 (t +r 1 z)z (t -r 1 z)' e-i 2n t' d, r}

-rr,{r*(\,o)s"},( ilr o.\fizr(\-o) ' ;

(D.21)

thus



where

zl"

and where IW is the matrix of transformed rotated BTI kernels
cyclic spectra with the *th row and nth column entry S;o^(a).
tion (D.?L) in (D.14) yields a concise formula for Sr,

Sr:I I Zl, l',{ f -r,) ,

. Es {**(t +r12-u)"r(t -r lz-o ). } Et

^ ?r,{r* (1t+c,',,)s#/ o(of o,\ ,
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(D.22)

and SS is the matrix of
E*ploying representa-

(D.23)
l.L

where Z!" i, the complex amplitude of the sine wave of z at frequency 12.

Second Terrn
Substitution of (D.S) in place of s in (D.5) yields

(N
Sr:Eo{1 X X I l I I l*i"@,u)mfr(a,b)' s-i%ta1t+rtz)e;2r1(t-r1z)"-i2rtr @.24)

lo',p m ,n,p ,q

The changes of variables

sz:Er,{_,, 
*,*u,

(D.27) to the

Sz:Et',{P,

u -w *r f z, a -t -r lz, a -y *r lz, and b :z -r lz yield

I I I t t m,*o@ +r lz,y +r lz)*fr(, -r lz,z -rf z)' ,-iLna(t +r1z) (D.25)
q

(D.26)

(D.27)

(D.28)

la n (t +r 1 2--u) o o(t -r I z-b) ' )' d,ud,ud,ad,bd , L'l'

E, 
',,y *(t -y ) y o(t - r)' )' d.wdrd,y d,zd,,I .

)

,iztr 
p(t -r1z) e-i'n f ' Et {r*(t -* )"0 (f -, )- }

The sine wave components of a product waveform can be represented in the form

g {a(t -u)y(t -u)'1:tn,}(, _u)e-;r\(u+!) ei2r\'t,
x

-i 2n u (a *\lr) ,i 2r o (o -\lz) d,aei Zr\,t

Applyirrg product waveform terms of (D .25) yields
N

I t I t t t I I *#*(* +r 12,y *rlz)*fr(, -rlz,z -rlz)'
furf,,P,i

"-iZna(t+r1z) 
ri2r9(t -r121 

"-;z"lr\51,, (o)u-rru.(o+x1t) 
"iLrx(o-\12) 

ri2n\,t
),t,

-r Is),@),
x



. Sf,^u, (b)', i2nv(o+otz) e-;2nz(b-,t,tz) e--;Zrtltt dadbdwdrd,vara r\.
)

lntegrating with respect to w,r,,y, and z gives
(N

E,'{l X t IlIuXtr+\12'b*,!'lz)ein(n+x1z)rr-itt(b+1'tz)r (D.29)
[",P,x,* m,n,p ,q

. e-;2na(t+r1z) ri2rp(t-r1z) e-;2n f r ei2r(\-r/) t 
d,oaOa r\ .

)

Integrating with respect to r gives

sr:E,o{{ E g [[u*(,+,\t2,b+,,12)Mfr(a-\,12,b-d,lz)' (D.80)
(a,f,I,/ m,rL,p,tt
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' Mfq( o -x lz,b -,!,lz)* ,in(a-\12)r e-in{b-4'12)'sl,ro(o ) slr, (D )'

' sl-+(o)so{-r,(6 )'{o -t -ff-71";zn(\-'tt+u-"u o,ou\ -

lntegrating with respect to 6 gives
(N

sr:E,o[] X t Iuk("{\,f 2,a-*-f *t,p)Mfr(e-\f z,a-"iu -f -il\'
(o,f,\,ly' mrttp ll

's* ,o(dsf^r, ( (t-+-.f)'e;zn(\-/+ e-o)' d,*).
)

(D.31)

Carrying out the time-average effectively samples the sum over d at t!.r-\+|-a leading
to

N
s z: D t I u#"(, *\lz,a +\/2- f -c")ufob -\1 z,a -\12- f -f)' (D.32)

arBr)r. mrn rp rq

. s)*",(")s1,tr!-" @-+-fl'do .

The changes of variables o --o +\f +a)f 2 and \:7rlcr' yield

sr:X X. $ [u;*1r+a**,u+]lufr(,-t'-rt ,a-t-+l (D.33)
p a,p m,n,p,tl -

' s *r" @ + t+) s ilif Q - ffy d,, -
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Replacing the transformed kernels by their rotated versions produces

sr:X I fl [tir i*1y+o,u+ff)tit !,1y+,t,u- +f (D.34)
p. a,P m,n,p,q

s|r:u++)sili: u-+|d, ,

J-s#+,J(, -#fr,it"u'

Third Terrn
Substitution of (D.10) in place of g in (D.5) yields

(x
S.:f,oliI X II I [ [*k@,a)rnfr(a,b)'s-;z*o1t+42)eizr/r(t-r1z)"-i2rfr (D.36)

la,B m,n,p,q

This expression is similar to the corresponding expression for Sz, (D.24). In fact, by
interchanging variables a and 6 and interchanging indices p and q, (D.36) assumes a
form analogous to (D.Za), i.e.,

(tr
Sr:E,o{ I L I [ [ [ { *k@ ,a)kfr(a,b)' s-iha(t +rtz) eiznp(t-r1z) "-itrJt (D.87)

la,pm,n,p,q-----

and therefore

where

kfr(a,b)a *fr(b ,o) (D.38)

Examination of (D.2a) reveals that (D.24) can be made identical to (D.37) by renaming
the waveforms,

rr(t) in (D.24) - yr(t)'in (D.38) , (D.3e)

. E, {r^ (t +r 1 z -u) u o(t -, 1 z- b )} E, {y *(t +r 1 z--o) r, (t -r f z- a)l' du dudado o r\ .

.8,{r*(t+r1z-u)uo(t-r1z-o)} Et{s*(t+r1z-u)xo(t-11z-6)}' d.ud.ud.adbdr\ ,

(D.40)yo\) ir (D.24) --| ,r(t)' in (D.38) ,

*fob ,b) in (D.2a)+ kfrra ,b ) i, (D.38) (D.+t)

and renaming kernels,
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Therefore, the result already obtained for the second term provides a corresponding
result for the third term. Renaming the waveforms and kernels appropriately in (D.3a)
yields

,sr:! X^ g [ilr g-1y+a,,++)ryrU+0,,-ff1' @.42)
p a,p m,n,p,q

s::; @ ++)s;!a. p -t!L1' aa

But, from (D.38) it can be shown that

fi(",o):t{t fr(",-r) . (D.43)

Eliminating kf.o- (D.42) using (D.43) yields,

. -X \] g Iriti*1y+a,o+ff)tfifou+i,,--u*";u) (D.44)u'-'r 
a,B m,n,p,q

. s !+.:.1r, 1{a)s. !1p. b - | !-fi )' d,aa^!pt 2'loart 2

The matrix form thus becomes

(D.45)

s,: lrr {/ X*tr*",, + ff)' s 1} (o + ttz)Drtf U + B,- o * :li-L1a s #! @ - +)" d, } .

7 l'?-"' Z'-xY' 2'V 2' )'x \ 2' 
)

Arternarivery, using rhe cycric _" 
illrf:;,l;;ry (D.46)

(D.45) becomes

(D.47)

s3:!Tr{/ft*tr* a,o+plro )r s!l:@+!!zlXlif(f+B ,-r+t':P )u st'+.g(--r, /+ii 1'r.,1

r I o -u"- 2 ) "*Y'\' 2'V \' " "'-2 ' "xY ' "' 
''*"1

Fourth Terrn
Substitution of (D.11) in place of g in (D.5) yields,

s+:-2Eto{{zt(t+r1z)z'(t-r1z)'e-;zul'dr} , (D.48)

where z' is the output of the system driven by the sine wave components of the inputs
alone, i.e.,

z, (l4t g 
{ I*i-@,.o)i*(t-u)l*(t-a)'d,ud,u "-i}tr.,t . (D.49)

d tn,tu
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Note that since Elti(f +rJi( t+t)'):i(t+tr)lU*tr)', equation (D.13) can be made to
resemble (D.48) by letting x+i and y+f in (D.13). Thus, the result for the first term
provides an expression for the fourth term:

where Tf,, is defined by (D.22) with x-+i and y--+f. The four terms are summed to
form th e co mp rete exp ression t" j) 

;: ; i;;-,T;;:;" 
-'

' 
(D'51)

+!rr 
{, ?*, r* o,, + fff sf**'(, + +)Ertf U + i,, - $l- s # P (a - r tzn )", 

}

*?r, 
{, ?*, r* n,, + ff)rsi,l'( o ++) rlirp U + 9,-, +,'t P )* sf}B(-u + Sf a,\

-2D,1zl, l',{ f -p) ,

lt

where

,zll
Lab

^ ?r,{r* Q**,,)siJ-(,) , d,\

sr:-zDl zi" lr,{ f -ri , (D.50)

(D.52)

as follows. NoteEach of the four terms of
that the third term has the

where

Thus,

is real valued. This is demonstrated(D.51)
form

ss: Ir. f /er(, )Ar( -u). du - ,

p

A'(r)4 Dlf( f +c,,,u*+)'Sjrl"(, *+)

sa:ITr {/Au(r).Ar( _.u)du\' 
,

p

-Ir'{/AP(-u)'A!(" ) du}' ,

lt

-ITr { /Au(u)Ar(- u)' d,u \' 1

lL

-(r'-,J3 1

(D.53)

(D.sa)

(D.55)
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and any number equal to its conjugate is real. The first and fourth terms are real by
inspection. The second term is thus real valued since the sum of all four terms is the
power spectrum which is real valued.

The fourth term of (D.51) disappears if the input waveforms contain no first-order
periodicity. If first-order periodicity does exist, however, the impulses of the fourth term
are canceled by impulses surviving the integration in the second and third terms. The
effects of first-order periodicity are explicitly revealed by expanding the cyclic spectra into
their nonimpulsive and impulsive components,

ss-Dfu + sfo (D.56)

Use of expression of the form

(D.57)

+ r$[rD**N}t's#

where the variables, which follow the same pattern as in the second term of (D.51), have
been suppressed. The fourth term in the integrand is of interest. The portion of Srr{f)2
due to this term is given by the second term of (D.51) with x and y replaced by * and f,
respectively_. Replacement of x and y with * and i in (D.2a) yields an expression recog-
nized as -l,Sr. Thus, this term gives rise to impulses which cancel half of ,9a. Identical

manipulations of the third term of (D.51) give rise to a term which cancels the remaining
half of ,Sa. Thus, an alternative form of (D.51) is

s,,(/)-r lz!" lr,{ f -y)
I,L

(D.58)

this relationship in the second term of (D.51) gives an

(
s,,(ilr:D Ir'1J [mtD**rffD# + N]rrsooffD#

lt q,fr t

+IIT'
tl a,0 {r [lW 1 / +",, q t'!r" )r D ll " @ + !7s-ltho U + l, u - Sl 

r 
o y; g p - | !r0 )H

+1F11+o, o*r!r" )'slf,"1r+ltzltif 1y+o,r-t'!ro f off7p-f t0 )H

+lW1 1 +o,, a pt" 
)r D !i" (r+f llif ( f + i3,, - *lr s!{P {o - ryY

(rir11+",, *t't" 1r Dli"@ +!;:-1rlf (f +t3,-u +$l'o;iop - rt0 
)H

)r, )

+IIT'
P a,P {r

+1W11+o, , * ''!ro )' s{J.'(, +ffltif (f+i,-, +ff1* o;i06 - rtB 
)H

+rF11+a, ,apto )rD-i"(o+ff1*f6 +r),-a+fff s;I!fu-+1" )r) .
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Appendix E. Cyclic Correlation and Cyclic Spectrurn Symrnetry Identities

T12

E,$(')a li* * I ,@+r/z)s(u-rl2)'r-i2,.at 4u (E.1)
-l +OO I 41,t I'

s;(/)4 f,*of1r"-i2zrrr4- (E.2)

, TIZ

R.f(r)a Ji* * I "@+r/2)y(u-rl4H r-i2nau 4u (E.B)
.l +CO I _r lqt l.

s;(/)a 
iO;f O"- 

izrrrl, 
te.4)

Complex-Valued Scalar Waveform Symmetry Relationships.

R&(')-e;"(-r).
R;'(') -R;.(-r) - R;i?)'

R:,. ( r):Ri"(r)-
R#(.)-E;"(-').

R:. (')-B:.(-r) - Rli(i'
sfr(f)-s;"(f).

s;.(/) _s;. (-/)
s:,.( f)-s;"(-/)'
s;,. ( f)-s;,(-/)
s #(f)-s;"(/).

s;. (/) -s;. (-/)
s:,. (/) -s;,(-/)

si -. (f)-s;"(-/)'

(E.5)

(tr-6)

(E.7)

(E-8)

(E-e)

(8. ro)

(E.rr)

(E.rz)

(E.r a)

(E.r+)

(E.rs)

(E. t o)

(E.rz)



Real-Valued Scalar

Cornp lex-Valued Veetor

Waveforrn Syrnmetry Relationships.

R&(-') -RflL)
R;"( r)-n &U)'
R;(-') -RJt)
R;"(r)-R#(')'
s&(-/) :s;;(f)

s;"(f)-s&(-/).
s;(-/) -s#(f)
s;"(f)-s;(/).
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(E.18)

(E.rs)

(E.zo)

(E.21)

(E.zz)

(E.23)

(E.z+)

(E.zs)

(E.zo)

(8.27)

(8.28)

(E.zs)

(E.30)

(e.ar)

(E.az)

(E.ae)

(E.s+)

(E.as)

(E.ao)

(E.az)

(E.ss)

Waveform Symrnetry Relationships.

R#(r):R*;"( -iH
R ?tr)-R ?( -t) 

?
yx\,'xy\./

R*.r3( r)-R*, o'(t)'

sr#(/):s*;"( f)'
S"*3(/):S* ,?(- f)'
S*.r3(/):S* ;" (- f)'
s-,?(/):s*;"( f)'

S**9(/):S**3(-/) '

Real-Valued Yector'Waveforrn Symmetry Relationships.

q,f('):R*i(-') '
R*;(r):R*, "(t).

sri'(/):s* i?il'
s-;(/):s*;"( - f)'

s*i(/):s*f (-/) r - s*;"( f)'
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Appendix F. Derivation of the Cyclic Spectrum Forrnulas for LAP Systerns and
Frequency-Shifted M-PAM Signals

Consider a pair of vector-input vector-output LAP systems described by

y(i1:Jtr(t,r)rx(r)dr , (F.1)

(F.2)

The impulse-response matrices h and g are almost periodic in the sense that each has a
trigonometric expansion of the form

h(f ,r):!h u1-r)ei2tu.t , (F.3)
lJ-

where
T l2

hr(r)A /1;# i,^n, 
t*r,t)r-ilrut ss .

>oc t _r 
12

(F.4)

(F.7)

The output is expressed in input oscillator form as

v(r):X/t u(t-r)rx(r)ri2rw4,. (F.s)
lt

The almost periodic time variation of the systems induces an almost periodic statistical
relationship between the system outputs. In particular, second-order statistics are
characterized by the AP cross correlation matrices,

Rr,(r,r)A E,{v(t+rlz)r,(t-r/4H} , (F.6)

and

R, ,-(t,r)a Et'r,y(t+rlz)r(t-rlz) '}' .

Focus first on the ordinary AP cross correlation, Rv, which depends on the input AP
cross comelation matrix and the system function as follows,

R n(t,r):E, {XJhr(r)'*(r !rl2-u1r;zn{t+rtz-u)du (F.8)
It

. l/w(r -r P-a)H gs(o)' 
"-;znx1t 

-tr*t) 4u 7\

:tX/Jhu@)'R**(r-!a.!-,r+u-u)gy(u)'ei21tt'L(t+rtz-u)"-i%r\'(t-rtz-")d,udo. (F.9)
ptr

The cyclic cross correlation matrices are the Fourier coeffi.cients of (F.9),

R$,(r):Ero{q,,(r,r)s-i2rat } 1r.to1
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:XX/Jhu(")'E,o{n**U-+,r*u-u1r-i2zr(c+\-r)I r (F.11)
p^

. g1(u )'edn(r+x)r, 
d2r(\u- p") 

d.udu.

Use of identity (2.179),

E,o{o(t+o)e-i2rot }:o itei2nPo j (F. rz)

in (F.11) yields

nf,(r):XX [{nr/.,;rgc+x-r(r*u-u)sx(r)'.-iz(cr+x-p)(z+u) (F.13)
l.r \

,i r{u+\)r 
,izzr(},.o - uu) 4u4,

Fourier transformation of (F.ta) yields the cyclic spectrum formula

sr:,(/):/tXI/t r(")rJs'+x-r1 a)si2t'"1'+'-')e^(r)' (F.14)
prtr

. e-izr(a+\- p)("1,t) 
er"(p+X)r riZr{\,a-tlu) e-i2nfr d,ad,ud,ud, r

-ID,{ t th*( u)r sS^-r(o)r"no(u-')sx(u)'
ttx

(F.15)

., -r'zr(a+\-r)(r +o), i zzr(I z - t ") 4a + S_ f I a a du d,,

:I//r.r(,r)'sfiJ'-'(/ -''tx 1u;2'(/-$x'-")gx(u)' (r'16)
p,tr

. 
"-ir(a+\-tr)(r+r) 

riar(>'r-t ") d,ud.a

:5ur11-$- +\t-+u) ? sf.,I^-r(/--$lcrty-$--stl-eax1' (F.17)
#,tr

s;(/):tE r$+alz)rs:J'-'(/-";')G{f -rtl2\' . (F.18)
p,tr

The conjugate correlation case is treated by substituting z' for z in (F.O) which is
equivalent to replacing w with w' and s(t,r) with k(f ,r):g(t,r)' in (F.6)-(F.18). Thus



s;.(/)-!Hr( f +a: l2)sff)-p( f -*l^x(/ -rvf 2)'
&,\

where

k(f ,r):[Isr( t -r)r"-^'1

:Ig_^( t -r)* ,i?r\,r 
1

\

and therefore

kx(r)-s-^(t). ,

and

-iZrr d f

:G-x(-r)'

Substituting (F.25) into (F.19) yields the desired formula in terms of the

s:,' (/):I H r( 7 +a I z)r s5)-'11-$) c -, (- f +a I z)yr 
p,x

S,fr,(/):rHr( f +alz)' si*^-u(f -
p,\ *lrx(/-^f z).
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(F.le)

(F.20)

(F.zr)

(F.22)

(F.23)

(F.z+)

(F.25)

actual filter, Et

(F.26)

(F.27)

(F.28)

(F.18) and (F.26)

(F.2e)

(F.30)

Appen-

Kx( q-[ky(r) e

-[B-x ,i,no'd, r *

The output cyclic spectra for a single system, h(f,r), are obtained by specializing
(F.18) and (F.26) with w---x, g:h, and z1r,

s -1,. ( /) :I E u( f +a / 2)r s;1^-'1 1- $lu-, (- f + a / z)yJ 
,u,tr

The cross cyclic spectra for a single system are obtained by specializing
with w---x, g(t,r):\t-r)I or Gy(u):16,, and z---x,

Sr:-(/):XE uff +a 1 z1r s i* P$ 
- 1 t, I z)

lt

s;.(f):IE,p(f +culz)r s:*-,t'(f -r l2)

From (r.2e), (F.30), and identities Sfl(/):s#(/)" and S[.(/):S;.(-/)? fro-
dix E, the following relationships are obtained:



s.fr( f)-Isffu( f -r,12)Hu( f -rvf 2)'
it

s;;.(/)-Is*;r( f +rt lz)H,,( -f -yo lz)
lL

h( f , r):f( t ,r)I,t( r-nT) .

The system is indeed AP since it possesses a Fourier expansion

h( f ,r):f( t,r)l+riLnnrf r

A large class of communication signals can be modeled as an AP system driven by
an information bearing signal. The AP system output cyclic spectra formulas, (F.27) and
(F.28), provide expressions for the cyclic spectra of these signals in terms of the informa-
tion bearing signal statistics and the modulating system parameters. The expressions are
useful in connection with detection, filtering, and identification of such signals. In partic-
ular, although the formulas are derived for a system with continuous input and output,
they are also useful for certain discrete information source modulation formats. Let
f(f ,r) be an arbitrary AP system impulse-response matrix with Fourier expansion of the
form of (F.3). Consider the AP system impulse response, h(t,r), formed by multiplying
f(t,r) by the periodic impulse train !0(r-nT),
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(F.31)

(F.32)

(F.33)

of the form of (F.3), i...,

where

and thus

The system output dupends on
Define the discrete-time input,

-I Di' uQ -') 
"2n 

Pr'iun nr f r
pn,

-I Z*t r-n I r U -r) ri,n ttr
lt fL

-Ih tU -r) r'2r P'r 
,

p

hu(r):I +r*ttrO) ,

Hu( il_fi" p-?,trl)

(F.34)

(F.35)

(F.36)

(F.37 )

(F.38)

(F.3e)

discrete-time samples of the continuous-time input signal.

u(n)A*@r) (F.40)



Then the system output can be expressed as

y(t)-/f( t ,r)' Ir)(r- nT)x(r)d r

:If(, ,nT)r a(n)
n

:tlt 
B(t -nT )r e; zt' ?nr r1nt

nB

An equivalent form, recognized as generalized frequency-shifted PAM, is

v(r):IXds(t-nT)r a(n)r"n^',
zX

where

dx(r)A fr(r) e-i,n\'r ,

ox(/):Fx(/+x)

(F.44)

(F.+s )

(F.46)

having the desired samples o(n):r(nT),
are expressed in terms of f by substituting

(F.47)

The continuous-time signal "(t) ir any signal
n:A,*1 ,*-2, ' ' The cyclic spectra of y( f )
(F.3e) into (F.27),
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(F.+r)

(F.42)

(F.43)

(F.48)

exp ressed
than the

(F.4e)

(F.50)

s,l(/):I 
n+Fp- o t r(t +|l' s;f^-u( f -+)Fx- * t rU -+l

/r,\

-PI+F;l(f+}l,sfi*^t_fr+(frL_")lT(f-+-#)F^,(f-+r
0,^l n ,m I

Use of the cyclic spectrum aliasing formula (G.28) reveals that (F.a8) can be
entirely in terms of the cyclic spectrum of the samples, a(n):s1nY ), rather
cyclic spectrum of the auxiliary continuous-time waveform z(t), i.e.,

s;"(r):n+r pU +t)'3;*'-r1r- fflr,tt -|l',
or in terms of Q,

s h}:P^+i>*(f -'1t*r-r14,3::^-,(/-rtr )o 
^(f 

-\,_.r-ul2)'

Similarly, substitution of (F.39) into (F.28) yields the output cyclic conjugate spectrum
matrix,

s;,(f):I 4reU*+)'S;1 ,-p(f -+)F-,( -f +a: lz) ,

B,

(F.51)



Of course, all the above formulas
frequency-normalized spectra S ;"
G,

An i-portant special
model

can be expressed in terms of the
and S;". using the relationships

s:(/)-rsf (r\ ,

S:.(/) -rS:T Ur ) .
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(F.52)

frequency- and cycle-
derived in Appendix

(F.53)

(F.s+)

M-PAM defined as the signal

(F.ss)

(F.so)

(F.57)

(F.60)

s;,(/):f +or( f -rl*. l2)'S:1'-r'( f -+)o-x(-/+\ +o: l2)
lt,

case is that of frequency-shifted

y (t)-I 6(t -nT)' u(n)r"r\or

where /1 is now restricted to be a vector, ry'1 is nonzero for only a single value of \, say

\6, and OA Oxo. The cyclic spectra for y(i) are given by (F.50) and (F.sz) which collapse

to

sfr(/)- 
+o(f-\o+o,/ 

z)' Si(f -xo)o(/-\o _-af 2). ,

s fr. (/) 
:+o(l-\0 +o I z)'s:''^'(/)o(-/*\o +c\ I z)

The frequency-shifted M-PAM signal model is examined further in Section 2.1.7.

The general formulas (F.50) and (F.52) reduce to the following if a(n) is purely sta-

tionary:

S;( /) :t + Q u$ - p,+ct l 2)' S **U - 1 
1+cr: f 2)Q u-,+ p 1 r ( f - tt+a l 2-p l T )', (F.58)

p. l

P:0,+1,+2, ' ' '

s ;r{ fl :l#Q 
r( I - t + a 1 zlr s **.{ f - 1 +a I 2)Q - u+a + p I r I f + u-a I z -p I r ), (F.5 e )

P:0,*L,*2, ' ' '

The cyclic correlation and cyclic spectrum formulas for the special case of \o:0, i.e.,

ordinary M-PAM, can be derived directly by beginning with

Rfr(,):,.,}%#-$j,,-|,|,,,o,t+Tl2)y(t-Tl2)*,-i2lratdt,

and applying appropriate changes of variables and manipulations. Then (F.56). and

(F.b7)^ur" "urinJblapplying 
the frequency shifting relationships (Z.eOZ) and (2.368).
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Appendix G. Sarnpled Waveforms and a Derivation of the Cyclic Spectrum Aliasing
Formula

Consider the impulse sampled waveforms

x,(r)4"(r)X T\t_-nT):x(t\\";zrntlr (G.1)

y,(f )A yU)I r b(t-nT) - y(t)I ,iLnntf r . (G.2)

The cyclic correlation between impulse sampled waveforms can be expressed as

q3.".(r):rl31+ 
t'f 

,rr+rlz)l,ei2tn(t+r1z)/ry(t-r1z)H\"-i%rm(t-r1z)lr "-;2tratdf 
(G.3)

-Sl2 tu rn

, s12

:?}Ja * _!,r*(' 
*;lz)v(t -r n)H'-i2z(a-n I r +m I rl 4s 

"i2t(n+n)rl2r (G.4)

:TIR^fr-( n - *) l'( r) ri zn(n *m)r I 2r

-f IRfr. P I r(r) r, rp r I r rizrnrf r
fLp

_Iry+o lr(r)r,rprf r Ir \r_nT)
p ,1.

:ry(')Irb(r-kr) j

k

(G.5)

(G.6)

(G.7)

(G.8)

(G.e)

where

R-r(r)A 1j&5l , lr(r)r;rprf r
p

The functior, (1r1, called the discrete-time cyclic correlatiory can be ree>rpressed as fol-
lows,

flfr(r):rE',otx(t+rlz)y(t-rlz)H 
"-izr(a+p 

lr)t 
"izrprlr ) (G.10)

p

-DEo{*( u +r)y(")' e-iznau e-;Znpt' l r l e-iLnarf Z

p

(G.11)



and application of the synchronized averaging formula (2.158) yieids

In (G.8), &&(d has effect only
interval T ,

ft.:.r kr): lim 1

^J, N-*.rc2N+1

:fl,#(fr) 
,

for values of r that are integer multiples of the sampling

-inaTke
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(G. Lz)

(G.13)

(G.14)

(G.15)

(G.16)

(G. L7)

(G.18)

(G.1e)

(G.20)

(G.21)

N

I *(nT +kf )y( nT)' ,-i2xcYrn
n:-N

where

X r, :X (nT),

Y n:Y@T), and

fl"fr(k)a

ry,r, ( r) - ?f fr"^:f ( fr ) \r -kr )
k

Fourier transformation of (G.8) and (G.18) yield

si 
",u):sfr(r) - r 3 :{ (rr) ,

where

Sf, (")a Dfr.!"(fr ) e-; Znok

k

s;rt/)a rIR :"(kr) r-i2n rkr
k

The inverse relationships of these are

fl"!"(r )-

r. 1
Irm

N+oo 21tr+1

N

I xn+kv{r-iLrotu e-itok
n:-N

The functio" fl,$ (t) is the time and frequency normalized form of the discrete-time
cyclic correlation. Note that it is defined in terms of discrete-time wavefortrns xz and yo,
which, in the present circumstance, are samples of the continuous-time waveforms x(t),
and y(t). Substituting (G.t+) into (G.S) yields the relationship

rl2

I
-L 12

3 !" @) ri,nok 4 o ,
(G.22)
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Ll2r
ni"1tr):_rfrSfrlyle;2,rkr a1 (G.23)

The cyclic spectrum functions of (G.19) are scaled such that the power spectrum is a
power density with respect to its argument, e.g.,

rl2,N
I S,,U)af :fr,,(o): ,li* "#_ f lr* l' , (c.24)

-llz tY+@ .lY tr ,r:-N

Ll2r

{ 3*1y1ay:E*(0) : fr*@):ynX,tr1o1 , (G.25)
-LlzT P

Substitution of (G.9) inio (G.21) yields the cyclic spectrum aliasing formula

Sfr(/):XXsj'y+p/?(/+ k lr -p lzr) G.zl)
kp

_I;sff(z-*)l rU-(n 
-m) lzr),

S; (/)-IIsf;I o(f +k -p I 2)
kp

S#'(t):S*r( f +q lzr)

3;(/):IIsJ;+p)tr(+-#) , (G zs)
k P r' ttr'

(G.26)

(G.28)

(G.30)

(G.31)

which for T :L becomes

Note that

If x(t) and y(t) are bandlimited to lf l<B f2 and the sampling interval satisfies the
Nyquist criterion, llT>8, then (G.27) and use of (2.332) and (2.333) yield

s irt fl o, ( f ,o):DDs i"+ 
e t r ff + *- #l o, u + L- -t-, cu + +) 

D B u,a:) (c.32)

:Sfr(/) 
, (G.33)

that is, the cyclic cross spectrum of the continuous-time waveforms can be recovered



exactly from the cyclic
the unity height window

cross spectru m of the samp led
DB(f ,,,) defined by (2.330).
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waveforms by mult,iplication by
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Appendix H. A Tirne Average Criterion for Detection of Almost Cyclostationary Sig-
nals

Consider a detection problem posed as follows. The received signal r(f) is known
to be either o(t) or D(t). A finite memory almost periodically time-variant nonlinear
system is desired that will distinguish between these two possibilities. The particular
waveforms o(t) and 6(l) are unknown. The system is to be designed based on certain
Iimit time average statistics desoibing "(t) and 6(,). Since the system has finite
memory it may be impossible to choose correctly whether r(t):o(t) or r(t):6(t).
Therefore, let the system operate continually in time on r(f) to produce the waveform
y (l ), where

if y(t)>l then choose o(t) based on ,(u), f -r t l2{u (r+r t 12,

if y(t) <l'then choose b(t) based on ,(u), ,--\ t lz{u(r+: t 12.

The decision is then a function of time. The average performance of the system can be
characterized in terms of certain idealized measurements, for example, the fraction of
detections

(H-1)

where

(H.2)

P, L E,o{, ( y (t ;a)-^,) },

A ft for f>o
, (r)a lo for r (0,

and y(t;o)is the system output if z(t):a(t). This is just the fraction of time that a(f )
is chosen correctly. AIso of interest is the fraction of misses

Pua E,'{u(t-y(t;o))} : r-Po (H.3)

which is just the fraction of time that 6(f) is chosen incorrectly, i.e., o(l)is missed, and
the fraction of false alarms

PF4 Eto{" ( y (t;a )- r)} (H.4)

which is the fraction of time that a(t) is chosen incorrectly. The system is considered
optimum if it maximizes the fraction of detections while constraining the fraction of false
alarms to be below a predetermined level Pp' . This is the Neyman-Pearson detection
rule. The optimization problem is thus

maximize Pp subject to PF{Pr'

or equivalently

minimize Pga subject to PF{Pr'

Consider the function (from the theory of Lagrange multipliers)

c A PM+\( PF-Pe') . (H.5)

Clearly if C is minimized for all positive values of the parameter \ and the constraint
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parameter Pp', then C:Pu is minimized for Pp-Pr' . It can be shown that Py can-
not be reduced further by forcing Pr.--Pr' 1721. Note that Po)O, Pu)_O, and Pp)0.
The optimization problem becomes

minimize C -P u+\ V r -P r' ) for all P F \>0 .

l-P r, or

(H.6)

Define the fraction of fime that b(t ) i. correctly chosen

PB-E,o{r(-,-y(f;6))} (H.7)

The function C can be expressed as

C:Pw+\(1-PB -Pe') , (H.8)

C:\(1-Pr')+Pr-\P, (H.9)

The variables \ and Pp' do not depend on the system. Thus C is minimized if the fol-
lowing is minimized

I
,

Aas PB

Ct :Pru-,\Pa 
,

c' :E 
t0 {u (^i -y (u o )) } -\Ero{u (^1-e ( t ; 6 ))}

The almost periodic system that produces y(t) from r(t) can be considered
from {r(u), t-tt lzSult+tt f z], to y(t) and can be denoted by

Y (t ir):D, ts (f )} '

The operator D t can be arbitrarily closely represented by

y (t;, ):r.rlim D,'{*(f )} ,

a finite dimensional operator

(H.13)

where the N-dimensional vector x is composed of samples of r(u) over the observation
interval, i.e.,

(H.10)

(H.11)

a mapping

(H. L2)

is apparently required to exploit fraction of time den-
they are finite dimensional. Using the above notation

(H.15)

where it is assumed that the order of taking the limit time average and the limit with
respect to N can be interchanged. This can be expressed as

C': Iim {E,o{s,(a(t))}-xr,o{s,(u(r))}} (tt.t0;
,/v+6

x(r)e 1,1,-{),.u-***),,U-**#), . . . ,r,-#*1{#f)t?. (H.r4)

A finite dimensional representation
sities which are \Mell defined only if
for describing the system,



where the sine wave exbraction operator Ertr'l is defined by
therefore gtO are constrained bo be almost periodic, the fun
wave extraction (3.125) yields

E, 'rgt(a( r )) i: I I |gr (') f 
^1t1(v) 

dv
2N-told
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where

gt(x( r ))A u (t-D,'{*(r ) }) . (H. L7)

The waveform !s("(t)) can be decomposed into a sum of sine waves (including the zero
frequency sine wave) plus a residual (zero mean) signal. From property (2.L71) it follows
that

E,o',g,(a(r))):8,0 {E,ls,("(r))}} , (H.ls)

(2.L36). Since D{ui-i and
damental theorem of sine

(H.1e)

(H.2r)

where

(H.22)

The quantiby C' is minimized if the 2N-fold ( 2N because v is complex valued) integral
is minimized for every value of f . The integral is minimized if the integrand is minim-
ized for every vector v. Also note that

e,(v):[0,t]]0, /"1r1(..))0, /u1r1(r))0, \>0. (H.23)

Nonnegativity of the CFOTD in general is established by Gardner in [39]; the CFOTD is
obviously nonnegative for GAC waveforms. Clearly the integrand is minimized by
designing 91(v) and thus D,tr['I such that

\/o(,)(')>/4ry(") I et(r):r (H.24)

while

\/ut,l(')</4ry(v) * et(r):0. (H.25)

The optimum decision rule can therefore be stated as

,\ry(v,l)<X+Dlo{')<-t, (H.26)

where /"1ry(r) is the composite fraction-of-time density (a.fOA). ttrus

,' :olTlu,o',1 s,('Uq,1(")d" - x/ar(u)/511y(u)du) (H.20)

:,J,jL E,o'rI g,(r) U ^111(v)-\/u1ry(v))d"]



'\.n,(r,t )>\ + D l'.r{r } }^,

where ,\s is the fraction-of-time likelihood ratio,

,lp(v, r ) A /"1, y(')//u1, 1(')

The threshold parameter \ of the optimum decision rule is fixed by the
of false alarms Pp' . Recall that
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(H.27)

(H.28)

desired fraction

u ('i-Dfl[r])-" (\-,rN (v,f )), thus

P F :L-8,' 
{ [ "(\-,\.rs(t, r ))/o1r y(v) du I

Since /5111(v))0, this expression shows that Pp is a monotonically nonincreasing function
of I. Il /6111(v) and .,Lry(v,t) are continuous in y, then since Pp(\:O):1 and

Pp(\:oo):0,'there exists some \:\' such that

Pr:Pp' :t-Erotrlu(\'-,liy(v,t))/61,1(v)dv| , (H.33)

P p :L-E,o i, ( l-y (t; 6 )) )

:L-EIOtuu (-,-Dfltu(' ) l) )

:L-E oi/ u(-,-Dfl{"})/u1ry(v) du\

but

or equivalently, there exists some function T(P" ) such that

\,:T(pr,) .

the desired result.

There are many systerns Dlo{"( f )} and associated thresholds
sion rule. For example,

olo{*(r )}-,.tN(*(r ),r ) with ^i,-\

(H. zs)

(H.30)

(H.31)

(H.32)

(H.s+)

-P r' ) - P M, which is

^i that satisfy the deci-

almost cyclostationary
and b(r) have Gaussian

(H.as)

is an optimum detector. Alternatively, since r\ry(v,t))0 and the logarithm is a monoton-
ically increasing function,

Dlo{*(r )}-tn,[ru(*(t ), r ) with ^/:ln\

is also an optimum detector.

Gaussian Case

S,rppose that o (t ) and b (t ) are zero mean Gaussian
waveforms. Then the CFOTDs for the vectors of samples a( t )
form. The log likelihood rabio detector is then specified by

D lo {*( r )}-tnAN (x( r ), r )

(H.36)



-ln
lKuu(r)l-'t'
lKss(t)l-'t'
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+ i*U)'(Kss( r )-1-Kuu(r )-1)*(, ) ln\ , (H.37)

a

b

in which the detection statistic is the output of a QAP system. Note that the additive
almost periodic term ln lKuo(r) l-rl2llfss(r)l-'/' i. independent of the particular
received lvaveform and can therefore be incorporated into the threshold.

For detection of the presense of a low level Gaussian almost cyclostationary signal
in white Gaussian noise the detector approaches a particularly simple form. Let

'where s(t) is the signal of interest and u(t) is bandlimited purely stationary Gaussian
noise with spectral density S,,(/):I[o"pU), where B:N lst. Then for sufficiently low
signal to noise energy coherence, i.e., lKuu(r)l<< lf**(r) l, the log likelihood ratio
becomes approximately

o(t):'(r)+*(t)

b(t)-,(r) j

(H.88)

(H.3e)

(H.40)

L L *(*(r ),r ) (H.41)

(H.+z)

functions

(H.+a)

tnAr(x(r ),r1=-jf - o(, )EKss(, )*(r ) ,

or equivalently

rn,riy (x( t),t )=-+$*"1*1, )H r."1 r 1x1 r ) +x( r )' K"". ( r )*( r )' )

LN(*(t),t):+5'!'*.{,(/-.rtl2*nT)-,(t-Atl2+mT)
{t/Yg n:0 m:0

8,, (t -e t lz+(" *m)f 12,(n -m)f )f'

+r(t -rt l2+nT)'r(t -tt lz+mT )'8,,.(t -tt /2+(n +m)T 12,(n -m)T)Tz),

where T:tt lN and Rrr(t,r) and R,,.(trr) are the almost periodic correlation
(2.195) and (2.196). Letting N approach infinity with at fixed (B+oo) yields

z$)L tim rr(x(t),t)

where

^t l2II
-^t 12

R.{ ,(t *u)' r(t +u)8,, (r +( u *u) lz,u _.u)

* r(t +u)' *(t +u).fi,,.(, +( u *u) lz,rl -, )) dudu.

(H.++)



Substitution of the Fourier expansions of the AP correlation functions yields

^t 
lz

,U):*uR"II I I trt, +u)r(t *r)' e-;n'('*')8,?(,-r)'
{lY6 d -^t12

XotU,ilA + [uo,U-.o)r(o)r-iLnfa 4,
V_rf r
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(H.45)

+r(t +u)z(t +u)e-dea(n+u)Bc. (u -r)'] "-iLrat 
dud,o l.

The system producing z(f) is clearly a quadratic almost periodic system of the form
(4.29) operating on the received waveform ,{t). Further manipulation yields the
equivalent frequency domain form

,(t):trR.{T/"ar(f,f+c,.f2)Xo,U,f-al2).,S#(f)-d,f (H.46)

+I {x o,U,f +n l})x o,u ,-f +ol2)E:. (/). d.f \ 1

where

(H.+z)

Thus, the detector can be interpreted as the sum of frequency smoothed cyclic periodo-
grams where the weighting functions are the cyclic spectra of the signal of interest. This
agrees with the detector derived in [31] using the couventional probabilistic framework of
random processes.
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